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Social science “always consists in a practical intervention in social life” (Roy Bhaskar 1986:169).

“…ultimately, knowledge is not just about defining, but about doing…” (Donald Judd 2003:5-6).

“It [Education] is in need of creative invention to make it work better” (Robert Ebel, in Farley 1982:18).
ABSTRACT

An in-depth investigation into the nature of composing was carried out to provide the theoretical basis for a computer mediated learning application, an interactive writing tutor computer program which might be customised by users to fit different educational contexts. The investigation was carried out within a critical realist perspective, from which viewpoint composing can be seen to have an external reality in common with other social phenomena. The intended outcome was to arrive at a description of writing which more closely approximated the reality so as to design more effective learning interactions, in particular, the writing tutor program itself. In order to arrive at the deep structure underpinning composing, a theoretical model of written composition was developed as follows.

The starting point in the modelling process was an empirical model, formulated in a previous study, and based on the close observations and generalisations of educationists and researchers who had studied composing. As the empirical model was already supported by extensive data of composing, a theoretical model was developed through a process of classical induction, with regular reference to data collected over a long-term period to support inferences arrived at inductively. The resulting theoretical model of written composition comprises an architecture of essential communicative functions, the property of which is communication in written mode. Written communication manifests as a complex process in stages, as observed by researchers and teachers, and as confirmed in a series of video protocol analyses. The system of functions without which effective written communication cannot take place revealed the empirical model to be in the nature of a stochastic algorithm which, while it could not guarantee effective written communication, would satisfy the preconditions for it to occur. The system of functions provided a perspective which made it possible to identify the complex mechanism whereby written communication is effected, as well as the causal factors which can be seen to give rise to the infinitely variable forms composing takes in specific instances (i.e. as input into the composing system). The system of functions is thought to be a generalisable principle applying not only to other communication modes, but with possible applicability in other fields, namely, educational design, art and music. It also facilitated the formulation of a second more analytical empirical model which was used to validate the theoretical model.

The study concludes with an account of the design and production of a working prototype of a writing tutor program, based on the first empirical model. This model was considered more suitable for pedagogical purposes as it offers learners a practical means of carrying out the essential communicative functions in real-life contexts: in effect, it is a type of social algorithm. The writing tutor program is easily customisable by the user, not only so as to reflect local academic requirements, but also to cater for individual learning needs.
PREFACE

This research represents original work by the author, its only prior publication (by the same author) being in peer refereed conference and journal papers. Where use was made of the work of others it has been duly acknowledged in the text.

As the field of written composition is characterised by widely divergent approaches, and the term “writing” itself is used with a multiplicity of different meanings, the following definitions have been provided to clarify the definition and force of the terms used in this account (all underlined terms in the body of the thesis can be also be found in a Glossary):

- The critical realist orientation within which this account is framed should not be confused with critical theory, although critical realism has affinities with Marxism.

- While the model featuring in this inquiry was derived from the observations of researchers and teachers working within the process approach to written composition, this account is in no way a process approach or an approach developed from the process approach: it is an approach from within the critical realist perspective, and attempts to approximate something of the essence of written composition and apply this in a practical intervention which is potentially emancipatory. The emphasis is on the role of human agency in writing, and writing as part of an interaction, in contrast to the postmodern focus on text and textual features of writing.

- This account focuses on writing as an interaction which includes text, but where “writing” is taken to mean “the act of writing” or “composing” and not “text”, unless otherwise indicated (or cited in a context where “writing” clearly means text, or is used deliberately to exploit the ambiguity of the word, as in the writing tutor program main menu).

- The term “discourse” is used in this account to refer to socially differentiated language forms and conventions, including paralinguistic elements and other nonverbal behaviour (as, for example, conventions of turn-taking in specific instances, but not the phenomenon of turn-taking per se). As discourse is viewed as primarily language-related, the langue/parole distinction can be seen to apply in that discourse exists both as a repertoire of potential utterances (or “social code”) and as an event, “real”-ised in the actual utterance. This distinction is important in establishing that, viewed within the critical realist orientation as interpreted here, discourse can exist in potential (i.e. as a socially shared repertoire of language forms and conventions), or as an event actually experienced by participants. In this account the term “discourse” is not viewed as synonymous with communication, but as one of the key mechanisms whereby communication is effected. Within a critical realist perspective, discourse, while it can occupy the real domain in the sense of utterance, should not be conflated with knowledge or reality, as both Bhaskar (in Laclau & Bhaskar 1998) and
Archer (Archer et al 1998) have pointed out in some detail. It has “real” force, however, in the sense of a mechanism.

- The term “text” refers to handwritten, printed or electronically represented words on a page or monitor screen, that is linear verbal script displayed on a permanent (or semi-permanent) two-dimensional medium. It is accepted that text can also refer to graphic representations and audio or video-recordings of speech and/or nonverbal behaviour, but these, while used to capture data or communicate concepts, are not the focus of this study.

- The terms “reality”, “meaning” and “knowledge” are not used synonymously, and the distinctions between these terms are explained in the course of this account.

- Learning is broadly defined as the social construction of knowledge: precisely how knowledge should be constructed is a matter of local choice from amongst the social options available at any given time, dependent on current relations of power.

- In its widest sense, academic writing is any act of writing which serves the ends of learning; however, it is habitually used to refer to the composing of essays, assignments or dissertations which are used to assess academic progress. In this account academic writing is not viewed as a generic activity, but as context-specific and shaped by local academic needs and requirements; there is, however, a “school type” of writing practice - usually de-contextualised - the outcome of which could be said to constitute a genre. Academic writing (i.e. composing) is viewed as an integral part of the social construction of knowledge, and not just a conduit (unless, of course, a transmission type of knowledge construction is involved).

- The term “model” refers to any representation which explains the nature, structure or working of a natural or social phenomenon clearly, often with the help of a diagram, and more recently with the help of computer simulations. The model, however, is not the diagram or the computer simulation, but the system of relations which it represents.

- A theory is defined as a hypothesis about the formal conceptual structure of a natural or social system, which attempts to abstract the necessary principles without which the properties of the system could not be fulfilled. A theory is generally judged in terms of its clarity in explaining phenomena with a particular end or purpose in view.

- The computer-mediated learning (CML) application developed in this study is a type of courseware, and not a computer simulation meant to test out a model or theory: it is, however, intended to simulate as far as possible the functions of a human tutor or writing coach, and to lead the learner writer through a type of simulation of expert composing behaviour.
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The following papers dealt with further applications of the theoretical model as (1) an educational design principle and (2) as the basis for further empirical models (e.g. a model of blended learning delivery):
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1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to arrive at a practical computer artefact - a writing tutor program - which could be used by learners with basic computer literacy from Grade 8 to first-year tertiary level and perhaps beyond. To be useful to learners in a number of different educational contexts, the resulting writing tutor program, besides being easily accessible and user-friendly, would need to reflect both the commonalities and variables in composing, and acknowledge the fact that composing is context-specific and shaped by the socio-cultural factors operating within that context. This is because it is generally acknowledged that literacy practices, as with language practices, are socially and culturally shaped. It is, however, the contention of this study that systemic relations can be identified within human communicative interactions in much the same way that systemic relations are acknowledged to operate in the phenomenon of language (whether in its langue or parole aspect), and that the task of identifying the commonalities and variables in composing depends firstly, on identifying the systemic functions which need to be carried out to effect successful communication in written mode, and secondly, showing how specific local conditions might be expected to impact on the carrying out of these functions. The finding of a suitable theoretical underpinning was, therefore, a prerequisite for the design and production of proposed writing tutor program, which meant that this study had two intended research products:

- a model of the system of functions underpinning communication in written mode
- a working prototype of the writing tutor program artefact

It can be seen from the above that this study hinges around the relevance of theory to practice, and the practical application of theory in ways which will allow learners to take control of their learning to improve the quality of their lives. The point is not whether certification at school and university will necessarily improve the quality of learners’ lives, but that this is how students
themselves view certification, and there is general agreement that an educated populace adds to a better overall quality of life for all citizens: educated how is dependent on socio-cultural values and trends, and not within the scope of this study to explore. A research orientation which is highly congruent with the derivation of theory from practice and the validation of theory in terms of its practical application - and potential application to improve the quality of life - is critical realism. Moreover, it is an orientation which was found to agree with the researcher’s personal beliefs and values, given that no orientation is monolithic or without internal variation or diversity of interpretation.

1.2 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

This account has been framed to fit within the structure of the development of a writing tutor program. This is because it was a practically-gear ed computer artefact (a “re-usable learning object”) which was the starting point for the continued inquiry at doctoral level into the complex social process involved in written composition. The act of writing is infinitely variable, protean and multi-layered, and so tied in with the academic’s “normal” or commonsense view of everyday academic functioning that it is almost impossible to view it with the kind of detachment that allows one to generalise about social processes. Moreover, academic writing is a highly controversial and politicised research field, where inter-paradigmatic debates tend to be waged with cut-throat intensity rather than scholarly cut-and-thrust. It is not, however, the intention of this study to judge the various approaches to the teaching of written composition: my brief is to produce a theoretical model of composing which will to some extent explain why current approaches focus on certain features of writing and not others. The intended outcome is that the writing tutor program based on this theoretical underpinning will in fact be useful in some way no matter what the composition instructor’s approach, or the approach of the discipline within which academic writing takes place.

This account, then, starts with an overview [CHAPTER TWO] of existing computer applications designed to facilitate the learning of written composition, and indicates where current applications tend to fall short, mainly in terms of the
fact that locally-relevant programs lack versatility, and the more versatile programs tend to be based on cognitive models of writing which do not show how the social context shapes composing processes (although this function may be carried out in an ad hoc fashion by the instructor). It concludes by suggesting the need for a rigorous modelling process which identifies on the one hand the deep-level functions involved in composing, and on the other, a practical (yet generalised) model which might show how these functions are carried out in actual practice. As specific instances of composing are context-specific, a necessary feature of the practical model was identified as to how/where it might be modified (or made customisable) so as to reflect specific local (i.e. social and cultural) influences.

Next, an overview is given of the orientation [CHAPTER THREE], critical realism, within which this study was carried out, followed by a more detailed account of the implications of critical realism for written composition. This is followed by an account of theoretical modelling in general, with specific reference to the relationship between theory and practice implicit in the critical realist orientation. While models of social functioning are a typical preoccupation of critical realist research, one of the chief problems posed in modelling is to decide which elements of any given social phenomenon will form the basis of the model. This problem was solved by using Franck’s (2002) modelling process as the methodology [CHAPTER FOUR]. Franck’s modelling process sums up in a coherent and logical description many hitherto ad hoc features of modelling, and focuses on the functions which need to be performed to effect the social process being studied, allowing the modeller to focus on key factors in what would otherwise have been an indistinguishable mass of surface detail. Thus the protean, inchoate, part conscious/part unconscious and - on the surface - highly idiosyncratic phenomenon of writing could be viewed through the lens of the social functions which are performed during writing, and, in fact, as is suggested, during any human communicative interaction (it should be noted that these are the functions which need to be performed for successful communication to take place, and not the functions which communication itself performs.)
The modelling process followed in this study is described next, with an account of how the various stages involved in Franck’s modelling process were carried out, including the techniques used in the empirical work, which involved a series of video protocol analyses. The empirical work which is part (but not the whole) of the above modelling process is then described, with an overview of the results and their implications for the models produced. Modelling, as with composing, is a cyclical rather than linear process (see Figure 1.1), which meant that this study was in fact a continuation of work started in a master’s study. Therefore the first stage of the modelling is given as a retrospective of the work carried out in the master’s study [CHAPTER FIVE], reviewed from within the perspective of Franck’s modelling process. Next, an account is given of the testing out of the first empirical model [CHAPTER SIX] in an extensive series of video protocol reconstructions of student composing. While it had become clear by this stage of the research that academic subject expertise was a crucial success factor in academic writing, it was not clear how the effect of local academic requirements could be represented in the first empirical model. This was because the first empirical model reflected the systemic aspects of
composing but not the extra-systemic aspects, in particular, how social factors might impact on composing.

Following Franck’s modelling process led to the development of a theoretical model of composing [CHAPTER SEVEN]. This is described as being the system of functions “without which” effective communication could not occur (i.e. they constitute prerequisites for communicating). It is suggested that the theoretical model of communicative functions goes some way towards accounting for the different focus of various current approaches to the teaching of written composition. An account follows of how the empirical model was reformulated to include an input option, which suggested how contingent factors, including local social requirements, might impinge on composing. Next, the results are given of testing out the second, more analytical, empirical model in 13 more video protocol analyses of student composing [CHAPTER EIGHT], in the process confirming the formal structure of the theoretical model. The capacity of the reformulated empirical model to explain wide variations in composing behaviour suggests that it provides a far more comprehensive description of composing than that provided by the first empirical model.

The design and production of the writing tutor program is then described [CHAPTER NINE], as well as user responses to the program, and the modifications these responses suggested. The thesis concludes [CHAPTER TEN] by reflecting on the extent to which the aims of the study were achieved, and by outlining possible areas for application and development of both the models and the writing tutor program.
2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores the concept of using computer programs to assist with composition instruction, first examining some principles for using computers in writing instruction, and next, reviewing a selection of currently available composition software. While all of the latter cover diverse aspects of writing, and process-based programs come the closest to replicating some of the functions of human tutors, none in fact covers both procedural and social aspects of composing. The chapter concludes with identifying the need to base the proposed writing tutor program on two models: a practical model which deals with both procedural and social aspects of composing, and a theoretical model showing the “deep structure” of communication in written mode. Two models are thought to be necessary, so that the practical model is based on more than “rule-of-thumb” or ad hoc application, and is not only validated against composing in real-life situations but can be seen to reflect something of the nature or “essence” of writing.

2.2 GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR USING COMPUTERS IN WRITING INSTRUCTION

Hughes suggests the following general principles for using computers in writing instruction:

1. Teachers should beware of both the positive and the negative hyperbole about computers in education.

2. Teachers should decide on educational goals and methods first, then consider how computers can be useful (not the other way around).

3. Teachers should consider computers primarily as tools for writers, not as omniscient teachers.

4. Teachers should consider using computers as part of their instruction, not as
the instruction.

5. Teachers should know that just because programs can do something does not mean it should be done.

6. Teachers should know that there is no Platonic ideal of a program for writing instruction.

7. Teachers should be realistic about the time and the costs associated with using computers in writing instruction (1989:1-2).

With regard to point 1, the literature supports the view that computer-aided composing has distinct advantages. The benefits of students using word processors for composing are well documented (see Daiute 1983, Eyman 1995, Monteith 1993, Snyder 1993, to name but a few): Leu et al cite evidence that “nearly 20% more students are able to pass the Massachusetts State writing assessment when permitted to use word processors” (2004:1606-1607). Word processors can assist composing by minimising the drudgery of re-drafting by hand, allowing the writer to spend more time on achieving the desired effect and less time on actual transcription, by making large-scale structuring revisions possible even at the last minute: they can facilitate polishing by providing both genre templates and the option of electronic checkers or checking mechanisms (e.g. find-and-replace options). Moreover, the word processor screen represents the finished product to the writer for immediate assessment of the desired effect, no matter how many corrections, changes or adjustments are made. Bennet emphasises the benefits of using computers for individual tutoring, for example, in focusing the student only on what needs to be learned, avoidance of unnecessary repetition and making use of helpful repetition, relatively low cost for individual attention, and positive reinforcement without teacher disapproval of slow learner response (1999:73-75). According to Cotton (1991), research shows that computer aided instruction (CAI) improves student achievement, enhances the learning rate, results in better retention of learning, and leads to more positive student attitudes. There are also indications that CAI makes students feel more in control, improves attendance, motivates them to spend more time on school tasks, and results in more cooperative social behaviour (1991:6-7). Computerised tutors are a viable
option for solving the problem of reduced academic staff numbers (Finnie 1991:10), particularly in the case of reduced English Language staff, as experienced nationwide in South African tertiary institutions.

However, there is a tendency to overplay the benefits of using computers to solve educational problems, and to underplay some of the real problems, such as student after-hours access to computers and the need for prior learning in this area, both serious issues for educationally disadvantaged ESL learners who are most in need of individual tuition (see also Kenning & Kenning, 1983:4, on the limitations of using computers for instruction). At the outset of this project there was no guarantee that learner writers would find using the software proposed in this study helpful, or would even choose to use it.

2.3 THE NEED TO CONSULT EDUCATIONAL GOALS AND METHODS

Hughes' point 2 is most germane to this study, in that the model on which the proposed WTP is based has not only been used extensively in teaching and coaching written composition since 1986, but, as will be shown, is also theoretically underpinned by a model of communicative functions, "without which" communication in written mode cannot be accomplished. The educational goal and methods used also have bearing on the modelling section, in that the intention is not to arrive at a "Platonic ideal" (point 6 above) embodying all aspects of literacy, but a model which will explain the real-life operation of composing as observed by teachers and researchers in the field, a theory both based on and authenticating practice, rather than the imposition of theory on practice. This is not to say that the theoretical model formulated does not share resonances with other composition theories and accepted best practice within a number of different approaches, merely that it is not derived from previous theories, but from a process of reverse engineering, working back from observations, confirmed by the writers themselves, of what writers do as they compose in academic and other contexts. This will be dealt with in more detail in the modelling section. However, a key aspect of the writing tutor which will be dealt with here is the features of human tutoring which the writing tutor
program will attempt to provide (or approximate), and how (i.e. educational goal and methods):

- to model composing processes for users, both by communicating these directly to students and by guiding them through these processes;
- to model reader-responses, so that beginner writers can internalise the kinds of inner dialogues which experienced writers have been observed to use to pre-empt and fulfil the needs of the intended reader(s) during revision;
- to allow input from the user which will reflect the social context, including specific academic requirements;
- to give generalised advice and guidance throughout composing;
- to give specific feedback on user-identified issues and problems;
- to be such as requiring to be consulted only when/where necessary;
- to be open-ended in allowing users to focus on their specific learning/remediation needs;
- to have interactive elements, such as input from the user in various sections, or feedback on performance;
- to remain unobtrusively on the screen to assist with composing as/when needed;
- to present to the user as a friend and helper;
- to prompt what have been observed by teachers and researchers to be effective composing practices; and
- to initiate a reflective dialogue on work-in-progress which can eventually be internalised by the user.

The disadvantages associated with using a computer program as opposed to interacting with a human tutor are as follows. The interaction with a computer program is at best (like that with print text) an interaction by proxy, lacking the immediacy and warmth of face-to-face interaction with a human tutor. As a result, the user has to supply most (if not all) of the initiative, and a human tutor is really needed to address motivational problems, deep anxiety or other
problems which require counselling rather than merely procedural advice. Finally, access might be a problem for disadvantaged ESL students (in South Africa and/or elsewhere) who are most in need of tutoring: the tutor program can be used only by learners who are computer literate and have regular (i.e. daily) access to computers, particularly after-hours access, when students will most likely be engaged in composing academic assignments.

However, while there are disadvantages associated with using a computer program as opposed to interacting with a human tutor, there are also enhancements offered by computer mediated learning:

- A tutor program is more convenient, and more time- and cost-effective than human tutoring: once bought, it can be used as many times as needed, and whenever needed (i.e. not just when a human tutor is available).

- A tutor program can also be distributed more cheaply and easily to students by the institution than a workbook, by making it available as an Internet download for home use as well as installing it in computer laboratories.

- Given that there is access to computers and basic computer skills, there is no limit to the number of learners a tutor program can accommodate, whether sequentially or at the same time.

- Unlike a human tutor, a tutor program does not become tired or irritable no matter how many times the same question is asked or the same procedures are rehearsed.

- Conversely, the user can drop a topic or break off without appearing to reject a human tutor’s advice with the result of offending him/her.

- Students appear to enjoy using computers, and to prefer them to formal “live” instruction.

- A computer program is not generally perceived as judgemental by learners in the same way that human teachers or tutors are, and is controlled by the learner, not the teacher.

Moving to Hughes’ point 3, the prototype WTP developed here was intended to be a tool at the service of the user, and, while (one hopes) a mine of useful
information, it points out what works for good writers, offers helpful advice and various prompts, and then leaves the writer to it. It can also be accessed as the user requires, as the help menu format allow users to choose from a number of options, rather than oblige them to follow a specified course of tuition. The WTP was designed to contain both procedural knowledge - “knowledge how to” - and declarative knowledge – “knowledge about” (Boyle 2001, Feifer 1992). In effect, the WTP provides a form of guided discovery (Alessi & Trollip 1991:8) and follows Knowles’ andragogical (i.e. adult) model of learning (in Pellone 1995:1, see also Healey 1999, and Corso & Williamson 1999:35). There is no reason, however, why it cannot also be used in teacher-centred (pedagogical) composition teaching programmes with younger learners. As regards Hughes’ point 4, the WTP was never intended to be the sole source of instruction, merely an adjunct or help program, although it could well be used to provide the basis for composition instruction, and responses by student teachers suggest that there is a need for such a form of guidance. I am in agreement with point 5, and resisted the temptation to put in routines or applications which would be flashy or clever, but would not add materially to the desired outcome (Wyatt 1984:10, Sanders & Kenner 1984:35). The fact that the programming budget was very small helped to avoid any superfluous padding, and actually cut out some features - for example, idea-generating strategies - which I would have liked to include because they would have added a sense of fun (initial student feedback has suggested that these should in fact be included). The static lesson texts (as those contained in the “About composing” menu item) in particular could have benefited from some animation (see Pellone 1995:9 on the positive effects of animation on learning). As far as Hughes’ point 6 goes, the fact that I have laboured to produce a “better description” of composing as the basis for the program design does not mean that I see it as some kind of platonic ideal. While the models produced reflect the closest position I could come to the “reality” of writing, both represent incomplete and tentative truths, driven by local needs and shaped by my own perceptions and experiences as writer, teacher and researcher. Finally, as regards point 7, working at an institution where the technical infrastructure lags somewhat behind its claims to be a “University of Technology”, I have no illusions about students’ access to computers or the costs (and politics) involved in setting up and maintaining
computer laboratories for general student use. To facilitate student access to the WTP, it is planned that the proposed commercial version will be sold as cheaply as possible, and in a form easily loaded on to a home computer or networked computer laboratory.

Hughes also suggests that the following questions should be asked about computer programs in writing instruction:

1. Does the program teach something worth teaching?
2. Is the program based on sound principles of how people write and how people learn?
3. Is the program flexible - for the student and for the teacher?
4. Is the program easy to use?
5. Does the program offer collaborative possibilities (1989:4-5)?

The writing tutor prototype was designed to fulfil all of these conditions except that expressed in 5., where the collaboration with other writers has in a sense been done in advance. This means that the user might benefit from the experiences of other writers, as (1) the whole program is a summing up of what good writers do and (2) the user might also benefit from the problems experienced by other writers by accessing the “Help with writer’s block” sections.

2.4 CATEGORIES OF WRITING TUTOR PROGRAMS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

When this project was initiated late in 1999, the only programs which came close to what was envisaged, and to which I had access (through the former Edgewood Teachers’ Training College) were some children’s programs, such as Story Book Weaver (http://www.allstarreview.com/storybookweaverdel.html), but these involved little more than pasting pictures and writing captions. I had read Costanzo’s account of Story Tutor (1987), and was aware of Easy Writer (http://www.softwareforstudents.com), but Costanzo’s program was tailored to leading the writer through a conferencing-type series of questions dealing
specifically with the short story genre, and *Easy Writer* taught composing through text analysis and editing only. McDaniel's (1987) comprehensive "Bibliography of text-analysis and writing instruction software" provided a wide range of exemplars of programs to assist the learning of composition, which involve, besides various text-analysis programs, shell programs, writing lessons, various kinds of organisers, heuristic strategies, other prewriting exercises, text revision (but via text analysis), grammar analysers, various kinds of writing prompts (often in the form of questions), grammar parsing and instruction, and teacher graders. It also contains various programs involving planning, structuring and revising guidance for creative writing, including poetry writing. A recent search at the time of writing has revealed that there are now several options documented or advertised online, including *Maestro Process Writing Tutor* (Steuck 2004). An interesting recent example is the HyperCard Project, *Writing Safari*, which uses a "‘top-down’ genre-based approach" (Farrow et al 1994:2) to assist hearing-challenged learners to develop composing expertise:

Concentrating on assisting learners to develop strategies to edit their own work at a level beyond the surface-level of error detection is an aim of *Writing Safari*. If learner awareness is raised of audience, purpose, genre organization and conventions as primary concerns and syntactic choices related to meaning as secondary, then it is hypothesized that learners might progress beyond a word by word or sentence level view of writing to consider writing as a means of communication. It is hoped that they will be able to view writing as something over which they can exercise individual control (http://www.cltr.uq.edu.au/oncall/farrow91.html).

However, there is no evidence to support the view that mastering editing processes on its own leads to a generalised composing expertise, or that dealing with excerpts larger than the sentence will lead to a view of writing as communication, let alone assist students with the process of actual communication in writing.

While cognitive theories of writing appear to have been used to inform most (if not all) of the process-based tutor programs currently available, the data from research projects carried out from 1993 - 1999, as well as that carried out recently to finalise the modelling process, suggest that cognitive theories alone
will not assist learners with the social aspects of composing, which both the case studies and the literature suggest are key factors in successful academic writing. The types of writing tutor (or tutor-type) applications currently available include (1) conferencing-type tutors, (2) tutors based on text-analysis, (3) tutors based on heuristics or invention strategies, (4) text or revision tools, (5) organisers and (6) process-based tutors. Special “training” type word processors (usually designed for younger writers) have not been included, but Write Away! (http://www.blackcatsoftware.com/catalog/products/writeaway.html) is an example of one such, and, besides typical organiser features such as writing planners, ideas notebooks and user-compiled word banks, can be configured by the teacher to suit local requirements.

2.4.1 Conferencing-type tutors
These are applications which are programmed to ask students a series of preset questions to “conference” with them throughout composing. Costanzo’s (1987) Story Tutor is one such example, and is geared towards leading learners through writing a typical short story. Questions include those about topic, characters, setting and plot, and students are prompted with further questions asking them to explain their choices. The drawback to the increased interactivity thereby achieved is that such applications are limited to one genre only, unless the program designer were to work out an algorithm with alternative questions for various genres: designing and creating such a program would be an immense task, however.

2.4.2 Tutors based on text-analysis
Programs such as Easy Writer (as well as the majority of the older programs listed by McDaniel 1987) are based on the principle that analysing texts helps students to develop writing expertise. Writing Safari is also based on text-analysis, but attempts to do so from a broader social perspective than that involving surface errors. While it is not disputed that text analysis can be helpful in identifying features of the genres learner writers are required to use, this does not provide a satisfactory theoretical basis for developing composing expertise, for which genre-based practitioners themselves recommend a focus on writing
process (see Coe 1986:310).

2.4.3 Tutors based on heuristics or invention strategies

According to Hughes (1989) *HBJ Writer* and *Writer's Helper* (also mentioned by McDaniel 1987) fit into this category, and are sometimes combined with text or revision tools as in the case of *Writer's Helper*.

2.4.4 Text or revision tools

Most older type programs fall into this category: possibly remnants of the old form-based approach which predates the process approach, although genre-based approaches and social constructionism have revived the focus on forms, but from a more socially-conscious position which focuses on text as discourse rather than syntactical forms. Programs which suggest how learners themselves can polish and revise texts with the use of guidelines and checklists can be very useful in the later stages of composing, and many of these feature in McDaniel’s (1987) bibliography list. A later version is *WhiteSmoke*, which offers the user Expanded vocabulary, Templates, Punctuation corrections, Improved clarity, Grammar check, Thesaurus, Spell check, and English-Dictionary (http://www.whitesmoke.com/english-writing-software.html). The programs *Comment*, *Create*, *HBJ Writer*, *Homer*, and *The Paragraphing Program* include revision tools, often combined with other features.

Grammar and spelling checkers, while standard features of most modern word processors, are also examples of revision programs. While spelling checkers are very useful if used sensibly, in my experience grammar checkers (for example the various versions of *Grammatik* and the latest Microsoft Word grammar checkers) are on the whole insensitive to variations in style if not downright misleading. I would not recommend these for learner use, not because they might make learners lazy, but because they are very likely to confuse them. A style checker which could easily be customised to suit local requirements, including preferences for academic conventions (for example, handling citations), would be very useful, and would allow students at higher levels to spend more time focusing on meaning and logical argument...
development rather than focusing on surface details: style sheets are helpful in this respect, but tend to focus on appearance rather than academic conventions.

2.4.5 Organisers

These are based more on the principles of tidiness and organisation than composing processes per se (although stages such as “Prewriting” and “Polishing” sometimes form part of the organising process). While many such organisers are included in McDaniel’s (1987) account (e.g. Organize), a more recent example is Writing Tutor (http://support.selectsoft.com/manuals/writing_tutor.htm) which offers a package of applications to assist writers to organise the writing experience. According to the website:

By incorporating the popular Writer’s Solution program, Writing Tutor creates a complete writing environment that makes it easy for all ages to turn out clear and engaging stories, papers, speeches, articles and much more. With Writing Tutor, you’ll be able to use Media Inspirations to encourage your imagination, Graphic Organizers to arrange your thoughts, Revision Checkers to identify common mistakes, and many other helpful aids. From brainstorming to revising, you can count on Writing Tutor to guide you through the entire writing process (http://support.selectsoft .com/manuals/ writing_tutor.htm).

Writing Tutor includes heuristics in much the same way as Writing Safari: most currently available writing tutor programs constitute a combination of the various types identified here. An interesting organiser-type package called The Literary Machine, according to the website, was “designed to be a creativity tool with the necessary information-management tools” and offers a “freeform database” which, the website claims, organises information in more creative and easily accessible ways than conventional databases (http://www.sommestad.com /LM_1_1.htm).

2.4.6 Process-based tutors

Most process-based tutor programs are based on cognitive models of composing which superficially resemble the model used in this account (the “user's model” of composing). However, none that I have found so far incorporate a consideration of the social aspects of composing, which, as a
result, need to be handled in the context of an actual composition programme. This limits the versatility of such programs, and, furthermore, confuses the extent to which the tutor program alone can be shown to be effective in bringing about improved grades, as opposed to its being used in combination with a composition teaching programme. *Writing Tutor* could also be classified as a process-based tutor, as it includes a ten-step process in which 7. – 10. can be closely equated with the user's model, and 1. - 6. could be collapsed into Prewriting:

1. Inspirations for writing
2. Choosing a topic
3. Narrowing a topic
4. Considering audience and purpose
5. Gathering details
6. Organizing details
7. Drafting
8. Revising and editing
9. Proofreading
10. Assessment

*Writing Tutor* is interactive in prompting students through the above steps, and includes heuristic and revision devices, such as “venn diagrams, cluster diagrams, chain of events, word and topic bins, story map, self interview, notecards, peer-evaluation, language checkers”. It also includes “on-screen handbooks such as the grammar handbook, the problem solver handbook, and the writing handbook which explains literary terms and style issues” (http://support.selectsoft.com/manuals/writing_tutor.htm). However steps 1. - 3. suggest that the steps are geared towards a type of high school English composition writing process, although “engaging stories, papers, speeches, articles, and much more” are mentioned in the website (http://support.selectsoft.com/manuals/writing_tutor.htm). *Writing Process Workshop* (http://www.gamco.com/wri-37.htm) is another process-based program which guides students through the steps of “writing readiness, brainstorming, pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing and proofreading”. Some of the stages found in the process-based tutor programs also feature in the user's model: it must be
remembered that the stages of the user’s model are more or less common knowledge by now. They were, after all, identified in the process approach literature of the 1980s (also summed up in White & Arndt’s 1991 diagram of process writing, in Furneaux, 1998). Their connection with the communicative functions, particularly the social function, has not been previously established, however, which means that they do not go beyond the cognitive models of writing which were criticised by genre-based practitioners, social constructionists and critical theorists for being socially naïve and potentially oppressive in misleading learners about the social realities of power.

A process-based writing tutor program which comes closest to the prototype developed in this study, based on a cognitive model and classroom research into using computers to guide students through writing processes, is *Maestro Process Writing Tutor* (copyright 2000 TutorTek.com). This was developed as a web-based application but is currently available commercially as a stand-alone program which can be installed on individual PCs or in networked laboratories, and will be discussed at some length as it provides a useful comparison and contrast with the WTP developed in this study. As I understand it, *Maestro* is the writing tutor program which Rowley and Meyer (2003) refer to as the “Computer Tutor for Writers” or “CTW” in the article where they document the development of the program. *Maestro* is something in the nature of a “Goliath” to the “David” of the WTP prototype developed here. The CTW is accompanied by a manual of over fifty pages (http://www.tutortek.com/support/mMaestro/Maestro.htm) and is clearly intended to provide a comprehensive composition teaching programme. The cognitive model of composing underpinning *Maestro* gives the stages of composing as prewrite, draft and edit, and the three stages are presented to the user in that order. The program includes a “Tailored Instructional Mode” which offers students “upfront instruction in writing terms and methods”. *Maestro* in fact in itself comprises a detailed composition teaching programme, with some aspects, granted, which can be accessed at will when composing, but which tends to be prescriptive in focusing writers on specific activities which should be completed at various stages, and, inevitably, is geared towards school composition writing, as it is possible to be more prescriptive with this kind of writing. It contains some creative idea-generating
routines, one such being “Clustering” which appears to be a hybrid between logical theme development and mind-mapping from a central point (both methods are stock heuristics, and are suggested in the prototype WTP.) The instructions in the manual tend to be detailed and somewhat ponderous. Students who are independent learners or do not respond well to a controlled approach might find this a bit heavy handed, although Maestro is amongst other things a superb idea-organiser, with excellent screen display and save features. Yet idea organisers tend to focus on what computers can do, rather than what learners need. Learner writers do need to organise their ideas, but they often need to do this quickly before the ideas evaporate, or their writing becomes not only stilted but stalled. A 2B pencil with a scrap of rough paper often achieves the same processes more swiftly, economically and creatively than a computer. The WTP prototype produced in this study (see Chapter Nine) advises learner writers to revel in their messy rough drafts, as these are the raw materials pumping out of the wellspring of their creativity: it also advises learners to file these neatly afterwards.

The CTW also duplicates - unnecessarily, in my opinion - many file and text processes which can already be found on word processors, and must require some intensive training for students to master, as the routines given are not necessarily self-explanatory. According to the manual, the CTW is based on the same objective as the WTP prototype, that is to demystify writing processes and offer students strategies which may not make them “Pulitzer Prize winning” authors but will lead them through the same methods which expert writers use. The manual also states that the CTW will enable students to take control of their writing, and is very thorough in guiding teachers through the kinds of composition teaching programmes they might prepare for use with the CTW. My general impression, however, is that the WTP prototype is better informed theoretically, and much less prescriptive and directive than the CTW. But then, much depends on the type of educational system involved: for schools which teach the “five paragraph theme” style of writing, a program such as Maestro might prove to be ideal. As Elbow (1991) reminds us, however, English Departments are notoriously diverse in their staff make-up, and most English staff have their own - highly idiosyncratic - preferred ways of teaching written
composition. For this reason, a tutor which is based around the commonalities of composing, is highly flexible in its use, and can be customised at each stage of composing not only to suit the preferred teaching method but also to accommodate each student’s needs is more likely to gain general acceptance than a prescriptive model. The WTP prototype gives a (simplified) theory and structure of composing (as developed in this study) and lets the users make the decision as to if and how they are going to use these.

The development of *Maestro Process Writing Tutor* is underpinned by a four-year study (Rowley et al. 1998) informing design improvements to a writing tutor named Reading and Writing in a Supportive Environment (R-WISE) based on a cognitive model of composing which was tested out in the classroom situation. According to Rowley and Meyer, “These four studies demonstrated that the elements of the writing process could be taught though simulation of an expert approach to prewriting, composing and revision strategies” (2003:2). The fifth year “provided evidence that the elements of the writing process facilitated in the technologies of the first four studies could be combined into a comprehensive training environment, providing an improvement over traditional instruction”; it also demonstrated that the computerised writing tutor “could effectively teach students in the context of regular writing assignments” (2003:2-3). Like the WTP prototype, the writing tutor developed by Rowley et al focuses on procedural facilitation, but was based on the Flower and Hayes (1981) cognitive model of writing to provide a “concrete definition of the expert writing process” (Rowley & Meyer 2003:3). The emphasis, then, was on computer design systems and practical teaching rather than on theory development.

The problem with cognitive models of composing, along with other process-based models, is that they appear to be more successful when applied to developing composing expertise in the kinds of creative or transactional composing (e.g. of compositions, letters and theme reports) carried out at school than with writing in the disciplines, particularly at higher levels. This is why it is important to consider the prospective students and intended purpose of computerised writing tutor development. According to Rowley and Meyer (2003), it was concerns about high school achievement which prompted the
research such as the one in which the CTW was developed. The CTW is, understandably, very much geared to the kind of high school writing which is found in American school culture (see, for example, the scoring rubric given on 2003:184 - 185, which is specific to a type of school writing). The prototype version WTP developed here, while it also provides checklists, and was designed primarily for school-type writing, is not limited to this, as it is based on a macro communicative system, and thus is not geared to any particular instructional design rubrics for computer mediated learning (CML), as the communicative functions themselves underpin both the structure of the application and the structure of the composing process within the application. This is not to say that the specifics of clear program presentation were not considered carefully as far as the budgetary constraints on programming would allow (see Pellone 1995:6-8 on “Designing Instructional Displays”, Alessi & Trollip 1991:33-64 on “Presentation of Information”, and Boling & Soo 1999 on software design generally).

The writing tutor program described Rowley and Meyer was designed around a cognitive model of composing organised in a programmed learning sequence:

The **cognitive tutoring engine** was the heart of the CTW [Computer Tutor for Writers] using a “student progress” decision-making algorithm to adapt the representation to the student’s needs at any given time, assuring that the student completed activities before proceeding to the next activity (2003:176).

In similar fashion, the five stages of a practical model of composing are the heart of the prototype WTP developed in this study, but the actual decisions are left up the learner, and the algorithm used is not the “traditional intelligent tutoring system of what to teach next, how to teach, and what has been learned” (2003:177), but the algorithm provided by the “user’s model of composing” (Pratt 1990), which, it will be shown in subsequent chapters, owes its effectiveness in teaching, learning and self- or tutor-diagnosis of composing problems because it is underpinned by a system of functions necessary for effective communication to take place. It is in fact based on a social algorithm (Blunt Bugental 2000), and not a cognitive heuristic. The technical design features of the CTW (Rowley & Meyer 2003:176) suggest that the program
resembles the kinds of learning programme contained in educational shell programs (e.g. WebCT). This kind of application was considered for the prototype WTP, but was rejected on the basis that the WTP is not in fact a composition teaching programme (although it contains instructional elements) but a computerised learning simulation-cum-user’s guide - a writer’s helper, much in the same way that a human tutor is. To conclude this review, Rowley and Meyer’s CTW and the WTP prototype, while both process-based tutors and superficially similar, are very different because they are designed for different purposes: one cannot assess the one on the basis of the other, or in fact compare them critically point-by-point. Maestro, as the CTW’s product brand name implies, orchestrates the whole composition teaching programme. NEWT (the name by which the WTP is presented to the user) clings to the screen and darts about when necessary, much in the nature of its namesake.

2.5 FEATURES OF A VERSATILE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

While the above programs can be seen to cover diverse aspects of writing, none of the process-based programs distinguish successfully between the basic procedural and the context-specific social aspects of composing, that is the commonalities and the variables, or allow the writers the infinite flexibility observed in composing procedures which has prompted researchers to suggest that writing behaviour is too idiosyncratic to be categorised (see Lynn 1987, Raimes 1985 and Spack 1984). To be effective, a writing tutor program, that is a program which will to some extent take the place of a human tutor, needs to be based on a model of composing which distinguishes between the commonalities and variables, and allows the learner writer infinite flexibility in composing.

2.6 CONCLUSION

To sum up, the principles provided by Hughes, the review of the process-based writing tutors currently available and my own teaching and coaching experience suggest that a writing tutor program which is going to be of general use in a variety of different academic contexts needs to have the following features or qualities. It should be:
• based on a practical model of composing which reflects what writers actually do as they write;

• based around the commonalities of composing so that it is useful for a diversity of academic genres (i.e. it needs to be underpinned by a theory which goes some way towards explaining the “deep structure” of composing);

• customisable to suit different academic contexts and purposes, acknowledging the fact that composing, like other literacy practices, is context-specific and socially-shaped;

• flexible in terms of meeting diverse learner needs as required rather than prescribing a set course of instruction;

• customisable to suit different learner needs, acknowledging the idiosyncratic nature of both learning and composing;

• flexible in terms of being able to be used in different instructional delivery modes, whether learner-centred or teacher-centred;

• easily made available to learner writers as a tool which they (and not just the teacher) can use;

• easy to use to the extent of being self-explanatory.

It can be seen from the above that two kinds of models appear to be required for the design of an effective writing tutor program: a flexible practical model which guides learners through composing processes, and a theoretical model which underpins the commonalities in writing and goes some way towards explaining the “deep structure” of composing. Composition theories have tended away from generalised models of composing (as in the process approach) and have moved towards discourse-based theories showing writing as the “discourse of the academic discourse community”. While more is involved in academic writing than discourse, that is different repertoires of socially-differentiated (academic, in this case) language, the various academic genres may well require different kinds of surface composing approaches, and generalised models (e.g. cognitive models) have not up till now proved successful in assisting students to fulfil the requirements of academic writing in
specialised academic disciplines. A practical model of composing which is not underpinned by a model showing the deep structure of writing will be unlikely to accommodate composing in very different genres or be able to explain surface variations satisfactorily.

In subsequent chapters it will be explained how two types of model were developed, a practical model showing generalised surface (i.e. observable) composing procedures, and a theoretical model hypothesising (by a process of classical induction) deep-structure communicative functions which need to be carried out for communication in written mode to be effected, but which are effectively masked by the properties of communication in written mode. Two versions of the practical model were produced: an earlier “pedagogical” version which had already proved effective in teaching and coaching, and a later “analytical” version which comprised a more precise research tool for analysing composing. The significance of the model of communicative functions was that it showed how the social aspect of communication, though more evident at certain stages of composing, permeates the whole process, and suggested a way of customising a process-type writing tutor program so that it could fit various social contexts (academic or otherwise) and purposes.
3.1 INTRODUCTION

Critical realism is an appropriate orientation for presenting this research project for the following reasons. Firstly, it is congruent with both my current personal view of reality and long-term attempts to probe beyond the surface into the deeper levels operating in written composition: critical realism looks into the deep causes of things. Next, the inquiry has followed the investigative processes typical of critical realism, involving a process of stratification, where insights occur in a series of staggered layers, each providing a grounding for the level above; transcendental argument, which has attempted to go beyond the limitations of experience and suggest the reality underpinning it; and dialogical critique, where the repeated interplay between experience, theory and what can be extrapolated from the former about events mirrors the realist ontology itself. The conclusions are congruent with Bhaskar’s belief that the “real essences” (1979:16) of things can be grasped: in the case of this inquiry, the “essence” of composing was ultimately traced to certain underlying patterns of communication which, while they are realised in specific discourse practices, are not considered to be defined or set in place by discourse. However, the theory developed in this study (i.e. in the form of a systemic model of communicative functions) is not viewed as an end in itself, but has practical application in the form of a writing tutor program. This practical application is congruent with critical realism, where social science research “always consists in a practical intervention in social life” (Bhaskar 1986:169).

3.2 OVERVIEW OF CRITICAL REALISM

Baëhr (1990) comments that researchers in the social sciences who do not have a background in philosophy experience difficulty in coming to grips with the literature on critical realism (particularly Bhaskar’s earlier works) yet paradoxically - critical realism has been described as an orientation which could
be grasped by an intelligent fifteen-year-old. This is because, while the theme of critical realism is relatively straightforward, the fabric of its construction in philosophical terms is subtle and complex. This overview is an attempt to summarise critical realism so that the thrust and scope of the perspective is clear, not only to academics unfamiliar with the orientation, but also to readers who are not necessarily academics, and who would like to understand the orientation. Inevitably I will be in danger of overstating or over-simplifying the case at times, and may in fact misinterpret (or misrepresent) certain features of critical realism in the attempt, but I ask more informed readers, particularly those with a background in philosophy, to bear with me.

The emerging school of philosophy which came to be termed “critical realism”, and which has been gradually gaining ground in the social sciences, was developed mainly by Roy Bhaskar, whose most significant contribution to philosophy has been in the area of ontology. Bhaskar emphasises the primacy of ontology as a fundamental issue in all theories about being, whether it remains tacit or is made explicit:

You can’t get away without ontology. It’s not a question of being a realist, or not a realist. It is a question of what kind of realist you are going to be - explicit or tacit. Insofar as you are not a realist, you secrete an ontology and a realism... You can’t get far in the world unless you are implicitly realist in practice (Bhaskar in Norris 1999:9).

This is in marked contrast to currently dominant research orientations in Education, which tend to adopt perspectives which show reality as being interpersonally negotiated (hermeneutics) or socially constructed (constructivism).

According to the account given in “Roy Bhaskar Interviewed” (Norris 1999), the critical realist orientation developed out of an intended Ph.D. in economics which involved an investigation into the problem of world poverty. Bhaskar found little of relevance in economic theories which might solve the problems facing under-developed countries, and perceived the philosophy of social science to be divided between positivism and hermeneutics, while the whole field appeared to be dominated by an empiricist orientation. While current
theoretical debates (in which Kuhn, Feyerbrand and Lakatos are mentioned in particular as participants - see Bhaskar 1979) challenged the empiricist philosophy of science, such debates hinged around epistemology. According to Bhaskar, there was little foundation for the new ideas posited by the above theorists as the issue of ontology had not been addressed, leaving the dominant empiricist ontology unchallenged. Searching for an alternative ontology, Bhaskar questioned the need for the theories of Hume, Hemp and Popper, which dominated both pro- and anti-empiricist positions, by “re-thematising ontology and giving it a certain new content or shape” in A realist theory of science (Norris 1999:1). All of his subsequent work developed out of this project, and his focus changed from economics to philosophy, which he describes as “the true love of my life” (1999:1).

Critical realism is not an Enlightenment-type rationality, or a return to a one-dimensional positivism based on an accumulation of observable data, but a highly flexible meta-view which can accommodate inquiry in both the natural and social sciences. Critical realism ventures beyond the comfort zone of the socially manufactured “reality is what we make it” maxim of poststructuralist views into the cold zone of hard reality beyond human control. This hard reality includes not only the physical natural world of earthquakes, floods, famines and other natural disasters, and the physical human world of disease, disability and aging, but the harsh social realities of poverty, oppression and war. From a critical realist viewpoint, broad social conditions are as much “givens” of the human condition as the landscape, and, once set in place, are not amenable to attempts at human control. While the term “under-labourer” (Locke 1690:3) for the natural and human sciences frequently recurs in accounts of critical realism, it should possibly more properly be treated as an overview or meta-perspective, or perhaps even something of an interface stretching beyond socially constructed views of reality towards reality itself, which is not necessarily a realm of solid objects (Norris 1999:6) but a state of being we all tacitly acknowledge to exist by virtue of our everyday functioning. While Bhaskar has been accused of being vague about working out certain features of critical realism to their logical conclusion (Baëhr 1990:771), it must be understood that critical realism is a perspective which is constantly changing and developing, an
enterprise of vast scope and depth (even the name of the orientation has changed: from “transcendental realism”, to “critical naturalism” and, finally, to “critical realism”). Bhaskar himself, in his interview with Norris (1999), sees critical realism as work in progress, an ongoing project, and acknowledges that his own position may change with time. While Bhaskar has been the main proponent in mapping out its territory, other contributors have been involved, notably Rom Harre (1979,1986) and Margaret Archer (1998, 2002), leading to variations in the interpretation of critical realism.

In order to clarify the nature of critical realism as a research orientation, I shall attempt to summarise its basic tenets. Guba suggests that the orientations which inform inquiry can be characterised by asking questions about their ontological, epistemological and methodological assumptions, as follows (1990:18):

1. **Ontological**: What is the nature of the knowable? Or, what is the nature of reality?
2. **Epistemological**: What is the nature of the relationship between the knower (the inquirer) and the known (or knowable)?
3. **Methodological**: How should the inquirer go about finding out knowledge?

Finding answers to the above questions will not only help to clarify the critical realist position as a research orientation, but also to illustrate how it compares and contrasts with other inquiry paradigms. It must be noted, however, that the actual interpretations of critical realism provided by Guba (1990) and by Denzin & Lincoln (2005) have been contested by critical realists on the basis that they are inaccurate and dismissive (see in particular MacLennan 2005 and Fleetwood 2005).

### 3.3 CRITICAL REALISM AS RESEARCH ORIENTATION

As mentioned above, Bhaskar’s most significant contribution to philosophy, as well as providing an orientation for inquiry spanning the natural and human sciences, has been his focus on ontology. It is not his brief to define
exhaustively the nature of reality, a task he relegates to individual researchers in the natural and human sciences, but to characterise the elements which might constitute a satisfactory theory of being, that is a theory which might reflect the general nature and scope of reality without categorising its precise nature in specific instances. In carrying out this brief, Bhaskar has not only restored the balance between ontology and epistemology, hitherto tipped on the philosophical scales towards the latter, but has also provided the kind of broad meta-perspective which is particularly useful for examining educational perspectives or approaches, as in Donald Judd’s (2003) analysis of three composition theories. Bhaskar’s philosophy is in fact remarkable in that it can accommodate seemingly incompatible disciplines such as divinity, healthcare, economics and science. The fact that it is frequently referred to as an “under-labourer” to the sciences in the literature (a term derived from Locke’s Epistle to the Reader, 1690:3), suggests that it operates at a more fundamental and profound level than previously existing theories of natural and social science.

Bhaskar’s ontology is realist, but a realism of complex layers rather than the accumulative sense-data realism of positivism. Layering, which is termed stratification, is a recurring motif in critical realism (Irwin 1997) and applies in (at least) three key areas: (1) the structure of its ontological framework, (2) the layers of complex causality which lead to the emergence of natural and social phenomena, and (3) emergent human knowledge, which can be seen to unfold over time in progressive layers of depth perception, and is always in a state of development. Irwin (1997) explains Bhaskar’s preoccupation with stratification as follows: “Stratification is associated with a vertical analogy Bhaskar deploys throughout his works and is related to causal structure”. As Bhaskar believes that it is the nature of reality which affects not only the way in which phenomena unfold, but also the way we think about reality, it is not accidental that the principles of stratification should permeate his ontological framework, as well as both emergent physical (and social) events and human knowledge. Reality is not viewed as a fixed and closed system, but as open-ended, always in a state of becoming, and, while subject to the interaction of powerful and complex mechanisms (underlying causes of events), is capable of generating novel phenomena and even of developing further mechanisms over time.
Bhaskar’s ontology comprises three domains: the real, the actual and the empirical (see Table 3.1). The domain of real consists of mechanisms, events and experiences. **Mechanisms** refer to a complex layering of natural and social forces which are not subject to human control, and which shape events (i.e. they provide causality); the real domain also includes events and experiences, although humans experience events and not the mechanisms shaping them, nor are we necessarily ever aware (or if so, fully aware) of these. Events and experience are incontrovertibly real, although explanations as to causality (a function of the empirical domain) may differ widely. While events are seen as being shaped by mechanisms which have the operating force of fundamental laws, reality is viewed as complex and changing, unlike the uni-dimensional positivist perspective which views knowledge merely as accumulated sense-data (not necessarily a feature of all positivist approaches). The real domain is viewed as being complete in itself, and not the result of human thought - although it includes complex social forces, it is not a socially-mediated state (the term *intransitive* is used of the material realm posited in the real domain, as it has an existence independent of human thought). However, it is important not to confuse “real” with “consisting solely of material objects”. As Fleetwood (2005) has pointed out, the domain of real can contain other categories of real, such as: “ideally real” (i.e. conceptual entities with causal force), “artefactually real” (i.e. syntheses) and “socially real” (i.e. social structures). The domain of actual consists of events and human experience, although humans tend to have inchoate and fleeting perceptions of events. The domain of empirical comprises human experience only, and constitutes knowledge or theories about various natural and social phenomena (this domain is considered to be *transitive*, as knowledge is a human construct, even if the objects of knowledge are not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain of Real</th>
<th>Domain of Actual</th>
<th>Domain of Empirical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanisms</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Events</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiences</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Bhaskar’s three domains (Table 1.1 from Bhaskar 1978:56)
necessarily so.) Bhaskar’s empirical domain does not specify how knowledge is constructed in various cases, however (this would be the task of individual researchers in the social sciences), merely that it is a human construct shaped by social forces and immediate local needs, and always tentative. The theory of critical realism is itself such a construct, with, of course, its own version of how knowledge should be constructed, i.e. from a depth investigation of natural and social phenomena which attempts to identify the mechanisms operating in a given case.

Unlike most current orientations in the social sciences, where not only knowledge but reality itself is viewed as socially constructed, critical realism uses transcendental argument, that is it argues for an external reality, the existence of which can only be postulated or conjectured, however. Bhaskar argues that human inquiry is shaped by reality, and not vice versa. Human investigation, whether of natural or social phenomena, tends to uncover complex layers of explanation, not necessarily homogenous or even intrinsically related at different levels of operation. The layers of causality are, as mentioned above, an example of stratification, and the layering apparent in successive waves of human inquiry is also referred to as a process of stratification, reflecting the complex layering of the real world. Human emancipation, in critical realist terms, can be achieved by uncovering the truth about reality, and, providing one has the will to change, by taking action which will improve the quality of life (see Bhaskar 1989:178). In this respect critical realism has an affinity with critical theory, which views critique in order to arrive at the “true” state of affairs as a prerequisite for emancipation (critical theory also posits an external reality, see Guba 1990:24, and Bhaskar has emphasised the affinity of critical realism with Marxism). Truth in critical realist terms is a human construct, affected, admittedly, by socio-cultural forces and immediate local needs, but based on a thorough examination into the deep causes or successive layers of mechanisms underlying oppressive circumstances. Bhaskar’s ontology has ecological implications, both from the point of view of humans living in precarious balance with nature (see Baehr 1990:769) in a setting governed by a complex combination of vast, complex but slowly
changing forces, and the impact of human depredations of natural resources on this balance.

To answer the three questions posed by Guba (1990:18) above, the ontology, epistemology and methodology of critical realism could be categorised as follows:

**Ontology:** critical realist - comprising three different domains (real, actual and empirical), the “real” being independent of human thought, which, mirroring the structure of the “real”, can approximate but never fully apprehend it, the “actual” being the realm of human experience, and the “empirical” being the realm of thought, that is the speculations of humans on the nature of the real.

**Epistemology:** transcendental, dualist - where the inquirer is both part of the reality and partakes of its qualities but attempts at the same time to transcend the limitations of human knowledge and approximate the truth.

**Methodology:** dialogic critique - a depth-investigation into causality, that is the complex layers of mechanisms triggering events.

### 3.4 CRITICISMS OF CRITICAL REALISM

In his overview of critical realism Baërhr also sums up some of the criticisms. Firstly, it could be said that critical realism takes up an “absolutist position” (1990:769) outside of human knowledge, which is surely socially constructed. According to Baërhr, Bhaskar’s response to this criticism is that that the very workings of science presuppose a distinction between human agency and the mechanisms which trigger events, and that it would be equally presumptuous to suppose that the nature of reality is dependent on our theories about it. Critical realism is in fact a conscious attempt to “de-anthropomorphise” reality, and has “ecological resonance”, revealing the precarious nature of our place in the world (1990:769). Next, the concept of an intransitive social realm is questionable, that is the existence of social mechanisms on a par with natural forces. Bhaskar’s position is that social structures are as “real” as natural structures, with the following ontological limitations, however (1979:48-9):

1. Social structures, unlike natural structures, do not exist independently of the activities they govern;
(2) Social structures, unlike natural structures, do not exist independently of the agents’ conceptions of what they are doing in their activity;

(3) Social structures, unlike natural structures, may be only relatively enduring (so that the tendencies they govern may not be universal in the sense of space–time variant).

Social phenomena are therefore concept-dependent and activity-dependent (1979:63). Bhaskar suggests that society and human actions (both conscious and unconscious) have a dual nature:

Society is both the ever present condition (material cause) and the continually produced outcome of human agency. And praxis is both work, that is conscious production, and (normally unconscious) reproduction of the conditions of production, that is society (Bhaskar 1979:43-44).

Baëhr finds Bhaskar’s partisanship of Marxism a more serious problem, and claims that it leads him at times to fall into the trap of “a priori” arguments favouring Marxism. Not all of Bhaskar’s commentators find Marxism a problem, however, and Nellhaus goes so far as to suggest that Marxism should actually be subsumed within critical realism (1996:8). Baëhr also criticises Bhaskar’s “holistic” view of society (i.e. that it is a “complex and casually efficacious whole - a totality, which is being continually transformed in practice”, Bhaskar 1979:69) which he regards as “dated”, and suggests that terms such as structure, mechanism and law are ambiguous when applied to society (1990:773). More seriously, Baëhr points out that the process of looking into the deep causes of things (i.e. scientific enquiry) is not emancipatory per se: “strictly speaking, science cannot emancipate at all” (1990:773). This is of course correct: without the will to change, and the actual initiation of action to bring about change to improve the quality of life, emancipation will not automatically occur once the truth is known (these provisos are in fact acknowledged by Bhaskar). As Baëhr points out, oppression is so pervasive that it can become ingrained in our very musculature, sapping our will to change. Moreover, complex social tensions mean that positive change is by no mean a clear-cut process, as “the good life” may mean very different things to different people. Other problems which Baëhr identifies are the “ethical irrationality of the world” - the fact that there are impulses other than rational (“demonic” impulses) which prompt behaviour, and that critical realism is silent on the topic of our “biological vulnerability”, that is
our unavoidable suffering at the hands of illness and old age, violent natural forces, and, most poignant of all, other human beings (1990:774-5).

In spite of the above criticisms, Baëhr characterises critical realism as “an immensely intelligent and challenging development in the philosophy of social science” and as having “sufficient flexibility” to accommodate the objections aimed at it (1990:770). Judd sums up Bhaskar’s contribution to philosophy by pointing out that, in developing the critical realist approach, Bhaskar has made two important shifts away from traditional philosophy: a shift within ontology from events and affairs to the mechanisms which cause them, and a shift from epistemology to ontology, redefining the role of philosophy in the process:

In making these shifts, Bhaskar has displaced philosophy as the highest form of human knowledge which all other disciplines must emulate; rather Bhaskar sees philosophy as the hand maiden of science. Philosophy’s job is not to provide us with irrefutable foundations for knowledge but to tell us in a general way what the world must be like in order to make sense of science as a practical and rational activity, but it cannot tell us the specifics of the world; that is the job of science (Judd 2003:43-4).

It is not my intention to champion critical realism against all criticism, or to gloss over problematic areas, or to engage in an exhaustive analysis of its strengths and weaknesses - my brief was rather to outline its main tenets so that its relevance to this research project is clear, and to identify any problem areas with specific respect to this project. The main problem areas are (1) the broadness of the critical realist approach itself, which requires a more specific methodology to delineate and delimit an inquiry more rigorously, (2) Bhaskar’s focus on causal mechanisms, when, as Baëhr has noted, social processes are infinitely more complex than natural processes, and (3) the fact that the discovery of a principle which explains writing is not per se emancipatory: a practical course of action is required to assist learner writers both to uncover potentially disempowering aspects to academic writing and to gain mastery of the complex series of processes whereby academic writing is successfully practised. The first two problems will be addressed with reference to Franck’s (2002) account of the modelling process when the research methodology is described, and the third, with reference to the teaching intervention, the writing tutor program, underpinned by the systemic relationships perceived in
composing (which Franck terms a “theoretical model”), and which will be dealt with in the latter section of this account.

### 3.5 FALLACIES IDENTIFIED BY CRITICAL REALISTS

It must not be assumed that critical realists share a view of social phenomena in common with, for example, sociolinguists or social constructivists, so that, while there may be agreement on surface manifestations of a social system such as literacy, neither the ontological assumptions underpinning these views nor the premises on which conclusions are based will necessarily be the same. Therefore, before touching on the social phenomenon of literacy, some key fallacies which apply in critical realism (and some of their consequences for this research) will be identified, so that this study is understood in terms of the philosophy within which it is presented, and is not critiqued from an ontological (or epistemological) position which reflects these fallacies as being valid.

#### 3.5.1 The epistemic/linguistic fallacy

This is the notion that reality is a social construct (i.e. as in social constructivism), because we can know about the world only in terms which have been represented to us (or in terms we can represent to others). Bhaskar states: “This mistake is the epistemic fallacy, the definition of being in terms of knowledge … or, in displacement of this, in terms of language or discourse, the linguistic fallacy …” (1994:48).

In the *Discourse theory vs. critical realism* debate, Bhaskar argues thus:

> I would make certain claims that the world is structured, but it's governed by transfactual laws, that is by tendencies, that there are a multiplicity of mechanisms and structures at work, that the world is constituted by open systems, some of which are internally related to others, that discourse is a case of an efficacious mechanism which operates on the world and is embedded in the world, and the world impacts on discourse… (Laclau & Bhaskar 1998:12).

In a limited set of circumstances saying does indeed make things so, as in performative speech acts. Saying also makes propositional premises so (i.e. as premises, but not necessarily as validated premises), as Bhaskar comments below, but it does not create any reality except the discursive:
I accept of course that all extra-discursive realities are constituted within discursive practices, from the point of view of their intelligibility. But that’s not to say they’re constituted in discursive practice from the point of view of their causal impact (1998:13).

According to Sayer, “Not all social behaviour is acquired and mediated linguistically, even in the form of talk internalized in our heads” (1992:15), and Bhaskar points out that “even our interactions with each other have many dimensions which are non-linguistic” (Norrie1999:8). And while human communication clearly contributes to social structures, it is clearly an exaggeration to claim that it creates them:

To suggest that discourse, language or some other conceptual or cognitive activity creates (or whatever verb is implied) socially real entities such as organizational structures is to engage in what I call *ontological exaggeration* (Fleetwood 2005a:206).

The epistemic and linguistic fallacies identified by critical realists mean that, while it is agreed that the social element is a key issue in discursive practices, the ontological (usually implicit) and epistemological grounds for “discourse approaches” to written composition are very different from those of critical realism, and cannot be used as either the basis for this study or a refutation of its conclusions. A more detailed account can be found in Fleetwood’s critique of the “Ontological Commitments of Postmodernism” (2005a:207-207), and Judd’s critique of the theory/practice inconsistencies of social constructivist rhetoric in composition theory (2003:101-121). Following the example of Bhaskar and Judd, the term “discourse” will be defined in terms of its language referent. This is not to downplay the significance of discourse in human communication. In this sense it is a key mechanism in human communication, as indicated by Bhaskar’s contention that “discourse is a case of an efficacious *mechanism* which operates on the world and is embedded in the world” (Laclau & Bhaskar 1998:12, my emphasis).

### 3.5.2 The theory-determinant fallacy

This is a fallacy noted (and refuted) by Sayer, that “observation which is theory-laden must be theory-determined” (1992:73). As critical realism posits a reality
independent of human thought (i.e. intransitive) and usually only partially experienced, hypothesising about the nature of the “real” is offered as a way to transcend the limitations of human experience. In realist social science inquiry, initial hypotheses are in fact necessary in order to make sense of the myriad surface manifestations of social phenomena (Bhaskar 1979:62) and it is therefore important to avoid applying the “theory-determinant” fallacy to realist research. This is not to say that theory does not ever affect observation, but if it were necessarily the case, it would not be possible to test out a theory and refine it by observation. The latter are prerequisites for the kind of modelling carried out in critical realism, and a feature of both the retroductive methodology associated with critical realism and the classical induction on which Franck’s (2002) modelling process is based.

3.6 CRITICAL REALISM AND LITERACY

It is not the purpose of this study to define what literacy is, or to work within a specific approach to literacy: there is in fact no critical realist position on literacy, as the philosophy allows a wide range of interpretations of social phenomena, both amongst and within different fields and disciplines. The issue is whether an approach to literacy within a critical realist perspective is consistent with realist principles, and avoids the fallacies identified above. It also needs to be borne in mind that, from a realist perspective, descriptions of social structures such as literacy do not necessary agree with sociolinguistic descriptions, or descriptions offered by social constructivists (or construct/onists), in spite of the fact that there may be agreement about the general nature of the social process (e.g. that literacy is a socially-based phenomenon and not a set of discrete skills). The term “literacy” is often used as if it were an agreed-on constant with a common meaning, or standard set of reading and writing skills. The UNESCO report makes the point that our notions of what it means to be literate (and illiterate) are shaped by “academic research, institutional agendas, national context, cultural values and personal experiences” (2006:147). Leu et al (2004) point out that “social forces define the nature of literacy”, and identify some of the socio-historical contexts in which literacy has developed, as follows:
● the burgeoning agricultural economy in Sumeria, where literacy is thought to have first emerged, and which fulfilled the need for accurate commercial record-keeping;

● the context of shared experiences amongst the oppressed, as in 11th Century Japan (The *Tale of the Genji*, transcribed in a secret “women’s code”), and the *samizdat* press of the revolutionaries in Czarist Russia;

● the beaurocratisation of Christianity in Medieval Europe, with the subsequent outpouring of resistance literature in post-reformation Europe;

● the context of resistance to colonial oppression in the British colonies in the 1600s, with the subsequent restrictions on private printing presses;

● the development of democracy in the United States and elsewhere, requiring “debate within a free press”;

● the sustaining of such democratic political systems, requiring public educational systems to produce literate citizens, well informed about public affairs.

Literacy can also be viewed in the social context of emerging technologies, which, while they may further, expand and change the development of literacy (Leu et al 2004), are often developed to benefit vested corporate interests rather than to improve the quality of life. Literacy could also be viewed in the context of “resistance” technologies offering freeware alternatives to developing countries (e.g. the *Ubuntu* operating system). This means that students not only develop new literacy skills associated with the electronic medium, but also the macro-competences of adapting to different software patterns and routines, which demand (and develop) more advanced conceptualising.

With regard to Leu et al’s (2004) contexts above, literacy can be viewed in the context of both contesting political oppression in South Africa (e.g. *Drum* magazine and other resistance literature), and in subsequent post-colonial oppression elsewhere in Africa, as in the muzzling of the press and harassment, torture and murder of journalists. Literacy can be viewed in the context of government corruption in South Africa, both in the flood of commercial literature
representing luxury goods as markers of success, and the role played by both
the press and government-based media in exposing or playing down corruption.
It can be viewed in the context of the exploitation of newly-literate societies, as
the following examples show:

- the monopoly on print (and electronic) media by majority political parties;
- the flood of hard sell commercial literature, touting products which will
  magically impart “first world” quality of life;
- corporate medical exploitation, particularly of African women (e.g. by means
  of glossy brochures colonising popular women’s magazines, and stressing
  the need for a lifetime regimen of largely unnecessary pharmaceutical drugs
  and operations);
- the irreversible damage caused by resistance medical literature (e.g. the role
  of dissident Aids views in postponing the Government roll-out of anti-
  retrovirals in South Africa);
- the exploitation of newly-literate student populations (e.g. by registering
  students who do not have the minimum level of literacy required to complete
  their courses, without making provision for their needs).

The fact that literacy is shaped by its social context has implications for
education: “Throughout history, literacy and literacy instruction have changed
regularly as a result of a changing social contexts and the technologies they
often prompt” (Leu et al 2004:1574). And it is in the context of education in
South Africa that this study is based, not a neutral context, obviously, and as
Bhaskar comments, any “truths” discovered will be tentative, incomplete, and
driven by local needs. I work at a multicultural technikon in KwaZulu-Natal
which has just been re-styled a “University of Technology”, in a Service
Department which offers vocationally-geared Communication courses to over
6,000 students, 70% of whom are ESL speakers who would be classed as
educationally disadvantaged in more developed countries. Rather than holding
a deficit view, I have come to see my students as having specific language and
communicative needs which are for the most part not recognized, let alone
catered for, by the institution. Many of our students come from newly-literate or
illiterate communities, and student enquiries have shown their need to learn English, because they do not have even conversational fluency in the language. The institution does not offer English tuition, and our Centre for Higher Educational Development sees its role primarily as the facilitation of academic literacy. This is not to say that academic literacy can be separated from linguistic competence, or that language can be acquired in a social vacuum, but there is no point in exploring academic requirements with students who lack conversational fluency or the ability to read and write in English.

When limited ESL tuition was offered in the past by a “Second Language Unit” (circa 1990), students did not attend because, firstly, their time was completely taken up in trying to cope with subject lectures and reading materials, and secondly, because they felt that attending special lessons stigmatized them as deficient (this in the context of emerging political liberation). In 1993 my ESL Journalism students, who were on the whole more literate than other groups of students, told me that they understood about a third of what their mother tongue (MT) English lecturers were saying in lectures, and that they had difficulty accessing reading materials geared to their level of English language proficiency. At least then the situation was one of immersion, with 30% ESL speakers and 70% MT English speakers: now the situation is reversed, and most students speak indigenous languages in social interactions, and even in group discussions during lectures (see Hodgson 2002:44-47). We use an integrated communicative approach in Communication courses, in which we try to develop academic literacy, hard print literacy and computer literacy in a scaffolded constructivist approach, using “new technologies” in web-based learning where possible (Pratt in press). However, there are just too many students for us to make a real difference, as there are over 6,000 students to 15 full time academic staff members.

This state of affairs reflects the general tendency in Higher Educational institutions in South Africa to pay lip-service to the importance of literacy while increasing student numbers and cutting down on language staff (National Languages Working Committee for Technikons 2003). Moreover, as a member of a Service Department, I see it as my brief not only to develop professional
literacy in vocationally-geared Communication courses, but also to collaborate with colleagues in the disciplines in facilitating academic composing for students. This often requires a change in the kind of assignments set, in order to give academic composing a meaningful social context which will drive the process from start to finish, involve authentic learning, and necessitate meaningful revisions for a real audience and purpose rather than “patching in” text verbatim off the Internet (the context of “new technologies” for literacy can create new problems or exacerbate old ones). It also requires a consideration of the lecturer/student demographics, the nature of learning in that subject, and the desired outcome (vocational as well as academic), rather than: “An assignment has to be set to produce a mark.”

My experience of liaising with other departments, both as Communication lecturer and writing consultant/researcher, suggests that academics tend to identify student writing problems as connected with orthographic features and language proficiency (see MacKenna 2004). Many of our ESL students do in fact have conversational fluency in English, but their problems lie rather in the fact that academic requirements and conventions are not made explicit at the outset, and assignments are not contextualised in ways which will make them socially meaningful and drive revision until the text is socially polished. In fact, because course delivery at DUT is still emerging from the corporate technicist approach of pre-liberation South Africa, often learning is not contextualised in ways which make it meaningful and relevant to students and their prospective careers. As the majority of our students need to develop professional (rather than “academic”) writing competences in both their disciplines and in their careers, I favour an approach which involves students in researching and reporting back formally on professional topics or areas of expertise (a “soft” or “scaffolded” constructivist approach being compatible with critical realism, see Fleetwood 2005b and Sayer 2000). In this type of approach students engage in integrated learning scenarios which develop both discipline-specific professional knowledge and the higher-order competences described by Spady (1994:63-65) as being essential for life skills. Learners work from their own personal aspirations so that knowledge is internalised, and so that during composing they
are engaged in knowledge construction rather than just “knowledge telling” (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1985).

3.7 CRITICAL REALISM AND COMPOSITION

As it is the process of production which critical realists have represented as being crucial in transforming social structures, the focus of this study is composing. To transform academic writing so as to apprise educators of the social issues which permeate individual instances of production, and to empower learners by showing them which social issues (i.e. socio-cultural) are negotiable and which are less amenable to change (i.e. systemic), it is necessary to see how individual acts of composing reflect the larger social forces involved. This requires a model of composing which shows how social elements operate both within and outside of the system.

Critical realism offers an appropriate perspective from which to view the complex processes involved in composing. The critical realist philosophy represents reality as complex and dynamic, and inquires into the way things work - particularly the deep-structure causes of events and social processes. Critical realism is particularly concerned with the formulation of models which have “explanatory power” (Judd 2003:55), and therefore is a suitable orientation for a study involving the modelling of a social process, that is communication in written mode, moreover, communication from the point of view of the participant. The participant focus is also favoured by critical realism, which views human action not as governed by behaviouristic laws, nor as a conditioned responses to pre-determined social structures, but as individual agency (Archer 2002) with a fair amount of freewill within any given social order. Human agency is both enabled and limited by the opportunities and constraints afforded by social structures, at the same time maintaining the fabric of these structures, which are fairly stable, but capable of gradual change, usually by one or more of the complex social mechanisms which maintain these structures rather than as the result of individual human agency (or specific interest groups) per se. This means that, while learner writers always find themselves operating in a “given” (but not fixed or static) context, where academic writing is an
undisputed fact of academic life, they are able to make efforts to empower themselves by gaining insight into and expertise in academic composing, in spite of the constraints set by academic requirements and other factors (e.g. lack of experience and/or background knowledge). However, while the learner writer comes to an already existing context of academic practice, it must be remembered that social practices are reproduced (or changed) by the actions of its participants. As Judd points out:

In other words, we not only produce social products, but we produce or reproduce the conditions of their production. Thus, the social relations that must exist to make particular social phenomena possible must be social relations of production. And in order to understand the essence of a particular social phenomenon, we must understand the social relations of production making that phenomenon possible (2003:56, my emphasis).

As applied to academic writing, it is not enough to analyse academic texts (i.e. social products), or the relationships between individual participants, or even the socio-cultural setting, but the social relations which govern the production of the phenomenon of writing (i.e. as social process, not product). As it is the process of production which critical realists have represented as being crucial in transforming social structures, the focus of this study was on composing. However, Judd adds a caveat by pointing out Bhaskar’s warning that there is an intransitive aspect to social phenomena, and that our experiences of them, while providing a tentative concept of their operation, may cause us to overlook possibilities for transformation because our concept is based on superficial or “false” aspects of the phenomenon (1979:65-66). This means that an experiential model of writing, that is one which falls within the scope and experience of the learner writer, needs to be underpinned by a theory which explains the complex systemic relations involved in communication in written mode. It is the formulation of a theoretical model underpinning communication in written mode which is the focus of this study, its use in explaining and refining an experiential model of composing, and the subsequent application of the (now validated) experiential model in the production of a writing tutor program. Focusing on the area of social production (i.e. composing) may not necessarily transform the social structure, but has the potential to transform the quality of life of participants in dealing with the social order in which they find themselves.
when they come to academic writing in formal institutions of learning.

Bhaskar’s “Transformational model of social activity” (Figure 3.1) represents social structures as a pre-existing condition of human agency, and shows them acting as enablement and constraint in both “framing” and yet setting limits on human behaviour. A social structure such as literacy enables and facilitates human endeavour by bridging temporal and spatial distances, as well as expanding the limitations of individual human experience. Its multitudinous applications have permeated every aspect of modern-day human activity. Leu et al (2004) trace its development from keeping agricultural records, through both maintaining and resisting oppression, to its use in education, the latter because it enables learning more about human and natural affairs, events, and processes than can be directly experienced. Because it places thought processes (including learning processes) on record, it also facilitates reflection and consolidation on learning in ways which oral inner talk cannot do.

![Figure 3.1 Bhaskar's transformational model of social activity](Bhaskar 1994:92 in Judd 2003:49)

When people engage in literate practices they therefore both reproduce and transform the social phenomenon of literacy itself (social structures are activity-dependent). Social structures by their very definition do not admit of ad hoc or random functioning, or there would be no social constraints on human action, nor would self-actualisation through human agency be possible, as we would have no concept of the social genres available, or knowledge how to engage in
them. This means that there are generalities which exist over and above local social conditions or mores, for example, the existence of social genres or forms: precisely what shape these forms take in specific instances is the work of the social anthropologist or ethnologist. There are systemic relations in both the structure and operation of language, illustrated by various grammars and schematics (e.g. Chomsky’s generative grammar, 1965; Halliday’s functional grammar, 1985) and also in communication (e.g. Grice’s maxims, 1975; Hymes’ Model of Interaction, 1967; Searle’s Speech Acts, 1969). It is the contention of this study that there are systemic relations in human communication which operate at a deeper level than the surface idiosyncrasies of the specific social context in which communication occurs. It will be suggested that the social aspect of communication operates at two levels: intra-systemically, as part of the system of functions involved in the social structure, and as input into the system, that is features of the specific socio-cultural context which impact on the system. The intra-systemic operation of a social function in communication can be explained by the fact that communication is a key social process, without which social cohesion could not occur. The extra-systemic operation of the socio-cultural context has long been acknowledged by sociolinguists, social constructionists, and movements such as the New Literacy approach. However, it is the discovery of the intra-systemic relationships in communication, and the interplay between these and specific local circumstances which has made it possible to explain the constants and variants in composing which make individual instances highly idiosyncratic and open-ended.

The results of this study suggest that different inputs (e.g. immediacy/distance and the material mode of production) into the system of communicative functions gives rise to the different communication modes, and that in composing the communicative functions become strung out into the typical series of recursive stages observed by teachers and researchers. By identifying the constants in written communication (i.e. the communicative functions performed) and the variables (i.e. the socio-cultural input provided in specific instances of composing), it is possible to account for the idiosyncratic
form composing takes in specific instances in terms of the mechanism whereby the communicative functions (including the social function) are effected.

3.8 THE NATURE OF THE “USER’S MODEL” OF COMPOSING

In attempting to transform social practice, this study is directly related to Bhaskar’s contention that social structures are both activity-dependent and concept-dependent (1979:63). This is borne out by the emphasis on composing and the proposed use of a model of composing to assist learners to understand both reproduction and transformation of the social practice of academic writing. The user’s model of composing formulated in my masters research (1987), and identified in this study as an empirical (i.e. practical) model suited for pedagogical use, does not fall within the expressivist or cognitive composition schools of thought identified by Judd (2003:69-72,88), and avoids the theory/practice inconsistencies of the social constructivist school (and later discourse approaches), while at the same time suggesting an immediate practical means of transforming not only social practice but the conditions of their production. The user’s model is not a cognitive (positivist) or expressive (hermeneutic) model, nor has the huge amount of literature on discourse dominating the field been overlooked. This study is not a belated attempt at revival of the process approach: the user’s model is in fact based on research and literature into composing, including that of educationists and curriculum theorists, and not necessarily the work of teachers and researchers working within the process approach alone. As the thesis title suggest, this is a “realist approach” to composition, and the user’s model is a conceptual mechanism which can be of more help than rule-of-thumb advice in informing everyday social practice, because it reflects the deep-structure communicative functions which constitute felicity conditions for effective communications in written mode. Finally, the model of communicative functions found to be underpinning the user’s model does not imply that there is a set of simplistic, generalisable communication skills (Fairclough 2005) but that there are systemic functions in human communication which are carried out in infinitely diverse ways depending on the mode and social context.
3.9 USE OF THE TERM “DISCOURSE” IN THIS STUDY

There is no common position on the use of the term discourse in critical realism, and Bhaskar himself uses it fairly frequently, as do researchers such as Nellhaus and Fairclough. Judd (2003), however, who is so far the only critical realist researcher who has published a definitive work on written composition, qualifies his (infrequent) use of the term with “i.e. language”. When dealing with the issue of discourse Bhaskar also refers to it as “language” (1994:48), although at times he seems to use it in the wider sense of the “discursive” as opposed to the “extra-discursive”, as in the “Discourse theory vs. critical realism” debate (Laclau & Bhaskar 1998). The findings of this study suggest that, as Bhaskar says, “discourse is a case of an efficacious mechanism which operates on the world and is embedded in the world” (1998:12, my emphasis), which requires some precision of definition. This is because, while a mechanism (e.g. language) can take an infinite number of specific forms in any given social practice, it cannot (at least, not in any rigorous social modelling process) keep changing its nature or definition depending on what the modeller may want it to mean, or be a part of what is simultaneously the whole. The term discourse is problematic in this study because of its protean capacity for signifying diverse referents, which are rarely defined (or, once defined, kept to), for example, in the large body of literature referring to academic writing as “academic discourse”.

Table 3.2 The distinctions drawn between discourse theory and critical realism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse theory</th>
<th>Critical realism</th>
<th>Page reference in Laclau &amp; Bhaskar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text-analysis</td>
<td>a comprehensive ontology</td>
<td>1998:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an “ontology” which is discourse</td>
<td>The tripartite critical realist ontology</td>
<td>1998:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reality mediated by grammar (i.e. discourse)</td>
<td>reality apprehended by transcendental argument</td>
<td>1998:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discursive practices embedded in discourse</td>
<td>discursive practices embedded in nature</td>
<td>1998:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practice conflated with discourse</td>
<td>real events as experienced (including communicative events)</td>
<td>1998:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agency conflated with discourse</td>
<td>causal agency</td>
<td>1998:13-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Van Dijk identifies three main dimensions in the concept of discourse: “(a) language use, (b) the communication of beliefs (cognition), and (c) interaction in social situations” (1997:3). Van Dijk admits that these three interpretations are by no means definitive, as “language use” can include talk (spoken) or texts (written), and he points out that talks can be viewed as a form of interaction, and that texts seem to be objects rather than interactions (1997:3). From a critical realist perspective, there are already a number of problematic conflations inherent in the above, between utterance (i.e. event) and text (i.e. material object, acting as mechanism) and interaction (i.e. event, but at a more complex level than “utterance”). Van Dijk himself acknowledges these ambiguities:

It is true that discourse analysts also sometimes use their own notions somewhat casually. Although they may characterise discourse as a communicative event or as a form of verbal interaction, they often focus on the verbal dimensions, that is, what is actually being said or written by language users as part of such an event or action. Thus, in the same way that ‘text’ is mostly used to refer to the product of writing, ‘talk’ is often studied as the product of speaking or as ongoing interaction, without paying much attention to the language users involved or the other aspects of the whole communicative event. Theoretically, it is however emphasized that discourse studies should deal with both the properties of text and talk and with what is usually called the context, that is, the other characteristics or the social situation or communicative event that may systematically influence text or talk. In sum, discourse studies are about talk and text in context (1997:3, my emphasis in the first instance).

Without proceeding further to the ambiguities noted by van Dijk (e.g. discourse as social language repertoires, discourse as specific utterances), whatever meaning one might wish to ascribe to discourse - language, utterance (the first two are not synonymous), text, interaction or beliefs - it is clear that discourse studies as defined above do not deal with social conditions of reproduction and transformation. It is also clear from what van Dijk says that the “Critical realism vs. discourse theory” debate is justified in making the following distinctions between critical realism and discourse theory, as shown in Table 3.2. According to Laclau, discourse theory is “a set of methodological rules for the analysis of text”, whereas critical realism is a “whole ontology” (Laclau & Bhaskar 1998:9). It is not surprising then, that discourse-based approaches to written composition view writing
predominantly as text, and inquiry into written composition as analysis of written texts. More seriously, no ontological distinction appears to be made between the situation in which the social practice of writing is embedded and the texts produced in writing, that is, between “the discursive and the extra-discursive” (1998:13), so that reality-as-text becomes self-constitutive. This creates an unacceptable philosophical dualism, according to Bhaskar.

Figure 3.2 Van Dijk’s three definitions of discourse as applied to academic writing
(1998:13), who, however, acknowledges the reciprocal interaction of discourse on the world (1998:13, my emphasis). As Archer points out, with some acerbity, to base a social ontology on text alone is just not feasible (Archer et al 1998).

Apart from the ontological incompatibility of the two approaches (i.e. discourse theory and critical realism) Figure 3.2 shows that applying only the three dimensions of discourse noted by van Dijk to composing results in (at least) six different possible referents. There are already too many potential meanings for the term, without adding some of the referents suggested by Gee:

- social “role” (1990:xv ff)
- the ways of “thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and of acting that can be used to identify oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or ‘social network’, or to signal (that one is playing) a socially meaningful ‘role’.” (1990:143)
- “a set of values and viewpoints” (1990:144)
- “a set of views, norms and standpoints” (1990:144)

For the above reasons, and for the sake of consistency in this account, I have chosen to use the following definition of discourse: “socially differentiated language repertoires”, whether referred to in the potential or in the utterance, except where reference is made to citations involving other meanings. This is not to underplay the role of discourse in composition, as it is considered to be a key mechanism effecting the social function in communication (see Chapter 7).

3.10 CONCLUSION

It must be emphasised that critical realism is a life philosophy, and not an orientation which can be taken up and set aside as needed depending on the subject and purpose of research. My reason for consciously adopting this approach and studying some of the philosophical issues underpinning it (as in Bhaskar’s works) was that it was congruent with my personal life philosophy at the time of focusing on this particular research project (i.e. modelling in order to produce a writing tutor program which reflected the reality of composing): it had
possibly been implicit for some time, perhaps from the very start. According to Grundy (1987:21) paradigms more properly authenticate practice, rather than being consciously adopted constructs. Moreover, theoretical modelling, while involving abstract concepts, does not imply detachment or non-involvement in the issues concerned, and the key role of personal experience and involvement in this inquiry must be stressed.

The inquiry started with an affinity for both the subject I was investigating and the liberal humanism which underpinned the approach, was fuelled by the frustration of not being able to find satisfactory answers for a process which is a key part of everyday educational functioning, and finally sustained by innate curiosity and a sense of wonder at the unfolding layers, and a sense of being close to the truth: not Plato’s ideal forms, or a sanitised socially manufactured truth, but the fabric of raw reality itself, the pulse of being. However, the result is ultimately my truth, driven by pressing educational needs and a context where humans are poised for our great venture into the order-in-chaos of the hypermedia: readers must make of it what they will. Critical realism emphasises that truth is shaped by context and local needs: the context here is education in South Africa, with a growing number of disadvantaged students, and where computer and information technology enhancements are being considered to compensate for the dearth of Industrial Age resources. The current trend of ever-increasing student numbers and diminished numbers of teaching staff in the languages requires new solutions (National Languages Working Committee for Technikons 2003).

Media reports suggest that in developed countries literacy skills are dropping because children are more attracted to computer games and hypermedia, so that students do not communicate clearly in writing. Yet, paradoxically, we have found that exposure of our students to hypermedia where academic tasks are involved leads to enhanced communication, not only in the multimedia (i.e. web page design), but also in the quality of hard print literacy (Pratt 2005d): the use of electronic interactive texts, as well as exposure to professional websites, gives students a good grasp of text “packaging”, which leads to better structured hard print copy reports. The Internet involves not just print text but
hypermedia communication: the writing tutor program produced in this study has connections with the multimedia design process, so that its development is not an attempt to “put back the clock” with a return to hard print literacy. The “New Electronic Writing Tutor” (NEWT) is not meant to replace the human teacher, but to amplify and spread the effects of the best which is known about writing. Interactions with computers are ultimately interactions with self: as with all delayed interactions, the writer/reader dialogues with self by proxy for the other interactant(s), and it is the dialogue with self by proxy for the intended audience which is a key feature of asynchronous interactions. We are in fact poised on the hypermedia/print literacy interface, where the emerging electronic mode is not only developing from but feeding back into the former - and in this inquiry it has helped to re-define print literacy by indicating both where and how it is developing.
4.1 INTRODUCTION

As this study involves modelling, which is a typical preoccupation of critical realist inquiry, and modelling can be considered to be a type of theory, this chapter will first look briefly at the notion of theory in general. It will then go on to describe the dual role of theory and practice in critical realism, and indicate the nature and use of the models produced in this study. Next, Franck’s (2002) modelling process, which was used to arrive at the models formulated in this study, will be described. While what Bhaskar describes as “mechanisms” are thought to play a key part in explaining social systems and how they operate, Franck’s account of modelling shows that, before significant mechanisms can be identified, there is a need to identify both the theoretical architecture of functions underpinning them and the shape the working out of these functions takes in real-life contexts. Franck’s account of the modelling process can be viewed as complementing Bhaskar’s philosophical overview by showing how various key elements are worked out at the methodological level. After an account of the modelling process used, the concept of the social mechanism is explored to attempt to gain some clarity on its nature and use. The issue of model validation is then dealt with, followed by overviews of the course of the research and the nature of the findings and conclusions. After a description of the methodology used to develop the writing tutor software, an overview is given of how the modelling process will be presented in subsequent chapters.

4.2 THE NATURE OF THEORY

In the list of terms included in the Preface, theory is defined as “a hypothesis about the formal conceptual structure of a natural or social system, which attempts to abstract the necessary principles without which the properties of the system could not be fulfilled”, with the addition: “A theory is generally judged in terms of its clarity in explaining phenomena with a particular end or purpose in view.” This summary is based on Franck’s (2002) description of theory, as it is
his modelling process which is used to arrive at a “theoretical model”, which he
defines as an “architecture of functions” necessary for a social phenomenon to
be effected. Before moving on to Franck’s modelling process, however, a brief
general overview of the nature of theory will be given.

A theory is generally understood to be an abstraction where key elements of
complex natural processes or social practices are elicited to explain the
workings of these processes or practices. It is also generally understood that
theories necessarily focus on some, and not all, aspects of a process in order to
simplify it and make the basic workings clear. As Cupchik points out, “An
abstract account of a phenomenon places it within an intellectual framework or
nexus of general ideas and exemplary instances” (2001:para 13). The ability to
theorise as part of inquiry (or at least to demonstrate expertise at negotiating
one’s way around or innovative use of existing theories) is taken to be a sign of
advanced intellectual endeavour, and a prerequisite for serious investigation.
This means that value judgements are placed on the use of theory itself, which
is considered superior to practice, apart from the vested interests and power
politics which favour certain theories over others. The value placed on theory is
explained to some extent as Cupchik continues:

The intellectual framework therefore stands in a complementary
relationship with the phenomenon. The phenomenon can only be
discerned in relation to an intellectual framework, but the phenomenon in
turn provides an opportunity to both elaborate and clarify the theory. It
cannot exist without a collective mind that apprehends it against some kind
of intellectual background (i.e., context). At the same time, a mind that
cannot perceive patterns, similarities, or repetitions is lost in a concrete
and arbitrary solipsism, and cannot engage in abstraction (2001:para 13).

References to “intellectual framework” and “nexus of general ideas and
exemplary instances” suggest intellectual functioning of a higher order, which is
also required to understand the complex reciprocal relationship between theory
and phenomena, elucidated in further cycles of inquiry to “elaborate and clarify
the theory”. The term “collective mind” suggests the elitist nature of the body of
peers who will not only “apprehend” but also judge the emerging theory on its
intellectual merit and rigour. The final statement suggests that an inability to
abstract or generalise is the mark of a mind which is incapable of perceiving
“patterns, similarities, or repetitions”, and which is therefore limited to arbitrary personal impressions and ad hoc judgements.

Should a theory be valued only because it denotes advanced intellectual inquiry, however? Cupchik describes what are considered to be the marks of a “productive theory”, productive in providing a “lens” through which to observe (and better understand) phenomena:

A productive theory is one that balances abstract ideas against the particularity of relevant events. Such a theory summarizes across instances of individual historical episodes, while fostering predictions pertaining to the timing and qualities of future ones. In a sense, a productive theory is like a lens which, when interposed between the viewer and particular instances of a phenomenon, permits a closer look at their various qualities without distorting them. While theory is at first grounded in observational data, whether of a direct sensory or mediated-instrument origin, mature theorizing searches for coherence among the various concepts and propositional assertions. This fosters clarity and parsimony, the aesthetic hallmarks of a coherent theory (2001:para 14).

The theorists who are considered “great” in both the natural and social sciences are those who have not only provided insight into phenomena but have improved (or provided the means to improve) human life. As mentioned in the previous chapter, not only quality of life, but human existence itself is constantly under threat, owing to the tenuous nature of our “ecological niche” (Baëhr 1990:769) and the distressing depredations of humans upon each other. The implication is that theory-building should constitute more than an academic exercise, the latter tendency no doubt being what prompted Robert Ebel to declare that Education is not in need of research to make it work better, but “creative invention” (in Farley 1982:18). While theories may well “foster predictions”, all theories are not necessarily predictive, particularly in social science, and may describe conditions or prerequisites: they can also, however, “have a prognostic quality regarding possible outcomes of a particular phenomenon” (Judd 2003:54, my emphasis). The latter quality is important in terms of the use to which theory is to be put in this account, as one of the key functions of a human tutor is accurate diagnosis of a student’s writing problems, followed up with practical suggestions as to how these problems can be addressed.
4.2.1 The relationship between theory and practice

While it is of course possible to generalise about the nature of theory, Allmendinger (2002) points out that the precise meaning of the term “theory” depends on its context and use. Within the context of critical realism, where human action takes place within social structures, and both replicates and - slowly - changes the social order, theory is viewed as having the potential to transform social functioning (and thus society) by showing participants how complex social processes function. But this is not sufficient: working within a critical realist orientation, the would-be theorist must also suggest practical ways to improve any given social situation, as it is praxis (and not theory) which has the potential to transform the social order. According to Bhaskar, social science “always consists in a practical intervention in social life” (1986:169), and as Judd, interpreting Bhaskar, comments, “It is only by moving to the level of praxis that the belief that knowledge is power can be realised” (2003:59). From a critical realist perspective, then, practice does not have an inferior role to theory, but a dual one with theory, and a theory/practice inconsistency is considered a serious flaw in the validity of any given theory, no matter how elaborate or prestigious the theory (see Judd 2003, on theory/practice inconsistencies in composition theories).

Moreover, theory has a particular force, not just for academics, but for all members of society. According to Bhaskar, humans not only create social products, but also create the social conditions for their creation (1979:48). As Judd explains, “social structures are activity-dependent, in that they would not exist apart from the human activities they both enable and limit“ (2003:50). However, “they are also concept-dependent in that they would not exist apart from the concepts that human agents have of their activity” (2003:51, my emphasis). This does not mean that the concepts which inform human activity are necessarily an accurate representation of the actual complexity of the social and natural forces operating at any given point, merely that all humans need concepts, whether rule-of-thumb or complex theories, to inform social practice. To improve the quality of life by developing insight into and successfully negotiating (or transforming) social practices we therefore need theories which
explain social processes from a participant viewpoint. But to claim that such “practical” theories as might prove useful to participants in their personal experience accurately reflect the complexity of real events, the researcher needs to investigate the social functions which are being performed, so that rule-of-thumb advice can be underpinned by a model of reality which echoes the complexity and layering of the deep-level generative mechanisms whereby social processes are effected. Since an abstraction has no observable reality and a mental existence only, some means needs to be found, as Cupchik puts it, which “balances abstract ideas against the particularity of relevant events” (2001:para 14). According to Bhaskar, the means whereby this can be done is a type of dialectic in which the generative mechanisms postulated as effecting the processes (social or scientific) investigated are tested empirically to arrive at an approximation of the “real” (1978:145). The dialectic between theory and empirical data is echoed in the relationship between theory and actual social practice. Judd, commenting on Bhaskar, sums this up as follows:

…the relationship between theory and practice under a critical realist description is dialectical. Theory mediates between the real world and our empirical experience of it. Being that we do not typically have immediate access to generative mechanisms or social structures, theory is our provisional method for making our way in the world (2003:59, my emphasis).

The relationship between theory and practice in critical realism is complex, however, and there is not necessarily a simplistic one-to-one relationship between surface manifestations of a social phenomenon and its deep-level structure as represented in theory. According to Bhaskar, “Theory is not an elliptical way of referring to experience, but a way of referring to hypothesized inner structures of the world, which experience can … confirm or falsify” (1978:158).

4.2.2 The use of theory in this study

This study is concerned with the formulation of a model of composing in the general context of improving the quality of life by assisting learner writers to gain insight into (meta-cognition) the social process of communication in written mode and knowledge how to (practical expertise) engage in this social practice.
More specifically, it is a model which will be used as the basis for a computer program which will, it is hoped, carry out many of the functions of a human tutor, and can be used in a context (i.e. South Africa) where many student writers come from disadvantaged educational backgrounds and communities which are either newly literate or illiterate, and, as a result, are unfamiliar with many aspects of communication in written mode which students in more developed countries take for granted. For example, considering one’s audience and purpose when preparing to write, or re-drafting to communicate more clearly rather than for cosmetic purposes, while not necessarily “universal” practices, are strategies currently available (and in general use worldwide) for exploiting the modal possibilities of writing. Arguably these strategies have been developed to this point comparatively recently in the context of a western literate education, but they are not necessarily culture-specific, any more than are the current strategies exploiting the options offered by mobile phones, which, like writing/reading, are mechanisms used to negotiate distance communication.

While our students are as intelligent and motivated as students in First World countries, and just as capable of advanced intellectual development, in South Africa students even at masters level have been known merely to rewrite their work more neatly or produce a verbatim typed text when encouraged by supervisors to “redraft”, simply because they are unfamiliar with literate strategies which are common knowledge elsewhere. The practical model of composing developed in my masters research (1987) was intended to give students an overview of these strategies, as well as guidance and practice in using them. However, the practical model, which may well change over the years because of increased sophistication in the use of electronic media for composing, goes beyond rule-of-thumb advice because it is informed by a theoretical model of the systemic relations hypothesised to be involved in human communication. It should by now be clear that this study’s preoccupation with the deep-level systemic functions involved in composing and the way(s) in which these might drive the mechanisms involved, as well as the practical nature of the resulting intervention, are congruent with the scope and purpose of the critical realist philosophy.
4.2.3 The relationship between theory and models

Before proceeding with the modelling process used in this study, however, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between theory and models. Since a model is a simplified representation of a phenomenon which abstracts certain elements for the sake of clear explanation, it could be considered to be a type of theory. It is in fact listed as such in Allmendinger's six broad categories of theory (derived from Judge, Stoker & Woman, 1995), which are useful in categorising the type, focus and scope of any given theory:

- **Normative theory** says how the world ought to be and provides ideas about how to achieve this state.

- **Prescriptive theories** concern themselves with how to go about things or the means.

- **Empirical theory** explains and interprets reality and focuses on causal relationships and dependent and independent variables. Hypotheses form part of empirical theory which allow it to be tested and adjusted.

- **Models** are more simple representations and pictures of reality that do not always include hypotheses but are still testable.

- **Conceptual frameworks or perspectives** are really a linguistic analysis of situations and ideas leading to perspectives and critiques that might otherwise be lost.

- **Theorising** generally is a catch-all category that covers thinking and debating ideas and other theories as to their suitability and applicability (Allmendinger 2002:8-9, slightly adapted).

Allmendinger cautions against making rigid distinctions between the different types represented above and points out that there are considerable overlaps. An example of overlap is provided by Bhaskar, who suggests that theory of necessity involves some kind of modelling, but that there are prerequisites for models to achieve the status of theory:

Needless confusion has been engendered by the failure to distinguish models, theories, paradigms, etc. Very roughly, a theory is a model with
existential commitment; that is, a model conceived, and meant to be taken, as true; i.e. a model in which the entities posited and mechanisms described are conceived as real. It is relatively easy for the scientist to invent models, but much more difficult for him to construct theories. There were several models of the ether, but never a satisfactory theory of it (1978:192).

A model might, to follow Bhaskar’s example, explain the functioning of ether, but not the rationale for its functioning in this specific way (i.e. the causal mechanisms involved), or at least reasons which could be verified against the observable/measurable properties of the system involved. White and Arndt’s diagram of process writing (in Furneaux 1998) is an example of such a model, as no hypothesis is provided to justify (1) the choice of elements and (2) why they should be seen as significant, except to expand on what their names already indicate that they do.

![Diagram of process writing](image)

**Figure 4.1** White and Arndt’s (1991) diagram of process writing (in Furneaux 1998)

According to Judge et al (1995) models are: “Representations or stylised and simplified pictures of reality”. Such representations, as Bhaskar has suggested, may be useful, but clearly do not achieve the status of theory in explaining the essences of things. However, it must be remembered that inquiry in the critical realist philosophy is viewed as following a process of stratification, where subsequent cycles of investigation may reveal that surface level formulae or rule-of-thumb precepts are underpinned by depth-explanations which are more satisfactory in explaining the intrinsic nature of phenomena (natural or social).
Moreover, where rule-of-thumb is seen to work in actual practice, there is all the more reason to carry out a depth-investigation to formulate a theory which might explain its functioning.

**4.3 THE MODELS PRODUCED IN THIS STUDY**

While Franck’s modelling process involves two models, an empirical (practical) model and a theoretical model (system of functions), one theoretical model and two empirical models were actually produced. The model which was the starting point of this investigation, the user’s model (or *Stages of the writing process*, Pratt 1987), started off as a simple representation for teaching/coaching/self-help purposes which was found to be accessible to multicultural undergraduate students, and, in simplified form (i.e. *Steps to good writing*, 1987:49) to younger learners (i.e. from Grade 8 to Grade 12). The user’s model is partly descriptive in detailing the stages observed by teachers and researchers, and partly prescriptive in advising learners what to do at various stages of composing. It does not include hypotheses at any deep level (except perhaps those relating to Widdowson’s focal and enabling functions 1984:49), but is based on observations of, and consequent generalisations on, the behaviour of experienced student and professional writers. It does however, contain the functions which Franck (2002) suggests form the framework of a theoretical model, and distinguishes between functions and mechanisms in ways which White and Arndt’s model cited above does not.

Thus, while the user’s model might contain rule-of-thumb advice, it was clearly underpinned by a more complex systemic operation which merited further investigation, that is the five composing functions. While not properly a theoretical model, the five functions could be said to have the status of a “proto-law” or “proto-theory” (Bhaskar 1978:164-167, 1979:61-63), that is an initial hypothesis leading to the later development of a theory.

The initial rationale underpinning the user’s model of composing was frustratingly circular and ostensibly value-laden: “Good” writers write thus: this procedure is therefore “good”. However, the model of communicative functions which was found to underpin (and thus explain) this practical model suggests
that the concept of “good” is not value-laden but descriptive, in that the model constitutes a complex layering of mechanisms which provide the prerequisites for (but do not guarantee) communication in written mode. Moreover the systemic model developed here (i.e. the theoretical model) goes some way towards explaining some of the mechanisms hypothesised as operating in Bhaskar’s domain of real, and does in fact focus on “causal relationships and dependent and independent variables” (Allmendinger 2002:8). As Meehan points out:

A system explanation can be viewed as a formal pattern, a map, that can be imposed or overlaid on the empirical world. If the pattern fits the empirical data, it serves as an explanation or guide to the empirical events that fall within the pattern (1968:63 - note that Meehan’s “empirical” is the equivalent of Bhaskar’s “domain of real”, and not his “domain of empirical”).

The empirical data analysed in this study constituted part of testing and adjusting the systemic model, and feeding back possible adjustments to the practical models.

What force and scope do systemic models possess in terms of a potential theory of written composition, however? The models produced in this study achieve the status of theory, according to Bhaskar’s description above, in that they have “existential commitment”: the point of their formulation was to present an accurate representation of composing on which to base the teaching or coaching of written composition, and more latterly, educational software. The entities posited and mechanisms described in both empirical models were conceived as real, and could be identified in the actual composing of student writers. However, while they throw considerable light on the nature of written composition from the perspective of the writer, the “system of functions” formulated here, while a true “theoretical model”, according to Franck’s (2002) description, is in no way intended to provide a comprehensive theory of composition. The study is strictly delimited in that the purpose of the systemic model is to explain and underpin certain facets of composing contained in a practical model of composing which has proved useful to both teachers and learner writers, in other words, which has “explanatory power”, and, as a result,
the practical model has potential application for the development of composing expertise in a wide variety of educational contexts. This is because the modelling process has been able to identify some of the commonalties in composing (i.e. some key systemic relations) which in turn has suggested which aspects need to be left open for users of the writing tutor program to customise according to specific local needs (i.e. the social influences on composing). Perhaps because of the simplicity of the abstraction in the model of communicative functions (Cupchik’s principles of “clarity and parsimony”), this model has also been found to provide a principle which has been applied successfully in course design (particularly in mixed mode course design - see Pratt 2005c, 2006).

The “theoretical model of composing” (i.e. the system of communicative functions), then, makes no claim to be a comprehensive theory of written composition, and in fact its “leaness” is an advantage, as the practical model (and software) based on it could in fact be used within any one of the current approaches to written composition. This is because it starts from a consideration of the activities of the real composing of real students observed by educationists and researchers not bound by a common ideology for prescribing how writing “ought to be”, and any theories developed about writing were grounded in actual practice (see Sayer 1992:73-4 for a refutation of the notion that theory determines observation). It is important to bear in mind that the model of “good” writing is not prescriptive in the sense of saying what “should” happen, but in terms of describing prerequisites for effective composing. If students are not perceived to write in the ways described in the more detailed analytical version of the empirical model of composing (as established by think-aloud or video protocols), it is not necessarily because the prerequisites for effective composing are not described accurately in the model, but possibly because the prerequisites are not actually being fulfilled in those cases (this can be established by means of empirical data). It must also be remembered that, in the case of the latter, students may still obtain high marks for assignments through plagiarism or where transmission rather than composition is required in student assignments, and that a very gifted few, such
as the author Arundati Roy, appear to be able to write without redrafting (on paper, that is - the processes may well be entirely mental and subconscious).

4.4 FRANCK’S MODELLING PROCESS

Franck’s (2002) compilation on modelling has proved to be invaluable in not only defining the nature of the methodology used to arrive at an explanation of composing procedures, but also in clarifying the nature and force of the explanation. Firstly, his explication of the relationship between theoretical and empirical modelling, using examples from numerous disciplines, to some extent provided the theoretical underpinning for the methodology used in this inquiry, where the development of theory was grounded in data throughout the inquiry process. Next, his account of the modelling process clarified both the nature of the user’s model (Stages of the writing process, formulated in my masters research project in 1987) and the theoretical models which were developed in the course of attempting to explain the deep structure of the user’s model. His overview of the modelling process (2002:295) is congruent with the retroductive methodology typical of critical realist research, in that it starts by observing the phenomenon in the domain of actual, postulates the real structures and mechanisms underpinning observable events, and demonstrates the existence of these structures and mechanisms (Sanghera 2005). However, retroduction provides a weak argument:

The implication of retroduction for empirical research is dubious. Assuming that transfactual social mechanisms become manifest through their effects only means that they can only become objects of empirical study when they are triggered and operative. Working from the empirical domain we must try identify such mechanisms through abstraction which can be said to explain the experiences understood as effects of these ’hidden’ mechanisms. This process of abstraction does not necessarily validate the explanation empirically because the explanatory mechanism may not be factual in other ways than though the effect to be explained. In short, we do not know whether we explain the phenomenon with something qualitatively different or just call the same phenomenon by different names (Wad 2001:4).

Franck’s use of classical induction provides a stronger argument than retroduction, and his use of two kinds of models, empirical (practical) and theoretical, enables a more rigorous testing of hypothetical constructs against
After moving in stages through examples provided by modellers working in twelve different areas of social science, Franck arrives at a summary of the key elements of the modelling process as follows:

(I) Beginning with the systematic observation of certain properties of a given social system, (2) we infer the formal (conceptual) structure which is implied by those properties. (3) This formal structure, in turn, guides our study of the social mechanism which generates the observed properties. (4) The mechanism, once identified, either confirms the advanced formal structure, or indicates that we need to revise it (2002:295).

According to Franck, two different types of model are involved in the above process, a **theoretical model** and an **empirical model**. The theoretical model, while representing an abstract set of systems, is grounded by means of its being actualised in the specific case of the empirical model, which can be shown to relate to actual instances of the social phenomenon or system being investigated. The working together of theory and actual instances (as reflected in a real life situation which yields verifiable data) is very similar to the type of theoretical development achieved through grounded theory methodology. However, Franck’s explication of the modelling process provides a rigorous theoretical framework illustrating more precisely the ways in which theory and data interact to develop a theoretical model. The theoretical model is still, of course, only a hypothesis, and its source is in fact irrelevant (2002:252), but the type of theoretical model described by Franck is not just an ad hoc abstraction loosely connected with real events, but the systematic representation of linked groups of social functions which can be shown to “fit” the social system they underpin by being essential to bring about its **properties**. Such a systematic representation, or **architecture of functions** (2002:88), can then act as a lens focusing the researcher on the nature and type of the actual mechanism which carries out the functions, and leads to the construction of an empirical model which can be tested out in specific cases, either validating the conceptual model or suggesting further modifications. According to Franck, this grounding of the theoretical model in an empirical model - which can then be verified by actual data - gives models in social science not only great explanatory power, but also...
a status comparable with those derived from research in the natural sciences: “The explanatory power of a theoretical model constructed in this way can equal the explanatory power of natural laws” (Franck 2002:298). Franck’s specific and directed methodology thus dovetails effectively with the general overview provided by Bhaskar’s orientation, which is also concerned with “the explanatory power” of hypotheses (Judd 2003:55) but leaves the specific methodology open to the field studied. It must also be noted that Bhaskar’s philosophy, while applicable to social science, is predicated on the effective functioning of natural science; that both Bhaskar and Franck come to inquiry in the social sciences from a philosophical background; and that both explore the common ground between inquiry in the natural and social sciences in ways which give rigour, depth and complexity to the latter.

The modelling process provided by Franck (above) is the summation of conclusions based on examples of modelling in very different areas in social science, as presented by the authors of the twelve chapters in *The explanatory power of models*, and grouped so as to develop a “model of modelling” which in itself can be seen to contain the kind of generalisable principle which Franck recommends. To show the correspondence of the modelling process used in this inquiry with the process as summarised above, it has been broken down into the following stages, showing how the process can cumulate in the formulation of a general principle:

1. **The properties** of a social system are carefully observed and defined.

2. A **theoretical model** is formulated on the basis of the functions needed to achieve the above properties: the model consists of an “architecture of functions”.

3. The **mechanism** which achieves the system’s properties is inferred from applying the theoretical model to real-life situations or data.

4. An **empirical model** is formulated, depicting the operating of the mechanism in a real-life situation.

5. The empirical model is then **tested** in a real-life situation or against data, to see whether it actually generates the properties of the system.
6. The theoretical model is **validated** by being tested against the empirical model, to see whether the theoretical model needs adjustment to fit the real-life functioning of the social system.

7. If the theoretical model, that is the system of functions, is seen to be generalisable so as to explain the properties of a process in another discipline or field, it can be said to have the force of a **principle**.

According to Franck, the eventual formulation of generalisable principles in social science research is desirable, as generalisability offers researchers the opportunity to consolidate their knowledge base by testing the same principle in a different discipline, area or field (2002:297). As a principle involves the system of functions underpinning a process, and not the process itself, principles derived in the context of social science may be applicable even to phenomena in physical science and vice versa (Franck 2002:297-298, see also the example of the Hotelling model, transferred from a spatial to a non-spatial context, in Peeters 2002:158-160).

In actual instances of modelling there can be considerable overlap and recursion, particularly in steps 1., 2., 3. and 4. of the modelling process. Franck comments that it is not unusual for the empirical model to pre-empt implicitly the deeper level system of functions which would form the theoretical model:

> In truth, when we construct a **causal model**, we quite naturally take advantage of the resources of the functional approach, without taking the trouble to model the combination of functions of a system. It is no accident that we select, within our causal model, certain variables in preference to others: we choose those variables because we think they are covering this or that social function (2002:96 - note that Franck uses the term **causal model** interchangeably with **empirical model**).

Initially I assumed that the empirical model of composing had been formulated before the theoretical model. On closer study of my thesis text (Pratt 1987), however, I found that I had in fact followed the order suggested by Franck in my masters, but had not known the formal terms for the entities postulated, and had not gone beyond step 5. As I shall describe in more detail in the next chapter, I had established the property of the system (i.e. writing as a complex process by
proxy carried out in recursive stages) and the functions specific to composing, but these were not initially recognisable as communicative functions because modal peculiarities masked their communicative aspect. The mechanism was in fact the series of composing strategies identified in the literature. However, while I had already arrived at a “system of functions” for composing in my masters research, this did not properly constitute a theoretical model, as the hypotheses or systemic relationships still remained implicit, and the communicative functions which were later found to operate in composing had not yet been identified. The reason why I thought at first that I had worked backwards, as Franck describes above, was that there were in fact two cycles of modelling involved (perhaps three, if one counts software development), as will be described in more detail at the end of this chapter. In the second cycle, which occurred at greater depth, certain elements of the modelling process (e.g. property, functions, mechanisms) were reformulated, but it was not so much a case of working backwards but of repeating the cycle consciously working out the hypotheses and systemic relations which had remained implicit in the first cycle, and which had meant that the user’s model of composing (Stages of the writing process), while supported by literature and research on composing, remained no more than rule-of-thumb.

4.5 THE NATURE OF SOCIAL MECHANISMS

It was suggested earlier (in Chapter Three) that a focus on causal mechanisms in explaining phenomena might prove problematic in a complex social process such as communication. While events can be verified by being recorded, measured, triangulated or by finding regularities in the accounts of a variety of participants/observers, it is extremely difficult to begin to identify the key mechanisms involved in social processes, as many of these are not (directly at least) observable and the complex, layered, dynamic nature of social processes typically results in a patina of myriad surface impressions from which it is difficult to elicit significant patterns (Bhaskar 1979:62). Moreover, the literature is vague in defining the nature of social mechanisms as opposed to the mechanisms involved in natural processes, apart from confirming that human agency is clearly not in the same category as natural agency. The term “social
mechanism” is defined very generally by Franck as “the factors which, in combination, generate the phenomena which one wishes to explain (that which is commonly called a mechanism)” (2002:234, my emphasis). It is also used with a very wide application in social science literature generally, as shown by Mahoney, who lists twenty-seven different definitions (2003:14-15). However, Franck points out the need for identifying a definite form in the processes which are considered to be social mechanisms:

Researchers working in social sciences often treat the word “mechanism” as a synonym for "process". These words both serve to indicate a sequence of events which gives rise to observable phenomena. But "mechanism" emphasizes, more than "process", the idea that the sequence of events that has given rise to the observed phenomena is not fortuitous, but rather obeys definite forms (2002:88, my emphasis).

Danermark comments on the regularity of such mechanisms:

Mechanisms have the power to produce events. This is often described as a ‘generative process’. ‘To “generate” is to “manufacture”, to “form”, to “produce”, to “constitute”,’ write Pawson & Tilley (1997:67), ‘the generative mechanisms thus actually constitute the regularity; they are the regularity’ (2001:4).

While the notion of “regularity” or “form” frequently crops up in definitions of mechanisms, Franck makes it easier to specify what constitutes a mechanism by separating its formal characteristics from its practical operation, while at the same time showing how the systemic relations govern - and thus make sense of - the operation of the mechanism:

How can we recognize a mechanism in a sequence of events? I will propose one answer to these questions: the form of a mechanism, which gives it a certain unity, is the combination of functions which govern its operation in general, or in other words its functional architecture (Franck 2002:88).

The emphasis on “forms” and “regularity” fits in with Bhaskar’s identification of mechanisms with structures: it is as if mechanisms are the essence or potential-to-become of things, as with a DNA code, which has a definite structure and form and the potential to specify what a given cell will become, or an atomic structure which will cause an element to react in predictable ways. The “essential” nature of mechanisms is borne out by Bhaskar’s own definition:
There is nothing esoteric or mysterious about the concept of the generative mechanisms of nature, which provide the real basis of causal laws. *For a generative mechanism is nothing other than a way of acting of a thing.* It endures, and under appropriate circumstances is exercised, as long as the properties that account for it persist. Laws then are neither empirical statements (statements about experiences) nor statements about events. Rather they are statements about the ways of acting of independently existing and transfactually active things (1978:51-52, my emphasis).

However, when it comes to social and not natural science, we find that the world is full of not only things but also people, who have more complex “tendencies, liabilities and powers” than things, and who interact in intricate systems and by means of complex processes. Is a social mechanism, then, nothing other than a way of acting of a person or group? People (and possibly social systems) are more properly classified as causal agents (Mahoney 2003:9-10) rather than causal mechanisms: it is our tendency to act in certain ways which constitutes the mechanism. Our tendency to act includes our emotional tendencies, motivations and reasons. Morén & Blom, in applying a critical realist approach to social work, state:

> We define generative mechanisms in social work practice as forces (reasons and motives) which - primarily activated by social workers’ and clients’ united efforts - generate client effects. Generative mechanisms are real, but seldom directly observable (2003:55).

Morén & Blom provide examples from cases studies which show how the potential of people to act in their own interests - the potential consisting in individual motivations and reasons - can be mobilised in complex systems (e.g. therapy or consulting structures) to produce, in some cases, a better quality of life for clients. Mechanisms, then, are used in social science to explain not only social trends, but individual human behaviour (see Gambetta 1998:102, in Mahoney 2003:14).

### 4.5.1 Contingent and intentional causality

Terms such as “generate”, “give rise to” and “produce” have been used in the sources cited above to describe the effects of mechanisms. But can one equate such forms of production with both sentient intentionality (e.g. writing a novel) on the one hand and insensate contingency (e.g. the formation of a
cyclone) on the other? Some form of distinction appears to be required. Granted that people do not always act with conscious intent, and much - most, in fact - of what we communicate is involuntary, sentient behaviour would appear to require more than instrumental causality. This is where the issue of agency can become problematic in critical realism (Hodgson 2003), although Archer has presented something of a tour de force in showing how human agency can in fact be accommodated within the realist framework, providing us with the concept of an agent who is “active and reflexive … someone who has the properties and power to monitor their own life, to mediate structural and cultural properties of society, and thus to contribute to social reproduction or transformation” (2002:19). Such an agent as described by Archer is implicit in the user’s model of composing - negotiating social situations by acting (i.e. communicating in writing), temporising between social requirements and individual needs, monitoring results and reflecting on progress, and, in the process, contributing to “social reproduction or transformation”.

To emphasise the fact that human agency is involved in writing, I would like to suggest that the communicative processes which are used (whether consciously or not) by people to achieve certain ends should be viewed as examples of intentional determination (see Bhaskar 1979:102-3, Ekstrom:110), and that factors which impact circumstantially on the writing process be viewed as possessing contingent determination. With reference to the notion of intentional determination, communicative processes could in fact generally be said to have “performative” force (see Fairclough et al 2001:4), but it is beyond the scope of this study to examine in detail the role of semiosis in society: my brief is to work through the modelling process to suggest a theoretical underpinning of the empirical model. The tentative identification of possible intentional and contingent factors in composing is not meant to set in place a general hierarchy, merely to effect a tentative distinction between the different types of mechanisms involved in carrying out the system of functions involved in writing. Moreover, in spite of what I have said above about “sentient intentionality” and “insensate contingency”, this is not intended to make a simplistic distinction between animate and inanimate causality: human agents may well be a source of contingent determination.
In this study at least two layers of causal factors were found to be involved in composing, the contingent variables which, as input to the system of functions, affect output, that is, the properties of the system (i.e. the phenomenon in question), and the intentional generative processes which carry out the functions of the system. The output of the latter could be expected to constitute a contingent variable for a later stage, and contingent variables could be expected to impact on composing throughout the process, which was found to be the case, and is what has made composing procedures so difficult to categorise. I would also like to suggest the term “conceptual mechanism” for concepts which inform everyday social practice (Judd 2003:51). An empirical model of composing can in itself constitutes such a mechanism, as it offers learners a meta-cognitive view of the prerequisites for effective composing, as has already been demonstrated with the user’s model of composing in case studies (Pratt 1987) and subsequent teaching programmes (Pratt 1988). The point of using an empirical model of composing as the basis for a writing tutor program was to provide learners with an overview of composing which might give them insight into their communicative performance and suggest both areas for improvement and the means whereby this might be achieved.

Viewed in the light of Bhaskar’s statement, “Society is both the ever present condition (material cause) and the continually produced outcome of human agency” (1979:43-4), communication is not merely an event, but a pivotal social process which both reflects and reproduces (or transforms) societal relations, at the same time itself being the outcome of the societal relations thus set in place. The fact - or existence - of the phenomenon of communication itself could be considered a primary social mechanism, as it is both bound and transformed by social relations, and at the same time, binds, but also acts as a catalyst - arguably slow - but pervasive - in further transforming social relations. The crux of the matter is how human agency actually contributes to “social reproduction or transformation”, and precisely how the variously identified “sequences of events”, “motives” and “regularities” combine with human agency in producing certain described effects or outcomes. It must be remembered that critical realism is a philosophy and not a methodology, and that Bhaskar’s brief was to
formulate an ontology which might make sense of human inquiry, not to specify exactly how the details might be played out in the real world. Moreover, there are times (such as in the above definition of mechanism, 1978:51-52) when Bhaskar appears to be conflating what Franck would refer to as an “architecture of functions” (2002:88) with the mechanism which performs these functions, particularly in his emphasis on structure: the system of functions is in a sense the “deep structure” which explains the operation of mechanisms. A similar confusion is apparent in the twenty-seven definitions of the term “mechanism” as applied to social science provided by Mahoney (2003:14-15).

Archer et al (1998) admit that the methodological consequences of adopting a realist research orientation have not yet been worked through satisfactorily. While it is beyond the scope of this study to suggest general answers, it is evident that dynamic social processes such as communication, while affected by external factors (as I shall show later), are effected by human agency, with open-ended outcomes: learner writers who follow the stages reflected in the empirical model may not necessarily communicate well (if at all), as data from the video protocols have suggested. The empirical model - the five stages of composing - does not guarantee success in composing, but merely describes the generative mechanism which is used in real-life instances of composing to carry out the functions in the system of functions, that is, the theoretical model. The model could be considered to be a stochastic algorithm (Pratt 2005a:251) describing the prerequisites for successful communication. The first of the theoretical models to be formulated in this study turned out to be not specific to writing, but generic to communication (2005b:137): the causal variables which make writing what it is could be seen to be a case of specific input to the system of functions, as will be shown later. The causal variables, as I have suggested, should perhaps be seen as examples of contingent determination, while the mechanism constituted by the empirical model is an example of intentional determination. This does not exclude the possibility of contingent - and intentional - determinants from intervening in - and further shaping - the unfolding layers of the process.
4.6 VALIDATION OF THE MODELS

As Young (2003) points out, there is no one method of validating human performance models, and different types of models require very different validation techniques. Overall, the validity of a model needs to be assessed in terms of its purpose. The purpose of the empirical model formulated in the first cycle of modelling (resulting in the user’s model of composing) was to serve the ends of teaching written composition by providing both teacher and students with a meta-cognitive view of effective composing practices: this gave the teacher a structure on which to base appropriate responses to student texts throughout the stages of composing, and the students a flexible framework which would lead them through composing by giving them advice appropriate to whatever stage they had reached. An empirical model of composing needs to be validated in terms of whether the stages of composing it describes are confirmed by reported and first-hand data relating to the observed behaviour of actual writers, particularly professional and student writers whose performance is judged to be proficient. As the first empirical model was formulated for pedagogical purposes, it describes the prerequisites for written communication in lay terms, and does not in fact claim to describe all instances of composing. For this reason a more “analytical” empirical model was formulated for this purpose in the second cycle of modelling.

The theoretical model produced in this study was formulated to establish whether the effectiveness of the user’s model, based on the observed composing behaviour of proficient writers, could be explained in terms of a “deep structure” or “essence” (Bhaskar 1979:16) of composing, that is the purpose of this model was its general explanatory power. Thus, while the pedagogical model was formulated expressly for the purposes of teaching and learning, the theoretical model needed to look beyond the teaching of written composition to the actual nature of composing itself. While knowledge is provisional and tentative, and teaching and learning change according to beliefs and fashions, in critical realist terms, writing, though effected by human agency, is a real phenomenon existing independently of people’s preconceptions as to what it might constitute. As Judd points out, people need concepts to inform
social practice, but the concepts which guide behaviour do not necessarily correlate with real events, particularly when many factors in composing are unconscious or so familiar than they have become implicit. The theoretical model, then, in spite of being an abstract system of functions, would need to explain real instances of writing in a variety of specific situations. It would need to explain not only the user’s model, but to be able to abstract some of the key functions performed in writing.

Of validating theoretical models, Franck says:

This validity and explanatory power are such as we are accustomed to attributing to theories which pass the tests of the hypothetico-deductive approach: the model, like any theory, will be verified or corroborated if the facts that can be deduced from it conform to the facts as observed (2002:286, my emphasis).

In this study, the theoretical model was validated by the following means:

- The principle of necessity in classical induction, which reveals the functions “without which” the properties of a social system or process would not be realised.

- Its practical exemplification in the mechanisms contained in the more detailed “analytical” empirical model, based on the observations of experienced teachers and researchers, and on first-hand observation and reconstruction of composing procedures using video protocol analyses.

- The interplay of data and theory throughout the course of the inquiry which grounded theory in practice and vice versa.

- The insights which the theoretical model offers into the nature of written composition, as corresponding with points of agreement found in the literature (i.e. relating to other current approaches to, and/or theories on, written composition).

- The case that the theoretical model can be seen to constitute a general communicative principle, which could be extended not only to fit other genres of writing, but communication in general, and which could be
applied in other areas or fields, notably educational design (Pratt 2005b, 2005c).

It must be noted that Franck’s account of classical induction avoids the problems raised by Sayer, who states that “where we have good knowledge that events are causally connected, we don’t need induction” (1992:159). Induction is, however, needed to arrive at a hypothetical system of functions which is not directly observable. It should be noted further that Sayer also questions the usefulness of models as explanations (1992:171), but appears to be targeting in particular the reduction to abstruse mathematical terms of social functions and processes, an objection with which I sympathise, in spite of the possible generalisability of such models to other fields. The first empirical model (the user’s model) was confirmed at its inception in the sense of being grounded in observations of effective composing practice in both teaching and research, and its applicability to actual composing was further explored in depth in over forty instances of video protocol analysis in different contexts by the researcher (both sources of validation will be referred to in this account). The second empirical model, which arose out of reflection on the insights gained during the video protocols, was tested out further in thirteen more video protocols. The theoretical model explains the empirical models by showing how they are underpinned conceptually by an “architecture of communicative functions” which can be seen to correspond to the five stages of both models. The theoretical model thus has explanatory power for a practical teaching application: in this case, it explains the efficacy of the user’s model, and supports its use as the basis for a computer mediated learning (CML) application.

4.7 VIDEO PROTOCOL ANALYSIS

While video protocol analysis (VPA) is being used increasingly for research into usability evaluation of software (Macleod & Rengger 1993) and interactions between people and machines (Cockburn & Dale 1997), comparatively little research appears to have been done into written composition using VPA, apart from studies done by Jones (1982), Matsuhashi (1982) and Pianko (1979).
From 1986 to the present I developed and refined a version of VPA for reconstructing composing procedures, at first using borrowed equipment, but later obtaining research funding to set up a console which included two camcorders, an MX10 digital mixer (for split screen recordings), and two video recorders (two, so that reconstruction of composing could be carried out with one writer while another was engaged in composing). Late in 2005 I added a digital recorder, at first using it to convert videotapes already recorded to digital format, and later to record composing sessions directly onto DVD+RW disk. As composing takes place more and more on computer, screen-recording software combined with computer camcorders, and mixed through editing programs rather than electronic mixers, will take the place of the electronic analogue equipment used for VPA.

Video protocols were preferred from the start to think-aloud protocols using tape recorders as the latter (1) require some prior training of student writers, (2) are more intrusive and (3) introduce an element of verbalising which may well interfere with the kinds of cognitive functioning which help to generate ideational content during composing. Think-aloud protocols might also interfere with the inner dialogues whereby the writers negotiate the interaction-by-proxy. When a videotaped composing session is played back to the writer, visual cues in the playback, in combination with the drafts produced in the session, can assist students to recall complex cognitive processes in some detail. A video camera could, of course, be considered more intrusive, if not more potentially threatening, than a tape recorder. This can be avoided by establishing a collaborative relationship with the writers, who can be asked to help to monitor the recordings occasionally as they write, which also means that they are aware from the start of how the recorded footage will appear. The writers also need to have the modus operandi made as transparent as possible: they need to know in advance that their composing procedure is going to be recorded so as to facilitate recall of what they were doing as they composed (some students even assisted by making annotations to assist recall). They also need to be reminded that this is not an examination mock-up, and that they should compose as far as possible as if there were at home or in the library.
Table 4.1 An overview of the video protocol analyses investigating composing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>MAIN CONCLUSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Masters research project involving video protocol analysis of the composing of 6 high school pupils writing typical English composition topics.</td>
<td>Communicating the user’s model to learner writers can effect a change towards “good” composing behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Pilot study involving video protocol analysis of the composing of 4 university students writing sample assignments.</td>
<td>Composing in a second language is not significantly different from composing in mother tongue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 18 technikon students writing revision assignments in three academic subjects.</td>
<td>Academic composing involves the social construction of knowledge in different academic subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 5 technikon students writing a revision assignment in Economics.</td>
<td>Inability to understand subject concepts results in poor composing performance or pastiche writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 11 fourth semester Electrical Engineering technikon students at various stages of writing their Electronic Design Reports.</td>
<td>Academic writing is discipline-specific, as defined by the lecturer: technical expertise appears to be a more fundamental requirement than composing expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 13 first year Town &amp; Regional Planning university students writing a revision assignment on Land Reform.</td>
<td>The revised empirical model corresponds to actual instances of composing in an academic discipline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not considered necessary for composing to take place in a completely natural setting for familiar composing patterns to emerge (after all, what is “natural” about academic writing?) The key issue is to note the variables which constitute input into the system of functions involved in composing, given that the writing task is challenging enough for the writer to exploit the array of resources available in composing and close enough to actual writing in the disciplines. Most of the protocols involved revision assignments in various subjects set and marked by the students’ usual lecturer and close enough to examination time to merit genuine effort. There is evidence that students were not unduly stressed by the VPAs in the recorded video footage of students primping, yawning, stretching, using mobile phones, eating corn chips and chocolates, pulling faces at the camera, and emptying my water carafe. Besides the research projects shown in Table 4.1, video protocol analysis was also used in 2005 to gauge initial product response to the Writing Tutor Program of the same Town and Regional Planning students who had been involved in the composing sessions.
4.8 GENERALISABILITY OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL

That the theoretical model appears to be a general communicative principle was in fact an unexpected side effect, and was not sought at the outset of this inquiry, although I suspected early on that the form and function of the user’s model of composing had something to do with the inherent nature of communication itself. It was in fact the temporal layering of communicative functions in composing, exposed in much the same way as different chemical compounds are revealed in staggered, striated layers by chromatography, which revealed the system of communicative functions in ways which are not immediately - if at all - apparent in other modes, or in the reading of written texts, for that matter, where the functions operate in a gestalt. The general principle is of course not capable of conclusive proof, any more than the majority of the so-called “covering laws” in natural science, which, it has been argued, are not laws derived from a cumulative summing up of data, but hypotheses logically inferred from supporting data and generally accepted as the current best explanation (Bunge 1997, Meehan 1968).

The point of developing theoretical models is not to prove that they are literally correct, but to use them to gain insight into natural and social phenomena, and, where applicable, to predict the course of physical or social events. Once the architecture of functions which explains the properties of a phenomenon has been hypothesised, further instances of these phenomena can be re-examined in a new light, potentially giving yet more insight into aspects of their functioning. The system of five functions “without which” communication cannot occur (at least, not successfully) had already suggested that the terms asynchronous/synchronous as applied to speech and writing give rise to a misleading dichotomy, and that the concept of distancing (not only temporal, but also spatial and social), combined with a consideration of the material mode of production, provides more insight into the characteristics of different instances of communication. This study suggests that it is misleading to speak of writing as an “asynchronous mode”: asynchronous communication using recorded spoken or graphic texts does not share identical characteristics with writing. The term “mode” should perhaps be reserved for written, graphic or spoken
communication modes. Finally, modelling the mechanism involved in composing helps to explain its idiosyncratic nature as a series of complex recursive stages.

4.9 INTERPLAY BETWEEN DATA AND THEORY

The modelling process developed by Franck shares resonances with grounded theory methodology. Grounded theory works explicitly towards “verification of its resulting hypotheses” (Strauss & Corbin 1994:274) and involves the complex interplay of data and theory throughout the course of the inquiry (1999:12-13). Strauss and Corbin point out that “when grounded, this [i.e. general theory] differs from more deductive types of general theory because of its generation and development through interplay with data collected in actual research” (1994:274). In critical realist terms, the type of grounded theory methodology used in Franck’s modelling process can be seen to involve a type of triangulation between the domains of the real, the actual and the empirical. Aspects of the empirical and actual domains are harnessed to work together in this way: a process of classical induction is used to infer a system of functions (empirical domain) from data obtained by careful observation (actual domain), the theoretical framework provided by the system of functions is then used as a lens to focus back deductively on events in order to detect the mechanisms driving them (real domain). The construction of an empirical model showing the application of the hypothetical system of functions makes it easier to identify the mechanisms effecting the functions, which would otherwise be difficult because of the probability of a mismatch between causal events and experiences (Bhaskar 1978). Moreover, postulating a system of functions with which to scrutinise events is more likely to link their complex, disparate and multi-layered causes (i.e. causal mechanisms) which are masked by the apparent homogeneity and continuity of experience. Academic writing, for example, is so much a normal part of academic functioning that it is almost impossible for researchers, who are also academics themselves, to appraise the phenomenon with fresh eyes: functional modelling allows one not only to view the process from a different perspective but to see it as one instance of a generalisable
system of communication, and to see correspondences and differences with other instances in a whole range of communicative phenomena.

4.10 STRATIFICATION IN THE INQUIRY PROCESS

Earlier it was suggested that the inquiry process was typical of critical realism in following a process of stratification. The following levels of stratification could be seen to operate in this study, arranged in depth layers rather than in temporal sequence:

I. The rule-of-thumb description of composing and advice contained in the user’s model of composing (i.e. *Stages of the writing process*.)

II. The system of communicative functions constituting the prerequisites for effective communication, namely, the contextual, ideational, interactive social and reflexive functions, as well as the inter-systemic relationships between these.

III. Theories indicating the role of communication as both reflecting and recreating/transforming social structures, for example, relating to Bhaskar’s contention that society is both the condition and product of human agency (1979:43-44) and that humans create not only social products, but also the social conditions for their creation (1979:48).

The levels listed above represent the “layers” of complexity involved in the inquiry but not the order of discovery, which went backwards and forwards along the levels. Another type of layering is involved in the theory itself, as the complexity in systemic relations of various elements of composing (i.e. the mechanism which effects communication in written mode) was found to lie not only in the dynamic nature of composing processes but in their complex layering. More than one level of systemic operation appears to feature in written communication, each level involving both external and internal causal factors. Figure 4.2 suggests that different input into the system of communicative functions, as will be shown in more detail later on, is thought to result in the different modes. In composing, the communicative functions become adapted to suit the particular form communication takes in written mode.
Some of the causal factors involved in composing are as follows, as shown in Figure 4.2. Contingent causal determination impacts on the composing system in the form of extra-systemic factors (e.g. time constraints, lack of resources, or lack of interest in the topic). Intentional causal determination (i.e. human agency) must be applied to complete each stage of composing. Thereafter, a domino-like set of further contingent factors is set in place as the output of each stage impacts on the next, as will be shown later (see Figure 7.4 in Chapter Seven). When one considers the meagre surface manifestations (i.e. instances of composing and text) of this complex, open-ended interplay of forces, the fact that many of the processes involved in composing are mental (and subconscious), and that the bulk of research into writing involves the analysis of texts, it is little wonder that composing has been considered too complex and idiosyncratic to categorise (Raimes 1985, Spack 1984).

Figure 4.2 The complex layers of systems involved in composing
4.11 COURSEWARE DESIGN AND PRODUCTION

The writing tutor program design is based on the first empirical model, the Stages of the composing process, because this is a “model for” as well as a “model of”, and thus best suited for a pedagogical tool. The writing tutor is intended for use by students who compose mainly on computer, although the program itself advises use of pencil and paper or a hard print copy for some composing procedures. Once it had become clear that the empirical model was underpinned by the communicative functions identified in the “deep-level” theoretical model, a detailed storyboard of the prototype was drawn up in much the way described by Alessi & Trollip (1991:319-340). The main challenge was turning a static diagram into a dynamic, interactive program. From the start the program was conceived as running off a help-type menu which students could access as needed while composing on Microsoft Word, and preferably integrated with other Microsoft Word menu items. Owing to the copyright and programming complications which would have resulted from merging the program with Microsoft Word, the program finally took the form of a floating menu bar which displayed as superimposed on the screen, but did not actually interact with the word processor program. The key specifications were that the program must be customisable, to suit different academic contexts; portable, so that individual users could take it and install it on a computer in their preferred place of study (Ahmad et al 1985:25-26); and programmed so as to capture certain user input which might be helpful to refer to during composing, as well as help to lead the user through certain processes or routines.

The main difference between the empirical model as it appears in the original diagram (Figure 5.2 in Chapter Five) and the way it is translated into the writing tutor program is that much more explanation and supporting documentation had to be built in to the program, on the assumption that a teacher would probably not be present to explain how and why the program could be used to improve composing expertise. The various menus and submenus, their contents, links and mode of operation by the user also had to be thought out carefully in advance, but these were able to be adjusted slightly in the course of programming. The names of the menu items, including the stages of
composing, had to be reframed in terms which would be immediately self-apparent, owing to the universal human tendency not to read the instructions first. The program structure not only needed to be obvious to the user but also capable of quick, almost unconscious navigation, so as not to distract the writer’s focus when composing. As it was meant to have the option of remaining displayed on the screen, the program needed not to take up too much screen space, and the menu needed to be able to be collapsed to the five stages of composing so that it could take up less space when the student actually was composing, or shrink to the menu bar when not needed.

Some features were added which were not in the model but which reinforced the advice or good habits implicit in the model, such as keeping notes while writing, recording sources in a database: also a short self-assessment based on the habits of “good” and “poor” writers, and exemplars of idea-generating strategies (the cumulative expense of programming meant that the latter could not be programmed in as applications, however). Initially two detailed storyboards of the tutor program were completed, one suitable for high-school-type composing and one for assignments at undergraduate level. Because of budgetary constraints these two versions were later merged into one “standard” version which formed the basis of the actual prototype, which was programmed by a commercial programmer. The main changes during programming were the inclusion of the features mentioned above, the “chunking” of some of the longer texts text into more numerous, shorter menu items, and some extra cross-links between menu items.

4.12 CYCLES OF MODELLING INVOLVED

As will be shown in subsequent chapters, Franck’s modelling process was followed to arrive finally at a theoretical model of composing. The theoretical models could be seen to explain and underpin the Stages of composing model (i.e. the pedagogical version of the empirical model) which could then used as the basis for the design of the writing tutor program, as it was now underpinned by a model depicting the systemic inter-relationships of communicative functions. The writing tutor program is in a sense a continuation of the
modelling process, as the educational artefact needed to be based on a theory which had “explanatory power” in making sense of best practice. The original empirical model was developed in masters research, of which a retrospective overview is given in some detail in order to show its relevance to the present study. It must be remembered, though, that, as with composing, modelling is a complex recursive process which loops back constantly to correct or adjust versions formulated at earlier stages, and that some key stages are achieved almost instantaneously in what at the time seems a gestalt, and can only be “unpacked” later in retrospect (if at all, in the case of subconscious processing). For example, in my masters I was grappling to complete some of the modelling stages all at once, although the account in the thesis roughly followed the order given by Franck - a case of converting rope logic into chain logic.

**Figure 4.3** The complex recursive process involved in modelling composing

In Figure 4.3 an attempt has been made to illustrate the complex recursive modelling process, looping back in stages, and to indicate which part of the modelling process fell within my masters research. Future areas of model development, running parallel now with artefact development, are also indicated. While the cycles in Figure 4.3 are represented in roughly chronological sequence, there was some overlap in the actual research, as
already mentioned. The processes in the repeating cycles are also not exact mirror images: in the first cycle the proto-functions were not validated as a theoretical model, nor were they envisaged as constituting such (they were represented in the initial empirical model as underlying functions, though). In the last cycle (still to be completed) the emphasis is on the model-as-artefact, and any future adjustments are likely to devolve around its use in (and possible adaptation for) composing in various different contexts. A more detailed account of the cycles illustrated in Figure 4.3 follows.

4.12.1 First cycle of modelling (Masters research)

1.1 The property of the social system was established by the literature to be an interaction by proxy mediated by the written text and occurring in a complex series of recursive stages.

1.2 The functions were identified as data-gathering, idea generation, idea organising, editing and evaluating. They did not as yet constitute a theoretical model, as the nature of the functions and systemic relations between these remained implicit. However they could be considered to be a “proto-law” or “proto-theory” (i.e. an initial hypothesis leading to the development of a theory).

1.3 The mechanism which achieves the system’s property (i.e. a complex process by proxy carried out in recursive stages) was identified as the system made up out of the composing strategies described in the literature. While known to be a means of effecting composing, it was not formally identified as a mechanism.

1.4 An empirical model of composing (the “user’s model” of composing) was formulated in a tertiary teaching context. The user’s model of composing was part description and part advice to the learner writer, in effect a “pedagogical model”.

1.5 A simplified version for secondary school use was tested out and the stages identified in actual student composing (i.e. six students writing typical English compositions).
Subsequent testing out of the empirical model in video protocol analyses and coaching suggested that the social element (involving mainly - but not only - academic requirements) is a key issue in academic writing throughout all stages of composing, but more so in stages 1 and 4 (and to some extent, 3) when students are preparing to write, and while they are editing their texts to fit in with social norms. (This was later explained by distinguishing between the social function in composing - in stage 4 - and social features which were input into the system, which affected all of the stages.)

A theoretical underpinning was sought for the empirical model, and, working back from the first empirical model, the contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive aspects of communication were seen to be implicit in the empirical model, but it was not known why these should be significant, or what their exact nature was.

4.12.2 Second cycle of modelling

2.1 The property was re-conceptualised as communication in written mode.

2.2 It was found that the theoretical model of composing was a system of the functions which need to be carried out for effective communication to take place, and which had became adapted in written mode (the adaptation to some extent masking their communicative aspect). The system comprised the contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive functions (i.e. the “aspects” of communication identified earlier in fact comprised a system of functions). The inter-systemic relations between the functions could now be hypothesised, as well as the possible nature of the input which might result in the various communication modes and genres.

2.3 The mechanism (i.e. composing) which achieves the system’s property (i.e. communication in written mode) was clarified with reference to both the functions and the actual operation of composing in the many instances of composing observed in various projects.
2.4 A second, more analytical version of the empirical model of composing was formulated, the earlier pedagogical version being retained for educational purposes, for which it had already proved highly effective (the term “analytical” will be used to distinguish between the second empirical model and the first, as the former provides the basis for a more precise analysis of actual instances of composing).

2.5 The reformulated empirical model was tested out in a further round of video composing protocols to see whether the mechanism identified could be established to operate in actual instances of composing.

2.6 The theoretical model was validated by being tested against the empirical model.

2.7 The theoretical model of communicative functions was considered to have the potential to constitute a generalisable communication principle in terms of its hypothesized use in informing the various modes, and which could be applied in other areas (e.g. educational design), as exemplified by its actual use in effective mixed-mode course design (Pratt 2005b, 2005c).

4.12.3 Third cycle of modelling

The use of the empirical model as the basis for a computer program could in itself be considered a new round of modelling, in which the first empirical model (the user’s model) was reformulated in the form of a help menu, and was tested out further by obtaining learner response to the program (it will be tested out in the future by its use in academic contexts). At this stage, however, the model will be tested out as a pedagogical tool informed by theory rather than as a theory itself. Subsequent findings may still feed back into theory, however.

Thesis structure in terms of following the modelling process

The modelling process is unfolded in subsequent chapters as follows:

Chapter Five deals with the first cycle of modelling, with a detailed retrospective account of the formulation of the empirical model of composing, and a summary of the writing profiles which emerged when it was tested out. While much of this chapter is derived from my masters research, it is dealt with
retrospectively from a critical realist perspective and in the light of Franck's modelling process, and achieves a very different focus and scope, while at the same time clarifying the nature of the user’s model.

**Chapter Six** deals with the further testing out of the first empirical model (i.e. version 1.4) in a series of video protocol analyses, and shows how this contributed to building up a picture of actual academic writing in the disciplines, as well as the implications of this for subsequent modelling.

**Chapter Seven** deals with the second cycle of modelling and the formulation of the theoretical model underpinning the empirical model, the model of communicative functions. The chapter suggests how/why the communicative functions are masked in written mode, at the same time offering a hypothesis as to how the various modes and genres can be viewed as the result of different input in the system of communicative functions. The reformulated empirical model of composing is described (i.e. as a research tool for analysing composing), as well as the correspondences between empirical/theoretical models, which pre-empts the validation of the theoretical model.

**Chapter Eight** deals with the results of testing out the “analytical” version of the empirical model in further instances of academic composing, completing the validation of the theoretical model.

**Chapter Nine** deals with the design of the writing tutor program, and the completed artefact (i.e. the writing tutor program prototype) is discussed in the light of how the user’s model was translated into courseware.

**Chapter 10** takes the form of a general conclusion with reflection on progress, suggested applications and possible areas of further study.

**4.13 CONCLUSION**

It must be stressed that this is an account of not just a “realist approach”, but a real enquiry: from the outset, I really did want to know why the user’s model of composing appeared to work, and what its exact nature was. Was it a description, or was it just a handy rule-of-thumb device? What was the relation between the user’s model of composing and the actual phenomenon of composing? What was composing? It irritated me that a process so -
apparently - integral to intellectual development was so ill-defined, and that the field of written composition was so fraught with confusion, dissent, politics and in-fighting. I also genuinely wanted to create a writing tutor computer program which would replicate some of my own areas of teaching expertise in a creative, open-ended way, and would have continued to attempt to do so even if this had not become formalised as a doctoral research project. While the user's model was formulated in the context of my masters research, this current project did not start off as a formal research project, but as a personal initiative. Moreover, at the outset I had begun to doubt seriously the efficacy of formal research procedures in finding meaningful answers to real-life problems. My faith was restored when I was introduced to an orientation which accepted the complex, tripartite nature of reality, and when I discovered a research methodology which reinforced the concept that reality is a complex interweaving of events, experiences and mental reflection, and which recommended detailed observation and intelligent thinking rather than merely deferring to received opinions. But while reality is incontrovertible, and methods are dictated by necessity, truth becomes what it is by virtue of personal endeavour. I would ask the reader, no matter what preconceptions they currently entertain about writing, or what orientation they favour, to suspend belief while I further present my case.
5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the formulation of the first empirical model featuring in this study, the user's model of composing, working retrospectively with the findings of my masters research, but presenting the latter from within a critical realist orientation, and from within the frame provided by Franck's modelling process. The value of the masters study was to summarise key aspects of composing in a model which made them easily accessible to teachers and students, and provided them with a schematic which gave practical advice as to how composing could be carried out as effectively as possible. But the empirical model was not just rule-of-thumb, but faithful enough to instances of real-life composing as to afford a means of analysis as well as a pedagogical intervention. As mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, in showing retrospectively the formulation of the empirical model, this chapter will deal with the property of the social system involved in composing, the identification of the functions involved in composing, as well as the mechanism which can be seen to achieve the system's properties, and the formulation of the empirical model depicting the operation of this mechanism, as tested out in actual instances of composing. While this chapter is derived from the findings of my masters research, the retrospective account given here is necessary in order to explain the modelling process satisfactorily, and, as mentioned in the previous chapter, is thought to achieve a very different focus and scope, while at the same time answering questions raised as to the actual nature of the user's model.

5.2 THE PROPERTY OF THE SOCIAL SYSTEM

When Franck introduces the concept of the “property” of a social system, he is clearly referring to the phenomenon itself. The property is the manifestation of the social system, that is what we observe to happen (or can be established to happen) in the acting out of the social process. In formulating a theoretical
model of a social process, the researcher attempts to identify a system of functions which need to be performed for that given social process to take place. This is the sense in which Franck’s modelling process involves reverse engineering (de Callatäy 2002:107-108), in that, given the output to a system, the researcher works backwards by a process of classical induction to generalise about the functions which are (apparently) being performed in the real-life manifestations of the actual process (see Figure 5.1).

As applied in Biology or Medical Studies, the “black box” (reverse engineering) type of problem-solving might ascertain that, as blood enters the heart and exits in regular bursts, and as various muscles and valve-like structures observed in dissected hearts appear to operate as pumps, the “system of functions” involved in the operation of the heart is concerned with both pumping and regulation of the blood flow around the body. Different input (e.g. resting states, strenuous exercise, stress) might result in different output in terms of actual performance as measured by pulse rate, but the system remains constant: it is a mental abstraction (i.e. theory) which makes it possible to generalise about the operation of the heart. The identification of the system of functions performed by the heart has made it possible for physicians not only to heal the heart itself, but to use pacemakers for regulating its flow, and even to replicate the whole organ out of synthetic materials, that is a mechanism performing the same functions as the muscle and sinew of the human heart. As de Callatäy points out:

The aim of an engineer studying a system by reverse engineering is to find machines functionally equivalent to this system (de Callatäy 1997a). If an artificial heart is grafted to a patient, this heart is an engineering model of the natural heart. This heart uses different pumping principles. It does not self-repair nor adapts its size to the efforts required as a natural organ does, and it will not self-reproduce. It requires anticoagulants in the blood. It performs anyway the main function (2002:108).

Is it possible - or appropriate - to use reverse engineering to arrive at, by induction, systems of social functions in the same way as is possible with biological or mechanical functions? It is the contention of this study that this is so, even with a process as inchoate, open-ended and seemingly personal (and idiosyncratic) as composing. Both Bhaskar and Franck suggest that the social
sciences can benefit from the kinds of rigorous modelling procedures which are routinely applied in the natural sciences. It must be stressed, however, that these procedures are applied in this study in a qualitative way which has nothing in common with the surface measurements of a positivist approach.

This is because one cannot “measure” composing: but the researcher can investigate composing processes by assisting participant recall with the help of models which focus on and make sense of surface manifestations. Earlier protocols paid lip service to the inflated status afforded to positivist research by measuring the amount of time spent on various surface activities and/or the number of repetitions. This may suggest, for example, that ESL students are inclined to spend more time on revisions, but unless the commonalities of composing are first established so that one can gauge the significance of surface variations in a given case with reference to the stated intentions of the actual writers, such statistics cannot form the basis for meaningful generalisations about composing. Moreover, writing serves a social function, and while social functions can be generalised and hypothesised about in the same way as biological or natural functions, they are infinitely more complex, and driven by unpredictable human agency, so that at best, only stochastic algorithms can be formulated.
5.3 THE PHENOMENON OF COMPOSING

Viewed from the perspective of the writer, as noted by observers and reconstructed in think-aloud and video protocols, composing is an individual act, a solitary process involving a dialogue by proxy with the intended reader, in which the writer engages in a complex series of recursive stages. The following points about composing were established before the formulation of the first empirical model, and can be seen (in retrospect) to contain a mixture of property, functions and mechanism:

- While it is manifested as a solitary procedure, composing is a social act (Szwed 1981), and is a “provoked activity… located in ongoing social life” (Widdowson 1984:6).

- Composing is part of a delayed interaction “in that the reader at a later stage converts the product of writing text, into discourse” [i.e. interaction] (Widdowson 1984:51).


- Composing, while flexible, occurs in stages (Candlin 1981:181, Emig 1971:33, Shaughnessy 1977:81, Zamel 1985:96), some of which had already been identified as follows: prewriting, drafting and judging.


- The ideas which writers access while composing are “spawned” in data (Shaughnessy 1977:245).

- Composing involves cognitive processes and is a kind of thinking: the logical as well as the creative faculties of the brain are involved (Britton 1981:16).

- Composing has the capacity to generate new ideas (Britton 1981:16, Widdowson 1984:75).
Expressive writing plays a key role in composing (Britton 1981:16-18).

### Table 5.1 The differences between experienced and inexperienced writers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experienced writers…</th>
<th>Inexperienced writers…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. …are generally more flexible in their approach.</td>
<td>…are generally less flexible in their approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. …consider their purpose and audience.</td>
<td>…do not consider their purpose and audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. …consult their own background knowledge.</td>
<td>…do not consult their own background knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. …let ideas incubate.</td>
<td>…do not let ideas incubate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. …spend some time planning.</td>
<td>…take less time to plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. …are flexible in their planning.</td>
<td>…are less flexible in their planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. …write first, revise later.</td>
<td>…are prematurely concerned with accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. …read back over what they have written to keep in touch with their own ideas.</td>
<td>…scan large sections less often and then concentrate on surface areas rather than ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. …rework ideas until they are satisfied with them.</td>
<td>…seldom rework ideas once they are written down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. …have developed an internal dialogue between writer and imagined reader.</td>
<td>…have not developed internal dialogues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. …can switch to reader roles in editing their own work.</td>
<td>…find it hard to switch to reader roles in editing their own work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. …have developed strategies to relieve pressure on short-term memory.</td>
<td>…have not developed these strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. …focus on the different stages of writing one by one.</td>
<td>…try to carry out all stages of the writing process at once.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. …can evaluate their own progress.</td>
<td>…cannot evaluate their own progress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also available at the time of the formulation of the first empirical model were generalisations about the composing procedures used by experienced writers as opposed to those used by inexperienced writers, as summed up in Table 5.1, comprising a combination of points from Bereiter & Scardamalia (1981), Daiute (1983) and Raimes (1985). As mentioned earlier, the fact that some composing behaviours are categorised as “good” and others as “bad” need not necessarily make these observations suspect, as competent writers are presumably fulfilling the prerequisites for effective communication in written mode. Composing is a form of communication, or at least part of the process. This is why, to make sense of composing behaviour, it was necessary to formulate a theoretical model of communicative functions before the property of composing and the mechanisms could be satisfactorily identified.

To pre-empt the formulation of the theoretical model produced in this study,
whatever the definition of communication used (e.g. stages, negotiating of meaning, co-creation of reality), it is generally agreed there is a continuum ranging from absolute failure to communicate, through partial success, to near-perfect sharing of meaning. As mentioned before, communication in written mode is a social process subject to the whims of individual participants, as well as being subject to unforeseeable (and often unseen) complicating circumstances provided by the complex dynamic forces of the domain of real, including the complications provided by social structures. Composing is then a social act (Pratt 1987:17-18), manifesting as a solitary act only because it represents half of a delayed interaction, in which the sender is separated spatially and temporally from the intended receiver. The fact that it is an open-ended social process means that a formula for near-perfect achievement of communication in written mode cannot be provided, any more than it can for face-to-face communication, as there is always an unpredictable response from the intended reader, including refusal to participate or cooperate, equivocation, or inability to understand. An advantage of immediate communication is that its effectiveness can be regulated by the opportunity for immediate feedback, so that meaning can be re-negotiated rapidly if necessary, which is not the case in distanced communication mediated by writing. In the case of composing, the best that can be offered is to suggest optimum conditions for successful communication. Re-interpreted in this light, “good” writing behaviour suggests that the prerequisites for successful communication are being fulfilled. Successful communication cannot be guaranteed, however, and a model based on such behaviour can constitute no more than a stochastic algorithm (Pratt 2005a).

5.3.1 The “property of the system” involved in composing

As explained above, a description of the phenomenon itself would constitute the “property of the system” involved in composing. The literature revealed that composing was described generally as an interaction by proxy mediated by the written text and usually occurring in a complex series of recursive stages, the view which informed the formulation of the first empirical model composing. Not all of the features of composing identified above are included in this definition,
as they were considered to represent the working out of this process in the actual model. In retrospect, they jointly constitute the mechanism which effects composing.

5.3.2 The functions performed in composing

Initially preparatory, expressive, enabling, corrective and evaluative functions were identified in the literature, but not clearly, and not in those exact terms (the vagueness of “prewriting” is summed up in “preparatory”). Eventually the functions crystallised as follows: data-gathering, idea generation, idea organising, editing and evaluating (the choice of “data-gathering” unfortunately excluded the extremely important preparatory function of considering purpose and audience, but this was retained as advice in the user’s model). It must be remembered that in the first round of modelling I was attempting to identify/formulate the stages involved in composing, and not a system of functions per se. The following stages had been identified: Prewriting, Composing, Editing and Judging (1987:28). “Composing” was subdivided further into “Draft writing” and “Major editing” to accommodate Widdowson’s “focal” and “enabling” acts. Yet the word “function” features repeatedly in my account of the putative stages of composing and what needs to be achieved during each stage, as emphasised below:

Each stage can be seen to perform a necessary function in the actual process of writing, and each stage has a distinct focus, different from that of other stages (1987:35).

Thus the description which informs the suggested target behaviours takes account of both creative and logical functions. The advice offered to the learner also takes account of both creative and logical functions: “suggest” and “jot down” describe unconscious, expressive acts, whereas “structure” and “order” describe conscious, logical, reflective acts (1987:37).

The advice focuses on "checking" rather than correcting, as correcting is seen as a teacher function (1987:34).

The reason for this [i.e. adding a fifth stage] was that all students evinced the need for an evaluative response from me, and I realized that they would not become independent adult authors until they learned to internalize and perform the evaluative function for themselves (1987:34).

The inclusion of "Evaluation" in the stages makes it clear that it is an
important writer function, and not just the prerogative of the teacher. The allocation of the evaluative function to the writer means that he is made aware that he is in control of the process: he is under no obligation to submit a substandard piece of writing (1987:38).

In the actual description of the stages of the initial empirical model, however, I referred to the “underlying process” of each stage (1987:36-39) as the data-gathering, idea generation, idea-organisation/structuring, editing and evaluating processes. The underlying processes, while they can be observed to occur in actual instances of composing, had to be simplified in the user’s model so that learner writers could easily understand the overview of composing it provided.

One of the problems experienced (then and later) with generalising about the system of functions underpinning composing was that the more specifically one phrases the composing functions to fit actual instances of composing, the more their communicative force is masked by modal peculiarities. As this account proceeds, I will suggest that in composing the communicative functions, paradoxically, are both masked and exposed by the idiosyncratic nature of communication in written mode. They are exposed by being separated into stages as a result of the distancing involved in communication, and masked because the etiolated shape into which the interaction is contorted forces the writer into exigencies which override the more spontaneous “give-and take” of immediate communication. This notion will be taken up again later when the final formulation of the model of communicative functions is discussed. To sum up: it is unlikely that these communicative functions would have been identified at all had the focus not been on written communication, where the functions had become separated in practice, but the functions had mutated to such an extent in their migration to written mode that it was difficult to envisage them as general communicative functions.

5.3.3 The mechanism involved in composing

The mechanism which achieves the system’s properties, that is the mechanism involved in composing, can be seen to comprise the actual Stages of the writing process (Figure 5.2), as suggested in my initial formulation of the user’s
model: “each stage can be seen to perform a necessary function in the actual process of writing” (1987:35, my emphasis). The stages were as follows:

**Stage 1: Prewriting** (focus: data gathering)

**Stage 2: Draft writing** (focus: idea generation)

**Stage 3: Major editing** (focus: idea organisation/structuring)

**Stage 4: Minor editing** and polishing (focus: editing)

**Stage 5: Evaluation** (focus: evaluating).

However, while the names of four stages describe an actual activity or process (e.g. draft writing, evaluation), “prewriting” does not (and although “data-gathering” does, it does not have the sense of contextualising which is so important at this stage). Moreover the other “activities” are generalised and vague, so that while the stages could be said to constitute a mechanism in the sense that they carry out the functions necessary for composing to take place, they needed to be grounded in real-life events to be confirmed as the mechanism operating in composing. These activities (some cognitive, some unconscious) were pre-empted from the literature (i.e. in points 1-10 above, and the strategies of experienced writers) and my own observations of student writers at secondary level, and later observed in the actual composing behaviour of over fifty student writers as reconstructed in video protocol analyses. The tentative identification of the composing mechanism as represented in the first empirical model pre-dated the video protocol analyses, however, and was based on the literature (including accounts of think-aloud protocols) and observations during my own teaching. The mechanism is best illustrated with reference to the empirical model itself, described below.

### 5.4 THE EMPirical MODEL OF COMPOSING

#### 5.4.1 Background to the formulation of the model

The user’s model of composing, the earliest version of the empirical model, was intended as a simplified conceptual framework of writing. It was formulated after five weeks’ intensive preliminary reading for my masters degree (1987), and was based mainly on research and literature connected with the process approach (see Appendix A for an overview of the process approach). The concept of a user’s model was derived from Widdowson’s suggestion that
language models drawn from the perspective of the language learner might be more helpful for language learning than models derived from pure linguistics. The user’s model was based on a body of research into composing processes, but was expressed in ways geared to make it correspond with the writer’s experience of composing so that it might be accessible to the learner writer. I had come across repeated references to the stages of composing in literature on the process approach, and had hoped to find a comprehensive account of the stages which would assist me in conferencing (i.e. informal feedback) sessions with my students. In particular, I hoped it would suggest what types of feedback might be useful at the different stages of composing academic essays. A full account was not forthcoming in the literature at that time, however, and, as my scheduled student interviews were drawing uncomfortably close, I was obliged to construct my own model.

The resulting framework depicts composing as a series of five recursive stages, Prewriting, Draft writing, Major editing and structuring, Minor editing and polishing, and Evaluation. The fact that it took the form of a series of stages was influenced by Shaughnessy’s suggestion that learner writers “need to experience the stages involved in composing in a structured, orderly way” (1977:81). The Stages of the writing process was intended to assist me to give helpful feedback to some of the first-year students I was tutoring as graduate assistant in 1986. However, as it gave students an easily grasped meta-view of composing, I communicated it directly to the students instead, which appeared to give them more authority and control not only when discussing their written texts with me, but also when composing on their own, when I was not present to coach or advise them. In retrospect it could be seen to constitute a type of re-usable learning object (Rowley 1998, Marsh 2003) which helped me to avoid the drudgery of repeating the same advice and guidance over and over again to students. This left me with more quality time for feedback to students on their drafts and discussion of specific writing problems.

5.4.2 The concept of a “user’s model”

As Widdowson’s notion of a “user’s model” of language learning (1984) is a type
of empirical (i.e. practical) model, and the *Stages of the writing process* model was formulated on the basis of Widdowson’s description, a brief overview of this concept (apparently not developed further by Widdowson) will be given. Widdowson (1984) suggested that language learners need to be given models of language use which reflect their own experience, which he termed “user’s models”, rather than abstract models derived from linguistic theory. According to Widdowson, a user’s model would:

- have as its starting point its need and purpose (1984:27),
- have some validity as a description of language use (1984:2),
- be “consumer based” (1984:26), that is geared to the needs of the students and teachers for which it was designed,
- be congruent with the language user’s attitude and knowledge (1984:26),
- take into account the user’s creative as well as rational cognitive functions (1984:26),
- reflect the principles of the discipline in which it is set (1984:26),
- be set in a cultural context and reflect language use in this context (1984:26),
- reflect the sets of beliefs and values of that culture, as well as the ways in which these are expressed (1984:26-27).

While it would be partly descriptive, the user’s model would have relevance for language teaching and would be geared towards a learner-centred approach to language teaching (1984:20).

The concept of the user’s model suggested an effective way to concentrate the findings of various process teachers and researchers and make these immediately accessible to the teacher (1987:14), not only myself, but other teachers (I was HOD of English at a secondary school at the time). This was congruent with the brief of my masters research, which was to investigate the process approach with the intention of discovering effective teacher interventions (1987:1). However, since the user’s model of writing would describe composing processes from the point of view of the writer, one form of
teacher intervention would be to communicate the model directly to the learner writer (1987:15), which would make the user’s model truly “participant-oriented” (Widdowson 1984:20).

5.4.3 The Stages of the writing process model

The user’s model formulated in 1986, Stages of the writing process, matched most of Widdowson’s specifications for a user’s model. It had some validity as a description of language use, as it was based on researcher/teacher observations of the composing of experienced student and professional writers. The model was consumer based, in the sense that it was designed to explain the stages of composing to both the teacher and the students. It was congruent with the learner’s experience in that it went some way towards explaining the processes in which they were involved as they composed a composition or essay. It also took into account the writer’s creative and logical functioning by separating idea generation from structuring, thus making it less likely that student composers would block their own production of text. The last three criteria were not met, however, as I was looking for general aspects of composing which could be applied in any discipline or cultural context: contextualising the model would need to be dealt with in an ad hoc way by individual teachers and student writers. In retrospect, as the last three criteria are entirely dependent on local conditions, they need to be considered in the light of “input” into the composing system: they are therefore represented as contingent factors in the reformulated “analytical” empirical model (see Figure 7.4 in Chapter 7).

My intention in constructing a user’s model (1987:16) was to arrive at a description of the writing process from the writer’s perspective, which:

- identified underlying processes,
- gave clear direction to the learner writer as to effective composing strategies,
- was accessible to the learner writer, that is, was framed briefly and simply in easily understood terms (the target groups were adolescents and young adults), and
The user’s model of composing needed to accommodate the features of composing (see points 1. - 10.) which had already been identified in the literature, and also needed to account for the differences observed in the behaviour of experienced and inexperienced writers, as shown in Table 5.1.

The resulting model described composing as an infinitely flexible permutation and combination of five recurring stages, with each stage having its own purpose and focus, as shown in Figure 5.2. The stages were as follows: Prewriting (focus: data gathering), Draft writing (focus: idea generation), Major editing (focus: idea organisation/structuring), Minor editing and polishing (focus:
editing) and Evaluation (focus: evaluating). While each stage was shown as having a distinct purpose and focus, and while the writer was seen as starting at stage one (Prewriting) and working through to stage five (Evaluation), the writer could go back to any stage any number of times in order to complete a piece of writing (the recursive factor in composing). In particular, the shuttling between stages two and three (Draft writing and Major editing), as shown by the drawing of a circular vortex, appeared to constitute a powerful means of generating new ideas (Widdowson 1984:75).

a) Complexity and recursion
The model represented composing as an interrelated system of stages, and attempted to represent the complex interplay of both cognitive and procedural processes. Composing was represented as being recursive, in the sense that the writer could go back to any stage any number of times until the piece was completed to his/her satisfaction.

b) Flexibility
The fact that the model provided for the writer going back to any stage any number of times represented composing as infinitely flexible. The user’s model also allowed for the eventuality that some one else (for example, a publisher or critic) and not the writer, might perform some of the stages, such as editing or evaluation.

c) Stages
The model showed composing as a series of stages, each with its own purpose and focus. Prewriting, drafting and judging (i.e. as suggested by the literature) were included as stages, but a distinction was made between Major editing, where the text is structured or organised to make it accessible to the reader, and Minor editing and polishing, which focuses on surface issues such as correctness and conventions.

d) Inner dialogues
Inner dialogues, while explained by the user’s model, could not be accommodated within the model itself (hence the dashed line enclosing the
label “Dialogues” in Figure 5.3). They were, however, included in a separate model, complementary to the user’s model (see Table 5.2). Two different kinds of dialogues could be assumed from Widdowson’s account of the focal and enabling acts performed by the writer (1984:49): a focal dialogue in Stage 1, generating ideas, and an enabling dialogue in Stage 2, rendering these ideas accessible to the intended reader. The existence of additional inner dialogues were hypothesised during the Prewriting, Minor editing and Evaluation stages of composing, with the notion that these dialogues would be closely linked to the focus of the stage they accompanied.

![Figure 5.3 Key features of composing incorporated in the user's model](image)

**e) The source of ideas**

Shaughnessy’s notion that “ideas are spawned in data” (1977:245) defined the focus of the Prewriting stage. If ideas are generated from data, then a key
feature of the Prewriting stage must be data gathering, as it is a necessary precondition for the generation of ideas. However, the model not only accounted for the derivation of ideas, but also went some way towards accounting for the actual ways in which ideas are generated, as will be shown in the next three sections below.

f) The role of expressive writing
Expressive writing played a central part in the user’s model in that it was thought to generate the raw materials (the ideas) out of which the finished piece of writing was crafted (see Lindfors 1986:3). The raw materials thus generated could then be reworked, that is elaborated and refined, in successive stages, namely Major editing, Minor editing and polishing, and Evaluation.

g) The logical and creative faculties of the brain
The literature suggested that expressive writing, often messy, disorganised and unconnected, was associated with the creative faculty of the brain, the so-called “right brain” (Blakeslee 1980), which has the capacity to generate ideas but not to organise or structure them coherently. The capacity to organise ideas could be seen to depend on the logical faculty of the brain, or “left brain”. This logical faculty was not seen as operating simultaneously with the creative faculty but in rapid alternation with it.

h) The capacity to generate new ideas
For this reason, the ordering function of the logical faculty or left brain was depicted as operating in a separate stage of composing, that is in the major editing stage. While ideas might arise out of data and be released in expressive writing, further new ideas would be generated by the interplay between the creative and logical mental functioning, or “left and right brain in intimate collaboration” (Britton 1981). As Blakeslee points out, “the synergistic relationship between the left and right brains is the real basis of creativity” (1980). The creative energy generated by the interplay between left and right brain was indicated in the diagram of the user’s model by the pictogram of the vortex between stages two and three. The two different types of dialogue identified by Widdowson are associated with each type of mental functioning,
the focal dialogue, with the creative functioning of the brain in the generation of ideas, and the enabling dialogue, in the logical functioning of the brain during the editing of these ideas. Both types of dialogue appeared to assist with the generation of ideas: the focal type dialogue would cause the writer to respond with increasing excitement to his/her own ideas, while the enabling type dialogue would prompt further ideas or elaborations on a theme in response to an imagined reader.

**i) The behaviour of experienced writers**

As indicated in Figure 5.3, the user’s model incorporated the behaviour of experienced writers. The fact that the writer can go back any number of times to any stage accounted for the flexibility (1) of experienced writers. That experienced writers consider their purpose and audience (2) was included in the prewriting stage. While consulting one’s own background knowledge (3) was not included specifically in the prewriting stage, it could be seen as being included in gathering data, which is the main focus of the prewriting stage, as gathering data includes consulting one’s own background knowledge. To express the idea of letting ideas incubate (4), “let it (data) mull round” was used. The fact that experienced writers spend some time planning (5) was reflected in the first two lines of the Draft writing stage: “Suggest structures or outlines” and “jot down ideas or fragments”. Giving alternative forms of planning was meant to indicate that experienced writers are flexible in their planning (6). That experienced writers write first and revise later was reflected in leaving minor editing and polishing until a much later stage of composing (7). That they read back over what they have written to keep in touch with their own ideas (8) was not included in the user’s model itself but in the complementary model of reader roles (see Stage 2, Collaborate, in Table 5.2). The idea that experienced writers rework ideas until they are satisfied with them (9) was reflected in the recursive nature of composing, which offers an infinite number of permutations for redrafting and revision. The internal dialogues between writer and imagined reader (10) in which experienced writers were found to engage were reflected in the associated model of reader roles (Table 5.2), which showed the reader roles which experienced writers might assume in editing their own work (11). One of the key strategies available to experienced writers to relieve pressure on short-
term memory (12) is the strategy of focusing on the different stages of writing one by one (13). Stage five, Evaluation, was included to show that experienced writers can evaluate their own progress (14): they are also more likely to be able to evaluate their own texts. The fact that evaluation appears last in succession does not mean that both the writer’s performance and emerging texts cannot be monitored by the writer or a teacher at any time during composing. It does suggest, however, that it is not possible to evaluate one’s performance or piece of writing until the latter is more or less complete (this does not rule out the possibility of rejecting the finished text and starting again).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>READER ROLE</th>
<th>INNER DIALOGUE FUNCTION</th>
<th>STAGE OF WRITING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Deliberate</td>
<td>Question how it can be done.</td>
<td>Prewriting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collaborate</td>
<td>Respond to ideas: creative discussion.</td>
<td>Draft writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Elaborate</td>
<td>Analyse for meaning, argue, demand elaboration or textual detail.</td>
<td>Major Editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Denigrate</td>
<td>Nitpick, criticise, tidy up: corrective criticism.</td>
<td>Minor Editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Evaluate</td>
<td>Objective appraisal.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Complementary model of reader roles

Not only did the first empirical model explain the composing procedures of experienced writers: it also provided a rationale for writer’s block in terms of the interference provided by the focus of a stage other than the one with which the writer is currently involved (see Pratt 1987:139-142 for an account of the various types of block involved, which have been included in the writing tutor program).

5.5 APPLICATION OF THE FIRST EMPIRICAL MODEL

The model showing the stages of composing was simplified for use at secondary level and tested out on six students to see what changes, if any, took place in the students’ perceptions about writing, written texts and actual composing procedures (Pratt 1987,1990). The results seemed to indicate that
marked changes in writing procedure could be brought about merely by communicating the model to students, particularly students whose composing strategies were rudimentary or ineffectual (more proficient writers tended to make small adjustments merely). The model was used as the basis for a secondary school instructional programme in written composition at the school where I was HOD of English, and I have continued to use the model in various ways at secondary and tertiary level (diploma and post-graduate) up until the present. At the time of constructing the model (early in 1986), I could see its potential for providing the basis of a computer program which would assist students to develop effective composing strategies, and had wanted to continue with doctoral research along those lines, but did not: fortunately, in retrospect, because a number of issues needed to be dealt with first.

5.5.1 Interfacing composition software with word processors
Firstly, technology had not reached the stage where programs could easily be interfaced with commercial word processors, which meant that a special word processor would have had to have been programmed for learner writers to use along with the composition program. This was not feasible for a number of reasons, the chief of these being that students would have had to learn to use a new word processor (and probably not a very advanced one, either) as well as the composition program, and that the cost of programming such a package was well beyond my means.

5.5.2 The issue of social context
Next, there were some key issues which the model did not deal with, particularly in contextualising composing or considering the social context in which composing took place. In particular, the user’s model did not directly address the issue of academic requirements or how they might impact on composing, which Widdowson’s definition of a user’s model can be seen to require. The model appears to posit a universal process, “the writing process”, a concept which a number of writers in composition took issue with, claiming that writing was too idiosyncratic a process for the discovery of universals (Lynn 1987, Raimes 1985, Spack 1984). This is because observers were not easily able to
separate the variables operating within the system from the variables operating outside and impacting on it. One cannot usually arrive at an empirical model of a social system from observation alone because key elements of the social system are masked by too much detail (see Franck 2002:229-231, 285-294, particularly his comment in 2002:288, “It is not phenomena \textit{in all their complexity} which are the object of scientific investigation”, my emphasis).

5.5.3 The lack of a theoretical underpinning to the model

Finally, there was no satisfactory theoretical explanation as to why the model worked, or why it should take that particular form, or, for that matter, exactly what it was: it seemed to be partly descriptive, yet partly rule-of-thumb guidelines. What really intrigued me was whether there was a “deep structure” underpinning the form it took which might account for its effectiveness in the composition programmes in which it had been applied: even in the early stages of my inquiry I thought that the model’s apparent effectiveness might be because it reflected something inherent in the nature of written communication itself. While subsequent teaching and further research projects over the next thirteen years (1987-2000) gradually uncovered layers of explanation, I did not directly address the issue of what kind of deep structure(s) might underpin the user’s model until 2000, when I undertook the task of translating the user’s model into a computerised writing tutor as a doctoral research project, which necessitated an in-depth investigation into the exact nature of the user’s model. It was only when I was considering writing as an asynchronous interaction in the early stages of developing the writing tutor that I realised that the user’s model not only accommodates the fact that writing is a delayed interaction, but exploits it by giving writers the option of focusing on key aspects of communication separately rather than simultaneously, and, in the process, facilitating the process of crafting whereby the text becomes a social artefact. The fact that key aspects of communication become separated in written interactions is, of course, a feature of asynchronous written communications, as Nellhaus (1996) points out: I still had not worked out why and how they became separated at this stage, however.
5.6 THE USER'S MODEL AS A DESCRIPTION OF REAL LIFE COMPOSING

In a section headed “The model and reality” (Pratt 1987:45) the relationship between the model and reality was touched on:

It must be emphasized that neither the model nor the diagram in which it is set forth is meant as an actual literal description of the writing process as it occurs in reality. Although the model does contain many descriptive features, it is an abstraction and idealization of selected features of the writing process. This abstraction was formulated to help learners to understand the nature of the actual process and to give them concrete advice as to how to go about the process, step by step. In a sense, it is an attempt to provide them with a mental "schema" of the process of writing; the readings suggest that good writers already possess these "schemata", but that poor writers do not.

The above excerpt shows that the model was never intended to be an exact representation of composing but a schematic representation of its key features. The user's model has in fact already jumped ahead from describing the real-life composing mechanism by phrasing it in the form of advice to learner writers. Thus in one sense the model is not an ideal description of actual composing, because it is limited (i.e. by space constraints) to certain strategies. To include a wider range of strategies used, the model would need to be phrased in more general terms, as in the revised empirical model described in Chapter 7.

However, the identification of stages and the focus of each stage did go some way towards describing what occurred in actual composing, which is why the stages of the model could be used to provide a structure for both the video protocol analyses and the resulting graphs, and why the user's model proved successful in a variety of teaching and tutoring contexts. However, the first version of the empirical model, the user's model, is a simplified structure showing key points, and not a depiction of real-life events: the divisions in the model are not as clear-cut in real life, and there is considerable overlap. The behaviour of writers in actual instances of composing may not match the schema provided by the user's model. This is because the Stages of the Writing Process is in fact a systemic model, where input into the whole system impacts on output (output being specific instances of composing - see Figure
Moreover, the inter-systemic relations between stages means that the extent to which the various functions are performed successfully at each stage impacts on the potential for successful performance of subsequent stages (as shown in Figure 7.4 in Chapter Seven). If writing is not successfully contextualised, which is the case with much school writing or lower-level tertiary writing, or if composing takes place within a transmission mode of education, the social context will very likely prove insufficient to drive the whole revision process or to require any degree of recursion.

There is also a strong possibility that not all of our student writers write as in the user’s model because it contains “literate” strategies, and they are using “oral” strategies. This is supported by Ong’s suggestion that “many cultures and subcultures, even in a high-technology ambience, preserve much of the mindset of primary orality” (1982:11). Gee’s comment on Ong’s features of oral cultures also supports this possibility:

Though Ong restricts these features [of orality] to primary rather than residually oral cultures, it is striking how similar they are to characterizations linguists have offered of the differences between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ writers, and sociologists have offered of the differences between the way black lower socioeconomic children and white middle-class children tell stories…(1990:55, my emphasis).

If the strategies contained in the empirical model are “literate” rather than as “culture-specific”, then the model supplies a much needed resource for students coming from newly literate or illiterate communities in quickly and easily conceptualising effective literate strategies. In support of this, there was an example in the last round of video protocol analyses which showed how an isiZulu-speaking student who did not appear to distinguish between speech and writing responded very positively to the strategies offered in the writing tutor program.

To conclude the formulation of the first empirical model, it must be remembered that the composing process is no more static than any other social process. While I have attempted to track and document its current shape faithfully, in the next few years electronic media may rapidly change the shape of composing
strategies in very much the same way that inventions such as the mobile phone have transformed communicative habits (including orthographic conventions) almost overnight. The translation of the model into a writing tutor program with advice for composing on computer in fact pre-empts this change and moves the model in the direction of further adaptation and change. While the theoretical model of composing is considered to have - tentatively and provisionally - identified some of the basic prerequisites for human communication, the empirical model is not intended as a static “universal” description of composing, but one which will move with other changes in the social fabric in the unfolding development of a dynamic universe.

5.7 CONCLUSION

I have attempted to show in the chapter that the empirical model is thoroughly grounded in the observations of composing found in the literature, as well as being supported by the type of theory supplied by the generalisations the authors made on the basis of their observations. Because the user’s model is based on the observed behaviour of proficient writers, it combines the functions of a description of composing with that of an exemplar of composing procedures to be followed, as in the political models analysed by Mironesco (2002:181, see also McCarty’s reference to “models of” and “models for”, 2003:3). The exemplar aspect is in keeping with the purpose of the model, which was formulated as a practical means to facilitate the development of composing expertise. However, it is the descriptive aspect of the user’s model which made it “a tool to explore empirical relationships”, and not just a rule-of-thumb teaching device. The user’s model, then, is clearly an empirical model, and typical in that it shows the specific application in the practice of composing of the system of communicative functions which will be shown later to underpin it. This will be explained in more detail later, but I will reiterate here that, while the theoretical model of communication developed in this study has relevance for forms of communication other than writing, it is not likely that this model could have been inferred by a process of induction from a consideration of instances of face-to-face communication. This is because the functions occur near-simultaneously in this case, making it difficult to separate them out.
Paradoxically, while the communicative functions are masked by the crafting aspect of composing, it is this very aspect which causes them (i.e. the functions) to become separated into distinct stages, which is what rendered them distinguishable to experienced practitioners, who did not need to have read Franck’s account of the modelling process to grasp intuitively the functions underpinning composing. Finally, it must be emphasised that the empirical model was already implicit in the collective thinking of the time (i.e. 1986), and was merely formalised systematically in the user’s model of composing. The systemic nature of the user’s model, however, which is not apparent in other models of composing, meant that it constituted an empirical model as described by Franck.
6.1 INTRODUCTION

The motivation for reformulating both the empirical modelling and the property of writing arose out of insights developed through an extensive collection and analysis of data in different contexts, so that the modelling process, as emphasised previously, is not a neat progression of events and processes, and not only involves repeated cycles, but recursivity within cycles. The empirical work carried out as part of my masters research was outlined in the last chapter to delineate clearly between that work and new work which was to form part of the subsequent doctoral inquiry. The empirical work described in this chapter is new work, carried out after the masters, and was a precursor of the second round of modelling in that it suggested how the social aspects of composing (notably academic requirements) might be incorporated into the empirical model. It was followed by a period of reflection which culminated in the recognition that the model was underpinned by communicative functions, and that social requirements appeared to impact on all of these functions. The latter aspect is understandable, as one would expect the situated nature of communication in social contexts to be reflected in its systemic relations. It also meant that the second round of modelling could work from the reformulated property of composing as “communication in written mode”, with the communicative functions already identified, although their exact nature (or significance) was not known until Franck’s (2002) work was published. Investigating academic composing in the disciplines could then be seen as an important step in ensuring that the empirical model was congruent with the concept of situated practice by either seeing whether academic requirements were catered for in the empirical model, or how the model could be modified to include a consideration of local academic requirements.

There are two questions which this section will attempt to answer:
Can it be established that students are carrying out the various stages of the empirical model of composing when they write?

Do competent (i.e. successful) student writers actually use the strategies contained in the user’s model?

The first question could be answered with reference to the video protocol analyses carried out, but the second required an assessment of the written texts produced in the recorded composing sessions. In the video protocol analyses discussed here, the topic assignments were set and the resulting texts were assessed (by means of their usual marking rubric) by the students’ usual lecturer in that specific discipline. Success at academic writing also requires a consideration of the nature of academic writing itself, and this will be discussed in relation to the empirical model.

6.2 THE VIDEO PROTOCOL ANALYSIS METHOD

The function of the video protocol analysis is to re-construct composing with the writer by playing back the videotape (or DVD file) of the recorded composing session and referring to the drafts produced during the session. The discussion during the re-construction is also captured, on audiotape. It is not feasible to synchronise the discussion with the playback, because ten minutes’ playback might be summarised in one sentence, while a few seconds’ playback might generate a discussion lasting ten minutes, and occasionally the discussion requires rewinding to an earlier section of videotape. Ideally the reconstruction itself should be videoed, but this requires additional technical assistance, which was not available at the time, and would have been impossible to synchronise with the students’ available free time. The researcher therefore needs to refer to the video playback continually so as to “anchor” the discussion to various sections of the playback: time/date options on the camera which show seconds as well as minutes are useful in this respect (as in Figure 6.2). As well as being recorded, the view through the camera is shown through a monitor screen, which not only allows the researcher to make adjustments before the session starts, but also helps to reduce any stress the videotaping might cause the writers by showing at all times what is actually being recorded. Initially it was a matter of setting up a video camera to record the emerging text over the
student’s shoulder, and playing it back afterwards to assist recall of composing procedures, but later this method was refined to include split-screen recordings (See Figures 6.1 and 6.2), as well as composing on typewriter or computer, where students indicated a preference to do so.

Can recordings of student composing made for the purposes of video protocol analysis be said to be a true reflection of what happens when students write academic assignments? The issue is not so much whether the situation is “natural”, but that the researcher has shown transparency in making clear the attendant circumstances and how they might impact on composing procedures. The circumstances constitute input into the system involved in composing, which gives different output in the form of specific instances of composing. It was the regularity of the system which I was attempting to confirm in the VPAs, not necessarily a regularity in the actual activities used to achieve the functions, either within the behaviour of a range of different writers or of individual writers (a very creative writer might well use different activities on each occasion, but for carrying out the same set of functions).

![Figure 6.1 Recording composing in split screen mode](image)
There are some obvious differences between how students might usually compose assignments at home and how this occurred in the video protocols, which need to be made clear. Firstly, while the students were writing with materials at hand and, in theory, taking as long as they needed to finish, a time limit was imposed by the time available, and issues such as transport home, and the danger involved to students travelling late from a campus situated adjacent to urban crime “hot spots” to township areas or informal settlements where late arrival could mean not only mugging but loss of life. Some students wrote for a few hours (which took more than double the time to reconstruct) others took less time than they usually would have, or rather, concertina-ed into a shorter time what they would have completed over a longer period. The shorter time frame made it easier to see the emerging patterns of composing, but there was obviously less time for recursion within a cycle, and the looping back of repeated composing cycles, except in the profiles of the students who composed over a longer period. Next, in all but the Engineering project, students were writing a simulated assignment, and not a “real” one for marks, although all assignments were related to the students’ actual academic subjects, and in over forty cases I was able to obtain lecturer assessment of the
completed assignments, or lecturer comments on work in progress. Finally, while all student writers appeared to forget about the camera once they had started composing, the fact that their composing was being monitored might to some extent have inhibited not only creativity, but also some of the more dubious practices, such as plagiarism. However, I have on videotape examples of students copying verbatim from the text book and lecture notes, as well as a student very adroitly reworking a few excerpts selected from an earlier essay, much in the same manner that experienced academics rework earlier materials for conference papers and journal articles.

To address the above concerns, once students had had a chance to explore thoroughly their composing as recorded on video, they were asked how this compared with their usual modus operandi. In the final project, which dealt with 4th Semester Engineering students composing their Electronic Design Report, it was not feasible to record each student’s complete composing procedure, which meant that the recordings captured their work on whatever part of the assignment they had reached by the time they could be scheduled for an appointment. By then it had, however, become clear that (1) actual patterns of composing behaviour reflected the series of stages identified in the empirical model and (2) that the issue of academic requirements appeared in stark counterpoint to the steady cadences of the model, and did not necessarily show in the “good” writing profile I had identified in the video protocols conducted with high school pupils in my masters research (Pratt 1987). This is because (as was found later) academic requirements act as input into the system, where they permeate the stages in actual instances of composing, but are not an integral part of the system.

6.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of video protocols
Playback of videotapes not only prompts detailed recall of composing procedures, it also provides visual corroboration that the account is based on events and not hearsay or memory alone, and facilitates calibration of change of focus between stages along a time scale (using the camera clock facility) much more quickly and efficiently than audiotape. Videotapes also provide a
more accurate record of composing procedures. For example, a student verbally recording the start of a procedure might continue with that procedure for some time without necessarily repeating the verbal cue to show that this is happening, or when it ends. Best of all, the camera does not lie, and most large (and some small) body movements are involuntary and unconscious.

The camera presence might well inhibit behaviour considered illicit - such as plagiarising - but many writing habits appear to have become implicit and largely unconscious by the time students reach secondary or tertiary level, and this is where the video protocols are really effective - in picking up the involuntary and mainly unconscious habits signalled by body (including facial) movements and involuntary actions. It also means that the writers are extremely vulnerable, with their thoughts exposed by the camera as they become engrossed in their composing, although they may choose the option - with justification - to hedge or withhold potentially embarrassing information when explaining verbally later. It must be remembered that the participants in the protocols were students at an age - adolescence and young adulthood - which is most stressful and fraught with insecurity and uncertainly about their sense of self and purpose in life. It is also the age at which writers are most creative and resourceful, and most optimistic about developing talents yet unknown to them, and untried in the real world: there are graphic examples of this creativity, resourcefulness and optimism in the videotapes. Written consent was obtained from all participants who were involved in the video protocols (see Appendix D for a specimen letter of consent).

6.2.2 Composing profile graphs

The graph profiles produced are for the purpose of representing the focus during composing, as established by the videotapes, the drafts produced, and the reconstruction of composing behaviour with the writer and are not arrived at quantitatively by a positivist-type methodology. Writing procedure is not “measurable” this way, and earlier attempts to measure the number of times/minutes students spent on discrete procedures (as opposed to carrying out composing functions) did not only not offer much insight into composing
procedures but also (predictably) appeared to yield contradictory results (Raimes 1985). As writing does occur over a time frame, the time axis (in minutes) is used to construct the emerging profile: it does not actually matter how many minutes a writer spends on an activity, or how many times the activity is repeated: the point is whether the mechanisms used by the writer are achieving the communicative function which each stage of writing is intended to perform, and how this impacts on the composing process in general. For example, if a writer spends two minutes out of a total of eleven worrying about how to spell a word, and this can be seen early on to halt the idea flow completely, apart from the anxiety caused to the writer, this is clearly an example of inappropriate focus causing writer's block (Pratt 1987:86). For this reason, the graph profiles, while illustrating the order in which writers move through the various stages of composing, need to be supplemented with narrative profiles which sum up their writing procedures in terms of their intentions and whether these were achieved (the graphs show focus on, not actual achievement of the purpose of each stage).

Finally, success in academic writing does not depend on communicative ability alone, but also on the teacher's assessment of how well academic requirements have been met, which means that the narrative account should include assessment of the piece of writing produced in the recorded composing session.

6.3 CONFIRMATION OF PHASES IN COMPOSING

The video protocols revealed that there are distinct phases in composing, common to all writers, although not all writers complete all stages, and none of them complete the stages in exactly the same way, as one would expect, as each writer and each situation brings different input into the system. Moreover each stage is focused on recursively as each individual writer requires, dependent on a infinite series of external and internal variables (the latter being generated in the course of the process itself). In spite of this recursivity, and the fact that writers can (and do) switch their focus between stages rapidly when composing, distinct phases emerge, signalled mainly by body language, and
confirmed in post-performance discussions by the writers themselves. The fact that forty of the protocols recorded instances of composing from start to finish might have meant a somewhat artificial foreshortening of composing as opposed to that done in a more natural setting, but the advantage was that it succeeded in capturing the complete range of composing patterning from start to finish. While most writers are unaware of their composing procedure, much of which is implicit or unconscious, the video playback and discussion process appears to facilitate recognition by hindsight of some of the patterns and behaviours by giving writers a meta-cognitive view of writing as well as a discourse (i.e. specialist language) with which to talk about it. It must be stressed that students were not writing in an examination situation, where strict time, behaviour and space constraints - as well as lack of reference materials - leads to the flattening out of composing into the steady transcription pattern which most teachers are familiar with from invigilation. For most of the protocols, students composed with pen and pencil, although one student completed her polished version on typewriter, as she said that this was her usual procedure, and another student insisted on typing out his final version on computer. Some of the Engineering students were recorded composing on computer, but these were excerpts only, they were not composing from scratch, so I was unable to gauge the effects of using word processors on the general pattern. It would be interesting to set up a study to see if significantly different phases emerge with composing on computer (i.e. test out different input into the system of composing functions), but my own experience of composing on computer over a period of fifteen years suggests that it is unlikely that the actual phases themselves would be different: one would expect a greater amount of rough drafting, more - and more marked - revisions to take place, and less time spent on minor editing because of help from spell-check facilities, style sheets, and the falling away of the need to transcribe the “fair copy” from scratch, which leaves more time for revisions of style and considering the general effect: there would also be more marked revisions, because large sections of text can easily be shifted around, as Daiute (1983) points out, using her own article as an example. These would constitute the kinds of variations to the empirical model caused by changes in external circumstances, that is input to the system of composing described in the model.
6.3.1 Description of the phases

The video protocols revealed the following common phases in composing, with slight variations (posed in Figures 6.3-6.7 by a student from Theatre Craft.)

There was always a stage of preparation, no matter how brief, marked with what appeared to be rituals involving the placement of writing (and sometimes reference) materials. At this stage the topic (or writing task) would be scrutinised carefully and often analysed into its component parts by techniques such as underlining and/or bracketing key words. The writer would then briefly reflect on mental resources if writing school type compositions, but usually consult notes and materials for academic subject assignments. Next would come the planning or drafting activities, slow and hesitant at first, but with gathering momentum, resulting in bursts of increasingly faster and more prolonged episodes of writing which I came to refer to as the “writing frenzy”. There would then be a change of pace, during which texts would be considered, blocked out in pencil and re-arranged, alternating with further episodes of intense writing, interspersed with reading as the writer considered the possible effect on the intended reader. During proof-reading the writer would physically disengage from the close, head-down involvement with the emerging text, scan the text rapidly, and often make darting stabs with the pen or pencil to correct errors. When evaluating the finished piece of writing, the writer would disengage almost completely, often sitting back and appraising the text as from a distance. The whole process was something like a dance in which the writer’s body language mimed the stages, first of engagement, and later of disengagement, and finally closure, with an imaginary partner (Pratt 2002). The patterning was apparent in the writer’s musculature, and not in the emerging text, and was largely unconscious, as with body movements in face-to-face social interactions. The phases would repeat and recur in different combinations much in the manner of themes in a symphony: now strident, now tentative, sometimes trenchantly overstated, at other times so subtle that they were mere fleeting nuances.

What, if anything, does the patterning communicate about the interaction in composing? It is a fascinating study of intra-personal communication in
interaction-by-proxy, and signals the potential of writing for intellectual development, as student writers are engaging in learning interactions with self, which develops their capacity to become independent learners. It is the quality of the interaction which decides the degree of intellectual development, however, and not the interaction per se. Academics who set only transmission type assignments where the students merely manipulate what is already known because they “know too little about the subject to be able to think for themselves” should not be surprised if little (if any) intellectual development occurs, and if students do not learn to engage in the independent inquiry required in higher degrees. It is an issue familiar to educators: it is not what students know, but how they go about the act of learning itself. Context and audience are critical factors in the learning which occurs in writing, which is not a solo act at all: the writer has nothing to say if there is no compelling communicative, that is - reason to speak out in the first place, if no one is interested in listening, and if there is no social mileage to be made out of the saying.

6.3.2 Confirmation of the stages in the empirical model

The overall patterning also suggested that the stages of the user’s model reflect what actually happens when students compose: Prewriting is signalled by the preparatory phase in considering audience and purpose, Draft writing, by the planning - and tentative first draft - phase. Major editing is signalled by the moves to structure larger blocks of text, interspersed with frantic scribbling as the process gathers momentum and segues into the writing frenzy proper, revisiting in turn Draft writing and Major editing, playing out the interaction between writer and proxy-reader. Incidental automatic-type corrections made while recording ideational content can happen throughout composing and do not necessarily reflect a focus on correctness. Minor editing is signalled by a distinct change in body orientation and much more reading of text and reflecting on what has been read, and a focus on correcting text. In the Evaluation stage, the writer tends to sit back further and appraise the text from a greater distance, with a more considering and less critical mien, reflecting the “judging” process that earlier observers noted and recorded (Handel in Britton 1981:15).
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The recursivity of composing, as well as the fact that combinations of different activities make up the various stages of composing, mean that it is well-nigh impossible to make sense of the recurring patterns in composing without considering the deep structure of the communicative functions which drive the process. This begs the question that the above phases were found because that is what the researcher was looking for: but this is precisely why the modeller arrives at a system of functions by induction, so that the carrying out of these functions can be consciously sought and confirmed in further data. The point of formulating hypotheses is so that the social science researcher can sift relevant details from the mass of inchoate surface impressions generated by social phenomena (Bhaskar 1979:62). As Sayer points out, observation which is theory-laden is not necessarily theory-determined (1992:73), and use of technology in the form of video recordings assists the researcher to examine real events and not just what the hypotheses suggest will occur. Moreover, the theoretical model underpinning the user’s model had not yet been formulated at the stage when the video protocols discussed in this chapter took place. In spite of this, the fact that the communicative functions were inferred from the user’s model meant that it was possible to observe and verify that these functions were carried out right from the outset of the series of data collections.

Table 6.1 Video protocol analyses carried out between 1991-1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>MAIN CONCLUSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Pilot study involving video protocol analysis of the composing of 4 university students writing sample assignments.</td>
<td>Composing in a second language is not significantly different from composing in mother tongue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 18 technikon students writing revision assignments in three academic subjects.</td>
<td>Academic composing involves the social construction of knowledge in different academic subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 5 technikon students writing a revision assignment in Economics.</td>
<td>Inability to understand subject concepts results in poor composing performance or pastiche writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Project involving video protocol analysis of 11 fourth semester Electrical Engineering technikon students at various stages of writing their Electronic Design Reports.</td>
<td>Academic writing is discipline-specific, as defined by the lecturer: technical expertise appears to be a more fundamental requirement than composing expertise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.3 The emerging picture of composing

Table 6.1 gives an overview of the projects carried out during this phase of the study, carried out as part of the doctoral study, and constituting a preamble to the second phase of modelling, while at the same time validating the user’s model (the 2005 VPAs are not included in Table 6.1).

a. The 1991 project

This project was carried out as a pilot study for the doctoral research, which was initially intended to focus on ESL writers. The tentative conclusions of this preliminary (i.e. to the 1993) study, which involved four first year university students in a bridging programme, have been confirmed in a much more extensive study by Cumming (1989) using think-aloud protocols with 23 young adult student writers. Cumming concluded that there was no significantly different composing procedure for second-language writers. There were, of course, individual variations in the composing procedures used by the ESL students in my pilot study. For example, Cyril, who said that he “thought in English” while composing, showed the typical pattern of starting off tentatively, gathering speed and polishing and evaluating at the end. By contrast, Gabriel produced text at a uniformly steady rate, choosing to check and evaluate at the end of each paragraph. Primrose’s composing showed a distinctive pause pattern, which was, however, caused by the time correcting fluid takes to dry rather than the fact that she was composing in a second language. There was some evidence of “spelling anxiety” with all writers, but not more so than in the 1986 study. This project suggested that there is no typical “second language composing strategy”, which is borne out by Cumming’s (1989) study.

This is not to say that second language writers may not use strategies to compensate for lack of linguistic proficiency in English, and that it might not slow them down or take away from the overall effect of the texts they produce. Once more, it is the case that different input may impact on the shape the overall pattern takes, but it does not change the systemic relations found in composing. This is not to say that composing is experienced in the same way by second language learners, as the 1993 study showed in graphic detail the
hard work, hardships and relatively meagre returns experienced by our second language students, who in spite of being highly intelligent, motivated and hard-working are too often labelled “deficient” by an educational system which judges learning in terms of text output rather than learning process. In terms of the empirical model, the data from the 1991 study and Cumming’s more extensive study suggest that no specific adaptations to its basic structure are needed to make it applicable to composing by ESL students. Thereafter, students participating in projects were a multicultural mix, including first, second and “other-tongue” speakers of English (i.e. students who spoke three or more languages, of which English was one).

b. The 1993 project

The research project carried out in 1993 was designed to test out the relevance of the (first) empirical model for academic writing at tertiary level. In spite of the fact that composing procedures were thought to be essentially similar for first and second language students, it was anticipated that Stage 4 (Minor editing and proof-reading) might need more attention during teaching or coaching in the case of ESL students because of anticipated language difficulties. A satisfactory rationale for the empirical model was also sought, which, it was hoped, might go some way towards explaining the nature of composing: it was anticipated that some of the answers might be found in the intrinsic nature of human communication itself. In retrospect, my intuitions were on the right track, but the answers were still a long way away, with an extended but unhelpful diversion into the area of communicative competence. At the time I was also working on a linguistic model by Coseriu (Shaw 1992), which suggested that three levels of competence might exist in writing: the model was flawed for my purposes, because it (or rather Shaw’s rendering of it) confused language with what it is used for, that is as a mechanism carrying out certain communicative functions.

However, my investigation into academic writing was not limited to testing out Coseriu’s model, and yielded extensive information on academic composing. Case studies were set up with 18 first-year students writing revision assignments in three different academic subjects, namely, Education, Social
Science and Political Science, and detailed writing profiles were drawn up using the video reconstruction protocol method formulated in the 1986 project. A vast amount of data was gathered, which took over four years of ongoing reflection and intensive reading to analyse. Language proficiency did not emerge as the key issue in ESL composing, except to confirm that, when language proficiency has not reached at least conversational level, a student cannot make sense of what the lecturer is saying in lectures, understand key readings, or negotiate meaning effectively in writing. It appeared that most lecturers would accept conversational English in written assignments at first year level, provided that students presented a clear argument backed up with supporting evidence. Advanced proficiency in English was found to be useful to students when picking up nuances hinting at their lecturer’s academic requirements, but this was as much a cultural as a language consideration, and some students who were not very fluent in English were more in tune with their lecturer’s requirements than students with more advanced English language proficiency. It must be conceded, however, that writing academic assignments in a second language is a heartbreakingly arduous task, and, according to my student informants, takes up to seven or eight times as much time and effort as writing in one’s mother tongue, with little enough return for all that effort. In particular, ESL students struggled to find books or articles which were accessible to them when looking for data for assignments.

The picture which finally emerged from the case studies was as follows. The academic subject lecturers had translated into learning programmes for their students what specialist groups in society (Health Specialists, Journalists and Educators) defined (or reflected) as knowledge in their crafts, professions and/or milieus. The written assignments set by these lecturers all had very different specifications as to what learning constituted, and, in each case, learning was strongly linked to the vocational slant given to each subject. It appeared that those students who were more in tune with either the teacher or the tenets of their chosen calling tended to be more successful at the written assignment set, in spite of the fact that some of these students came from disadvantaged educational backgrounds and showed poor proficiency in English.
As far as the potential effectiveness of the user’s model for teaching academic writing was concerned:

- The writers who obtained the best results did in fact show classic “good” writing profiles in following the recursive pattern suggested by the user’s model, *provided that* their efforts were geared towards fulfilling academic requirements as specified by their lecturer, as in the next point.

- Success in written assignments appeared to devolve around engaging in the type of knowledge construction required by the lecturer in any given case, rather than being dependent on composing expertise as such.

- Student writers who were not deemed by the assessor to have engaged in the required type of knowledge construction performed poorly, no matter how “good” their writing profiles (or English language proficiency, for that matter).

It could be concluded that academic writing requires students not just to engage in communicative processes, but to be involved in the construction of knowledge during composing. One way of dealing with this insight is to view academic composing as a specific case of interactions within an “academic discourse community”. However, to avoid having to posit every genre and type of human written interaction as a “special case”, the results of this study will suggest that all of the factors associated with the academic context should rather be seen as a form of **input** into the communicative **system** involved in composing. A model based on this principle could clarify how social input impacts on the system for all types of composing, and not just academic composing. It should also be able to explain variations in different instances of academic composing.

Certain of the writing profile graphs will be used to illustrate the above points. The graphs and composing profiles of students not mentioned here are contained in Appendix B. Cheryl’s composing profile graph (Figure 6.8) is used as an example because it follows the “good” composing profile, as suggested by the empirical model and the observations of teachers and researchers.
studying composing. She used a mind-mapping technique suggested by her Social Science lecturer to generate ideas, and obtained 70% for the revision assignment produced in the composing session (the lecturer said that she would have obtained a higher mark if she had referred to some of the models they had been studying.) So what went wrong for Rupert? Superficially his profile is just as “good” as Cheryl’s, and yet he received only 60%. A closer look at his profile, however, reveals that his composing has been influenced by time pressure to structure in advance and not to allow the main ideas to unfold before structuring. His profile also suggests that he is writing about a body of knowledge (i.e. knowledge-telling) rather than constructing an argument out of his own experience, which is what the lecturer actually required (note that this is not indicated by the topic, “Evaluate the family system”.) His English proficiency was excellent (he was in fact a mother tongue speaker of English, while Cheryl spoke mainly Afrikaans at home) his subject knowledge was extensive (he received 85% for his first test, as compared with Cheryl’s 60%), and he wrote with some flair and perception as to what he was doing and why. His Social Science lecturer said of him: “Even his handwriting shows how precise he is, as if to say: ‘I can get the job done, I’m very capable, and I’m a scientist.’”

Yet Rupert obtained a lower mark (60%) for his Social Science revision assignment than Sanele (65%), a mother tongue Xhosa speaker, who was living hand-to-mouth, and whose finished text structure was convoluted and difficult to negotiate, according to his lecturer. Sanele was also fluent in Southern and Northern Sotho, isiZulu and Afrikaans: English was not so much a second-language for him as an “other-tongue”. Of assessing Sanele’s revision assignment, his lecturer said:

Uh, it’s - for me, he shows better than average - the understanding and internalization of the information, I mean, he can walk into a community and understand what’s happening in a family and relate to those people.

This suggests that the paradigm within which the Social Science lecturer was working required passion and empathy when responding to the topic of the family system, and not an analytical approach. Rupert’s approach to the assignment was too “scientific”: what the lecturer had wanted was a more
personal response to the concept of the family system, a response coloured by the student’s own experiences of family life. Rupert was in fact working within the wrong paradigm when composing: analytical/empirical instead of hermeneutic. Of Rupert’s mark (60%) in the revision assignment, his lecturer said:

I think Rupert probably had a lesser mark than Sanele because he - again - he - he’s got the - the right answers, the right - the right outline, and - and - good sentence structure, and very mechanical, but with - again it comes down to how he’s going to relate to a family that is in trouble.

In a later interview, Rupert expressed concern that his lecturer had formed an inaccurate impression of his genuine empathy towards the people he might be trying to help. I assured him that this was not the case, and that his lecturer’s reaction had been towards the positivist slant she had discerned in his text. This is understandable in terms of the context at the time. The lecturer was working within a field still dominated by behaviourist approaches, and possibly over-reacted to what she saw as evidence of a positivist orientation. I contacted Rupert recently to obtain permission to use stills from his video recording, and his attitude to his Social Work at the time of writing was by no means “scientific” or “behaviouristic”.

While Cheryl adopted a somewhat detached clinical approach in her assignment, this worked for the lecturer, as (she said) it showed an understanding of the emotional issues and yet remained detached enough to draw conclusions. The lecturer thought that she would operate very well in the field of Social Work:

I think she’s just a very - just generally a practical, down to-earth person … and she’s an observer, you can get that as well. She very much watches what works and what doesn’t work and then takes what does work.

Rupert’s choice of format - the formal expository essay - was also inappropriate to the task, according to the lecturer:

The only person who didn’t succeed in terms of the format they produced was Rupert, because he set himself up for long explanatory essay, which he couldn’t do [i.e. because there were page-length constraints]. I think
Rupert was very confused with my marking, because he’s used to doing very well.

The above samples from the project, which generated a huge amount of data, illustrate that, while the most successful students did in fact follow the pattern suggested by the empirical model, some students whose graphs followed this pattern did not necessarily score good marks. Moreover, the video protocols revealed that students were involved in constructing knowledge from start to finish throughout composing: why was this not reflected in the empirical model?
Or, if it was already reflected but not obviously so, how might it be highlighted for students? This set of video protocols cuts to the relevance of the model to academic writing in actual academic contexts. If following the stages of the user’s model does not correlate with success in academic writing, then the relevance of the empirical model to academic writing comes into question. It must be remembered that the relevance of the process approach (on which the model was based) to academic composing was also being challenged by more socially conscious approaches gaining prominence in the 1990s (e.g. critical approaches and social constructionism). I shall suggest answers to these questions (and solutions to the issue of the empirical model’s relevance to academic composing), after completing a summary of the projects and a review of the relevant literature.

The last two projects were planned to be the first in a proposed series of projects to establish how different types of knowledge construction might take place in composing in different academic subjects, and which might perhaps lead to a rejection or modification of the user’s model. As they merely confirmed the conclusions of the 1993 project, this line of research was not continued. The last (1999) project was very useful, however, in relating the empirical model to an assignment which was part of course marks and written at a fairly advanced level (4th Semester Engineering): it also helped to dispel the notion that knowledge is constructed in text. Knowledge in writing may be sanctioned as such by the discourse of the completed text, but the knowledge aspect of the Electronic Design Report is derived from expertise in Electronic artefact design and construction, learned mainly experientially in a laboratory by apprenticeship with an expert mentor-supervisor. It is a case where the veneer of socially appropriate language (specialist technical language, in this case) cannot mask a student’s inability to create and carry out the design of an artefact which must actually be demonstrated to work as designed. Students who could not successfully complete their artefacts tended to fail the Design Report.

**c. The 1995 project**

As with the 1991 project, this was more in the nature of a pilot study to test out
not only investigative procedures but also new research equipment, including a
video mixer which could now be set up permanently in secure circumstances.
The students once more followed, with individual variations, the stages
described in the empirical model, but the lecturer who had set the assignment
became ill before it could be assessed, which means that successful composing
could not be judged against the results. However, this study did emphasise the
importance of mastering subject concepts in academic composing. Baijnath
(1992) has pointed out that lack of suitable reading materials and inability to
understand the subject matter can result in revisions which are not meaningful
or particularly effective in student composing. This is confirmed by a study
based on a revision Economics essay written by five first-year students, who all
experienced difficulty expressing subject concepts. In particular, they had
difficulty understanding and internalising material from their prescribed
reference book so as to be able to rephrase it to fit the expository account
required by their topic. This meant that the students whose command of English
was poor and who attempted to express the concepts in their own words had
not understood them sufficiently to be able to do so, and even the mother
tongue speakers of English resorted to copying passages out of the text book,
slightly disguised, rather than attempting to frame concepts in their own words.
When student writers have not integrated and internalised subject concepts
sufficiently be able to talk about them in their own terms, they cannot move
away from composing “pastiche” texts made up of fragments from notes or the
text book: composing processes are hampered by the students’ inability to
construct knowledge which is personally meaningful (Zamel 1993:32-34).

It is not the phases of composing which are at issue here, where the patterns
superficially resembled those of competent writers, but the underlying
processes which are not being carried out properly because of an inability to
master the subject content. Moreover, the revision was set on a stock
transmission type topic, where students were asked to explain Economic
concepts (the difference between the long-range and short-range cost curve).
Students cannot even begin to explain concepts which they have not
internalised and understood, let alone work with them. A depth-analysis of
composing using video protocols is far more useful in pinpointing where student
difficulties lie than analysis of the polished texts alone, which would have suggested that (1) the students were unable to express themselves in English, and/or (2) they did not know how to write Economics essays. The reality was that Economics concepts were not understood sufficiently for students to be able to express them accurately in formal terms, although a few students managed to explain to me the mysteries of the long- and short-range cost curve quite effectively in informal conversation. For others, it was just another section to be learned off by heart or copied verbatim out of the text book.

**d. The 1999 project**

Case studies of eleven students writing their design report were carried out. This was made possible because the lecturer supervising this group encouraged his students to take part in the project in the hope that they would produce better reports. Informal interviews were mainly used, in which the students’ progress on both the design and the report was monitored and followed up. Specific topics and themes were pursued, in particular lecturer feedback on the students drafts, what this had meant to students, and how they were proceeding as a result of this feedback. Video protocols were carried out on each of the students composing drafts of their design report. It was not feasible to capture a complete record of each student's entire composing procedure because of time constraints, and because composing of extended expository prose does not happen in a neat, linear sequence, but is erratic and sporadic, and part of it occurs at a subconscious level when the writer is not actively engaged in composing (for example, the “mulling it over” of the Prewriting stage). For this reason, and because the video sessions had to be staggered over a period of weeks, samples of students' composing were recorded depending on which stage they had reached by the time of the session. Two students were not actually engaged in composing at the time: one was engaged in further reading recommended by the lecturer and the reading session was recorded, which, however, yielded interesting information on the stage of composing the student had reached; the other had actually finished composing most of his report, and wanted advice on structuring and polishing, so that a conferencing session was recorded instead.
The result was a mosaic of student experiences which, taken together, built up a comprehensive composite picture of the composing of the design report. It also built up a picture of the students’ aspirations, their hopes and fears, successes and failures. An ATI video card which transmitted the image on the computer screen through a video mixer, to be combined with the image from the camera trained on the student. This meant that the emerging text on the computer screen could be captured on videotape in split screen mode, and played back in order to reconstruct student composing on computer. Many of the Electronic Engineering students composed on word processor, but not all did, which meant that I had to set up the equipment to accommodate two video cameras or one video camera and a computer.

The findings of this project constitute the composite picture constructed of what it is like for students supervised by a particular lecturer to compose an Electronic Design Report in the fourth semester of their diploma (see Section 6. Summary of Research Results). However, it was possible to generalise on the writing of Design Reports by consulting the students’ supervisor, an experienced lecturer. The main points of this composite picture are given below:

- The Electronic Design Report was an intrinsic part of the design process itself: students who realised this obtained better marks than students who saw the report as an unnecessary literary adjunct.

- Expertise in Electronics was a prerequisite for writing a good Design Report: students who completed their designs rarely, if ever, failed the Design Report.

- Composing expertise, as well as expertise in Electronics, was needed in order to write a good Design report.

- In particular, the ability to write in the required genre, and the ability to accommodate the technical reader were necessary prerequisites.

- Students produced better reports when they composed the Design Report in stages and when they obtained regular feedback on their drafts from their supervisor.
• Computer composing, while it facilitated redrafting, was not necessarily good per se, particularly when students attempted to carry out all stages of composing at once, leading to overload of short-term memory.

• The Design Report was written in the language of Electronics, which bears a superficial resemblance only to the English language.

• The language of Electronics posed particular problems to students composing on computer, because of the difficulty involved in typing electronic symbols.

• While the second language students involved in this project admittedly struggled with the language and structure of technical report writing, according to their lecturer, they were unsuccessful primarily because they had not successfully translated the principles of Electronic Design into practice.

• The perceptions of the second language students as regards their failure to complete their artefacts differed significantly from the perceptions of their supervisor.

With reference to the last point: the supervisor attributed the students' failure to their lack of expertise in Electronics, the students, to shortcomings in the equipment, or their inability to obtain key components. The lecturer pointed out that the mark of a good Engineer was to be able to find accessible ways of solving this kind of technical problem, and not to expect the solutions to reside in the technology itself.

While complete composing profiles could not be captured, this project was valuable in showing how societal expectations of Engineering as a profession were translated by the students' supervisor into the requirements for carrying out the Design Project, the “proof” of competence requiring not only the design and construction of a working electronic artefact, but that it be written up in a formal report with very definite and complex discourse conventions. The students who could produce the artefact generally managed to master the discourse conventions because they had some referent for them: on the other hand, mastering the discourse conventions alone did not help them to design
and construct electronic artefacts which actually worked, for which they needed creative design capacity and technical aptitude. While the discourse conventions of their reports acted as “knowledge indicators”, scholarly-looking texts did not compensate for an unsuccessful design. Nor were good composing procedures necessarily guarantors of success: a student who took some pains in unfolding elements of his design by including the circuit diagram, explaining this verbally, and referring the reader to application notes in the appendix, did not obtain a high mark, as his design was not considered particularly challenging. A young woman student whose use of graphics in explanation was exceptional (from a communicative point of view) had the same problem, and, to compound matters, was attempting to gain entree into a male-dominated field.

6.4 KEY ISSUES EMERGING FROM THE VIDEO PROTOCOLS

While there was sufficient evidence from the above data to suggest that students were constructing knowledge throughout composing, it was not immediately clear how this could be represented in modelling terms. The results of the protocols initially suggested that student success depended more on constructing knowledge within the paradigm within which the lecturer was operating for that specific assignment than on composing expertise. But this did not factor composing out of the equation. During coaching sessions carried out as part of a “Writing clinic” service, a Journalism student improved her assignment marks from 17% to 80% after just one diagnostic session with the user’s model.

To sum up the key issues emerging from the video protocols:

- There was evidence of some (if not all) of the phases of composing in all of the composing profiles drawn of the student involved in the projects.
- The composing profiles of successful student writers on the whole matched the stepped, recursive patterning suggested by the first empirical model (the Stages of the writing process).
- Factors such as time pressure and accessibility of resources clearly impacted on composing, but it was not known how to account for how these impacted
on composing, apart from shortening the profiles and reducing recursion in the case of time pressure.

- Personal and social factors, including the student’s concept of the task, his/her commitment to completing it, the relationship between student and lecturer, and the milieu of the academic subject obviously impacted on composing, but it was not clear how these should be reflected in the user’s model.

- The key factor in success was in fact the extent to which the students’ knowledge construction was deemed to match the paradigm within which the lecturer was operating.

- Writing within different paradigms was not so much a matter of genre or discourse (i.e. subject-specific language), but more one of congruency with the beliefs and values underpinning that particular approach to an academic subject. Moreover, it was clear that technical subjects were not value-free: there was a value placed on, for example, ingenuity in solving practical problems rather than on mere application of theory or use of advanced technology.

- In some cases case knowledge construction was discursive, and in others, non-discursive (for example, a report on an electronic artefact which failed to work to specifications would not pass, no matter how well written). In the academic context of a Technikon (later a University of Technology) it was clear that non-discursive ways of constructing knowledge were important.

- In spite of the last point, the mark of a true professional was considered to be expertise in written exposition on technical topics (i.e. discursive competence), and not mere technical skill, so that knowledge could be disseminated in journals and papers.

Finally, it had become apparent by now that the type of knowledge construction set in place during academic assignments was a social issue, and that the process-based approach within which I had been working needed to be extended to include a consideration of social and other contextual issues (i.e. factors impinging on composing processes).
6.5 THE INTERPERSONAL CONTEXT OF PROCESS-BASED APPROACHES

Although process-based approaches stress the importance of re-drafting during composing in order to shape the message to its intended audience, the context in which composing is seen to occur does not extend beyond that of the interpersonal, that is the interaction between writer/intended reader, writer/teacher, and writer/student peer. This interpersonal focus gives the process classroom a supportive and caring atmosphere (Fishman & McCarthy 1992:656), in which students may well be encouraged to write about, and thus discover and resist any hidden curricula (Raimes 1993:308), but does not directly acknowledge the existence of wider, culture-specific social influences which might shape the kinds of written interactions in which students are engaged in the academic disciplines. This is because the process approach does not set writing in its wider social context, nor, in the case of academic writing, in its more immediate educational context. Furthermore, while a review of process literature reveals a wealth of information on composing procedures, the approach does not attempt to identify any of the wider social influences which might shape academic composing. This does not necessarily mean that a model based on observations of composing will not reflect the social context in which composing occurs or the social functions carried out in written mode. In Bhaskar’s transformational model of social activity (Figure 3.1) it is human agency which reproduces or transforms social structures. One would then expect close observation of individuals composing to reveal some, at least, of the systemic elements of the social structures themselves. This turned out to be the case, in that the functions identified by educationists and researchers (i.e. the preparatory, expressive, enabling, corrective and evaluative functions) comprised a “proto-theory” (Bhaskar 1979:61-63). This could later be developed into a hypothesis explaining how the social and other communicative functions might operate in written mode, which is the depth-explanation as to why the user’s model still proved to be effective in the teaching and coaching of academic writing.
6.6 APPROACHES WHICH SET ACADEMIC WRITING IN ITS SOCIAL CONTEXT

The late 1980s/early 1990s saw the emergence of approaches which set academic writing, which was viewed almost exclusively as text, in its social and cultural context academic context, notably social constructionism and approaches based on critical language theory (Fairclough 1989, 1992). These approaches viewed academic writing as the specialised discourse of the academic discourse community. According to Chase, the shift to an emphasis on discourse communities occurred in order “to place writing in a larger context and to highlight it as a social activity” (1988:13). Social constructionism has been described as a version of social constructivism which focuses on “the collective generation of meaning as shaped by conventions of language and other social processes” (Schwandt 1994:127). Social constructionists such as Bartholomae (1985), Bizzell (1992), Bruffee (1984, 1986) and Coe (1986, 1987) emphasised the student’s need to learn the discourse of the academic discourse community (Bizzell’s constructionism, however, had critical overtones in that teaching academic discourse was initially intended to provide a “means to critical consciousness” 1992:27.) In social constructionism the focus is on mastering academic conventions:

Learning socially significant forms - and understanding how they function - how to use them appropriately - is a key to success (sometimes even to survival) in a discourse community. This is perhaps particularly so in schools, for schools serve in part to teach these forms, or at least to weed out those who do not know them (Coe 1987:21).

Constructionists argue that “reality, knowledge, thought, facts, texts, selves and so on are social constructs generated by communities of like-minded peers” (Bruffee 1986:774).

Bartholomae suggests that students have to re-invent the university every time they write, “by assembling and mimicking its language while finding some compromise between idiosyncrasy, a personal history, on the one hand, and the requirements of convention, the history of a discipline, on the other” (1985:135). From a constructionist viewpoint, students can be viewed as being
disempowered, not empowered, by methods such as expressive writing, as writing in colloquial language does not necessarily help students to write in the academic disciplines. Moreover, as mastering academic discourse means learning new ways of thinking, Expressivists may be limiting the student's chance to develop academically valued ways of thinking (Fishman & McCarthy 1992:647-8).

However, as Faigley (1986:537) points out, discourse communities are often more concerned with exclusion than inclusion, and are likely to reject students who do not know the socially correct forms. From a critical perspective, then, discourse communities may be viewed as potentially exclusive, maintaining dominant hegemonies (see Fairclough 1989, 1992). This is because discourse communities are based on “the production and legitimation of particular forms of knowledge and social practices at the expense of others, and they are not ideologically innocent” (Chase 1988:13). According to Chase, academics need to question how conventions operate and their implications before we impose them on students (1988:13). The aim of critically-orientated researchers and teachers (Fairclough 1989 & 1992, Clark 1992, Ivanic & Simpson 1992) is to expose the relations of power implicit in traditional academic conventions, and, ultimately, to show students how to contest those conventions which they might find outdated or irrelevant. Critical researchers and teachers also encourage students to develop their own culture- and gender-specific voice rather than mimicking the language of the university. From a critical viewpoint, the process orientation is both politically naive and ineffectual, and is more likely to disempower students than liberate them (Canagarajah 1993, Berlin 1988:492).

6.6.1 Writing as the social construction of knowledge
Both social constructionism and critical approaches are potentially helpful in adding yet another dimension to the in-depth inquiry by representing academic writing as the social construction of knowledge, sanctioned as knowledge by the discourse (i.e. socially appropriate language) which reflects the dominant social and cultural practices current in specific time frames and contexts. In order for the learner writer to negotiate successfully the currents of culture and power coursing through academic institutions, the user's model would need to show
how these influences impact on academic composing, not just generally, but in specific cases. The user’s model described in the first section, however, identifies the commonalities in composing without showing how these can be applied in specific situations: this is left to the writer (or the writer together with the teacher) to fathom out. And because of the pervasive nature of ideology (Baëhr 1993, Grundy 1987), teachers are often not consciously aware of the underlying beliefs and values driving their academic writing practices, or the need to make these explicit for the student. To facilitate empowerment, a theoretical model of writing would need to explain the social and cultural influences on composing, and to reflect the fact that academic composing not only occurs in specific social contexts but is influenced by the values and beliefs inherent in these contexts.

6.6.2 The textual focus of social approaches to writing

In both social constructionism and the critical orientation academic writing is referred to as the construction of knowledge (Canagarajah 1993:303, Kirscht et al 1994:369-370), and both approaches represent knowledge as being situated in a discourse (Bartholomae 1985:145). However, “discourse”, even when the meaning is represented as “interaction”, as van Dijk suggests, tends to be represented as verbal text when actual examples or analysis comes into play. The actual process in which knowledge is constructed in various written interactions is not described. While informal writing is seen as a “tool for learning” (Kirscht et al 1994:370, Laine & Schultz 1985:16-17), such writing is not viewed as an integral part of learning-to-write-in-the-disciplines, that is “real” academic writing. Using response papers to develop fluency in writing may in fact backfire and cause students to fare even worse in traditional assessments if no connection is made between students’ informal responses and the formal academic writing used for assessment purposes. Students need a scaffolded approach to be shown how to develop from the former to the latter. Coe, it is true, goes into some detail as to how students can be taught to compose, and states: “A person who is having trouble writing or who wants to learn to write better should focus on the process” (1986:310). However, he later qualifies this with statements such as, “it is the written text that must communicate” (1986:310), and later, “Conventional forms, as they function in both creative and
communicative processes, are a major part of what makes these processes social” (1987:19). The textual focus of social constructionism is summed up in a comment by Bartholomae:

If writing is a process, it is also a product, and it is the product ... that locates a writer on the page, that locates him in a text and a style and the codes or conventions that make both of them readable (1985:142).

Social constructionism, then, represents the written product as reflecting the social element in writing, in the sense that this product is viewed as a social artefact (Schwandt 1994:127). Moreover, the written product is viewed as not merely reflecting, but as being prescribed by social factors: “The written product is considered a social act that can take place only within and for a specific context and audience” (Johns 1990:27). However, this may be true of academic writing, which is teacher-driven, but not necessarily of genres which are writer-driven, and may reach a very general, that is non-specific audience. For example, authors of novels may well hope to reach - and move - as wide an audience as possible: not only prepubescent girls read and enjoy J.K. Rowling’s “Harry Potter” series.

The “conventional forms” described above are those which are sanctioned by the academic discourse community, and not necessarily those which are familiar to students. As Raimes points out, social constructionism “unduly favors form and the readers’ world view at the expense of the writer and content” (1993:308). Zebroski suggests that the concept of writing as a social activity has the potential to become a means of oppression, or “one more instrument for the reproduction of existing social relations” (1989:149). This must be qualified as being a problem within constructivist (or constructionist) approaches, as Judd (2003) has shown how constructivist knowledge claims rest on agreement of the powerful. Finally, the concept of the academic discourse community itself has been criticised (see in particular Elbow 1991 and Harris 1989) for being an oversimplified representation of reality:

The tendency to categorize academic discourse and the discourses of particular communities can lead to theoretical frameworks and instructional models that oversimplify our understanding of academic work and reduce it to a fixed idea that does not reflect reality (Zamel 1993:30).
Although researchers and teachers with a critical orientation attempt to expose the relations of power which set academic conventions in place, they too appear to focus primarily on textual conventions. A possible reason is that the focus of a critical orientation is emancipation rather than the composing process itself:

By empowerment, I mean, then, the process by which students become aware of what the conventions are, where they come from what their likely effects are and how they feel about them. The second, important, step is to develop ways of challenging some of the discourse practices and of producing alternatives which allow the ‘excluded’ experiences to shape alternatives. This is a step towards emancipation, in other words using the power gained through awareness to act” (Clark 1992:118-119).

This de-emphasis on composing in critical approaches has been noted by Fulkerson, who, commenting on the critical goal of externalising false consciousness (Berlin 1988:490-492), remarks, somewhat tongue-in-cheek: “one would expect the goal of a writing course to at least refer to writing” (Fulkerson 1990:421). The critical orientation is diametrically opposed to that of social constructionism (although Bizzell’s constructionism includes critical elements), as it aims to expose and challenge the ideology contained in academic discourse, which “must continually be challenged so as to reveal its economic and political consequences for individuals” (Berlin 1988:489).

Yet critical theorists, as with the constructionists, show emancipation in academic discourse as dependent on context, form, and the way in which the author is represented in the text (Clark 1992:124). Thus while both social constructionism and the critical approach represent academic writing as discourse-based and as the social construction of knowledge, they focus almost exclusively on textual issues. The term “discourse” itself is also used synonymously with text as if text itself were the interaction and not only a component of it. The postmodern influence appears to have displaced the concepts of human agency and social interaction for the notion of a fixed cultural text-world (Archer 1998, Jones 1996), which contradicts in spirit the inchoate, shifting nature of the reality posited by postmodernists themselves. There is no evidence (or line of reasoning) to support the position that an analysis of academic texts alone leads to the acquisition of academic composing expertise - although it may well prove useful at certain stages of
composing when the writer is considering genre requirements at the Prewriting or later Editing stages. An analysis of text does not show the student writer what to do or say in an essay, unless the academic content has already been prescribed in advance or is being plagiarised from an unacknowledged source, in which case the mode of textual expression is usually “lifted” together with content, and the issue of style becomes academic in more ways than one. Even when the term “academic discourse” is used in a wider sense to describe academic beliefs, values and practices generally (MacKenna 2005), neither lecturers nor students are told how they can actually negotiate these issues successfully in academic composing.

The problem is that in current socially conscious approaches the focus is almost exclusively on text rather than on composing processes. Moreover, where composing is mentioned, it is as a means to an end, namely, the production of text, and not as a process in which knowledge is constructed. It is almost as if the conduit metaphor of language (Tomlin et al 1997) is applied to composing, which is viewed as the channel through which knowledge (equated with subject content) flows, rather than as the actual means of its construction. There are (at least) five possible explanations for this almost exclusively textual focus:

- What is in effect a paradigm shift towards a more socially conscious position has moved attention away from the insights into composing processes contributed by process researchers, leaving this approach almost in the subject position of a methodology.

- The more socially-conscious position is associated with theories of discourse which represent discourse exclusively as text (or fall back on text analysis, even when discourse is given wider meanings).

- The liberal humanism underpinning the process approach has tainted it ideologically in the eyes of both conservative academics and those who would have their students contest oppressive elements in the status quo. A focus on composing (by association) is possibly therefore seen as inappropriate by both social constructionists and critical theorists.
Positivism remains the dominant orientation in education, which means that in many cases academic subject composing is merely a conduit for pre-digested ideas (except, one hopes, in the case of creative composition writing in English classes), and therefore academic content, as represented in text, is considered more important.

The bulk of research into written composition is form-dominated (Raimes 1991:409), presumably because it is more economical and less time-consuming to analyse texts than composing procedures: it may also reflect the implicit view that writing is text instead of a proxy interaction negotiated by means of text.

The preoccupation of academics with written texts could almost be seen as a “textual barrier” or block, where academics focus almost exclusively on textual conventions, which, in my experience, is a misplaced emphasis. The construction of knowledge in formal academic circles consists of more than a parcel of textual conventions: it involves the ability to argue a specific case for the validity of some premise, an argument which is usually based on empirical work and peer-validated literature in the field (these are, of course, in themselves conventions, but conventions which govern the whole learning interaction and not just surface textual conventions: knowledge is, after all socially constructed in learning interactions). Even where knowledge is constructed discursively, it is the validity of the premises which is at stake, and not the verbal window-dressing. The word “thesis” in itself means “something put in place”, a “proposition to be maintained or proved”: surface conventions reflect (at least, one hopes that they do) the underlying process of proving a proposition which is argued in a written interaction - they do not substitute for or comprise the actual argument, any more than a bridal gown or a ring constitute the reality of marriage. It is possible that the processes of knowledge construction in their disciplines or professions have become so implicit to academics that they cannot (or overlook the need to) explain it to students: perhaps many academics have never examined the assumptions about knowledge construction underpinning their disciplines or individual interpretations of learning in the disciplines.
Not only is this focus on text non-productive in producing good student work, and a potential block for student writers in introducing the social element too early during composing, but it has also drawn attention away from the single most inhibiting element in student composing: the fact that academic assignments are rarely set in any meaningful context for students, by which I mean a context which will motivate them to communicate clearly and correctly in written mode. For context, as will be explained later, appears to be the key motivating element in writing, and sets the social stage for the very conventions required (but later on in composing) to polish the end product (i.e. the finished text) to the satisfaction of the academic audience which will be judging it. In my own experience an immediate improvement in the quality of the written product can be effected by setting written assignments in a meaningful context, in which the intended readers (who should comprise a wider audience than the teacher-assessor) do not only not know what is going to be communicated in advance, but will very likely find the information interesting and useful. Most students write badly, not because they do not know how to apply academic conventions (which they arguably do not) but because they have not been given any reason to write well or any coaching as to how to do so. It is ironic that approaches allegedly focusing on writing as the “social construction of knowledge” have very little to offer on the social location of academic writing except as a de-contextualised exercise intended to satisfy a community of experts. Only a very small percentage of our students will become career academics, and a social setting comprised entirely of intelligentsia is not likely to provide the social stimulus necessary for most young adults to polish written work. Some of our more technically-gifted students do not even see writing itself as a desirable professional skill, or particularly useful in furthering a technical career.

6.6.3 The paradigms involved in knowledge construction

In spite of their textual focus, the value of the discourse-based approaches and the attendant literature is the focus they bring to bear on the social aspect of learning, and hence, writing which serves the ends of learning. The data from the 1993 projects showed what kinds of social influences shaped student composing: these were found to be paradigms of knowledge construction
corresponding to those described in Habermas’ comprehensive theory of knowledge (Habermas 1972, Hultgren 1982, Schubert 1986). The existence of these paradigms could not be inferred from the types of writing profile graphs drawn up in the last chapter, and were only discovered to be operating in actual composing by hindsight, after eliciting from the lecturers what type of subject learning was required in the case of each assignment and in their subjects in general. Evidence of these paradigms could then be found in the video- and audiotape transcripts, as well as the students’ texts (it is important to note that while composing procedures cannot be reconstructed from written texts alone, teachers have on the whole become very skilful at reconstructing learning interactions - but not composing interactions - from student texts, for obvious reasons).

The paradigms were not signalled by the actual wording of the essay topic rubrics, and while certain of the paradigms (namely empirical/analytic and critical) could be said to be signalled by discourse markers, and may be associated with certain genres, paradigms are not in fact genre-specific. For example, the formal expository style of text used in research reports may be associated with the empirical/analytic paradigm, but does not it itself signal a positivist approach (research reports in the “hard” sciences do not in fact follow many of the conventions once considered scientific, for example a detailed account of the methodology used). Top-down teaching of specific academic “discourses” does not work (Gee 1990:147), and is likely to result in the kinds of over-simplification which Zamel has warned against (see 1993:30 above). It also signals to students that elaborate texts are a substitute for real understanding of an academic subject, including the ability to internalise insights so as to “own” them, and the ability to argue a case clearly and logically using various kinds of evidence. The conclusions of this study offer an explanation as to why specialist discourse is not an advisable starting point if one wants students to master it eventually. Context and discourse in academic composing set in place and reflect the social (including academic) loading of written communication: however, the issue of discourse needs to be seen (and dealt with) in the perspective of other key communicative functions. Moreover, an omission to deal with the social aspects of context right at the outset of
composing results in discoursal issues lacking the very meaning and force which would have clarified them and made them relevant for students in the first place: social pressure is a far more powerful motivator than merely pleasing the lecturer or even passing a subject.

6.7 MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO THE MODEL

In order to design and produce a writing tutor program which could be used in both academic and non-formal composing, an empirical model is needed which clarifies what is common to composing in general and what is specific to academic composing. It needs to identify academic writing as a specialised type of composing associated with learning - so much so that it constitutes the standard method of assessing students’ academic progress within the context of formal western education. Even in technical and vocational education, academic progress, particularly at higher degree levels, is equated with being able to engage successfully in academic writing, as the 1999 project on the writing of the Electronic Design Report illustrates. There were some technically-skilled students participating in this project who produced exemplary designs, resulting in artefacts so finely conceived and crafted that they could have come off a manufacturing line. One of the best such students had difficulty articulating the elements of his design formally in writing: failure to do so (and he managed admirably in the end) would have had the social effect of relegating him to the status of technician rather than that of degree professional. Knowledge is part of the social order, and formal learning is generally accepted to involve the social construction of knowledge, although different specialist groups may have differing opinions as to what constitutes a valid means of knowledge construction. For the schema of composing identified in the previous section to retain any validity in providing students with a conceptual framework for composing, its relationship with knowledge construction must be made clear, and it must be able to be made context-specific to suit different academic contexts, audiences and purposes. Moreover a distinction needs to be made between the construction of knowledge and the construction of meaning. This brings us to a consideration of the nature of not just academic writing, but writing itself as a mode of interaction. The phases
and patterns observed in over forty instances of video protocol analysis over an extended period of time and in different academic contexts, suggest that the user’s model is more than an arbitrary rule-of-thumb rubric for composing, and is in fact the surface manifestation of a deep-level shared system of interactive functioning, a notion which will be developed further in this account.

The empirical model mentions audience and context (Stage 1) and orthographic correctness (Stage 4), both of which are social preoccupations (Palmer 1971), but does not make overt reference to learning or the construction of knowledge (Stage 3 also involves social issues such as genre structures, but these become more of an issue in advanced research writing, where failure to structure to the required genre is considered a serious flaw). Does this mean that the empirical model per se does not “fit” academic writing and is not relevant in facilitating the development of expertise in academic composing? Data from the 1993 project seemed to suggest that composing is in fact a means of constructing knowledge, and that students construct knowledge throughout all stages of composing: and yet there was a mismatch in some cases between “good” writing profiles and academic performance as judged by the lecturer. While it is obvious that writing expertise cannot be equated with academic subject expertise (which is why I abandoned the model for a short time after the 1993 project), the user’s model continued to be of use in coaching students in a Writing Clinic facility which I ran for some years after 1993, to the extent that one Journalism student’s marks rose from 17% to 80% after one intervention. This could have been because the 1993 project alerted me to the need to focus on Stages 1 and 4 when coaching, and, in particular, to find out whether students (1) knew what the academic requirements were and (2) knew how to carry them out. The former could be established very quickly by asking students what their lecturer wanted them to do in an academic assignment, that is what kind of learning was involved (the abovementioned student could then ask the lecturer, and thereafter knew that she was required to argue a case - she also established what the lecturer considered would constitute a convincing argument.)
Why bother with the user’s model then? Because the model acted as a referential diagnostic tool signalling where along the line the student was coming unstuck: this allowed me to home in on the real problem very quickly. It was relevant to facilitating academic composing expertise - but this did not answer the question of what in its inherent makeup rendered it so, or even what it really was. The answer to the last two questions was subsequently provided by the discovery that the empirical model is underpinned by a theoretical model which identifies essential communicative functions, as will be shown in the next chapter. The model of communicative functions and the resulting second, more descriptive empirical model (the “analytical” empirical model) made it possible to see how academic requirements and other social contextual issues could be reflected as “input” into the system of composing functions.

1. Schema?

   How far back should the model go in defining context?

   Is planning part of prewriting, drafting or a separate stage?

   At what point should the model end?

2. Knowledge construction?

   The importance of context, particularly academic requirements.

   The importance of academic conventions.

3. Discourse management strategy?

   The user’s model appears to be a discourse (interaction) management strategy.

4. Key aspects of communication?

   The model taps into key aspects of human interactions:
   - Contextual
   - Ideational
   - Interactive
   - Social
   - Reflexive

5. The “pedagogical” empirical model

   The input of the specific social context into the system frames and drives the process...

   ... and leads to structuring and polishing to fit social conventions (e.g. academic requirements).

   The user’s model describes a mechanism for effecting distanced communication.

   The model is itself a conceptual mechanism informing the social practice of composing.

Figure 6.9 The developing view of the user’s model
6.8 THE DEVELOPING VIEW OF THE USER’S MODEL

Figure 6.10 shows the developing view of the first empirical model (i.e. the user’s model) throughout the course of the research. In the masters study (1.) it was referred to as a “schema”, but its actual nature and how it related to actual instances of writing in the disciplines was not known. During the data collected after the masters, it appeared to be a means of constructing knowledge (2.), but this could not be explained easily within its existing shape and structure. When the five “aspects of communication” underpinning the user’s model had been arrived at by a process of induction, the model appeared to be in the nature of a “discourse (i.e. interaction) management strategy” (3.) after reading Condon and Cech’s (1999) account. However, while they represent discourse as “interaction”, Condon and Cech then engage in a detailed analysis of electronic texts, which means that the issue of social production is, once more, omitted. It was only after the “aspects of communication” (4.) were identified as being a system of functions “without which” communication could not occur (i.e. a theoretical model), and after a second empirical model had been formulated, that (5.) the user’s model was found to describe a mechanism (i.e. the composing system) for effecting distanced communication. The user’s model in itself constituted a conceptual mechanism informing the everyday social practice of composing. The social elements of the socio-cultural context in which specific instances of composing took place could then be represented as contingent factors (some of which might be mechanisms) forming input into the system of composing functions, as will be shown in the next chapter. There was also a social function which had to be effected as part of the composing system. The last two insights revealed that social aspects operated both extra- and intra-systemically in composing, which explained why it had been so difficult to categorise how academic requirements impacted on student composing in the VPAs carried out so far.

6.9 CONCLUSION

The development of my perception of composing as explored with the user’s model occurred in shifting phases and stages in a dialogue which attempted to transcend the limitations of the “known” (in the literature) and personal
experience and reach through to the reality at the core of the phenomenon. However, I was not able to ground my inquiry ontologically until I found an orientation (i.e. critical realism) which reconciled my almost Deweyan-type pragmatism with the need to conceptualise, so that my educational practices could become more effective. Moreover, until I had found an approach which combined experience-data with systemic features of the phenomenon (i.e. Franck’s modelling process), I was unable to account satisfactorily for the givens and variables in composing, particularly with respect to the vexed issue of social influences in composing.

From 1989-1999 I underwent a number of shifts in my thinking, very much along the lines described by Kuhn (1969). Yet the shifts were not so much from one clearly defined position to another, but from a vaguely literal comprehension of reality, implicitly held, to a position where reality was shifting and inchoate, depending on the perspective from which one viewed it, then back to a position grounded in an external (but still very complex and dynamic) reality. At one stage I had genuinely thought that my orientation was social constructivist, as the 1993 data had suggested that composing involved very different types of knowledge construction: but to acknowledge that knowledge is a social construct does not imply a constructivist orientation per se (I still prefer to use a scaffolded constructivist learning approach in my courses, see Pratt 2006, in spite of being a critical realist). In 1997, after four years of “mulling over” the 1993 data I was not so much a constructivist as a relative pluralist. Deep-seated beliefs about the nature of things are not surrendered so easily, and I found myself coming back time and time again to a more pragmatic position where there was a reality which was there as well as in the mind, and it was apparent that certain human constructions were more in tune with what was inarguably there than others. But this is to pre-empt a realisation which dawned much later.
CHAPTER SEVEN: THE THEORETICAL MODEL OF COMPOSING

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the second cycle of modelling and the formulation of the theoretical model underpinning the empirical model of composing, namely, a model of communicative functions. A tentative explanation is suggested as to how/why the communicative functions are masked in written mode, as well as how different input into the system of communicative functions can be seen to result in the different modes and genres. The chapter goes on to show how the model of communicative functions made it possible to formulate a second empirical model of composing, illustrating in more detail (i.e. than in the user’s model) the complex operation of the mechanism which results in infinitely variable instances of composing within a common systemic matrix. It will be suggested that the new empirical model, or “analytical” version, provides a description of composing which is more appropriate for investigative purposes, while the first empirical model, or “user’s model” of composing, is more appropriate for use as a pedagogical tool, which supports its use as the basis for the design of a writing tutor program. As the second (i.e. analytical) model of composing is based on the theoretical model of composing, the theoretical model can be seen to be validated by Franck’s first prerequisite, that it corresponds with the empirical model. It will be suggested that the second prerequisite, that it be tested out in actual situations, has already been partially met by the previous video protocol analyses, in showing that writers can be seen to focus on the various stages of composing (as in the model) as they compose, and that the writer’s concept of composing can act as a conceptual mechanism in guiding composing practice. However, in order to demonstrate the operation of some of the factors which give rise to the infinite variations apparent in composing, as shown in the second empirical model, a final round of video protocol analyses was carried out, as will be described in Chapter Eight.
7.2 THE THEORETICAL MODEL AS PRIMARY SYSTEM

The deep-level explanation of the user’s model of composing was found to be a system of communicative functions, which, however, needed to be described in terms of how they were adapted in composing. The contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive communicative functions could be seen to underpin the five stages of the *Stages of the writing process* (see Figure 7.1), and were arrived at by reflecting on the communicative function of the stages of user’s model in the second cycle of modelling. This involved extending the composing functions found in the literature (i.e. data-gathering, idea generation, idea organising, editing and evaluating) so that their significance as communication in social settings became clear (i.e. as contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive functions). This system of functions can be viewed as a “theoretical model of writing” (Pratt 2005a) because it explains the working of the user’s model. However, it appears that the system of communicative functions is a primary system which is not limited to writing, and which takes different forms when it finds expression in the different modes (“primary” in that one cannot regress to a further level within the same social process, i.e. communication). Different input into the system of communicative functions can be seen to result in the different modes and genres, as will be explained later. Its nature as a primary system and the fact that some of the resulting modes (e.g. graphic, nonverbal communication) can be seen as falling into different fields (e.g. Fine Arts, Drama) supports the position that the model of communicative systems could provide a generalisable principle, as does its use since 1999 as an educational design principle for integrated Communication courses (Pratt 2005c).

In the case of written mode, the input of distancing, combined with the code and the nature of the template used (i.e. the means used to overcome the distance constraint), is considered to result in modifications to both the functions and the inter-systemic relationships in composing. The discovery of the communicative functions meant that a more complex empirical model (i.e. the “analytical” empirical model) could be constructed. The new model shows the nature of the mechanism involved in composing in respect of its intra-systemic relationships.
and the putative effects of extra-systemic input. The second version of the empirical model also illustrates the complex ways in which social influences might impact on composing. This is important, because different input might negate or compromise fulfilling the prerequisites for effective communication. An advantage was that that the new empirical model, unlike the user’s model, could now be seen to apply to composing in non-felicitous conditions (e.g. examinations) or composing which does not follow the stepped pattern observed in the composing of “good” writers. It might even help to explain why certain stages are skimped or omitted during specific instances of composing, rather than suggesting that the stages do not exist. Of the two empirical
models, the user’s model could be retained for pedagogical purposes, while the analytical model was considered more suited for analysis of composing in research projects (in particular, to explain more clearly the data gathered in video protocol analyses.)

### 7.3 REFORMULATION OF THE PROPERTY OF THE SYSTEM

The fact that more than one level was involved initially caused difficulties in identifying (or rather, fixing on) the property of the system involved in composing. The realisation that it was communicative functions which appeared to underpin the stages of the user’s model meant that an obvious reformulation of the property of the system involved in composing would be “communication in written mode”. Composing itself clearly matches this definition (the property = the phenomenon). The term “mode” was included in view of the hypothesis (as will be shown later) that the various modes might be the results of different input into the system of communicative functions.

**Figure 7.2** The primary system formed by the communicative functions
7.4 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE FORMULATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The following factors combined to act as a catalyst in identifying the communicative functions:

- Renewed attempts to categorise in general terms the social issues impacting on composing (particularly Stages 1 and 4, and to some extent 3), as found in the data generated by the video protocols.

- Re-conceptualising the first empirical model (the user’s model) in terms of how it would operate in a computer program, in preparation for drawing up the first storyboard for the writing tutor program.

- Condon and Cech’s (1999) account of discourse (i.e. interaction) management strategies in synchronous and asynchronous communication.

- Stock institutional perceptions that focusing on transmission mode teaching of surface features of text would improve academic writing performance.

The series of video protocols leading up to this point had suggested that it was crucial for student writers to deal with social issues at the Prewriting stage, as students who were not aware of academic requirements at the outset (i.e. the relevant requirements in different instances of composing) had difficulty completing academic assignments successfully. Social considerations were also important in the Major editing stage and the Minor editing stage, in terms of structuring and editing the resulting texts to ensure that academic conventions were followed. However, until the functions had been identified, as well as the notion of social input (including academic conventions) impacting on the performance of these functions in actual composing, it was not possible to explain clearly the operation of social aspects in composing. Creating the storyboard for the writing tutor program meant that the user’s model had to be reconsidered in terms such that the main menu of the program would be immediately accessible to learner writers: this involved reflecting on the nature of the stages in the user’s model, as well as how (and where) to include customising options. The paper by Condon and Cech (1999) dealt with
discourse management strategies in electronic communication. While the “discourse management strategies” turned out to be text-structuring strategies rather than composing strategies, they did set in train the notion that the user’s model constituted a “strategy” for handling interactions in written mode. The paper also provided insights into how synchronous/asynchronous communication occurs with specific reference to electronic communication, and raised (but did not resolve) the issue of the differences between synchronous and asynchronous communication. Condon and Cech also touched on temporal and spatial sequencing, and these subsequently appeared to be key issues in determining communicative modes. The differences between synchronous and asynchronous communication, when applied retrospectively to print literacy and orality, triggered off a series of questions which came to be answered with the identification of the communicative functions, which can be seen to be performed very differently in each case. The infinite variations in specific instances of composing could now be seen to be the results of the complex interaction of intra- and extra-systemic forces.

Franck makes the point that the actual source of a theoretical model is irrelevant (2002:252): what is important is the fit between the two models. The source of the theoretical model really lies in the collective wisdom of the educationists and researchers who taught, observed and speculated on the nature of composing - a complex social process, much of which is unconscious - but also a real event which can be investigated and reconstructed (Fleetwood refers to this type of phenomenon as “socially real”, 2005:201). In this study the functions were derived both by working back from the functions implicit in the empirical model at the same time as reformulating the property of composing as “communication in written mode”. “Communication in written mode”, however, manifests as an interaction by proxy mediated by the written text. There are thus actually two levels (or layers) of property involved, the property of communication in general, and the property of communication in a given mode, as suggested in Figure 7.2 above.

While Franck points out that the actual source of the functions is in fact irrelevant, in the interests of establishing the originality of the formulation, it
arose in the course of a conversation in the Department of Languages and Communication at the former Technikon Natal (now the Durban University of Technology). I had been working along the lines of investigation suggested above, when I was consulted by my HOD as to what response we should make to a proposal (from another institution) that the Department should adjust the Communication syllabus to focus on transmission teaching of grammatical rules. The user's model came to mind as we were in conversation, and I found myself referring to linguistic correctness as a social issue (following Palmer 1971) associated with Stage 4 of the model, and then heard myself saying: “but there are also ideational features in writing, as well as interactive ones” (i.e. with specific reference to Stages 2 and 3). Having realised as I was talking that the “ideational, interactive and social aspects of writing” corresponded with Stages 2, 3 and 4 of the user’s model, after the conversation I focused on characterising the other two stages in the same way, coming up with the “contextual” aspect for Stage 1, and the “reflective” aspect (which I later changed to “reflexive”) for Stage 5 (see Figure 7.1, where the functions are represented as underpinning each stage). I considered using “social” for Stage 1 and “textual” for Stage 4, which would not have clarified the functions sufficiently, as “text” is not considered to be a communicative function, but a mechanism for recording distanced interactions-by-proxy, as will be discussed later (a mechanism which could be categorised as “artefactually real”, Fleetwood 2005:201).

Four of the communicative functions identified as “necessary” for communication to take place successfully were later found to correspond to some extent with three of Halliday’s language functions (i.e. the textual - split here into contextual and social, the ideational, and the interpersonal language functions, Halliday & Hasan 1989:44-49). It must be stressed, however, that the functions in the model are those which need to be carried out for effective communication to occur, while Halliday’s functions are those functions which language itself carries out. It is suggested that language is best viewed as a mechanism which carries out some of the functions needed for effective communication to take place. The functions need not always be carried out by language, however, for as Bhaskar points out, “even our interactions with each
other have many dimensions which are non-linguistic” (in Norris 1999). According to Halliday and Hasan, “the ideational is the learning or thinking function” performed by language (1989:44), and is usually identified with the propositional content of an utterance. Mathiessen and Halliday explain the ideational “metafunction” thus:

(ii) The ideational metafunction is concerned with 'ideation' ? grammatical resources for construing our experience of the world around us and inside us. One of its major grammatical systems is TRANSITIVITY, the resource for construing our experience the flux of 'goings-on', as structural configurations; each consisting of a process, the participants involved in the process, and circumstances attendant on it. For example: [Location:] in the open glade [Actor:] the wild rabbits [Process:] danced [Accompaniment:] with their shadows (1997:10).

The identification of Halliday’s ideational function (i.e. of language) with experience and transitivity is interesting in terms of the connections suggested with Bhaskar’s domain of empirical: this is the domain of ideas, it is transitive (i.e. the object of thought), and constitutes “experiences” (see Table 3.1 in Chapter Three). It suggests that it is the ideational function of language (as used in communication) which actually gives rise to the domain of empirical. There is actually no need for a separate “semiotic domain” or “domain of discourse”, as semiosis (and the role of discourse in this) can be viewed as one of the key generative mechanisms creating the domain of empirical, and not necessarily as a domain in itself.

In this study, the term “ideational”, while it relates to a function which needs to be performed for communication to take place, as with Halliday’s language function, also refers to “propositional content” or “message content” (this is not to be equated with “meaning”, which is the outcome - or not - of the whole communicative process). The connection with the ideational function language performs (Mathiessen & Halliday 1997) must be clear, and supports the contention that, in the context of communication, language is a mechanism carrying out the ideational function (not the only mechanism, however, nor is language always cast in the role of mechanism). The ideational function may be performed by codes other than verbal language (e.g. nonverbal or graphic code), and by other factors, such as events, objects, juxtapositions, or
bricolages. For example, the context itself often communicates propositional content (e.g. a woman alone in a bar), as do certain aspects of interaction (e.g. avoidance of actual interaction with car guards). Before moving on to Halliday’s next function, it must be noted that the fulfilling of the ideational function in communication is not represented in this account as being limited to generating propositional content in the form of abstract ideas or information, but can refer to social message content as well (i.e. while Halliday & Hasan connect the ideational with “learning or thinking”, “ideational” as used here is not intended to refer to abstract thought alone).

Kern and Warschauer suggest that by “interpersonal” Halliday means the “use of language to maintain social relations” (2000:5). In this study the term “interactive” is used rather than “interpersonal”, and is seen as having generative power in producing ideational content, and not as just signalling interpersonal relationships. This is supported by Halliday’s contention that language used to encode “interpersonal meaning” fulfils an interactive function: “The sentence [i.e. the one just discussed] is not only a representation of reality; it is also a piece of interaction between speaker and listener” (Halliday & Hasan 1989:20, my emphasis).

Halliday’s “textual” function, according to Kern and Warschauer, refers to the production of “situationally relevant discourse” (2000:5). Halliday and Hasan explain this as follows: “All use of language has a context. The ‘textual’ features enable the discourse to cohere not only with itself but also with its context of situation” (1989:44). They continue: “The context of situation, as defined in these terms, is the immediate environment in which a text is actually functioning” (1989:45-46). Now “situationally relevant discourse” suggests social appropriateness, usually signalled by use of socially appropriate language forms or rhetorical genres, but also indicated by choice of content. It appears that Halliday has conflated the two notions into one function, possibly because social appropriateness is usually defined with reference to a specific social context, and possibly because it would be near-impossible to separate the two functions as operating in the language of written verbal texts, where context is habitually “textually” rendered. In this account the two notions
inherent in Halliday’s “textual” function (i.e. of language) are viewed as being separate, resulting in a contextual function and a social function (this does not exclude the notion of social aspects of context). The term “social” is preferred to “textual” as text is considered to be a mechanism for effecting distanced communication, and not a function per se. Moreover, the term “social” is used in this study to cover all social aspects of communication, and not just socially-relevant text (as in Halliday & Hasan 1989:45). There are social elements in the context, a social loading in the ideational content, social elements in the interaction, and the reflexive function is prompted in part by the need to be socially appropriate (the social loading of message content is thought to reflect the systemic operation of the social function, with other aspects being the result of input in specific instances of communication). Halliday’s “context of situation” is reflected separately in the “contextual” function. This is because it is considered a prerequisite that communication has to be contextualised, which gave rise to the notion of a separate contextual function.

Halliday’s insistence on the inherent functionality of language (1989:17) supports the position that language is one of the mechanisms involved in carrying out the five communicative functions identified in this study as prerequisites for communication. This is not to limit the role of language to that of mechanism, or to diminish its vast, protean, subtle, complex and layered functioning, exemplified by the complex role of language in even the short excerpt given by Halliday (1989:17-23). This is also not to suggest that language is the only mechanism involved in communication, nor that mechanisms fit neatly into a fixed, static, limited “taxonomy” as in a grammar or lexicon. The fact that Halliday is discussing systemic relations of language must also not be taken to indicate that the contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive communicative functions are limited to their expression in language or syntactic relations. Critical realism depicts reality as complex, dynamic and layered. Anything - text, utterance, code, discourse, non-discursive event, belief, person or natural/social phenomenon - can act as a causal factor effecting (or affecting) communication. Even absence - the fact that someone does not answer your email, or the fact that the server security system obliterates your email message before you have a chance to send it -
can constitute a causal influence. The vast area covered by human
communication in turn can be telescoped when viewing it as one of the
mechanisms for reproducing/transforming social relations or structures (see

While there is a clear connection between Halliday’s language functions and the
carrying out of those of the communicative functions which can be effected by
means of language, the fact that Halliday is referring mainly to written texts (i.e.
records of verbal language) means that the functions have become somewhat
obscured by their role in textual encoding rather than in displaying a
functionality typical of language per se, as Halliday would have us think, when
he identifies “function” itself as “a fundamental property of language” (1989:17).

Many of the details of the functional features Halliday identifies tend to be those
demanded by the need to encode verbal language in written texts, and those
dealing with textual relations in distanced interactions, rather than any main
functions integral to language. This means that, in Halliday’s account, it is
difficult to separate the functions played by language in communication from the
functions it plays in dealing with the distant aspect of communication in terms
of all of the communicative functions needing to be encoded in text. Halliday
has, however, provided enough correspondences with the communicative
functions to suggest that language is a key mechanism in carrying out some of
the functions which are prerequisites for communication to occur. It must be
borne in mind that language is not the only mechanism, however, and that its
functional role is exaggerated out of all proportion when written verbal texts only
are considered (see Table 7.1 below).

The recognition of the importance of social aspects of composing revealed in
the long-term collection and reflection on composing data, viewing the model
from the new angle of computer program design, Condon and Cech’s paper,
which led me to think that the model could be in the nature of a strategy for
handling written mode, and the absurdity of the directive for simplistic top-down
teaching of academic discourse (see Gee 1990) all combined to force three of
the communicative functions underpinning the user’s model in composing into
my conscious mind. What appears to have happened was that working at the
problem of the exact nature of the user’s model from a number of different angles had crystallised the communicative functions underpinning the empirical model and had brought them to the surface of my mind where they could be consciously articulated, although the experience was curiously dreamlike, as if someone else were articulating them. These elements were initially referred to as “aspects” of communication (Pratt 2005b). It was only when Franck’s account of the modelling process was worked through step by step that it became clear that the “aspects” constituted a system of communicative functions, that the property of the system in composing was in fact communication in written mode, and that the modes themselves operated systemically at a lower level: a “property of the system” in communication is then its manifestation in the various modes. Initially the aspects of communication identified took the form of a sequential list, as the internal relations of the functions in the “system of functions” had not yet been worked out. Subsequently an attempt was made to model the internal relations in the system of communicative functions, as will be described below.

7.5 THE SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS

The system of functions “without which” communication cannot occur comprises the contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive functions. It must be noted that these are the functions which must be performed for communication to take place, (i.e. they are prerequisites) and not the functions which communication itself performs. For communication to take place (successfully, that is):

- The communicative interaction has to be contextualised, that is set in a context. The context will be influenced by elements such as past history, the social setting, the physical setting, the people communicating, their relationship, their purpose in communicating, and so on.

- Some kind of ideational content must be generated for communication to take place, even in phatic communication. The term "ideational" refers to message content (which may be entirely social) and not thought per se, although presumably some thought goes into message content, no
matter how ephemeral or at what level (subconscious, even).

- As meaning is negotiated in the interaction, there must be an *interactive* element in communication (even in intra-personal communication): this involves turn-taking in face-to-face communication, and (usually) structuring in distanced communication (even in intra-personal communication “turns” are taken by imagined proxy respondents or different personae).

- All communication has a *social* loading (impersonal or mass communication signals a type of social relation, and not the lack of it.) The social element is considered so important in communication that it can override semantic considerations.

- For communication to occur successfully, the *reflexive* function needs to be carried out. This regulates the interaction in the manner of a feedback loop.

In general terms, some of the factors or activities performing the communicative functions can be suggested without specific reference to the communicative modes. For example, the actual setting can perform the contextual function; message content, the ideational function; actual interaction, the interactive function; discourse, the social function; and feedback, the reflexive function (an example of what Kuppers terms “circular causality”, 2004:3-5). Other processes and entities can - and do - combine to perform these functions, and some of these may constitute mechanisms in their own right (e.g. language, or texts). However, in specific terms it appears that the functions in the system of functions are carried out in different ways depending on the mode of production, on the extent to which the interaction is immediate or distanced, as well as on the kind of distancing involved. As this is germane to the issue of how the functions are thought to become modified in composing, the posited effects of these variables will be explained in some detail below. While carrying out the functions is thought to be a prerequisite for successful communication, doing so does not guarantee success: the system constitutes something in the nature of a generative *algorithm* with stochastic force (Pratt 2005a).
The theoretical model is difficult to represent diagrammatically because the functions are fulfilled differently in different modes. It would perhaps best be represented mathematically, which might be helpful in establishing its possible generalisability beyond the field of social science, but that is beyond the scope of this study. The representation in Figure 7.3 attempts to show the ways in which the functions are thought to inter-relate in effecting the process of communication. It must be borne in mind that the diagram attempts to show the main relations in an extremely complex and convoluted system. The carrying out of the contextual function is represented as both framing and driving the communicative interaction in which meaning is generated. The carrying out of the reflexive function operates as a feedback loop in the interactive process, thus regulating the interactive function. The interaction in turn has impact on the ideational function in the generation of ideational content, but this is not the only mechanism driving the ideational function (for example, data and human creativity contribute to generate ideational content) and ideational content, in turn, can also constitute a mechanism driving the interaction.
Initially I hypothesised that the social function could be seen to impact on all of the other functions. I later realised that I had been confusing the intra-systemic operation of the social function with the extra-systemic operation of other social causal factors in terms of features of the specific socio-cultural setting which might impact on the whole system. It is in this sense, rather, that social features (in the form of contingent factors, as input into the system) impact on all of the other functions. For example, the socio-cultural setting in which communication takes place will impact on the contextual function in terms of how the interaction is contextualised; it will affect the production of ideational content; it will influence the kinds of interactions which will take place; and it will affect the nature of the feedback offered. It must be borne in mind that systems are complex and layered, and that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the functions and the causal agents which perform them. The same causal agent can perform different functions, and the same function can be performed by different causal agents. What can be confusing is that aspects of the contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive - which are functions - can also act as causal agents. For example, context can be a causal agent performing the ideational function, as it can contribute to message content. Ideational content can be a causal agent performing the contextual function by making the context clearer.

The working out of the interrelationship of the functions in the system of functions as shown in Figure 7.3 should go some way to explaining the focus in this study on the interaction in writing, and should help to clarify the role of discourse (i.e. socially differentiated sets of language) in academic writing. Even in written communication, where the functions are predominantly coded in the verbal text (as will be suggested below), a very small percentage of the social function of communication, including the social construction of knowledge, revolves around discoursal features per se, that is, is related to the social conventions of language, because so much more has to be “explained” in writing (which makes the social aspect tedious - apart from dangerous - to negotiate in writing, and people are generally more comfortable conveying complex social nuances obliquely, i.e. as in conversation). The fact that the social aspect of composing cannot be restricted to discoursal features explains
how, while no stock genres or “dominant discourse” were specified in the Social Science assignment mentioned earlier in Chapter Five, the successful students were still observing the social requirements set by the lecturers, working within the beliefs and values of Rogerian humanism within the hermeneutic paradigm. Thus while learning interactions may be paradigm-specific, they are not necessarily discourse-specific in terms of surface features of text, which I had realised in 1991 when attempting to “teach” journalism students how to produce more scholarly texts by looking at the language features of academic journal articles (Gee 1990 points out just how futile this kind of exercise is, although it is of course helpful to consult examples of subject-specific genres at certain stages of composing, the principle on which software such as Easy Writer is predicated). There is no easy equation between discourse and knowledge, and Zamel’s criticism that the concept of the academic discourse community could lead to simplistic views of academic composing (1993:30) is justified in terms of the complexity of the social aspects of communication as both a function of a system and input into the same system. In fact the static concept of “academic discourse” violates the very principles of infinitely diverse “situated practice” (Cazden et al 1996) which the models produced here support and explain by making the context in which composing is situated part of the variables in a systemic social process.

7.6 THE THEORETICAL MODEL AS GENERALISABLE PRINCIPLE

It is suggested tentatively that the system of functions provides a generalisable principle governing all modes of communication, and which can possibly be extended to fields such as educational design, computer program design, fine art and music. While it is acknowledged that four of these functions are preempted by Halliday’s ideational, interpersonal, and textual (i.e. the discourse aspect of text) functions of language, this principle was arrived at independently in the course of this inquiry. It must also be remembered that Halliday is referring to the functions which language performs, and the fact that they dovetail to some extent with some of the functions which need to be performed for effective communication to occur strengthens the case for the theoretical
model. I must also emphasise that, while in retrospect the system of communicative functions underpinning writing seems obvious, it was not at all so initially. The current emphasis in composition research on discourse-as-text obscures the way in which social factors operate in composing: at Stages 1 and 4 in particular, at the same time shaping the whole process by virtue of its operation in the Stage 1 in contextualising writing socially. Discourse (i.e. socially differentiated sets of language) can now be more properly identified as one of the mechanisms which carry out the social function of communication. The language of the written text, incidentally, is also more properly defined as a mechanism, which not only functions within the process but also has causal influence on the whole process, as will be explained below. The discovery that written composition appears to be underpinned by a generalisable communicative principle goes some way towards vindicating an approach towards writing which focuses on writing-as-composing: it must also be stressed that this is not the result of a product/process dichotomy, and that text is an essential component of composing, and a key mechanism for negotiating a temporally distanced interaction. The language coded in the written text could in fact be viewed as the chief mechanism for producing ideational content in distanced interactions: it also becomes the mechanism for carrying out many of the other functions, which also need to be encoded in text by virtue of temporal and spatial distancing. To sum up: while discourse (i.e. socially differentiated language) is not the only mechanism which carries out the social function in composing, paradoxically, it is made to carry out all of the other functions. However, the models developed in this study suggest that referring to academic writing as “academic discourse”, whether this means language, interaction or belief (which is regularly not clarified sufficiently - if at all - in the literature) obscures the way the social and other functions are actually carried out in composing.

7.7 THE FORMULATION OF A SECOND EMPIRICAL MODEL OF COMPOSING

The first empirical model (the user’s model) proved effective as a pedagogical tool, and its formulation in my masters research was a prerequisite for deriving
both the communicative functions and the theoretical model of composing. After the model of communicative functions had been derived, however, a second, more analytical empirical model was formulated as a tool for analysing further real-life instances of composing (i.e. in video protocol analyses) and for the purpose of further validating the theoretical model. The new model (shown in Figure 7.4) is more generalised than the pedagogical version in that the systemic features of composing are emphasised. The stages of The Composing system represent the processes whereby the communicative functions are effected in written mode. These are effectively the same stages as contained in the user’s model, very slightly adapted. For example, in view of the insight that Stage 1 involves the contextual function (see Figure 7.1), “data-gathering” was amended to contextualising/data-gathering (the subsuming of data-collection into Stage 1 will be explained later). As the interactive function is not achieved only by “idea organising” - or “structuring” - the latter terms were replaced by the more general “reader accommodation”.

A new feature of this model is that each stage of composing is represented as operating with both intentional and contingent causality. This is indicated by block arrows and shading for each stage, to indicate that each stage not only effects the function involved in that stage (i.e. as an “effector”), but impacts on the next (as an “affector”). Another new feature is the inclusion of input which impacts on the system and affects output (i.e. the form composing takes in specific instances). Input takes the form of the contingent circumstances attending specific instances of composing, as well as the concepts (accurate or otherwise) which might inform the social practice of composing. The curved arrows on the right-hand side of the diagram indicate that contingent factors can impact on each stage of composing collectively or separately. The curved arrows on the left show that the evaluating process can feed back into any previous stage of composing. This does not include the possibility that the writer can go back at any time to any previous stage of composing, which is still represented by the term “recursive” on the right hand side to avoid a proliferation of crossing arrows. It must be emphasised that Figure 7.4 attempts to show only the main relations of an extremely complex system. The general trend must be clear, however, and sufficient to explain how composing can be
both idiosyncratic and open-ended within the constraints of the system of functions hypothesised.

**The composing system**

![Diagram of the composing system](image)

The inclusion in the second empirical model of the contingent factors which constitute input into the composing system constitutes an advance over the user’s model in accounting for the variations in composing procedure over and above the recursion of the stages, and might even account for the degree of recursion apparent in various instances. For example, when time constraints are part of the input, recursion is not likely to feature strongly in the resulting composing profile, and stages are more likely to be carried out concurrently (see the projected examination writing profile in Figure 7.7). This relates back to a problem experienced when the user’s model was first formulated as to how
to represent the model interfacing with the social situation in which instances of composing might occur. In the initial formulation, and yet another stage before Prewriting, "motivation" (1987:34) was considered, but rejected: fortunately, as "motivation" is more properly a contingent factor, part of input into the composing system. Representing the social context as input into the system (i.e. a mechanism) solves the problem of how to handle factors which might impact on the composing in specific instances, including random contingencies such as a student writer being without source materials for an assignment because the photocopier is out of order or the library is closed (or s/he forgot to bring them along for a video protocol session).

Another issue which might impact on composing profiles is that of writers using oral strategies for composing (Gee 1990:54). Large numbers of students in South Africa are from newly literate (or illiterate) communities, and writers using oral strategies in composing are unlikely to follow the composing pattern described in the user's model. In this case, both contingent factors and conceptual mechanisms can be seen to be involved, the fact that the writer is newly-literate being the contingent factor, and the writer's concept of composing (i.e. probably one not based on the prerequisites for effective composing) being the conceptual mechanism. Taking cognisance of this input in the second empirical model solves the problem inherent in the first, that not all writers can be seen to compose as in the user's model, which describes the prerequisites for successful communication, but does not suggest that/how the fulfilling of these might be affected by contingent factors. It is beyond my graphic skills to depict the empirical model so that the effect of different input on the actual shape of composing is shown (e.g. possible compression of stages), but this can be demonstrated by means of separate composing profile graphs, as shown in Figure 7.5. While news reports are routinely produced successfully using a "formula" (predetermined structure, see Daiute 1983), the exam example and transmission type essay suggest "non-felicitous" conditions, in that the writers would probably block idea production by trying to focus on two stages at once, and would be able to pay little attention to reader accommodation, as major restructuring is not an option in examinations. Journalists rely on sensational content to make a news report interesting, and
newspaper readers adapt quickly to the fact that the very banality of the structure allows them to access the “juicy bits” more quickly (televised news reports are structured along the same lines, to the extent that we now even have *News in 60 Seconds*). In the case of an essay or examination composing, however, some individual effort and skill need to be applied to structuring for the reader, or the result may turn out to be insipid and/or confusing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Felicity conditions with open topic</th>
<th>News report</th>
<th>Examination essay with strict time limit</th>
<th>Essay with pre-specified content and structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The stepped profile identified as that of “good” writers would continue with regular recursion until the piece is considered finished.</td>
<td>A reporter writing a news report has a pre-specified structure, and would seek data to fill that structure. However, the News Editor would evaluate and edit further, which might lead to further redrafting.</td>
<td>Writers tend to spend very little time on preparation, do very little structuring, and write a once-off draft, focusing on correctness and neatness, often with no time left to evaluate/correct answers.</td>
<td>Once an approved source is identified, there is little left for the writer to do but copy out the information neatly. Structuring is limited to introduction and conclusion, and there is little attempt at evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.5** Profiles arising from different input into the composing system

### 7.8 VALIDATING THE MODELS

Validation of the models is dealt with in stages 5. and 6. of Franck’s modelling process, where the empirical model needs to be tested out in a real-life situation or against data, and the theoretical model needs to be tested against the empirical model, to see whether the latter needs adjustment to fit real-life functioning of the social system. The first empirical model (the user’s model)
had already been tested out with respect to the existence of stages and the use
of the model itself as a conceptual mechanism (Pratt 1987). This led (in the
second cycle of modelling) to the development of the theoretical model of
communicative functions. Once possible reasons for the transformation of the
communicative functions in written mode had been established (as dealt with
below), it was possible to arrive at a more detailed empirical model of
composing which could be seen to apply to all specific instances of composing,
and not just those carried out under felicity conditions (i.e. favourable contingent
circumstances). Franck’s Stage 5. (i.e. that the empirical models be tested out
in actual situations), has already been met by the previous video protocol
analyses, in terms of showing that writers can be seen to focus on the various
stages of composing (as in the model) as they compose, and that the writer’s
concept of composing can act as a conceptual mechanism in guiding
composing practice (Pratt 1987). However, in order to look for examples of how
contingent factors might operate in specific instances to produce the infinite
variations apparent in composing, as shown in the second empirical model, a
final round of video protocol analyses was carried out. The testing out of the
reformulated empirical model in these protocols will be dealt with in the next
chapter. This will complete the validation of the “analytical” empirical model.

Franck’s Stage 6. involves the validation of the theoretical model against the
empirical model (or models, in this case). The match between the model of
communicative functions and the first empirical model of composing has already
been established by virtue of the fact that the former was derived by induction
from the latter (see Figure 7.1 above). The match between the model of
communicative functions and the second empirical model of composing can be
established by the fact that the latter was formulated with specific reference to
the carrying out of the communicative functions. As mentioned above, the
second empirical model is very close to the first in basic structure. The earlier
user’s model has “data gathering” for “contextualising/data gathering”, and “idea
organisation/structuring” for “reader accommodation”, but the omissions are
catered for in the advice given in both cases (e.g. “Consider purpose and
reader,” and “Reread and structure for reader.”) This means that the theoretical
model of communicative functions can be validated by its correspondences with
both empirical models of composing. The slight mismatch between the functions and the stages will be explained (below) in terms of “slippage” of part of the ideational function (i.e. data-gathering) to the contextualising stage, firstly, because of the exigencies of communicating by proxy, and, secondly, because of the opportunities offered - and social demand - for crafting when communicating in written mode.

For the rest, the correspondences between the communicative functions and the stages of composing are clear. Stage 2 of composing is clearly linked to the ideational function in that the focus is on idea generation, and in Stage 3 the focus is clearly on accommodating the reader by taking place in an “enabling” dialogue by proxy, which makes it the most “interactive” stage of writing (although inner dialogues operate at all stages of composing). It is a familiar concept in Linguistics that a focus on orthographic correctness (or precision of speech) is a social, and not semantic, preoccupation (Palmer 1971), which led to the categorising of Stage 4 - Minor Editing and polishing - as fulfilling a social function. The preoccupation of student writers with genre and discourse conventions in Stage 4 of composing, as revealed in the video protocols, confirms this, as well as Halliday’s identification of the “textual” function of language with discourse (i.e. social aspects of language use, in Kern & Warschauer 2000:5). Finally, while academic institutions tend to focus on formal evaluation in writing, the research into composing identifies this stage with “judging”, and not necessarily formal assessment, which means that Stage 5 is more properly involved with reflection on performance by self or others. The idea of monitoring performance by means of reflection is best known from Schön’s work (1983,1987), and is associated in language learning with Krashen’s Monitor Theory (1988), although Krashen has been criticised for representing monitoring as a reaction to error rather than as an integral part of language learning (as represented in Naiman et al 1987, and Rubin 1975).

In terms of close correspondences between theoretical and empirical models, then, Franck’s first prerequisite for validation has been met. There are, however, some discrepancies in the correspondences noted above which need to be explained, such as why data-gathering, which has been identified as a
mechanism for generating ideas (Shaughnessy 1977:245) has been absorbed back into the contextual area in composing to such an extent that it dominates the Prewriting phase (particularly so in actual instances of academic composing, as will be shown in data contained in the next chapter). This discrepancy will be dealt with presently, as it relates to input impacting on the system of functions, and is thought to explain the eventual forms the different communication modes take. It also remains to show why the communicative functions have become adapted so that their communicative force has become masked in written mode.

7.9 COMPOSING AS A SPECIAL CASE OF COMMUNICATION

Composing at first appeared to be a special case of communication, where, as I mentioned previously, the functions are partly masked because of the distanced nature of the interaction, which causes it to be an interaction-by-proxy only (with its reciprocal interaction-by-proxy in reading). Paradoxically, because the execution of the functions becomes stretched out in a series of distinct (yet recursive) phases, the functions, though masked, are delineated more clearly than in, for example, a face-to-face conversation, and thus more easily identified. But why is composing contorted into an etiolated shape in the first place? Tackling anomalies and inconsistencies head-on is the best way to uncover the true regularities in a system. Moreover, if the supposedly “special case” of composing is viewed as the result of specific input into the system of communicative functions rather than as an exception to the rule, an interesting hypothesis emerges about the formation of the various modes and genres. It also means that the typical features of composing - the complex series of recursive stages, and the tendency for the finished product to be crafted - can now be explained with reference to certain variables which impact on the system of communicative functions. But this requires a consideration of the effects of distancing on the communicative functions.

7.9.1 The effects of distancing on the communicative functions

Considering the effects of distancing on the communicative functions resolves the issue of why data collection - more properly a mechanism effecting the
generation of ideas - is represented in the composing models as part of a dual function (contextualising/data-collection) and at an earlier stage (i.e. Prewriting). Rather than invalidating the theoretical model, this problem led to a consideration of the variables introduced into the system by the effects of distancing on communication, and to an example of how the theoretical model can be used to explain the form the various communication modes assume by considering variable input (i.e. contingent determinants) into the system. It became quite clear from the data in the 1993 project and later that setting writing in its social context, particularly in terms of academic requirements, is crucial. In fact, the context could be seen to drive the whole process from start to finish in much the same way that reflexivity regulates it by hindsight. The fact that undergraduate assignments are on the whole not properly contextualised is thought to be the main reason why many of the resulting texts are so insipid, and not necessarily only the deficiencies (arguably, real) of beginner writers. The advice, “Consider purpose and reader” clearly relates to contextualising one’s composing, yet data-gathering, too, is an essential part of prewriting activities. The issue which had to be dealt with early on in the modelling process was: should yet another stage intervene between Prewriting and Draft writing, or should data-gathering be conflated with the latter stage? I did not think so. What appears to have happened in the composing mechanism is a kind of slippage, or leakage, connected with the ideational function. The causal factors operating here appear to relate to the issue of distancing in communication, and not synchronicity vs. asynchronicity per se. The latter terms, rather than being helpful in categorising speech and writing, are, in the light of the theoretical model, thought to set in place a misleading dichotomy between speech and writing (see Tannen 1984:21). Speech can be distanced and/or asynchronous, and writing can be immediate and synchronous - or distanced and synchronous, none of these instances being a “special case”. The effects of the degree of distancing as illustrated in Table 7.1 (an estimated projection) show that asynchronicity leads to massive coding of communicative functions in the text (predominantly in verbal form) but does not tell the whole story. Moreover, when one tries to include other modes, such as graphic, in the equation, the variables become too complicated to represent in tabular form.
Types of distancing occurring in communication

An application of the system of functions to various instances of communication such as those just mentioned suggests that it is the degree and type of separation which is involved which affects the operation of the functions rather than mere synchronicity or asynchronicity. This may account for the anomalies caused by very formal speech or very casual writing, which cannot be fitted into stock generalisations about orality and literacy and contribute to the difficulty of establishing an oral/literate continuum (cf. Tannen 1982, 1984). Three - at least - types of distancing appear to have impact on the way in which the communicative functions are carried out: temporal, spatial and valence distancing. The term “valence” is used in theories of motivation (in Vroom’s expectancy model, in Fielding 1993:39-40) to signify the expected value of work
outcomes, and the extent to which they are attractive or unattractive. It is used here for the value-loading of communicative outcomes, for example, on religious or formal occasions, or situations which are considered crucial turning points in life, such as marriage proposals or job interviews. This is because, where much hangs on the success of a communicative interaction, people tend to rehearse - which involves repeated interactions-by-proxy in advance of the “actual” interaction and - sometimes obsessive - mental re-plays of the interactions afterwards, with, “I should I have said this when he said...” and, “If only I’d thought of...” The tendency to interaction-by-proxy is not then a typical feature of written communication alone, but a common effect of distancing in communication across the spectrum (the point is that most writing involves only interaction by proxy.)

Figure 7.6 shows a model illustrating the effects of distancing on communicative functions, which was formulated after attempts to represent the same phenomenon in tabular form (as in Table 7.1) proved to be unmanageable in showing the variables (a computer simulation might be a feasible option, though). The following values apply:

F: communicative functions (i.e. contextual, ideational, interactive, social, reflexive)

t: temporal distancing

s: spatial distancing

v: distance created by valence, that is, the social value given to communication

e: the extent to which the communicative functions become encoded in the text

---

Figure 7.6 Model illustrating effects of distancing on the communicative functions
In synchronous immediate (i.e. face-to-face) communication, a large proportion of the communicative functions are carried out by being implicit in the situation or directly negotiated by participants (see table 7.1 for an estimate of the proportions). With distancing, the communicative functions tend to become progressively more encoded in the text (represented by $1^\ldots n$ in each case). This can be seen to happen regardless of mode: for example, in temporal distancing both a written note and a recorded phone message need to have the functions encoded verbally, depending on how much time will have elapsed before decoding. With spatial distancing, even when participants can see each other on a screen, more of the functions have to be encoded in the text - when voice alone is used, even more coding in the text is necessary, although paralinguistic features such as volume, timbre, tone, pitch and pause still have immediate force.

In academic writing, temporal, spatial and valence distancing operate simultaneously, which means that student writers are under great pressure, exacerbated by the fact that the majority of students are not even aware of the need to encode the interaction in the text, merely the need to identify and record the “right answers”. Encoding the functions in the text requires some degree of interaction-by-proxy, which is why many people do not leave a recorded message on the answer-phone the first time around, because they need time to rehearse the - now temporally as well as spatially - distanced message. But there is a significant effect which comes into play with temporally distanced messages, which has impact on the form which composing ultimately takes. While interaction-by-proxy is a perfectly normal phenomenon before (and after) face-to-face conversations, or formal speeches, or interactions where the outcome is of crucial importance, there is usually a stage at which actual interaction occurs, barring mishaps.

However, temporal distancing causes the whole interaction to become split sequentially into two interactions by proxy only (for the most part: there are exceptions, such as when I have occasionally jotted down on a portable
whiteboard utterances my hard-of-hearing mother could not pick up from my speech.) This requires the capturing of the interaction on some form of material template which allows display. While the long-term memory of a human messenger could in fact be seen as the first “template” for temporally-distanced verbal communication, written text eventually emerged as a more reliable and economical template - or rather, the two-dimensional surface provided by materials such as paper (clay, stone, papyrus, wax tablets and parchment were not all that handy and/or economical). Handwritten (or printed) texts are currently the most accessible, easily produced and cheap form of template universally available, given that people are literate to start with (electronic displays are fast overhauling printed text, and mobile phones are accessible to people who cannot afford computers, so the situation is dynamic rather than static, but a hard copy still has some advantages over a screen display.) Temporal distancing necessitates a split interaction by proxy: it also requires a permanent material means of recording. Because the interaction is split, the writer has to generate all of the ideational content of the message in advance, and to project mentally where and how the interaction will go in a proxy dialogue, recorded on an external template rather than held in memory as the “conversation” unfolds. It possibly could be held in memory (as inexperienced writers attempt to do) if the writer were at the same time not trying to encode all five of the communicative functions in the verbal text (as inexperienced writers are unaware of the need to do so, they often fail to communicate successfully in writing).

Encoding the message is consequently much more complicated in writing than in casual speech, and requires some serious crafting: besides, its now more-or-less permanent recording on a material template means that can be judged critically in its entirety, unlike intermittent bursts of conversation, the actual form of which usually does not attract too much attention, and is soon forgotten (unless recorded: TV interviews are regularly rehearsed in advance). Because the social aspect of communication is considered so important by interlocutors, however, people generally do not want to risk leaving a socially inappropriate message on permanent record. There are obvious exceptions: I corresponded for some time via email with a delightful academic who used the salutation “yo”
and typed in lower case throughout, but then he was obviously making the point that he was making a distinction between academic and interpersonal communication, which is in itself a social message. Crafting on a template with a spatial dimension (i.e. a two-dimensional template) allows much more scope, than, for example, crafting on a sequentially recorded medium (a messenger or tape recorder). This, in spite of the fact that writing is sequentially linear in space, reflecting the way speech is sequentially linear in time. With a two-dimensional template, text can be grouped, ordered and re-ordered spatially until the desired effect is achieved (see Condon & Cech on spatial use of the screen for turn-taking, 1999:20.) Temporal turn-taking is reflected in spatial groupings of text on a page, which is why the interactive function of communication is achieved mainly (but not solely) by structuring and ordering in Stage 3. This is why use of a word processor facilitates major editing to the extent that it transforms composing by facilitating the carrying out of the interactive function (as well as the social function, in terms of correctness) - it also means that ideas can be generated fast in any order, and re-ordered with minimum physical effort later.

**7.10 EFFECTS OF CRAFTING ON COMMUNICATION IN WRITTEN MODE**

Researchers into composing, notably Lindfors (1986), have commented on the crafting aspect of composing, and it is very likely that in the earlier historical stages of orthography, the physical act of writing became strongly associated with the process of crafting artefacts because of the strong graphic element in early scripts (*vide* the historical development of the letters of the alphabet from pictograms). Hand crafting of artefacts can be seen to follow a series of stages which show resonances with the stages of composing:

- The need (including aesthetic) is perceived for an artefact. This is related to the *contextual* function, and material is gathered for the artefact’s construction (corresponding with *data gathering* in composing).

- The artefact is produced/crafted and, in the process, the concept or idea underpinning it is made manifest. This is related to the *ideational* function
in composing: production of artefact - transforming a concept into concrete form - corresponds with generation of ideas (into concrete form, as written text) from subconscious memory.

- During the production process, the artefact is rough-shaped/structured to fit its purpose. (Shaping corresponds with *structuring* in composing, but whereas the artefact shaping is functional in terms of practical use (and/or aesthetics), structuring in composing performs an *interactive* function).

- The artefact is polished and finished. As in composing, this performs a *social* function.

- The final effect is appraised by the crafter and others. This performs a *reflexive* function.

There will be variations according the materials used, and sometimes the material itself - a curiously shaped tusk, a weathered piece of driftwood - will spark off the concept and create the need, so that the first two stages blend, which is why “Material gathering” in crafting is included in the contextual stage. Moreover, if no suitable materials are available (a contextual contingent factor), no artefact can be planned.

The significance for writing is as follows. Firstly, the stages of crafting can be seen to be informed by very similar system of functions to that which underpins writing. However, obtaining materials in crafting relates to *practical use*, and obtaining data for composing relates to a *communicative need*, and the interactive function is replaced by the practical need to block out, shape or give broad structure to an artefact before final polishing: that is the functional - and/or aesthetic - need for form and structure. In composing, the interactive function has somehow become identified with the rough shaping or structuring of an artefact, and the interactive element is signalled by spatial sequencing and ordering on the two-dimensional template which lends itself to this strategy. In both crafting and writing, if the raw materials (ideational content, in the case of writing) are not available, the process cannot begin. This explains to some extent why data gathering - loosely corresponding with materials gathering - has
moved back one stage, into a stage underpinned by the contextual function. In speech this is not usually a problem, as the interactive process itself - perhaps even the interactive potential, following Bhaskar’s concept of causality - has the power to generate ideas. It is temporal distancing, and the consequent need to craft the interaction in advance, which moves data gathering back one step into the contextual area and produces the staggered, recursive performance of the functions in writing: writers cannot (easily) craft and polish ideas which are not made manifest as text, ideas cannot (easily) be generated until the audience and purpose have been carefully considered in advance. Because the onus is on the writer to generate the ideational context of the message in advance, this means that some research may need to be done by the writer as to what ideas might arise in the context of the (proxy) interaction. While idea generation is the least socially- and most cognitively-directed process of all in composing, the fact that the intended audience in an actual context will not be there to regulate the social exigencies of the interaction means that the social context must be considered before the message is generated: it must be borne in mind, too, that social considerations regularly outweigh semantic ones in communication.

The focus in Stage 1 is strongly influenced by social input: on situating writing in its social context, and considering the social purpose of the message. Data gathering then becomes a feature of Stage 1, as data must be gathered with the social context strongly in mind to compensate for the absence of the respondent to regulate this in an actual (i.e. immediate) context. Hence the “slippage” of the data gathering to Stage 1. Writers, labouring away with social preoccupations, only get to have their say in Stage 2. There is another twist: the pre-empting of the interaction by gathering as much germane information as possible for the interaction in advance actually stimulates the generation of ideas, which are “spawned in data”, so that even in Stages 1 and 2, inner dialogues - generative interactions by proxy - are acting as mechanisms to compensate for the absence of an interlocutor (as suggested by Figure 5.4, the “Reader roles” diagram in Chapter Four). The “vortex” between Stages 2 and 3, which is thought to be a powerful mechanism for generating ideas, signals a compensatory strategy for the “other” who is not there to contribute. But because the writer is in complete control of idea generation - even though this is
bounded by social considerations - writing becomes individual and creative in ways which are not possible in a spoken conversation, which, in spite of the fact that it is considered more flexible, can actually be seen to curb the imagination. It is like the difference between a trapeze act and solo flight in a glider. Paradoxically it is the need to gather data in advance - a tedious reader consideration - which ultimately sets the imagination free to soar.

To sum up: temporal distancing of verbal communication causes the whole interaction to become split sequentially into two interactions by proxy, this requires capturing of the interaction in some form of template, a two-dimensional surface for recording verbal script is the most accessible form of template cheaply available, and the spatial dimensions of the recording template offers a potential for crafting hitherto not available. The complexity of encoding all five communicative functions, as well as the fact that the text-on-template assumes the nature of a social artefact, now demands considerably more attention, so that composing actually takes on the aspect of crafting, which predates writing by thousands of years, and is carried out in stages because the concrete, material nature of hand-crafted artefacts requires such an approach. There are five stages in the models of composing because each of the five communicative functions corresponds roughly with a different stage of crafting. It must be stressed that both empirical models, while they are intended to reflect key aspects of the reality of composing, are simplifications - models - which focus on key aspects of composing for the sake of clear explication. The interactive function, for example, takes place throughout composing in the dialogues-by-proxy which occur at every stage (see Figure 5.4): however, the learner writer will find it helpful to focus on the spatial structuring which replaces the function of “turn taking” within a written utterance around Stage 3 of composing.

7.11 THE PROPERTY OF THE SYSTEM OF FUNCTIONS UNDERPINNING COMMUNICATION

I would now like to return to the issue of how written mode is the “property” (i.e. output) of the system of functions - the theoretical model - and how other
communicative modes can be accounted for. This relates to the issue of input into the system of functions, determining the form taken by output, that is, the property of the system (the phenomenon of communication in the modes itself.) The term “template” refers to an external, material template, but short-term and long-term memory could also be said to be “templates” enabling a conversation (as well as cue cards, in the case of a formal speech). Table 7.2 suggests that input in terms of the degree of distancing (if any), the code and the template could be seen as determining the resulting communication mode. Thus writing is the property of the system of functions which are necessary for communication to take place if the input to the system is temporal distancing, with the use of verbal script for code, recorded on a two-dimensional template. This is thought to be what gives composing its distinctive character, as the property of a system with this specific input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distancing</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Immediate)</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Verbal script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Immediate)</td>
<td>Body language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Graphic signs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If “medium” is added to the input variables, not only the communication modes, but the various genres operating within these modes become apparent. Inputs with regard to distancing, code, external template and medium could be seen to form a hierarchy, comprising the sequence of causal factors which determine the genre options available (see Table 7.3). Input into the system of functions are considered to be factors with contingent determination, as it is local circumstances - often beyond the interlocutors' control - which determine distancing, code and the necessity for a template. However, people who are geographically close to their intended audience may of course deliberately choose a certain mode (or genre) to introduce - artificially - an element of distancing: a classic example is the “Dear John” letter. In this case, intentional determination could be said to be operating, although contingent determination
might influence the actual medium (for example, a hard copy letter sent by the postal service when one does not possess email facilities).

Table 7.3 How input determines output in terms of genre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distancing</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Verbal script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal/spatial</td>
<td>Verbal script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Verbal script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal/valence</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal/valence</td>
<td>Spoken language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The kinds of ordering suggested here - and in the whole of this chapter - do not follow the ad hoc labelling imposed by arbitrary classification of surface-features, but an ordering following the socially - and physically - determined nature of communicative systems. Moreover, the ordering is informed by an architecture of functions which can be related to real-life functioning in more than one communicative mode, and which is perhaps a generalisable principle for not only communication but other fields. The effects of distancing, code, external template and medium in for example, different forms of electronic
communication should make it easier to distinguish between the effects caused by mode and medium in electronic distance education. A consideration as to how the effects of a two-dimensional monitor screen template differs from that of paper, and the reduction of temporal distancing in electronic communication could go some way to clarifying the issues Condon and Cech (1999) admitted that they were unable to clarify in their study, because they could not distinguish between the effects of the electronic medium and the mode involved (i.e. writing).

7.12 THE PICTURE OF COMPOSING EMERGING FROM THE MODELLING PROCESS

To sum up the picture of composing which has emerged so far:

*Composing is essentially a socially-embedded and socially-permeated process, the social element operating both intra- and extra-systemically in terms of internal and external factors. A distinction can now be made between the operation of a generalised social function in composing and social features which form input in specific instances of composing.*

*Composing is underpinned by a system of communicative functions, which, however, have become adapted in written mode in response to specific input (i.e. distancing and choice of recording template) into the communicative system. Variables occur in the form of the input into the system of functions, which is thought to determine the mode, and there are further variables which are thought to determine the eventual genres used.*

As a result of composing being a distanced interaction, adaptations can be seen to have occurred in the communicative functions when translated into composing. The main adaptations are as follows:

- the separation of the communicative functions into distinct phases,
- the absorption of part of the ideational phase into the contextual phase, and
- the modification of the generally-applicable communicative functions into the specialised composing processes noted by teachers and researchers.
The form taken by communication in written mode is a temporally distanced interaction by proxy mediated by verbal text and usually occurring in a complex series of stages. During these stages the crafting of the verbal text takes place, the degree of crafting being determined by the extent of temporal and (if any) valence distancing.

The distinctive shape composing takes is summarised in both empirical models, the one being more suitable for pedagogical uses, the other more suitable for analysis. Neither model is a literal interpretation of composing: each is an abstraction of key elements based on the systemic functioning of communication in written mode.

Some of the variables in composing occur in the form of the input into the composing system, as shown in the analytical empirical model. The empirical models also show the internal variation in composing, in that stages of composing are recursive, and in that these generate open-ended outcomes which are, however, interdependent. Each of the stages can be seen to involve both contingent and intentional causality, the former, in external influences, or influences generated by the output of a previous stage, the latter, in effecting the communicative functions.

The commonalties in composing which the empirical models identify are the stages themselves, and, underpinning these, the functions essential for successful communication in written mode. Although the pedagogical model offers learners specific advice, in the analytical model the means whereby the functions are fulfilled can be categorised only, as they are infinitely variable. It is the underlying functions which give the composing mechanism its formal structure, and not specific composing activities per se.

Both empirical models describe the stochastic algorithm involved in composing. The pedagogical model in itself constitutes a conceptual mechanism informing the social practice of composing: it could also be termed a “social algorithm” in
providing guidance for young people as to how to engage effectively in a social process.

7.13 RATIONALE FOR CURRENT APPROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF WRITTEN COMPOSITION

The theoretical model of communicative functions to some extent provides a rationale for current teaching approaches to written composition, if one considers that certain approaches focus more on some of the communicative functions at the expense of others. The ideational and interactive functions are emphasised in the process approach to written composition, the former by the so-called expressive and cognitive schools (see Reid 1993:4-8), and the latter by practitioners who emphasise interactive methods of responding to students’ texts, such as conferencing (Graves 1978, Zamel 1985): as well as emphasising that composing is part of an interaction, conferencing could also be seen as a mechanism for fulfilling (and modelling) the reflexive function. The contextual and social functions are the focus of genre-based approaches (Cope & Kalantzis 1993, Cazden et al 1996; Swales 1990), social constructionism (Bartholomae 1985, Bizzell 1992, Bruffee 1984, 1986, Coe 1986, 1987) and critical approaches (Berlin 1988, Clark 1992, Faigley 1996, Ivanic & Simpson 1992), although the last-named also include reflective studies where considerations of the writer’s voice are handled with individual student writers in retrospective, reflective fashion. The complex interplay of the extra- and intra-systemic functioning of the social element in composing also goes some way towards explaining the focus on situated practice of the New Literacy approach (Cazden et al 1996:85-86, Street 2003, Paltridge 2004). Cazden et al are, however, aware of the limitations of immersion in any given social practice, which can obscure the systemic aspects of literacy (Cazden et al 1996:85, see also Street 2003:3-4). It is regrettable that political and ideological schisms, as well as the current tendency (1) to focus exclusively on discourse and (2) to identify discourse primarily with text appear to have prevented a useful theoretical synthesis of the various aspects of writing focused on in the approaches mentioned.
7.14 CONCLUSION

The second cycle of modelling started off with reflection on the mass of data collected from the video protocols over a nine-year period, which led to the intuition that “aspects of communication” underpinned the first empirical model, accounting for its effectiveness (particularly in diagnosis) as a pedagogical tool. Reconstructing the formulation of the first empirical model using Franck’s modelling process, and continuing with a second cycle of modelling led to the realisation that the “aspects of communication” were in fact a system of communicative functions, that is a theoretical model. This led to a consideration of how the communicative functions might have become adapted in written mode. Finally, a refined empirical model was formulated, which was applied in a further set of video protocols (described in the next chapter) for final validation of the models. In seeking to find the rationale for a practical pedagogical model of composing, far more ground has been covered and more insights (into both composing and communication) have been revealed than were intended at the outset of this study, which could have taken the routine Educational Technology stance of refining an artefact by trying it out in successive instances after interim modification (this is not to say however, that this process will not be followed in testing out the Writing Tutor Program). Yet the modelling process has been productive in explaining more than that which it set out to explain (see Judd 2003:29). After the conclusions drawn from the last set of video protocols have been discussed in Chapter Eight, the rest of this account will be devoted to the production of the Writing Tutor program and initial learner response to it.
CHAPTER EIGHT: THE EXPLANATORY FORCE OF THE 2\textsuperscript{nd} EMPIRICAL MODEL

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The formulation of a theoretical model of communicative functions, as well as a consideration of the effects of distancing on communication, went some way towards explaining why composing manifests in five consecutive stages, as shown in the first empirical model. However, while evidence supporting the existence of these stages could be found in 35 instances of real life student composing (as well as in literature), the testing out of the first empirical model against real-life composing revealed anomalies and problematic issues (see p308). In particular, it could not account for the fact that the graph profiles of some of the underachieving students resembled the graph profiles of successful students, nor could it accommodate contingent factors which clearly impacted on composing (in particular, paradigmatic congruency (or otherwise) with their assessor’s criteria). To address these issues, a second more analytical empirical model was formulated which included an input option feeding into the composing system.

The second empirical model was used to analyse student composing in 13 further video protocol analyses. The revised model provided a far more cogent explanation of actual instances of student composing, without the anomalies or exceptions resulting from analysis with the first empirical model. In particular, it explained how internal variation within the composing system could be triggered by external contingent factors, as well as by the results of internal processing. Most importantly, the model helped to explain the degree of success (i.e. in terms of scores given by an independent assessor) achieved by each student writer, and made it possible to diagnose areas for learner development with specific reference to the observed composing procedure of that learner. According to Franck's terms of reference, this constitutes validation of the second empirical model in terms of the purpose of the modelling, which was to inform composing software which would offer students insight into their
composing performance and specific areas for development. Admittedly, it is validated only in the sense that 13 instances of composing were analysed, but then it also makes sense of hitherto unexplained factors in the previous 41 instances.

8.2 THE MEANING OF “VALIDATION” IN THIS STUDY

It was mentioned earlier (p74) that there is no one method of validating human performance models, that different types of models require very different validation techniques, and that the validity of a model needs to be assessed in terms of its purpose. It is important to emphasise that it is not the position of this study that the theoretical model can be validated in the Humean empiricist sense of its being able to generate law-like empirical regularities (Franck 2002:297, see also 232-234). While close studies were made of 54 students composing in video protocol analyses over a period of 20 years, the empirical models produced in this research were not tested out statistically in large data samples in an attempt to show them to be reliably predictive. This is because the outcomes of open-ended social processes cannot be “reliably predicted”. Franck (2002), citing Bunge’s inventory of determinations, points out that not all determination is causal, and Bunge (in Franck 2002:234) lists “interaction” as a form of determination as distinct from causal. It would be inadvisable then, to ascribe a contingent type of causality to an interactive process, or to claim that reliable predictions could be made on the outcome (prognosis is possible in a diagnostic sense, but not in a causal-predictive sense). There are, of course, causal elements in an interactive process in the form of contingent factors impacting on the process, and intentional determination (i.e. causality) in the fact that human beings are carrying out the process. Even so, one cannot predict exactly how causal factors will impinge any more than one can predict exactly how human beings will react in any given situation.

The focus in this study is rather on identifying the general nature of the constants and variables which give rise to the infinitely varied outcomes of an interactive social process, thereby explaining the outcomes and giving participants the option of having more control over that social process.
Empirical models are validated according to the principles set forth by Franck (2002), in terms of their explanatory force, in this case, the power of both empirical models to explain instances of real life composing. This speaks directly to their proposed pedagogical use in informing educational composition software. The emphasis, then, is on the diagnostic value of the empirical models and the software based on them, and the practical guidance which they offer to learners. To sum up: the empirical models should be evaluated only in terms of their intended practical application (not that their use - or validity - is necessarily limited to this). The frame of reference, then, is the models' suitability for informing courseware: the fact that the modelling process appears to have revealed far more about communication in general and writing in particular than was initially envisaged does not require a demonstration of the models' applicability to all facets of communication, or even all facets of written communication. The theoretical model, according to Franck (2002:295), is confirmed by its correspondence with the empirical model, and this correspondence has already been shown in Chapter 7. What remains is to show the explanatory power of the second, more analytical empirical model which was formulated to resolve some of the anomalies left unexplained by the first (i.e. pedagogical) empirical model of composing.

Before doing so, I need to add that, while one cannot reliably predict the outcome of open-ended social processes, generalisations can be made about the likelihood of certain outcomes in certain cases. For example, if the five communicative functions are viewed as the prerequisites for communication in written mode, the omission to carry out one or more of the functions (effectively, that is) will suggest - strongly - that composing will not be completely successful (or will fail) in that instance. Furthermore, if earlier stages of composing are seen as necessary precursors to subsequent stages, omitting or dealing perfunctorily with earlier stages will suggest either that recursion to an earlier stage will be necessary to repair the omission, or that, once more, the outcome will not be entirely - if at all - successful. There is no guarantee, however, that dealing with all composing functions in any given order will in fact result in success. This is because there are too many variables impacting on the process in the form of contingent factors for prediction of success to be an
option. The composing mechanism, as has been suggested in various advance publications, is in the nature of a social algorithm with stochastic probability (Pratt 2005a). It is the contention of this study that making learners aware of the algorithm will give them more control over the social process involved (cf. Judd 2003:51). While this can be done in various ways, including modelling by the example of the instructor (Pfingstag 1984), the option proposed in this study is to develop composition software which will model the process.

8.3 ISSUES EXPLORED IN THE VIDEO PROTOCOLS

The property of the system, as explained previously, is the actual phenomenon of composing itself, or communication in written mode. The test of the empirical model is what relation, if any, it bears to real-life instances of composing and, most importantly, what insights viewing composing in this way might offer teachers and learners. It has already been demonstrated in some detail with reference to the literature on composing and data from earlier research projects that the complex recursive process involved in composing can be partly explained in terms of the stages described in the earlier empirical model (i.e. the user’s model). The systemic nature of composing is further explored in this chapter with reference to the data gathered in 2005, namely the video protocols of 13 first year Town and Regional Planning students composing a revision assignment. In Chapter Seven I commented that the round of video protocol analyses described here was carried out “in order to demonstrate the operation of some of the factors which give rise to the infinite variations apparent in composing, as shown in the second empirical model”. Clarifying the interaction of intra- and extra-systemic factors in composing was seen as a possible way to explain individual variations in composing. It was also mentioned earlier (in Chapter Four) that models can have “a prognostic quality regarding possible outcomes of a particular phenomenon” (Judd 2003:54, my emphasis). It was hoped that the explanation provided by the model might further assist in diagnosing problems experienced by the various writers, and suggest ways in which these could be pre-empted and avoided or solved.

While it was hoped that the second empirical would provide more insights in
explaining composing behaviour in general, there were specific issues relating to the new model which were germane to the new round of video protocols. These issues hinged around the two main developments in the model, the inclusion of contingent factors as input into the composing system, and the notion that the carrying out of each stage might not just pre-empt but actually affect the carrying out of subsequent stages. Thus the specific issues to be explored in the model (see Figure 8.1) were:

**SOME SPECIFIC ISSUES RELATING TO THE MODEL:**

The possible effect contingent factors can be seen to have on the composing system.

How the carrying out of one stage might impact on another stage.

Whether either of the above might be seen to:

- explain the “shape” composing takes in specific instances;
- contribute to blocks in composing; and/or
- prompt recursion.

![Figure 8.1 Issues explored in the video protocols](image)

- the possible effect(s) contingent factors could be seen to have on the composing system; and
- how the carrying out of one stage might affect that of a later stage.

It was hoped that exploring these issues might show how either of the above phenomena might:

- explain the “shape” composing takes in specific instances;
- contribute to blocks in composing; and/or
• prompt recursion.

It is, then, the impact of extra-systemic factors on the composing system and the operation of elements within the system which is the focus of this chapter.

8.4 INTERPRETING COMPOSING USING THE MODEL

The real test of the empirical model is not just whether it can be applied to actual composing, but whether it makes better sense of it in helping to clarify the complex processes taking place when writers engage in written communication. It must be emphasized that the whole process of drawing up a writing profile, whether in graph or narrative form, is interpretative, and not measurable in quantifiable terms, although linked to measurable data, namely, recorded activities per minute of composing. The researcher attempts to arrive at the most accurate interpretation of events, guided by the models and the data available. He or she may in fact not always be sure of the best interpretation, and may consider more than one explanation as the possible emergent “truth”. The reader must decide not whether the end result is “correct”, but whether it is supported by the evidence of the data as matched against the postulated models. Finally, the issue is not so much one of: “Do events match the model?” but of: “Does the model make sense of events?” The more it does so, the better the fit. What the model is doing then, is making better sense of events by revealing the complex system of forces underpinning events. Models of this kind assist the investigator to see things which were not clear before, as the models reveal events more clearly by giving insight into the mechanisms driving them. There is then the potential for the researcher’s experience of reality to be transformed from a surface view of events - in Bhaskar’s Domain of actual - to an in-depth view which approximates more closely the Domain of real (see Table 8.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Domain of real</th>
<th>Domain of actual</th>
<th>Domain of empirical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>composing algorithm</td>
<td>instances of composing</td>
<td>instances of composing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences</td>
<td>concept of composing</td>
<td>concept of composing</td>
<td>concept of composing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1 The model as represented in Bhaskar’s three domains (1978:56)
It must be stressed that there is not necessarily a one-on-one relation between writer activities and composing processes, although certain activities have come to be recognized as markers or indicators (e.g. drawing usually signals some form of creativity). A student ostensibly writing in ballpoint on foolscap may be doing any of the following:

- taking notes (Stage 1)
- generating new ideas (Stage 2)
- structuring for the reader (Stage 3)
- preparing the piece of writing for final submission (Stage 4)
- reflecting (i.e. by jotting down thoughts) on progress (Stage 5).

Moreover, in the case of Stage 4 activity the graph profile would represent this activity as “Editing”, as the social function includes preparing texts for submission. In the case of the composing sessions, this involves writing out ideas neatly in orthographically correct sentences and paragraphs (and heading this with what one of my student volunteers called the “normal, formal things”). The prior identification of the underlying social function should, however, help to clarify that actual editing is not the only form of rendering text socially acceptable.

### 8.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM THE VIDEO PROTOCOLS

The data from the 2005 video protocols were analysed according to the following subsections:

- A summary of the student’s composing procedure.
- The student’s results (as assessed by his/her lecturer.)
- The model as applied to real life instances of composing (i.e. in this case)
- Systemic issues revealed by the model
- Extra-systemic issues revealed by the model
- Diagnostic and developmental use of the model
Table 8.2 gives an excerpt from a series of frames taken from a digital video recording and matched with transcripts from the subsequent video reconstruction. Composing profile graphs were constructed from the videotape texts, the interview transcripts and the various text drafts produced by the student writers to provide a graphic representation of the writer’s focus, throughout composing, on the composing functions contained in the empirical model (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4). It must be emphasised, however, that, while favourable contingent circumstances together with good systemic control on the part of the writer generally (but not always) resulted in a stepped, recursive graph profile, the shape of the graph per se is not an indicator of success at written communication. The graph profile merely indicates on what stage(s) of composing a writer focused at any given time during composing: it does not indicate whether the function of that stage was performed successfully (if at all). The graphs do, however, help to indicate when a writer was attempting to carry out too many stages at once, or when there was interference of one stage with another. They also indicate when important stages were left out, or when the writer focused on social correctness (or structuring) too early on in the composing process (the latter often resulting in a block to idea generation). Finally, they are of key importance in alerting the researcher to extra- and intra-systemic variation in specific instances of composing: these can then be followed up with reference to the interview texts, the video texts, the hard print texts, and the assessment figures (both the assessor and the students could also be called in for further clarification).

The purpose of this study is not to suggest that there might be an ideal “good writing profile”, but to show how the revised empirical model explains variations in composing in ways which the original user’s model did not. It is the “explanatory force” of the model which is the focus of this chapter. As even the summaries of the analysis of the 2005 video protocols came to over 80 pages, they were placed in an Appendix (Appendix C). This chapter contains the main conclusions only of that analysis.
### Table 8.2 Excerpt illustrating reconstruction of composing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIDEO FRAMES</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>TAPED DISCUSSION/COMMENTARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image 118x297 to 260x719]</td>
<td>(MIND MAP CONTD.)</td>
<td>And, as you said, at the end you add your own bits as well. They might be something you’ve remembered - they didn’t come directly from the note - or something you did in class? Here we go. [The videotape is fast forwarded.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[9:17:31]</td>
<td>You see how it [i.e. playback] helps recall? Now – you’re reading your class note?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[9:17:41]</td>
<td>Yes. That one with all the writing on it? No, that was my additional information that’s in at the bottom. Ok. Now you’ve turned your class note over, you’re still reading it, at 9:18:03. I don’t think there was anything on that page. See, I just looked from the top to the bottom – you can see? And then I just put it away. Uuh. [The videotape plays on.] There we go. So that’s it: the next note which I’m looking for. So you’re processing your notes? Ja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:18:22</td>
<td>[9:18:22] He takes a blank rough page and puts it over the topic page so that the topic just shows under the top edge. So now I take another scrap page, and then … All right, so, 9:18:25. There’s this one [indicates the rough draft page] here… right …just on Restitution it starts off. Now, tell me what you’re actually doing on these pages. This is my draft copy, so it was, like, serious points: these are just the headings for the – for this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[9:18:22]</td>
<td>JOTS DOWN ROUGH POINTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.6 THE EXPLANATORY FORCE OF THE EMPIRICAL MODEL

In this section conclusions will be drawn about the enhancements offered by the second empirical model in terms of explaining the variations found in the individual composing of the students involved in the 2005 video protocol analyses. Figure 8.2 illustrates these enhancements graphically by showing how the later empirical model represents both extra- and intra-systemic influences in composing. It must be stressed that extra-systemic factors are so intertwined with the systemic operation in actual instances of composing that it
is a highly complex task to extricate them in analysis, and extremely difficult to
discuss them separately. In spite of this, it can be shown that the second
empirical model goes some way towards clarifying why knowledge of (and
ability to fulfil) academic requirements and expertise at exploiting the composing
system are both important for success in academic writing. Most importantly, it
offers insights into how extra- and intra-systemic factors can work together - or
against - each other in actual composing practice.

As I suggested at the outset, I shall attempt to draw together some examples
which show how the model accounts for the effect of extra-systemic influences
on composing (i.e. the possible effect contingent factors could be seen to have
on the composing system). I shall also give some examples showing how the
model accounts for intra-systemic variation in composing (i.e. how the carrying
out of one stage might affect that of a later stage). Examples will also be given,
which, it is hoped, will show how either of the above phenomena might explain
the “shape” composing takes in specific instances, contribute to blocks in
composing, and/or prompt recursion. Both extra- and intra-systemic factors will be explained in terms of their impact on performance, as assessed by the formal evaluation of their scripts by an independent assessor. But before doing so, I shall look at the general configuration of the second empirical model, which is also confirmed by the latest data, and suggest what problems are solved by the enhancements to this model.

8.6.1 The general configuration of the model confirmed

The 38 previous video protocol analyses had already confirmed the basic premises underpinning the second empirical model as reflected in the literature on composing. There is thus already sufficient evidence from the literature and actual instances of composing to support the position that composing comprises a series of complex recursive stages, that both creative and logical faculties are involved, that best composing practice involves focusing on one stage at a time, that revision and editing are best left until later on in the process, and that judging the overall effect is best done at the end (although monitoring of progress can - and does - take place throughout composing). The data gathered up until 2000 support the contention that there is a match between the model and real life instances of composing as experienced by participants. The 2005 data as shown in the 13 writing profile graphs confirm this view: there is evidence of all five stages in the composing behaviour of all of the student writers (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4). Not all writers necessarily managed (or, perhaps, needed) to effect a complete cycle of redrafting in the time available (the latter, of course being an input factor affecting the composing system). The writing profile graphs suggest that the most successful writers (as judged independently of the researcher) followed the stepped, recursive graph indicative of felicity conditions impacting on the stages represented in the second empirical (i.e. analytical) model. Two writers (i.e. Busiswa and Mthobisi) provided evidence of the inner dialogues thought to facilitate composing by declaiming or reading their essays out aloud (“judging” - or Stage 5 – dialogues, in this case). One writer (Zafika) was observed using self-talk to resolve a block: “I always do that - talk - when I’m stuck” (a Stage 2 dialogue in this case, as the block in question interfered with idea generation).
While the top scorers tended to follow the stepped, recursive pattern (see column 1 in Figure 7.5) which appears to be the result of optimum conditions impacting on the composing system, the data indicated that more than a profile indicating felicity conditions is needed to account for performance. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 may help to illustrate this. While they show that, of the nine students who obtained above average to excellent scores (i.e. 60% and over), only two profiles (Earl, Rochelle) are notably divergent from the pattern indicating felicity conditions, they also show that, of the four less successful students (50% and under), one (Thandeka) has a profile - supposedly - indicating felicity conditions. Moreover, the least successful student (Nelisiwe) has a graph profile which is very similar to that of the second highest scorer (Earl). This can be explained by the fact that the profile graphs merely show when a writer was focusing on a specific stage, not whether the function of this stage was performed successfully or not. It must also be remembered that the amount of time spent on a given stage can give a misleading picture, as some functions (e.g. integration of subject content) may have occurred before composing commenced, and that speed can be attributed as much to skimping as to expertise. This is why a profile based on the interviews, texts produced and the assessor comments is needed when analysing composing, in order to establish what was actually accomplished at each stage, and in particular, how extra-systemic factors could be seen to have impacted on the composing system. It needs to be established whether composing is geared towards achieving the desired outcome, and in fact whether it is successful in doing so, as judged by the intended audience (e.g. the teacher, the examiner, the publisher, the public). It is not surprising, then, that dominant approaches to the teaching of academic writing focus almost exclusively on academic requirements with scant regard for systemic issues. This study suggests that, as with all forms of communication, while local contextual issues may materially affect the outcome, it is the core systemic functions which play a critical part in satisfying the demands and/or overcoming the constraints of any given context.
Figure 8.3 Composite 1 of composing graph profiles
Figure 8.4 Composite 2 of composing graph profiles
8.6.2 Previous exceptions accommodated by the new model

The second empirical model can account for the exceptions arising from the data gathered prior to this study, in that some students who were clearly creative - or at least competent - in their composing approach did not achieve an entirely felicitous result, even though they could be observed to have followed the pattern suggested in the first model (the user’s model). Conversely, some of the students who were successful did not seem to be following this pattern. The problem with using the first empirical model for analysis was that exceptions had to be dealt with on an ad hoc basis, and situations such as examination composing (where felicity conditions are invariably compromised) had to be excluded. The formulation of the second empirical model meant that not just the exceptions, but also a wide variety of idiosyncratic composing behaviours could now be accommodated within the model. This was because of the addition of the input option which indicated how extra-systemic factors might impact on the composing system (see Figure 8.2). The theoretical model of composing (i.e. the system of communicative functions) could then be confirmed more strongly, because what had previously constituted exceptions could now be largely accounted for in terms of input affecting the operation of the system. Even the situational constraints of having to write an essay in the lecturer’s office with video cameras recording the session could now be accommodated within the category of “contingent factors”, with any noticeable effects on the composing system included in the analysis.

8.6.3 The influence of extra-systemic factors on composing

Table 8.3 shows some of the extra-systemic factors which could be expected to impact on the composing of all student writers, but not necessarily in the same way or to the same extent. The personalities of the participants, even their mood and state of mind at the time, were also significant factors, but it must be borne in mind that participants volunteered for a composing project, not psychoanalysis, so that any personal factors influencing composing needed to be treated sensitively. This applies, too, to the lecturer who gave up her time to assist with formulating a suitable topic and assessing the assignment. The
extra-systemic elements provided in this respect were therefore treated as
givens, and not analysed or critiqued except inasmuch as the researcher
contributed (i.e. by not providing assessment criteria or not properly
contextualising the composing task: these shortcomings, although fairly typical
of academic essays on the whole, must be attributed entirely to the researcher,
and not the academic staff or Department concerned).

Table 8.3 Extra-systemic factors common to all composing sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTRA-SYSTEMIC FACTORS COMMON TO ALL SESSIONS</th>
<th>ANTICIPATED EFFECTS ON THE COMPOSING SYSTEM</th>
<th>STAGES MOST LIKELY TO BE AFFECTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The setting of composing session in the context of a Land Reform revision assignment in the 1st year of the Town &amp; Regional Planning diploma</td>
<td>Less time needed for students to orient themselves to the situation or to gather materials (Students were informed about the general topic and told to bring materials.)</td>
<td>Stage 1: Contextualising and Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A Town &amp; Regional Planning Control Test written during the project</td>
<td>Less time spent on topic analysis. Less time spent looking for data (possibly more reliance on memory as a data source)</td>
<td>Stage 1: Contextualising and Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The politically and emotionally fraught nature of the subject matter (i.e. Land Reform)</td>
<td>Content and tone inappropriate to the required academic genre dependent on participant’s background and experience</td>
<td>Stage 2: Idea generation, and Stage 4: Editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The “three mechanisms” involved in the South African Government Land Reform programme</td>
<td>Stilted structuring of essay content based on the three mechanisms, more time spent on “knowledge-telling” than argument.</td>
<td>Stage 3: Reader accommodation, Stage 2: Idea generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Time and length constraints</td>
<td>Less recursion and fewer drafts overall, less time spent on assessing progress</td>
<td>The composing system itself, and Stage 4: Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The composing venue (i.e. the researcher’s office) and use of video cameras to record composing</td>
<td>Additional constraints or inhibiting effects depending on individual response.</td>
<td>Potentially all stages or the system as a whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Composing in the context of a Land Reform revision assignment

The composing profiles reveal that the student writers did not necessarily react
in the same way to the same contingent factors contextualising the assignment.
With reference to the setting of the composing session in the context of a Land
Reform revision assignment, Akhona and Ebrahim spent very little time
orienting themselves to the composing task, although Ebrahim did come back
later to study the new notes (the Government handout). It must be emphasised
that the brief time spent did not necessarily imply successful completion of the contextualising function, as Ebrahim did not address the issue of academic requirements early on, but chose to interpret the topic as inviting a personal response (misled by another contingent factor, an earlier assignment which had required a personal response).

b. The Town & Regional Planning Control Test
In Akhona’s case, the proximity of the Control Test on Land Reform meant that she had excellent control of her essay subject matter and did not spend much time accessing new material. Earl, on the other hand, although he had written the test that morning, spent some time looking for specific points to support his answer. Busiswa had learned only key points for the test, and had to make much more use of her notes during the composing session (the first time she had really studied them, according to her). Ebrahim did not spend much time scanning his notes, but he did process them thoroughly and efficiently, and went back later to review the “new notes” (i.e. the government handout). Of the rest, Thandeka alone did not spend too much time reviewing her notes: all of the others tended to refer back to their notes well into the later stages of composing (Thandeka scored only 3/12 for content, however, suggesting that she perhaps should have taken more time to review her notes). It appears from the above that individual response to the composing task in hand was a more significant contingent factor than the occurrence of the Control Test per se.

c. The politically and emotionally fraught nature of the subject matter
The politically and emotionally fraught nature of the subject matter (i.e. Land Reform in South Africa) was handled with restraint on the whole, but both Ebrahim and Thula responded with a content and style which was inappropriate in terms of academic requirements. In Ebrahim’s case, his profile graph (see Figure 8.3) suggests a good control of the composing system (apart from the block). This is an example of how input into the system in the form of a strong emotional response to the subject matter can work against apparent composing expertise. Reshan’s language bordered on the emotive at times, but he edited his text later. It must also be borne in mind that, while the subject of Land Reform is particularly fraught for 75% of our student population (i.e. those
whose families were affected by Apartheid land laws), it may have in fact helped to “level the playing fields” in this case, as the isiZulu and isiXhosa-speaking students were more likely to have a passionate rather than merely academic interest in the topic.

d. The “three mechanisms” of Land Reform
The “three mechanisms” or “pillars” of the South African Government’s Land Reform programme tended to dominate the essay structure of most students, and in fact the assessment criteria demanded some knowledge of the Land Reform programme, including the three mechanisms. Earl was particularly successful in reducing the amount of space these mechanisms took in proportion to his whole essay, and spending more time on his actual argument. Busiswa took a different tack: she realised that an essay based around these mechanisms might be “boring”, and came up with a more original argument structure (but left out some key content as a result).

e. Time and length constraints
Time and length constraints on the whole meant less recursion in the sense of complete cycles repeated, but appear to have triggered more recursion to Stage 1 activities, in that many students rushed their data-collection early on and had to go back repeatedly throughout composing to access data as they wrote (e.g. Lwandile, Rochelle, Zafika, Reshan, Thula, Mthobisi and Nelisiwe). It must be stressed that the writer’s perception of time appeared to have more effect than actual time constraints. For example, Mthobisi, who took nearly four hours, was determined to polish his essay by retyping it on word processor, but produced very little more than a first draft. By contrast, Rochelle at the outset decided to work economically and polish as she drafted (with frequent recursion to Stage 1 to access data) because she could not spare the time. She also had influenza on the day of composing and this may well have contributed to her desire to finish quickly. Zafika appeared to be unnerved by time pressure (and the cameras, although she said that she later “forgot” these), while Busiswa, who had to put off an appointment because she took longer than anticipated to finish, handled the time issue quite calmly. Malusi was so used to writing under time pressure that he had developed strategies to help him cope, but these
could be seen to diffuse his composing focus at times. While he achieved a good result, in fact better than two out of three of the mother-tongue speakers of English, he did not evaluate his essay at the end. There was a touch of pessimism here which revealed the frustration of a good student who knows his chances of polishing and refining his essay are minimal when writing under time pressure: “Ah, it's like when you’ve finished, and you've got that ten minutes, and you go over it and, like, you find so many mistakes.” Writing under time pressure also causes fatigue, and while some students took conscious breaks to refresh themselves (notably Lwandile), others, such as Akhona, focused on the task to the extent that they became too fatigued to assess their essays at the end. Some students (e.g. Ebrahim) ignored the length constraints, and others (e.g. Akhona), kept to them at the risk of sacrificing necessary content and losing marks. Length constraints could also be seen to prompt some quick restructuring to compress passages while on the neat draft (e.g. Akhona), but this kind of revision is not unusual in the later stages of composing even when time and length constraints do not demand it.

f. The composing venue and use of video cameras to record composing

Finally, the office venue and cameras appeared to bother students far less than might have been expected, with several students taking it in the spirit of co-researcher and occasionally checking that their scripts did not move out of camera range without necessarily losing focus on what they were doing. Zafika was nervous of the cameras at first, but settled in, although she occasionally seemed to be using her pages as a screening mechanism. Nelisiwe seemed acutely conscious of the camera at times, but then the playback revealed that she was attempting to conceal a transcript taken from library sources off camera. Most students said that they would have composed over a longer period of time and would have redrafted more when composing at home. Some students appeared to achieve better results than they would have done off-camera. Busiswa was quite surprised at her excellent result, and said that the recording session had obliged her to study her notes carefully, which she had not done before. Malusi said that he had tried his very best because he was getting a research assistant’s fee for participating in the project. Lwandile said
that he had actually liked having the cameras there, because it supplied some pressure to encourage him to do “something which is good”.

g. The effects of lecturer emphasis on Introductions
The 2005 protocols confirmed a tendency noted in the 1993 protocols, that the lecturer’s emphasis on Introductions can lead to a systemic variation where a focus on reader accommodation appears in the earlier stages of academic composing. Academics appear to emphasise the importance of the Introduction to their students (an extra-systemic factor) to such an extent that the graph profiles often show a focus on structure pre-empting a focus on essay content, to the extent of creating a built-in block (i.e. it compromises the effective systemic operation of composing). This can result in an impasse early on, as jotting down putative content first would resolve the very problem of how to introduce one’s treatment of the essay topic (the “brief” with which the Town & Regional Planning students all struggled). As a result, many of the profiles of the successful academic writers show a too-early focus on structure (e.g. Akhona, Earl, Busiswa, Malusi, Lwandile and Rochelle). The rule-of-thumb “solution” which many of the students reported as “good teacher advice” is of course to leave the Introduction out until one has finished the Body, or to write a pro tem Introduction. This rule-of-thumb would make better sense to students if it were explained to them that Introductions can perform a focal as well as an enabling function: the pro tem Introduction focuses the student on the topic, and is then re-written later as an enabling device performing the reader-accommodating function of explaining the treatment the topic is to receive. The most successful students realised that their Introduction helped them to focus on the topic, but found it difficult to come back and rework it into an enabling device. Earl was the only student who came close to writing an enabling Introduction, but wrote it before generating his essay content. This is perhaps why it is generalised and banal, and not because he has not yet developed a specialist academic discourse (i.e. language repertoire) for composing Town and Regional Planning essays.

h. Other extra-systemic factors
Extra-systemic factors such as fatigue/hunger, cell phone calls, self concept,
previous assignments, and enthusiasm for the task all obviously had some effect on composing, but were not dealt with unless they could be seen to impact significantly on the composing system, and hence on the result. Even the alternative topic (“Is land reform heading for success? Discuss, with reference to land ownership.”) appears to have elicited a less rigorous approach than the stock topic (“Discuss the effectiveness - or not - of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”) The alternative topic was not intended as a manipulation, but was used occasionally so that students would not know which topic they were being set (i.e. from chatting about it privately). This is because if the exact topic were known in advance, it was thought that it would result in some of the Stage 1 activities not being captured on camera, and therefore not be available for analysis. Since the wording of a topic can be seen to contain very little of the actual academic requirements, this has not been explored except in the case where it appears to have elicited a personal rather than objective response (e.g. as in the case of Ebrahim’s essay).

i. Extra-systemic factors contributing to success at academic writing

The two most significant extra systemic factors contributing to success emerged as being the student writer’s concept of composing and knowledge of the specific academic requirements operating at the given time (as well being able to fulfil these, of course). These concepts are not always articulated clearly or even - necessarily - accessible to conscious recall, but observable as the kind of reflection-in-action identified by Schön (1983). Clear structuring and expression of argument are what contribute to the intellectual quality of Akhona’s essay: to achieve this, she needed to know both the nature and putative content of the type of argument she was required to present, to be familiar with stock academic structures, and to set about the task of constructing her argument in a gradual systematic procedure which crafted the whole. She also needed to have some command of her subject matter over and above that which could be gleaned piecemeal while constructing her case, and Akhona clearly had a better conceptual organisation of her subject matter than most of the other participants in this study. This perhaps accounts for the continual returning of the less successful students to their sources: they did not in fact
have clear “conceptual maps” of their subject matter. A common contingent factor triggering recursion to Stage 1, then, would be lack of subject knowledge and the mental schemata which come from properly internalising specialist data. However, it must be stressed that, when the composing system is used effectively, it obliges learners to deconstruct and reformulate familiar data structures in new configurations. The clear unfolding of Akhona’s argument in her essay text, while it lacks the studied connecting devices of more experienced writers, did not come from her notes or other sources, but was her own construct. This could be established from observing her composing procedure, which her graph composing profile shows as the complex series of stages mirrored in the empirical model.

EBRAHIM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Recursion to Stage 1 to study new notes.
- Reviews new notes.
- Structures points, is blocked.
- Heads neat draft, is blocked.
- Decides on correct answer, composes introduction.
- Writes out neat version, expanding points.
- Recursion to Stage 4 to resume neat draft.

**Figure 8.5** Example of recursion during writer's block

Ebrahim had an advantage over Akhona in being a mother tongue speaker of English, and the protocol analysis revealed a creative flair for composing. He was also highly organised in terms of scanning and processing his resources. Temperamentally he was more volatile than Akhona and something of a rebel, and showed a somewhat cavalier attitude towards academic requirements:

Here they give you a box, and you have to think inside the box, you can’t go out of the box. Arrgh! So you have no time for yourself: it’s just whatever they want, you have to give them…. If
it’s in the beginning of the year, or something like that, or if you’re just starting off, or something, I’ll just write whatever I think, I won’t worry about what the lecturers – well, maybe along the lines of whatever the lecturer said, but not, like, 100%.

This contrasted with, for example, Busiswa, who was aware in some detail of her lecturer’s requirements:

She expects it [the final draft] to be neat and readable, and, always, especially Mrs [lecturer’s name], must have, like print properly, your “a” - your letters must be readable (laughter)... You mustn’t have fancy little figures or stuff. She’s not that fussy with English, cause, like, seeing that we’re in a tertiary institution not everyone comes like from the same background: she’s interested in the content. She doesn’t want you to say, like - criticise, like, a certain area or a certain person, she just wants you to, um, say a broad view - to state, like - she doesn’t want personality and emotion to get in the way.

Yet while Ebrahim did not exactly identify with the logical approach and precision required by his lecturer, the video reconstruction of his composing established that he was making an effort to produce an answer which was “correct” in fulfilling the specific academic requirements for the revision assignment. It must be noted that Ebrahim had the perception to realise that there was no “right answer” to the topic question, but was not sure which convention applied in that instance (e.g. a balanced response, as opposed to taking a stand and defending it). Ebrahim’s is an interesting case, in that it showed how an extra-systemic factor not only impacted on the composing system in causing a block, but set off a domino effect of intra-systemic variation leading up to the actual block and afterwards (see Figure 8.6). Thus it illustrates the issues being investigated, namely:

- the possible effect contingent factors could be seen to have on the composing system
- how the carrying out of one stage might affect that of a later stage.

8.6.4 Intra-systemic variation in composing

While it is very likely that most - if not all - intra-systemic variation can be attributed to extra-systemic causal factors, this section focuses on the resulting
Contingent factors:
Incomplete knowledge of academic requirements and unfamiliar resources impact from Stage 1. Effects of cameras recording composing actions and time constraints impact mainly at Stage 4.

**STAGE 1 FUNCTIONS NOT COMPLETED**
Contextualising:
Composing not contextualised in terms of the writer knowing the academic conventions applying.
Data-gathering:
New data on handout not analysed for relevant points.

**STAGE 2 FUNCTIONS NOT COMPLETED**
Idea-generation
Points not geared to answering question.
Potentially useful new data not included in essay content.

**STAGE 3 FUNCTIONS NOT COMPLETED**
Reader accommodation
Structure not geared to answering question.
Even a pro tem Introduction cannot be written yet.

**BLOCK: STAGE 4 FUNCTIONS CANNOT BE EFFECTED**
Editing and proof-reading
The piece cannot be prepared for submission as the content and structure have not yet been finalised.

Snap decision to answer “yes” to the topic question affects subsequent composing.

Figure 8.6 The concatenation of events leading to writer’s block
concatenations set off within the composing system. To continue with the case of Ebrahim, there are (at least) four key contingent factors which could be seen to affect the shape the composing profile takes in his case:

- Incomplete knowledge of academic requirements (i.e. not knowing whether he could hedge in his answer).
- Unfamiliar resources introduced at the last minute by his lecturer (i.e. the Government handout on Land Reform).
- The fact that his composing was being recorded (i.e. he later said that he had felt “pushed” by the cameras into making a quick decision).
- Time constraints.

These factors were interconnected, in that the cameras forced a quick decision to resolve the issue of academic requirements, and the new notes, which might well have been set aside permanently, were studied just as finding the “right answer” started to become critical. Time constraints meant lack of time to repair the breakdown in composing, in particular, to start a complete new cycle. However, while the effects of the contingent factors were felt at various stages, their operation in composing was in fact systemic: they were all ripple effects set off by the writer’s omission to complete the Stage 1 composing functions at the outset, exacerbated at a later stage by time pressure and the embarrassment of being recorded while blocked (see Figure 8.6). The time factor and the cameras may well have unobtrusively contributed throughout, the former, by possibly hurrying the writer unnecessarily, and the latter, by being interpreted as
a challenge to perform well (this was the student’s interpretation, not the researcher’s, whose requirement was merely that students should try to compose as far as possible as they usually did, “warts and all”.) As the composing function required at each stage was left incomplete, Ebrahim’s composing eventually broke down. This type of breakdown is a normal occurrence during composing, and could easily have been repaired by his salvaging whatever he could and starting all over again. However, in this case the cameras and time pressure prevented this from happening

Recursion, as mentioned earlier, should not be seen as an aberration or backsliding, but is a normal feature of the composing system. It is in fact what gives writing its signal advantage over speech, the opportunity to go back again and again to craft content, add interactive features and polish before the message reaches the recipient. Figure 8.7 shows recursion which was not ostensibly triggered off by contingent factors and in fact contributed to the completion of Ebrahim’s composing. The problem was that the new material involved Ebrahim’s own opinions about Land Reform, and his summing up was emotional rather than logical, meaning that the inclusion actually cost him some marks. This illustrates the point that the good performance of a composing function depends on the social parameters framing the interaction: these in turn must be acknowledged in Stage 1 when the writer is contextualising the interaction. Composing is then primarily systemic, with contextual factors impinging in various ways on the system. Other systemic variations where the performance of an earlier stage impacts on the performance of later stage are as follows:

a. Results of focusing on the Introduction (Stage 3) too early
The profiles of Akhona, Earl and Busiswa all show a too-early focus on the Introduction (Stage 3), but the effects on the composing system are all slightly different. Akhona returned to reviewing her data (Stage 1) to “jump start” her idea generation (Stage 2). Earl had to adjust his Introduction later, after most of his content was generated (Stage 2), when he realised that his argument was not as clear cut as he had initially thought. Busiswa did likewise, but she had written her first Introduction in rough, giving her more flexibility for later
adaptation. Although Rochelle’s opening profile suggests that felicity conditions applied, her mind map had not generated enough content (Stage 2) for the essay, and her Introduction (Stage 3), was compromised by her starting the neat draft (Stage 4) too early. This locked her into a position she was obliged to defend and resulted in continued recursion to Stage 1 to search for facts to support her (predetermined) answer throughout.

b. Recursion caused by dealing separately with old and new knowledge
Earl’s decision to deal with “old knowledge” and “new knowledge” separately resulted in recursion to Stage 1 half way through composing. The overall result was to generate excellent essay content (Stage 2), but the fact that he dealt so thoroughly with sources for his argument meant that he did not have the time (or energy) to produce a polished fair copy (Stage 4).

c. Effects of assessing (Stage 4) progress throughout composing
Akhona, Earl and Busiswa appeared to be “serial” rather than “cumulative” assessors, and these regular self-assessments (Stage 4) appeared to work well in helping them to complete one composing function and move on to the next. Rochelle, Mthobisi, Thandeka, and, to some extent, Nelisiwe, also assessed their progress regularly, but without the same success, which suggests that it is the quality of the assessment which is crucial to success and not the act of self-assessment per se. In fact, over-critical assessment can trigger off blocks to composing. Recursion can also be triggered by self-assessment, as shown regularly in Earl and Rochelle’s profiles, occasionally in Akhona’s and Busiswa’s profiles, and also in those of Malusi, Lwandile, Zafika, Reshan, Mthobisi and Thandeka. So far recursion caused by self-assessment appears to be the only truly inter-systemic variation found in composing, although obviously assessment itself is dependent on external criteria. This would fit in with the underlying communicative function of assessment as being the “feedback loop” (i.e. part of the system).

d. Unhelpful composing patterns
There were instances of systemic interference where writers had adopted patterns or routines which were not just unhelpful, but actively interfered with
the composing functions. Zafika’s division of the time available into generating regular chunks of text, and her resultant preoccupation with counting lines and producing paragraphs of equal length (Stage 4) regularly interrupted her idea generation (Stage 1). Her frequent recourse to the dictionary (Stage 4) also regularly interrupted idea production (Stage 2) with an inappropriate focus. Thandeka was also a “line counter”, but at least restricted this (as well as her incessant use of correcting fluid) to Stage 4 operations, so that her focus was not inappropriate. Both Rochelle and Mthobisi diffused their focus to such an extent that the composing functions could not be performed effectively. But while Rochelle deliberately adopted this approach to save time, and managed to make it work after a fashion, Mthobisi did not realise the extent to which his diffused focus on composing functions was affecting the quality of his content, and focused on neat presentation on word processor rather than refining his content, structure and style. However, Mthobisi redeemed his lacklustre performance later by very cleverly using the writing tutor program as a diagnostic tool, as will be shown in Chapter Nine.

8.6.5 Diagnosis of problems experienced by writers

At the beginning of the chapter I suggested that the explanation provided by the model might assist diagnosis of writing problems, and suggest ways in which these could be pre-empted and avoided or solved. A long-term follow up of the participants’ progress in terms of gauging the success of diagnosis using the second empirical model does not fall within the scope of this study. However, it can be said that analysis using the model did assist in pinpointing specific areas for development (see Table 8.4 for a summary of these.) Moreover, it often appeared to be congruent with the students’ own insights into their areas for development, as prompted by reflection on their performance on video. The main advantage offered by the improved empirical model of composing was that it made it possible to distinguish the extra-systemic from the intra-systemic issues which might have affected student performance. In particular, it assisted with identifying contingent circumstances which might have affected composing expertise, as well as the particular way in which these factors impacted on composing, and thus the outcome in terms of assessment of the written
product. The results were not always different from the diagnosis suggested by the assessment comments.

**Table 8.4** Specific areas for development suggested by the empirical model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student writer</th>
<th>Areas for development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akhona</td>
<td>Creative Idea generating techniques/reader accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl</td>
<td>Confidence in systemic control/developing specialist subject discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busiswa</td>
<td>Creative Idea generating techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malusi</td>
<td>Generating ideas before structuring to construct a more focused argument/master the conventions of the Introduction as essay “brief”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebrahim</td>
<td>Checking the conventions and academic criteria at the outset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lwandile</td>
<td>Gathering most of the data before starting to compose/learning to expand points into clear prose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle</td>
<td>Learning to make the creative aspects of the system work for her instead of using rigid structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zafika</td>
<td>Concentrating on ideas before focusing on surface issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshan</td>
<td>Gathering data in more depth and learning how to present it in a convincing argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thula</td>
<td>Acquiring more insight into academic (as opposed to personal) treatment of a topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mthobisi</td>
<td>Ensuring that academic requirements are made explicit before starting an assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thandeka</td>
<td>Selecting data relevant to the topic, and more exposure to academic genres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelisiwe</td>
<td>Development of fluency in English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, however, the teacher’s assessment of texts tends to identify symptoms only, and not necessarily the underlying causes of poor academic performance, although exemplary practitioners are often able to infer these from their greater knowledge of the student’s general academic functioning. Yet it is often the students with the weakest performance whose specific problems remain undiagnosed, as these may be masked by a plethora of surface irregularities, and these are precisely the students whose need for remediation is most urgent. Mthobisi’s problem was diagnosed by the lecturer as “Needs English lessons,” when his most urgent need (as acknowledged by himself) was to clarify the nature of academic requirements at the outset. Nelisiwe’s problem was diagnosed as “No clear structure of thoughts/ideas,” when her behaviour during composing suggested that she lacked sufficient English proficiency to be able to access academic sources and produce a structured argument (see pp 390-391). This is no reflection on their assessor’s ability, as she is acknowledged to be an exemplary practitioner in her own right, but a general problem with diagnosing student problems from the completed text alone. In fact it is not clear from assignment texts what the systemic issues in composing
might be, let alone how extra-systemic factors might have impinged on student composing. A disadvantage of the video protocols, however, is that they document one performance only and may thus give only a partial view, which is why they were accompanied by questions framed to establish habitual performance.

8.7 CONCLUSION

An analysis of the data obtained in the 13 video protocols suggests that the revised empirical model goes some way towards explaining the effect contingent factors have on the composing system, as well as how the carrying out of one stage might affect that of a later stage. The analysis also offers insights into how either factor might affect the shape composing takes in specific instances, contribute to blocks in composing, and/or prompt recursion. This is a significant advance on the first empirical model, which could not explain how ostensibly “good” profiles could result in poor performance. The input option goes some way towards explaining whether/why the function of each stage is performed effectively, which is clearly more significant than how often redrafting might occur, or even, necessarily, the exact order in which stages might occur. Recursion can now be seen as being triggered by contingent factors, and not just the result of the previous stage not having been performed satisfactorily. This means that much of the intra-systemic variation can be seen as the result of input into the system, with contingent factors contributing to the internal concatenation of events. The only true internal variation apparent at this stage is that which is triggered by self-assessment of progress, with assessment being a common recurring systemic function. This is presumably because the feedback loop is an integral part of the system in terms of regulating and adjusting performance. Finally, in spite of the importance of extra-systemic factors, it appears that composing should be viewed primarily as a systemic process, with key local requirements and constraints needing to be processed at the contextualising stage (Stage 1). The data-analysis suggests that failure to do so means that composing expertise cannot be marshalled effectively to fulfil the requirements of the given task.
9.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter Nine describes the production of a prototype process-based tutor program, based on the pedagogical version of the empirical model, but including the input option of the later empirical model. While two prototypes were produced, the first, an HTML version, was considered too cumbersome to set up and did not carry out certain key design specifications. The final writing tutor program (WTP) prototype took the form of a process-based writing tutor program which could be used by learners on a home computer or in a computer laboratory while composing on word processor. The algorithm provided by the recursive stages of the pedagogical model formed the “core” of the WTP, and the design principles of the WTP were found to be consistent with the educational design principle inherent in the system of communicative functions. The rest of the chapter shows how the insights provided by the modelling process were translated into a working prototype, which could be used flexibly as desired: either as part of composition programs, as an adjunct, or for individual coaching and/or advice. The chapter concludes with a brief account of initial user responses, obtained by means of video protocol analysis with the students who had taken part in the last set of composition protocols, and which suggested further enhancements to the prototype.

9.2 THE AIM OF DEVELOPING THE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

The aim of developing a working prototype of the writing tutor program (WTP) was to translate the advice and guidance given in the “pedagogical” version of the empirical model into a computer program which learner writers could use as a resource mainly while composing on computer. The pedagogical model contained a composing algorithm on which a computer program could be based, and in itself constituted a “social algorithm” (Blunt Bugental 2000, i.e. a
type of conceptual mechanism informing social practice). Teaching and coaching with the empirical model over a period of eighteen years had suggested that application of the model was extremely flexible, and that users (both teachers and students) tended to take from it what they needed. While it was used in several secondary and tertiary learning programmes - applications ranged from the lecturer simply telling students about it to implementing it in very structured teaching programmes (e.g. for multicultural adult part-time students writing reports) - there is no “right way” to use the empirical model of writing. Although it was initially intended to act as a framework for conferencing sessions, once it became apparent that student users could adapt it to suit their own specific purposes, the most effective teaching strategy appeared to be simply to give it to students and to help them when and as requested. Learners who had been introduced to the model could generally be much more specific about the kind of help or feedback they required from the teacher. Because the model is framed in terms of the learner writer’s naïve view of composing, it is ideally designed for the user to decide how to use it: it is after all, a “user’s model” of composing.

The development of the second empirical model, however, contributed to an additional feature of the writing tutor program which the pedagogical model did not have: it suggested that the program should make provision for the social and context-specific nature of writing by having facilities for the input of local requirements. Analysing student composing with the second empirical model had suggested that contingent factors might impact on all stages of composing. For this reason, an input option was envisaged which would enable users to input local academic requirements (which could then be displayed onscreen) into any of the stages of composing listed on the main menu.

9.3 THE PROCESS-BASED WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM DEVELOPED IN THIS STUDY

From the outset the writing tutor was envisaged as being based on the pedagogical version of the empirical model, and was not derived from other process-based tutor programs. The focus was therefore on how the model
could be enhanced electronically, and not on what computers - or other process-based writing tutor programs, for that matter - could do. The *Readings database* and *Working notes* (start a new MSWord file) features were added only in order to facilitate the carrying out of the functions contained in the model, and not because computers “can do” databases and word processors. The main use of a review of current writing tutor programs in Chapter Two was to throw the WTP prototype into relief and clarify more precisely what it is intended to do. The prototype is not a teaching program, although it provides the user with a rationale for the program, as well as other text sections which could be considered “lessons”: it is more of a learning experience. Although it is not a simulation in the sense of a simulation model (Burch 2002), the WTP is actually very much like the kind of simulation users experiences in *Flight Simulator*, *Age of Empires* or *SimCity*, where expertise is developed as result of the user’s working through self-selected routines at various levels. It is in a sense a type of procedural simulation (Alessi & Trollip 1991:126), but much more open-ended than most. As a dedicated computer games “junkie”, I am very much aware of how various competences can be honed in this way. I would suggest, however, that the complex processed involved in composing do not lend themselves to instructional design rubrics based on discrete skills training, which is why the WTP prototype is underpinned instead by the theoretical modelling process described in the first part of this account. The WTP can be used for developing composing expertise by individual students, by the teacher as an enhancement for classes of students, or could form the basis for a composition teaching programme. It is because this study has identified a putative common “deep structure” of writing, and has also revealed the context-specific nature of composing and the importance of considering local requirements, that the resultant writing tutor program is so flexible in its use. Whatever its use, it has a common intention and purpose: to develop the user’s composing expertise, and make the user aware of the importance of local requirements and how they shape composing processes. It must be emphasised that this is not an example of abstract theory dictating teaching practice, but of an electronic artefact being informed by theory derived from extensive observation and analysis of good teaching and writing practice.
The prototype writing tutor program produced in this study fits into the category of process-based tutor. It has conferencing-type elements (see the way the *Writer’s block* section works in particular), but the core of the program - the five stages - constitutes an algorithm rather than a heuristic (Pratt 2005a). However, the program contains text directions for heuristic and invention strategies, for which - unfortunately - funding was lacking to develop actual computer applications. It also contains revision strategies and checklists, and acts partly as an organiser in prompting students to take notes and to save references in a database. These features were, however, the result of the theory underpinning the writing tutor program, and not derived from the example of other process-based tutor programs.

### 9.4 THE PRODUCTION OF THE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

Two prototype models of the writing tutor program were produced from the storyboard created in 2000, *CourseMaker*, an HTML application running off a local browser, and *NEWT* (the WTP prototype), a stand-alone Visual Basic program which is microcomputer-based (Wyatt 1986:5), and can be loaded into the user’s hard drive from an executive file on a CDROM disk and can also be installed in networked computer laboratories. The HTML version was rejected because of (1) operating difficulties, (2) requiring too much time and effort to set up by the teacher to be of practical use, and (3) because certain key design specifications were not fulfilled (in particular, portability). It was infinitely flexible in allowing teachers to decide on their own stages of composing and program content, but the whole point of the proposed CML application was that it would be based on the “essence” of composing which I had laboured to establish in the theoretical modelling. It did, however, provide a cheap and relatively easy short lesson or course maker, provided that the operating difficulties - installation, and the tendency to hang when materials were being saved - could be sorted out (see Pratt 2003 for a more detailed account of *CourseMaker*). The final version of the writing tutor prototype is not materially different from the initial storyboard: the time spent on it was mainly to ensure that it was programmed to run as designed.
9.5 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND SPECIFICATIONS

According to Pellone, “the heart of instructional computing rests on a foundation of effective teaching and instructional design principles” (1995:10). A key issue in computer mediated learning, then, is making design principles explicit from the start, particularly in uncovering implicit assumptions about both learning and design. In the case of the WTP prototype, the following assumptions were made about the learning of written composition:

- Composing is an infinitely flexible and idiosyncratic process, and learners need to be able to adopt procedures and strategies which suit their own level and preferred learning style.

- There are commonalities in composing which can provide the basis for an effective tutoring system.

- Instances of composing, even with “school” writing, are context-specific to fit different social settings and purposes, and composing needs to be contextualized to make its social nature explicit for learner writers.

- Learners should be given as much control over their own learning processes as they are ready (or willing) to assume.

- The user’s model of composing should be the basis for the writing tutor program prototype, as it gives learners a meta-view of composing which takes into account both its commonalities and infinite flexibility, at the same time providing practical guidance and advice through composing.

- The empirical model needs to be complemented by the model of reader roles and writer’s blocks.

- Composing on computer (and not just using it as a advanced typewriter) is desirable, as it can enhance or facilitate many composing procedures, but not necessarily throughout composing or for all composing procedures.

The following specifications applied to program design:

- The writing tutor program should be based as far as possible on the
empirical model and complementary models: the “core” of the program is the five stages of composing identified in the empirical model.

- It is intended for use primarily by learners who are able to use a word processor.

- It should be able to be accessed by learner writers when and as needed, and be able to be displayed unobtrusively on computer at the same time that the writer is composing on computer.

- The writing tutor would run off a menu very much like a typical help facility, and must also be able to be reduced or collapsed when not in use.

- The writing tutor and its various sections must be able to remain running and visible on the screen while the learner is typing in text on the word processor screen or using other word processor facilities.

- It should make provision for the social and context-specific nature of writing by having facilities for input of local requirements relating to all stages of composing.

- It should make provision for learner input as the learner is guided through certain composing procedures.

- It should be able to be used by the learner writer on his or her own computer at home, as well as in institutional laboratories.

- It should be able to be used not only before and after composing, but while the learner writer is composing, and in fact should be able to lead him/her through composing in a structured way.

- The program, while not interactive in a spontaneous human sense, should have features which make it seem interactive.

- One standard version should be able to be used to encompass a fairly wide range of “school” type composing for learner writers, but should not be limited to school type composing alone.

- It should be able to be marketed cheaply for learners and should be easy to install.
• The program should be self-explanatory as far as possible, and should not require much - if any - prior training or reference to detailed manuals.

• While the program can be used in conjunction with conventional classroom teaching, learners should be able to use it as a self-contained learning object (apart from the option of local customising).

• Customising must be easy and within the user’s capabilities to accomplish.

In view of the monopoly enjoyed by Microsoft, it appeared very likely that the tutor would need to run within a Microsoft operating system, although it might not necessarily be used only with Microsoft Word.

9.6 BASIC PROGRAMMING SPECIFICATIONS

Basic specifications for use were (1) that the tutor program must be accessible to individual learners (i.e. be able to be installed on home or institutional computers), (2) that the program display remain on the screen while the user was working on a word processor, (3) that the program could easily be customised to suit local academic (or other) requirements and (4) that user input could be saved, retrieved and displayed on-screen. The type of programming or programming platform used was immaterial, but obviously linked to cost because of the limited funding available for actual programming. Because I work at a University of Technology, I had anticipated more access to low-cost computer programming by collaborating with fellow academics or Information Technology students in something like the team approach described by Wyatt (1986:8), but this turned out not to be the case: amateur programming is not only less satisfactory in terms of results, but in the long term more expensive and time-consuming than professional programming. I was extremely fortunate to be put in touch with an excellent freelance programmer who agreed to complete a prototype at minimum cost: in spite of this constraint, and the fact that we were collaborating mainly over the phone and by email, he did an extremely creative job.
9.7 THE THEORETICAL MODEL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM DESIGN

While the storyboard for the writing tutor program was based on the user’s model of composing (the empirical model of writing), the theoretical model, besides underpinning the user’s model, impacted in another way on Educational program design. This is because the five functions “without which” effective communication cannot take place also can be seen to have bearing on course design. Learning needs to be contextualised, and some kind of ideational content needs to be provided (not necessarily only by the teachers or in teaching materials). Learning occurs as part of an interaction, so that the nature of the learning interaction(s) needs to be anticipated and provided for in course design. The social aspects (or conditions) of learning need to be acknowledged, for example, in the form of required academic conventions. Finally reflexivity - in the form of assessment of learning and overall course feedback - needs to be included in program design.

9.7.1 Contextualising learning in course design

Providing a writing tutor program which can remain on-screen while a word processor is being used contextualises it generally as a resource a learner writer can consult when composing on computer. The NEWT acronym and logo suggest that the tutor is user-friendly and versatile, and from the start the user can control its position on the screen, suggesting that it is at the command of the user. The “help menu” look of the program contextualises it as potentially helpful, a resource to be consulted as (and if) required: it can also be tucked away when not needed - it is not an obtrusive presence. The “Program overview” menu item further contextualises the tutor program by situating it in research into written composition, giving the program more force than rule-of-thumb advice. Moreover, the simplified description of the user’s model of composing explains why the WTP is designed the way it is, which means that domain knowledge (i.e. how/why the program works) and not just instructional information is shared with the user (O’Brien 1993). Ad hoc contextualising is provided by the “Teacher’s advice” sections, where the users themselves
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contextualise the various stages of writing as needed by consulting their teacher and inputting local requirements or preferences.

9.7.2 Ideational content in course design
Any learning materials included in a course, whether generated by the teacher or the students, could be seen to constitute ideational content in course design, as could instructions, plans, rubrics and so on. In the prototype writing tutor program ideational content ranges from the menu items and instructions to actual lesson content and examples. The tension in designing the writing tutor prototype was between sharing my own teaching materials and leaving the user’s actual teacher room for input. An opportunity for more teacher text input could have been built into the program, and this was in fact the case with the first HTML version, CourseMaker. This turned out to be impractical for actual use, however. With CourseMaker, it took a user familiar with program operation over 24 hours working fast, cutting and pasting, to put in the bare minimum of the program content required for assistance with composing: this is just not a feasible option for most language teachers. Moreover, the “stages of composing” had already been established in the empirical model, which had a body of teaching materials associated with it, geared to each stage: they needed only to be collated, “sized” to fit the tutor menu, and adapted to suit general use for learners from 12 to 18 years of age. As a result, the writing tutor prototype program is a virtual extension of myself and my experience of teaching written composition. It is, however, based on a theoretical model of written composition which establishes the commonalities in composing and shows how local variables may impact in specific instances of composing. User input makes an important (though small) contribution to the ideational content of the writing tutor program when in use, and also makes the program more interactive.

9.7.3 Interactive aspects of course design
Initially the writing tutor was envisaged as being much more interactive in the sense of having a number of routines in which the user could join, as in an actual lesson. However, a help menu is actually the most interactive option of all, and, even better, one which is controlled by the user according to any given
need at any time (Pellone 1995:8). A real tutor, apart from giving general advice and help, which the tutor program does, would assist only when needed. A computerised tutor may be less versatile than a human tutor, but is always there on call for individual learners as required, no matter what time of day and night. There are a few interactive routines and prompts, such as the “Assess your writing expertise” and “Work through preparing to write”, and the prompts which appear as help of each stage is accessed. The “blocks” and “Inner dialogues” hyperlinks also give the program an interactive feel. The user is in fact dialoguing by proxy with elements of the writing tutor program throughout, even the “flat” text inputs. When I realised this, I decided to keep screen prompts to a minimum (a few more were planned), to prevent the screen from becoming too busy. While customising itself is considered to be a social aspect of course design, the fact that the user has the option of inputting local requirements makes the program more interactive and collaborative: user input then appears on the screen as part of the program. Some animated interactive idea-generating applications are planned for subsequent versions of the tutor program: lack of funding to cover the cost of programming prevented this in the prototype.

![Figure 9.1 The NEWT “friendly lizard” logo](image)

9.7.4 Social aspects of course design

Local requirements are part of the customising sections, that is the “Teacher’s advice” input and display sections. In programs for academic writing at higher education levels a more scholarly tone might be taken in the machined texts, but not in the menu headings, which were kept as consultative (i.e. adult conversational) as possible in tone. In a junior version the tone of both the menu headings and machined texts would be more suited to younger children, with more animation, sound and colour. The prototype has a “teacher-y” flavour, as composing is usually taught in a school context. This is offset by the
“friendly lizard” NEWT logo and the collapse or send-to-the-start-bar options: unlike human teachers, NEWT can be closed down when not required.

9.7.5 Reflexive aspects of course design

The tutor advice encourages the user to reflect on both progress and emerging texts, and the user is prompted to start a habit of reflection in the “Working notes” menu option. “Assess your writing expertise” can be used as a basis for a reflection. There is not much opportunity for user feedback on the program itself, although students are encouraged to communicate suggestions to a NEWT website, which has yet to be set up. Feedback on most courseware is obtained from actual use, and is not usually included in the program for logistical reasons.

9.8 COMPUTER HUMAN INTERFACE ASPECTS OF THE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

Computer applications are most accessible to users when they mimic or reflect familiar human routines or social behaviour in their operation, appearance and nomenclature. The webpage designer persuades users to see the index page of a web as the starting and return point by calling it a “homepage”. A list of options from which to choose is called a “menu”, and so on. The user’s model works because learner writers can see how it follows human composing behaviour in actual real-life progression: even better, it confirms repeated back-tracking as not only inevitable, but a necessary part of getting it right, rather than a human failing to be machined out of the system. It provides a “better description” of writing than one provided by an analysis of the text, and is more useful, because the description includes advice as to how to arrive at a text which encodes the interaction effectively and potentially leads to better communication. According to Franck (2002), this is what justifies the existence of a model and explains its general acceptance: it provides a better explanation of a social phenomenon or process. Because composing involves the recursive interplay of the stages involved in carrying out five essential communicative functions, and because these functions are carried out in temporal sequence with variations, the type of application which will most obviously fulfil a tutoring
function is a menu-driven help system - in fact, tutors already exist in the form of help menus, and I was influenced by an earlier version of Research Toolbox which actually interfaced with the Microsoft Office menu system (later versions apparently did not). My first storyboard, which did not change significantly in the course of program production, showed the writing tutor running off a menu which appeared alongside other Microsoft items, which meant that it could be accessed while the word processor was open and being used. Copyright constraints and possible operating complications led to the decision to program an application which floated on top of the word processor screen without actually interfacing with the word processor program. An advantage is that the resulting prototype writing tutor program can be used with any word processor running on a Microsoft system: it also models a type of tutor which can be used with other applications running off Microsoft, including web applications.

The writing tutor program help items can be displayed even when the user is using the word processor. Help menus regularly disappear from view so that the user cannot refer to them when using the very application they wanted help with, which is frustrating and generally unhelpful. The learner writer can compose on a word processor while referring to help offered in the writing tutor, which stays open unless closed or sent to the Start bar. However, this help menu is not for the application the learner is using, but to help with the process the application is being used for, that is the social process of communicating effectively in written mode. In this sense it resembles applications like Research Toolbox more than a typical word processor help menu, although the latter also has spelling and style checkers which are not application help per se. The help menu is structured around a hierarchy based on a human process, the composing process, and not an abstract computer systems hierarchy, or a procedure based on the way application functions need to be carried out. This means that it is potentially much more user-friendly than, for example, an unfamiliar email program.

9.9 THE PROTOTYPE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

While the prototype writing tutor program (WTP) is based on the “pedagogical”
empirical model of written composition (the user’s model), the aspects of communication which were later found to constitute the theoretical model had been established before starting on program design. The storyboard on which the WTP is based was drawn up in 2000, and the menu system based around the five stages of composing has not changed, but there has been room for slight alterations and modifications, such as the addition of the “Readings database” and “Working notes” items. It is not a question of theory prescribing practice in positivist vein, but of theory and practice feeding into each other, and each authenticating the other, and while the program is limited in scope to what my research budget could reasonably afford in terms of prototype development, it is my contention that it is based on a more complete perspective of writing than currently available computer/Internet applications intended to develop composing expertise. It must also be remembered that the prototype writing tutor designed and produced as part of the research project is not necessarily suitable for all ages, contexts and purposes.

The prototype, while intended to provide a “standard” version, was geared towards developing composing expertise in a school situation from Grade 10 to first-year at tertiary level, and still needs to be tested out for usability and user feedback on whether (and how, if at all) it facilitates composing. Thereafter, further anticipated projects involve more creative versions - in terms of graphics, sounds and animation - for both younger writers and adult freelance writers, and a more academic version (with more specialist sections and larger input options) for the writing of dissertations and theses. A highly contextualised and more formulaic business correspondence version is also envisaged for commercial office use in South Africa, specifically geared towards second-language middle management. The form the writing tutor finally took - a floating menu bar with standard advice and options for local input - is not limited to the teaching of writing: it could provide the basis for tutoring any formal or informal course, including, for example, how to use computers or the Internet. The tutor structure itself models a whole genre of applications for the learning of other subjects besides written composition.
The prototype writing tutor program, or standard version, is not limited to academic writing per se, although it acknowledges the fact that writing is learned mainly (but not entirely) in a formal educational context, facilitated by teachers. The fact that academic writing is teacher-driven and has specific academic requirements even at junior levels means that social requirements needed to be considered when developing the prototype. The writing tutor program is geared towards assisting individual users engaged in composing, which means that it presents to users (including the teacher) from the perspective of writing as an individual act (see I in Figure 7.4). The program is based around the five recursive stages of composing represented in the empirical model, with the understanding that these have been found to constitute a type of mechanism - or discourse management strategy - (see III in Figure 7.4) reflecting the deep-level system of communicative functions which drive composing (see IV in Figure 7.4 above). The prototype writing tutor program itself then constitutes a type of generative stochastic mechanism. The issues of “Writer’s block” and “Inner dialogues” (both of which are complementary to the user’s model) are dealt with both as sections in the five various stages and as separate menu entries which could be treated as lessons by the user as needed. Customising for different academic (and other) requirements is linked to each of the five stages, as context-specific social factors are considered to impact on the working out of each stage, and not just Stage 4. The need for specific customising fits in with the concept that academic writing is a highly contextualised (and, in the classroom, teacher-driven) form of communication. Features such as a simplified “Readings database” and “Working notes” were included to encourage learner writers to collate prewriting materials and to reflect on their progress throughout composing. To demystify composing and explain the functioning of the writing tutor program to the user, some composition theory is included in the form of preliminary lessons for the learner writer, but this does not go much beyond the level of research into the process approach, apart from mentioning that writing is a delayed interaction - a writing tutor for more advanced levels might give more detail about the social aspects of writing to explain more complex academic requirements, as well as an account of the theoretical model.
9.10 DESIGN FEATURES OF THE COMPLETED PROTOTYPE

9.10.1 General operating principles

From the outset of this project the writing tutor program was envisaged as a help menu based around the five recursive stages of composing, and which could not only be accessed but have various help texts (or routines) remain on the screen while the user was composing on word processor. The recursivity and open-endedness of help menus mirrors the dynamic, complex and layered nature of the process of writing itself. Initially it was intended that the menu be integrated into the Microsoft Word menu bar much in the way of earlier versions of Research Workshop (see also the operation of the Vox Proxy menu with PowerPoint), but this would have required expensive programming options and copyright negotiations with Microsoft - somewhat premature at this stage of development. The solution devised by the programmer was to have the program as a floating menu bar independent of Microsoft Word itself (see Figure 9.2). This had the advantage of being able to be used with any word processor - in a Microsoft Windows environment, that is - extending the versatility of the program considerably. It also established the program as a prototype not only of a writing tutor, but also as a tutor in any other (formal or non-formal) subject in conjunction with any other Microsoft-based program.

Figure 9.2 The floating menu bar containing the writing tutor program

9.10.2 Translating the stages of composing into menu items

Once I had decided on a standard prototype model ranging in scope from Grade 10 to tertiary first year, I had to consider how to represent the “Stages of composing” to the program user: terms such as “Prewriting”, as well as the distinction between “Major editing” and “Minor editing”, could prove confusing to students at lower levels, not to say some of our ESL tertiary students. The “five
Cs’s version used as the simplified user’s model in my masters research (1987:49) worked in juxtaposition with the explanations given on the diagram I had shown my students, but the stage names were not considered to be self-explanatory as discrete menu items in a computer program. I needed to consider not just the user’s model on which the tutor program was based but also how the names of stages would fit with the program user’s naïve perception of writing. The terms chosen should also be congruent with - if not actually identify - the communicative functions (contextual, ideational, and so on) underpinning each stage of composing. Finally, while the stage names had to be self-explanatory, they also had to be brief: menus do not allow for lengthy circumlocutions. The following items (shown in Figure 9.3) were finally decided on: Preparing to write, Writing rough drafts, Revising for your reader, Editing and proof-reading, and Evaluating your writing.

Figure 9.3 The stages of composing translated into program menu items

---

1 Collect your thoughts, Create, Chop n’ change, Correct and Criticise.
These correspond with the stages in the user’s model, but follow a (recursive) temporal progression in composing rather than categorising the stages according to either the composing function (e.g. “idea generation”) or communicative function (e.g. “ideational”), they are thought to represent. The terms echo some of the nomenclature used in the model (e.g. “editing”) but should be able to be understood by users without any previous briefing. This means that the menu is more likely to make sense to most young (or adult) writers unfamiliar with the empirical model, as no jargon or technical terms are used. Note also that, while I have emphasised that in this account “writing” is used to mean composing, in everyday general use “writing” more often than not refers to the text as well, and the ambiguity inherent in the phrase “Evaluating your writing” does useful double duty as a menu item in suggesting that both the writer’s texts and composing performance need to be evaluated. The terms chosen to represent the stages in the program menu are adult enough to be used in a program version for advanced academic writing: while advanced writers might need more detailed input and specialist features, they would still need the menu to be as clear and straightforward as possible - a prerequisite for users of computer programs no matter how mature.

In the initial storyboard, while the menu focused on the five stages of composing, the stages in turn led to fairly long texts with links embedded to other texts or sections. The first attempt at programming, which resulted in an application called “CourseMaker”, showed that this was too cumbersome a
structure: it slowed down navigation, as it called for the user to scan large areas of text before links to other sections could be accessed. While the writing tutor contains some fairly long text “lessons”, it is not in fact a course but a help menu which includes instructional materials, a standard feature of most help menus. The chief advantage of the help menu structure is the way it “steps” information in series of recursive hyperlinked sections for the user. In the second attempt at programming which resulted in the prototype described here, the long texts associated with the stages were “chunked” for easy user access. Each stage was divided into first five and then six sub-stages, some standard, some different. The standard items are shown on the left-hand side of Figure 9.4 (except for the second item), and include Focus, Tips, Teacher’s advice, Help with blocks and Inner dialogues. Blocks and Inner dialogues, while linked to each stage, could also be accessed separately on the menu in the manner of a lesson, in case users required an overview of writer’s block or inner dialogues. I have had feedback which suggests that the submenu items are over-long, but reducing these in length meant that it was not always clear in what stage (or process) the user was involved, so that they were left long for the sake of clarity, even though this might be contrary to the menu design principle of brevity.

Non-standard items related to each stage were as follows: Work through preparing to write, Creative idea-generating strategies, Some structures you could use, Editing checklist and Evaluation checklist. This was done because each stage of composing has specific needs related to its function. Work through preparing to write leads the writer through the process of considering audience, purpose and genre. Creative idea-generating strategies suggests a number of ways of generating ideas: I had in fact wished to include animated interactive devices here which would be fun to use, but lack of funding meant that this could not be achieved in the prototype. Moreover, mind maps and other programs for stimulating creativity are freely available on the Internet, and, in spite of my predilection for computers, I would be the first to admit that there is a good argument for using pencil and paper to block out ideas quickly as they occur. Some structures you could use suggests some stock school composition structures, and the two checklists - for Editing and Evaluation - are meant to be
helpful rather than exhaustive. Admittedly, there is a great deal of my own composition teaching lore in the texts of the tutor program prototype, but I have tried to keep to the general kind of advice (linked to the stages) which I would give for any type of writing, yet with school type composition in mind: this context, is after all, where most of us learn to write. An option was provided to collapse the main menu to a menu with just the five stages, so that users engaged in composing could focus on the five-stage menu and rapidly shuttle from stage to stage as required. It also meant that the menu became less obtrusive on the MSWord screen.

9.10.3 Prompts and screen displays

When any of the six sub-stages of the five-stage menu is accessed, a prompt appears at the bottom of the screen giving the focus for that stage (see Figure 9.5). Users can remove the prompts easily by mouse-clicking on them. Initially I envisaged having other screen display options, such as the audience, purpose and genre which had been input by users in the Work through preparing to write section, as well as the Inner dialogue relevant to any specific stage. I abandoned this idea as it would make the word processor screen too cluttered for the writer to compose easily. Moreover, even when I had thought of a way to fit in an Inner dialogues prompt unobtrusively at the top of the Microsoft screen bar, I hesitated to change the program, as use of the tutor program itself sets up an inner dialogue - the writer in a sense dialogues with the program in reading instructions and prompts. The fact that the writing tutor took the form of a floating menu bar made it possible for users to display the Inner dialogue section as and where needed, which would not have been possible with a help menu fixed on the Word menu bar, as originally planned.

Figure 9.5 The positioning of prompts for each stage of writing
9.10.4 Other main menu items

The main menu contains a Program overview, which gives just that, a fairly long text section called About composing, which is really a lesson explaining the composing process in stages, providing the user with the rationale for the writing tutor program. Assess your writing expertise is a short quiz based on the behaviour of “good” and “poor” writers: initially it was embedded in About composing, but the programmer relocated it onto the main menu for easier programming, and I decided to leave it there: it is really a preliminary measure intended to intrigue learner writers by dispelling some myths about composing, and is not intended to be used regularly (although it might well be). Help with writer’s block and Inner dialogues give users the option of an overview of these phenomena, although the relevant sections can also be accessed from within the “five stages” submenus. Composing on computer is a lesson text suggesting how composing on word processor can assist with each stage of writing. The Readings database allows users to keep a record of books they have used so that they can cite references or add bibliographies more easily - even though the prototype tutor is not intended for advanced academic writing, I considered it a good idea to inculcate orderly referencing habits early on in the writer’s academic career. Working notes prompts the user to open a Word file to make notes in progress, to prompt exploratory writing, and to promote both ongoing reflection and assessment of progress.

9.10.5 Customising the program to suit various contexts

The Teacher’s advice section in the main menu allows the user to input local and specific advice from the teacher on each stage of writing - the advice typed in and saved will then appear when Teacher’s advice sections are accessed in the stages submenus. It is up to teachers and their students as to how this facility is used: teachers could offer general advice for their writing classes, or specific advice for each written assignment. They could even tailor advice to each student’s individual progress and learning needs if they so chose. Students also have the option of asking for specific advice, according to their needs. Most importantly, teachers can offer students input on key assessment criteria and expectations for inclusion in the Evaluating your writing section. This
facility emphasises the fact that school writing, no matter how flexible or creative, is teacher driven, in that the teacher ultimately defines what constitutes “good writing”, or how learning is demonstrated in an academic assignment. At best, it will encourage students to persuade teachers to make their expectations explicit - and even if teachers disagree with the definition of “good” composing behaviour as represented in the writing tutor program, it might at least encourage them to make their own definition of good composing explicit, and to communicate their expectations in regard to this clearly to students.

Figure 9.6 Teacher’s advice input option

9.11 ANTICIPATED PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS

The writing tutor prototype was programmed on a shoe-string budget, mainly owing to the fact that the initial attempt, the HTML application, CourseMaker, took over a quarter of the funds remaining for programming. This meant that some features were omitted by mutual agreement with the programmer, and not necessarily through deficiencies in planning or programming. It also meant that
some refinements which were not strictly necessary for smooth operation were not carried out, and that text revisions were restricted to corrections or instructions which changed to accommodate programming decisions. Moreover, it was not feasible to make large-scale adjustments until feedback from large numbers of actual users became available. At present I would like to see more backwards navigation links from menu items, particularly for returning to the stage of writing the user is working on. The help menu initially disappeared when both the HELP WITH COMPOSING and EXPAND functions were used, but this was rectified, as users might have found it off-putting for the menu to disappear when they had just asked for “help”! As mentioned earlier, sub-applications for the idea-generating strategies might be programmed and added later, if not to the WTP, then at least as part of the application bundle on the install disk. My initial storyboard included more use of colour and use of music, as well as suggestions for cursor icons which would reflect the stage of writing the user was engaged in. I also had envisaged a prompt which could be filled in when the writer closed the program for input to say (1) what the writer was working on and (2) what he/she needed to do next when resuming composing: this input would then be displayed as a screen prompt when the writer next used the tutor program. Finally, while unnecessary screen clutter is to be avoided when learner writers are actually composing on computer, more options for user input (and display) could be explored in later versions to make the program more interactive and personalised for individual use, and the flat text “lessons” could be more animated and interactive.

9.12 USER RESPONSE TO THE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM

Near the end of the academic year, the 13 students who had participated in the 2005 video protocol analyses were given some time to explore the writing tutor program prototype on their own. The same students were invited to volunteer, as it was thought that the previous analysis of their composing might offer some additional insight into how they saw the WTP assisting their diverse needs (it also established that the needs of the user group were diverse). After approximately 20 minutes of unsupervised use (recorded on DVD to assist recall), participants were given a loosely structured interview to establish
whether they found the WTP to be (1) user friendly and (2) potentially useful for assisting them with composition (see Table 9.1). All participants reported that the WTP was easy to use, but two added that some knowledge of computers would be necessary, which is, of course a given (it was interesting that for the other students, knowledge of computers remained an implicit prerequisite). There were several comments on its “straightforward” structure and the “self-explanatory” nature of the menu system. All participants said that they would use the WTP if given access to it, and all thought that others students would want to use it. They did not think that much tutoring would be needed for students to learn to use the program.

Table 9.1 User response in terms of the WTP being user-friendly and potentially useful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Was the WTP easy to use?</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Would they use the WTP now?</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did they think other students would use the WTP?</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Would much tutoring be needed to learn to use the WTP?</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.12.1 Some overall impressions from student users

Some overall impressions of students as a first response to the WTP were as a follows.

Akhona: It’s quite interesting, what you have here. Why? Because, it’s, like, true...you realise, you never really noticed, these things. Why? Because it just happens - it just happens - writing just - you get caught up in the moment, and you don’t really realise what you’re doing.

Earl: This (i.e. Help with writer’s block), I think is a good idea... it gives you point by point. When you are writing, you like to basically see the breakdown of what you need and how to go about it.

Busiswa: It stays there while you type? It’s beautiful! I’d love to use it!

Malusi: Ja, as it is, it is useful, especially that drafting part where, like, most of us don’t go through it thoroughly. The drafting part, you don’t do it thoroughly, like, as it’s explained here...ja, it explains the whole process, like when you get the ideas, you have to jot them down before you lose them.
Ebrahim: There'd be a lot of people trying to use this, because everyone – most of them do bad essays because they never have a solid grounding in this kind of thing, so - anything which would help their marks will do.

Rochelle: If we do have a project and an essay to write, I mean, mostly everyone would go for it, looking at it, I mean, and finding it interesting: then they will use it.

Lwandile: I think the idea might, sort of like cut down on the time and effort that you put into writing. You know normally what you do when you're writing something? Even if they're going to type it out on computer, they normally, like, write it out on paper – that's a waste of time. Basically, they tell you how to structure your writing, mind maps, and stuff like that... like I had to write everything out, on the page, but then you can just take one copy and put all of your ideas in that mind bubble, and you know exactly where to go from here.

Zafika: The tips, I found that very interesting... the fact that you have to think of yourself as the reader, who doesn't know anything about the points and topics you're talking about, you picture yourself as that reader. That almost helps you almost to get into it from the reader's point of view, when you've got a checklist, and somewhere there's a tip about reader roles, when you're looking at your own work.

Thula: A comment I wanted to state is there's a lot of detail, like, uh, how to draft, how to put out drafts before actually writing, and the audience - that goes to the readers. A very good example of that is this part (i.e. “About composing”), cause this actually targets people who want to upgrade their writing. So you are the audience at that time, you are being taught how to write. So you see by the style and the tone of the writing that it's used to educate, and it's put into simple English.

Reshan: It was informative – a lot of writing, but that was also a problem, cause there's too much of writing.

Mthobisi: I think this really will work wonders, I'm really serious about that. This, like, enables the students to really know what is a proper essay from starting point to the end, you know. It's got so much and is so comprehensive. I think they (i.e. other students) will use it, in terms of writing essays, assignments. Personally I think I'll use it, every time I had to compose or do something I'll use it.

Thandeka: To me it (the “About composing” section) kind of like summarises everything I really wanted to know, because, um, I've got – I've sort of got a problem, ‘cause I didn't know I had it, I just found out while we were doing this (project). I don't really read what is
written, I just look at the (topic) - and ok, I just look at, here, ok there’s “Land Reform”, and I just go, “Ok, Land Reform, what do you know on Land Reform?” And then I write everything I know. I don’t really read the whole thing and, like, what is asked about Land Reform.

Nelisiwe: I think it’s right, it’s great, by reading the whole thing it shows how to write. It’s an interesting idea, which is why I’d use it.

Links could be seen between these - and other sentiments expressed by the participants - and some of the issues which came up for them in the composing sessions. For Akhona the WTP made articulate and explicit her intuitive grasp of the composing system, it reflected the “truth” of the reality of composing. Earl identified with the practicality of the advice and the way it was broken down systematically. Busiswa liked the order and control the program offered in handling a process whose functioning sometimes seemed erratic and random. The WTP gave Malusi insight into the drafting process in terms of capturing ideas quickly rather than saving time by producing a more or less fair copy from the outset. As well as the remark given above, Ebrahim also made a significant comment in terms of his dilemma when composing:

But what happens if you’ve already written the essay and they don’t like it at all? So you could save so much time by just asking a couple of questions. If you write the whole thing, and then you ask them and they don’t like it – they don’t like anything about it: you would have saved your time by asking those couple of questions before you started (i.e. in the “Preparing to write” section).

In other words, considering his audience and purpose before he wrote would have prevented him from becoming blocked during composing and ultimately submitting an assignment which was not likely to find favour with the assessor.

Rochelle spent most of the time reading “About composing”: her main problem in the recorded composing session had been trying to carry out too many composing functions at once. She was perceptive in realising that the tutor could be discarded once the basic procedures had been learned: “Ja, maybe I’ll use it for a couple of times and then, after that, I’ll get used to it, and then you don’t have to look at it.” Lwandile was excited about the idea of using mind maps to save time on laborious rewriting (he had used a mind map in the
composing session, but had not actually included all of his ideas on it). Zafika, who loved reading, saw that the WTP might also be useful to authors: “I think authors could relate to this, when they're writing their books”. She also connected her “going blank” with composing with the writer’s blocks described in the program. Thula, whom I suggested earlier as being language-gifted, liked the long stretches of textual information, and realised that these were lessons, “used to educate” and “put in simple English”. Reshan, on the other hand, found the texts too verbose and long-winded, “too much of writing”. However, he did test out as many routines as he could, and said the writer’s block section and various checklists might be useful. There may be a link between his practicality, and his dislike of long verbal passages and the relative terseness of his text (his essay was a bit “thin”). Nelisiwe was generally approving in her response, but the only link with her previous composing session was a reference to “Writing rough drafts” from the program. As she has written notes rather than a rough draft, this might have been an indication that the program really was showing her “how to write”.

Thandeka saw the “About composing” section in the program (which could just as well have been in a printed note) as summarising what she needed to know to be able to write well. With the help of this section she had in fact correctly identified her problem as not analysing the topic properly so as to gather information for her essay with more discrimination. However, she would have needed to use the program for in the actual context of a subject essay to realise that key academic requirements (e.g. genre) are often not made explicit in the topic. It was still extremely perceptive of her to see that her problem lay in contextualising the essay properly, and the program appeared to have provided her with help to solve the problem herself.

Mthobisi, however, appeared to have made the most significant discoveries in his trial run of the program. On discussion of his response to the program afterwards, he declared: “This is the most wonderful thing that has ever happened to me,” as he had managed to use the program to self-diagnose the problems experienced during his earlier composing session. To recap, his lecturer had put his poor performance down to lack of fluency in English, and I
myself had wondered whether he might be using oral strategies to compose, as his text resembled casual speech. Mthobisi himself seemed to sense that his text had not developed beyond the rough draft stage, commenting earlier on: “This is not yet finished.” After trying out the program for twenty minutes, he concluded that his most serious error had been not to consider his audience and purpose before starting to write, and not to establish the exact nature of the academic expectations operating in this specific case. This appeared to be a more accurate diagnosis than either the lecturer’s or mine, as composing which is not properly contextualised lacks the social impetus necessary to drive it through redrafting to its completion, leaving it raw and “unfinished”, and a first draft often resembles speech rather than writing. The most important thing about use of a program rather than lecturer response is that Mthobisi saw it as operating without prejudice in giving him non-judgmental feedback. As a highly politicised student actively involved in student affairs he had clearly been worried that prejudice might play a part in assessment of his essay, particularly as he had expressed liberation sentiments which might cause offence to lecturers of Dutch descent (note that his lecturer had seen his essay as being incoherent rather than offensive.)

9.12.2 Improvements suggested by students

The following improvements were suggested by the students:

- Fewer long passages and more chunking, bullets and checklists.
- Better back and forward navigation.
- Use of colour and animation
- A full screen option
- A help option
- More use of icons
- More screen prompts
- Exemplars of student writing

Some of these improvements were carried out in later versions of the writing tutor program, but others were left until more extensive testing could take place with larger numbers of student (and staff) users.
9.13 CONCLUSION

This concludes my brief in this research cycle, which was to develop a theoretical model of written composition to underpin the design and production of a writing tutor program. The writing tutor program is by necessity based on the empirical model, as this describes in simplified form the mechanism whereby the key functions identified in the theoretical model are carried out in real-life composing situations. While a computerised writing tutor in the form of a help menu has the disadvantage of not being as responsive, interactive and flexible as a human tutor, in itself it provides a more dynamic empirical model of composing than a static diagrammatic representation, besides being able to accommodate supplementary features of the empirical model which could not be included in a diagram (e.g. inner dialogues and writer’s block). A menu-driven help program based on the five stages of composing also allows the inclusion of supporting explanatory information and teaching materials without taking away from the writer’s focus on the five stages during composing. The net result is that the writing tutor program can be seen to provide a model of not only composing but also of a method for teaching/learning written composition. It does so by providing learners with a conceptual mechanism which can inform the social practice of communication in written mode. Because students can see the connection between their own real life composing and the schema of composing in the core of the main menu, it not only guides practice but can be used for self-diagnosis of writing problems.
10.1 INTRODUCTION

This account concludes by reflecting on the extent to which the aims of this study were achieved. This is done with reference to the opening chapter which delineated the intent and scope of the project. The Conclusion also indicates areas for further development: further applications and areas of research are suggested.

10.2 THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE AIMS OF THE STUDY WERE ACHIEVED

The stated purpose of the study was as follows:

To arrive at a practical computer artefact - a writing tutor program - which could be used by learners with basic computer literacy from Grade 8 to first-year tertiary level and perhaps beyond.

The resulting writing tutor program would need to:

- be easily accessible and user-friendly
- reflect both the commonalities and variables in composing
- acknowledge the fact that composing is context-specific and shaped by the socio-cultural factors operating within that context

For such a program to become a reality, the researcher would need to produce:

- a model of the systemic functions underpinning communication in written mode
- a working prototype of the writing tutor program artefact

While a model of composing (i.e. *Stages of the Writing Process*) had already been developed in a previous study (Pratt 1987) and had proved effective in teaching composition at both secondary and tertiary level, this “pedagogical model” did not satisfactorily explain why composing should occur in stages (or
in these particular stages) nor how features of the specific context in which writing occurred might shape composing.

Following the orientation chosen, critical realism, this study viewed writing as a complex social mechanism which needed to be modelled for its functioning to be understood. Franck’s modelling process showed the Stages of the Writing Process to be in the nature of an empirical (practical) model: to explain its workings, a theoretical model of writing needed to be formulated. The theoretical and empirical models, according to Franck (2002), would constitute the formal and applied aspects of the social mechanism involved in written composition. This mechanism would not only describe what learners were doing as they engaged in writing, but, when explained to them, would constitute a conceptual mechanism informing their everyday practice.

A theoretical model of written composition was formulated, constituting the five functions “without which” effective communication could not take place (i.e. describing “felicity conditions” for communication). The formulation of the theoretical model made it possible to formulate a more analytical empirical model of composing. The new empirical model had an input option which helped to explain how local factors impacted on composing, causing infinite variation within the composing system. When used to analyse the composing of 13 students writing a revision assignment in Town & Regional Planning, the “analytical” empirical model explained some of the variations within the system, including instances of recursion, and could also be used to account for the degree of success achieved by students, as judged by an independent assessor, their usual lecturer for that academic subject. The later empirical model could be seen to reflect the complexity and diversity of real life composing, thereby validating the theoretical model.

A working prototype of the writing tutor program was then developed using the pedagogical model, modified to include later developments (e.g. the input option). It thus reflected both the commonalities and variables in composing and acknowledged the fact that composing is context-specific and shaped by the socio-cultural factors operating within that context. This prototype was
tested out briefly by the 13 students whose composing had provided the data for the testing out of the second empirical model. They found it to be easily accessible and user-friendly, but also suggested improvements, some of which were incorporated into later versions. In achieving the above, the purpose of this study was achieved.

International Conference benchmarks for assessing software (e.g. those given at CATE 2006) include not only feedback for end users, but also institutional responses. There have been mainly positive responses the Writing Tutor Program at a number of levels, for example, responses by staff and students (i.e. other than those involved in the research project), Faculty support, and Management approval in the form of over R300,000 funding to apply and develop the product.

10.3 REFLECTION ON PROGRESS

The modelling process followed covered a period of twenty years and thus extensive evidence exists to support the models formulated. Refinements in the video protocol method developed (over the same period) made it possible to follow the thoughts and intentions of writers far more closely than a textual analysis of the finished products (i.e. the final essay drafts) alone. By the end of the study a digital VPA process had been devised using a laptop computer with web cam and screen recorder, which removed the necessity for external mixers and recording equipment and produced quality digital graphics (too late to be used in this study, unfortunately). A Teaching Development Grant of over R300,000 over two years has meant that further programming could be contracted to add animated applications such as a Flash tutorial, a mind map and a flow chart. An “Ideas database” has also been added so that users can build up a collection of viable ideas as they occur (usually when they are writing on a different topic). The Writing Clinic Project has additional resources, such as online learning materials and forum discussions, so that use of the Writing Tutor Program is scaffolded and supported in other ways, and has added truly interactive elements. It has also been possible to program different options within the install program so that in the near future users will have the option of
installing a Junior Writing Tutor, a Business Correspondence Tutor, or a Research Writing Tutor (for proposals, RAs and theses). Unexpected (but felicitous) side effects of the study have been the realisation that the model of communicative functions appears to constitutes a design principle, and that the tutor itself models a type of learning software which could be used as the basis for tutors in other subjects or competences.

10.4 A CRITIQUE OF THE STUDY

To critique this study, it must be noted that the empirical work has involved mainly student composing, and that mainly at first year level. Investigation at higher degree levels may well result in very different composing profiles, although it is thought that the second empirical model is versatile enough to describe higher degree writing and even commercial composing, such as that carried out in journalistic genres. Next, one of the consequences of studying student writers in real contexts for the sake of authenticity is that ethical concerns (e.g. possible interference with student progress) and time constraints have prevented detailed long-term studies of the same students. In the short term, a more detailed breakdown of composing into possible subsections within the composing system has also not been possible under the circumstances. Moreover, as most of our undergraduate students do not use computers for actual composing (merely to type out the final draft), there was no opportunity to study composing on word processor in more detail. It has not been possible to investigate how the interaction has been encoded in the text in terms of how the composing functions might be seen to have some textual representation, and it would be interesting to follow up to what extent Halliday’s language functions as represented in text might in fact be composing (or communicative functions). Such a study is clearly beyond the scope of the modelling carried out here, but would be a possible direction for further research. Finally, working from the reality of writing as experienced by myself, fellow teachers and researchers, and students towards a conceptual picture of what it must entail involved a very arduous process, in itself full of recursion, and only clearly discernable towards the end. This meant that the research process literally constituted reinventing itself by hindsight, and then had to be painstakingly reconstituted in the actual
writing up. As a result the research was drawn out, with many delays and obstacles. It also meant that more recent data had to be gathered, and video protocols are not time and cost effective, requiring about 40 hours minimum of processing (even before analysis) for each participant.

As far as software design and development is concerned, this study has not afforded the opportunity to test out the Writing Tutor program thoroughly in actual use by learners composing academic assignments. Moreover, this will be difficult to test out, as the WTP has been designed so that writers can take from it what it useful, which means that the various outcomes from using it should in fact be very different. Another criticism is that the WTP has been described as a “re-usable learning object”, when the usability paradox in fact begs the development of different versions for specialist use (e.g. A Research Writing Tutor, a Business Correspondence Tutor). These versions go beyond mere customisability and are in fact specialist applications of the general principle behind such tutors. In mitigation is the fact that there is a generalisable principle behind the specialist versions envisaged, which would not have been possible without engagement in the modelling process.

10.5 FURTHER DIRECTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

These are some of the further areas of research and applications suggested by this study:

- A study of how the composing (or communicative functions) are encoded in the text.

- The representation of the theoretical model as a mathematical formula the more easily to test out the possibility of its being a generalisable principle in other fields or areas.

- Use of the second empirical model to analyse composing in different genres or contexts (not necessarily educational).

- Analysis of composing carried out primarily on computer.

- Extensive testing out of the writing tutor program in use.
The development and testing out of specialist versions of the writing tutor program.

Development of other tutors based on the “floating menu bar” principle.

I myself am interested mainly in following up the application of the Writing Tutor Program in the Multicultural University of Technology where I am currently employed. The extract from the 14th International Conference on Learning describes how the application is to be introduced:

The teaching and learning development project “Introducing newt@dut” is aimed at providing a mixed mode writing clinic for students at a multicultural university of technology. NEWT (the “New Electronic Writing Tutor”) was developed in doctoral research as a versatile courseware application which could be customised to fit a variety of different educational contexts. NEWT - and the approach used in the “clinic” - is underpinned by a theoretical model of communicative functions formulated in doctoral research, and is currently the only process-based writing tutor program which takes into account both the intra- and extra-systemic operation of the social functioning of communication in written mode. NEWT is to be made available to all students and staff as a free download,
and is to be used in conjunction with online forums, webpage composition instruction and face-to-face consultations to develop academic composing expertise at undergraduate and post-graduate level at the Durban University of Technology (DUT) in 2007.

The project is being piloted in 2007 with staff and students from the Faculty of Arts & Design at the Durban University of Technology, although Deans of other faculties (Engineering and Health) have also shown interest in the project for their Foundation courses. The Writing Clinic also caters for higher degree students and staff, however, and will include face-to-face consultations and video protocol analysis sessions for diagnosis of problems. Data from the consultations, as well as statistical data obtained from use of the web pages, will be used in a further series of research projects on composing.

10.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

While based on theoretical development, this study has resulted in a very practical application, which, it is hoped, will transform the way in which students learn composing. At the outset of the formalising of the later cycles of modelling as a doctoral research project, I had in fact already come to the conclusion that the communicative functions were the “core” of the dynamic social process involved in composing, although I was not at the time aware of their precise nature or that they were indeed “communicative functions”. While it has taken longer than anticipated to pursue this notion to its logical end, the benefits in terms of theoretical input into quality teaching and learning, course design, and research processes, which all involve interactions of a kind, have far outweighed the time and trouble taken to formulate and validate the models, in particular the 13 extra video protocol analyses required to test out the possible enhancements provided by the second empirical model. The quality of job satisfaction afforded by the insights the research has brought has more than compensated for the numerous delays in completing this work. I conclude with the hope that the reader who has dutifully pored thought this somewhat lengthy account has taken cognisance of the immense labour and care involved in the inquiry documented here.
APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: THE PROCESS APPROACH TO COMPOSITION

1. Origins and focus of the process approach
The process approach had its origins in the late 1960s/early 1970s, when second language researchers looked to first language composition research in the hope of finding a theoretical foundation for the teaching of ESL composition. Arapoff (1968, 1969) Lawrence (1973, 1975) and Zamel (1976, 1982) were amongst the first ESL teachers and researchers to emphasise the importance of composing processes in the teaching of written composition, drawing on first language research which revealed writing to be a complex recursive process. The description of writing built up from both L1 and L2 research provided the basis for an approach to the teaching of ESL composition which became known as the process approach. While certain teaching methods are associated with the process approach, as, for example, encouraging students to work from rough drafts to polished drafts, conferencing and freewriting, the approach has been described as a perspective based on the perception of writing as a process rather than as a prescribed set of methods (Liebman-Kleine 1986). Young (1978), and later, Hairston (1982) and Spack (1984) equated the process approach with a new paradigm for the teaching of written composition, to emphasise that the new orientation was fundamentally different from that preceding it (i.e. current traditional rhetoric or the so-called product approach).

2. Relevance of the process approach to L1 and L2 writers
While the process approach was formulated and is still described as a teaching approach to second language composition, its scope in both teaching and research has not been limited to L2 composing. This apparent versatility of the process approach is possibly due to a general perception of its practitioners that composing is not viewed as a fundamentally different procedure for first and second language students (see Silva 1990:15-16). This is perhaps because the focus of the process approach is on the written interaction rather than the
learning of linguistic forms (see Zamel 1985, 1987). While most process practitioners would agree that using typical process methods would help to develop fluency (if not accuracy) in a second language, Cumming’s (1989) comprehensive study suggests that there is no direct relationship between second language proficiency and composing expertise. Over fifty video protocol analyses carried out over the last twenty years bear out Cumming’s conclusions, and suggest that there is no such thing as a typical second language composing profile, or, for that matter, a typical second language writer. A continuum is apparent, rather, ranging from less proficient to more proficient composing behaviour, with first and second language composers represented at both ends. It is, however, clear that, below a certain level of proficiency in a second language, composing is not viable, and that composing in a second language, while not following a pattern significantly different from that of first language composing (yet see Raimes 1985), does impose certain constraints. For example, redrafting does not offer significant gains to writers who lack the linguistic skills needed to revise their texts, or who cannot interpret the cultural nuances which indicate what an acceptable text constitutes.

3. Research into composing processes
First- and, subsequently, second-language research into composing processes lent itself to case studies, usually involving small numbers of writers engaged in a specific writing task or tasks. Such research often involved the use of think-aloud protocols to reconstruct the composing processes in which their writers engaged (Emig 1977, Flower & Hayes 1980, Perl 1980, Sommers 1980, Raimes 1985). In some cases video protocols were used to provide a more comprehensive picture of individual student’s composing procedures (Jones 1982, Matsuhashi 1982, Pianko 1979). While the case studies used were usually limited to one or a few writing tasks, teacher observations in classrooms (Shaughnessy 1977) and ethnographic research carried out in actual communities (Heath 1983) involved long-term studies and provided detailed information on literacy in general and composing in particular.
4. The view of writing built up from process research

The following view of writing was built up from L1 and L2 process research, that is research into the written interactions in which writers engage as they compose. Writing was viewed as a process which is not linear and logical, but “messy, recursive, convoluted, and uneven” (Hairston 1982:85). While the process was thought to be infinitely flexible, process researchers acknowledged that expressing ideas was important in the early stages, and that revision and editing should be left until the later stages. Writing was also viewed as a form of discourse, involving a process of interaction and negotiation (Taylor in Chick ms) with the projected reader. This process required frequent redrafting as writers continually reworked their messages in anticipation of the imagined reader’s responses; it involved “producing a text that evolves over time” (Zamel 1985:79). In order to anticipate the prospective reader’s responses to what they had written, writers were thought to switch rapidly to different reader roles during the composing process (Widdowson 1984:64) so as to dialogue by proxy with the imagined reader. Writing was seen as a form of thinking, as “the act of writing itself is capable of generating ideas” (Spack 1984:650-651). Composing was seen as involving not only formal expository writing but less formal modes, particularly, expressive writing, which writers used both as a discovery process and as a means of clarifying what they meant (Candlin 1981:184).

5. The process approach to teaching composition

Insights into the ways in which composing takes place have meant that the processes involved in composing can be taught, demystifying composing and making it more accessible to students (Bloom 1992:3), whether they be first or second language writers. The teacher can model the processes involved in composing by demonstrating these directly to students (Pfingstag 1984) or by providing students with a schema of composing processes (Hedge 1988, Walshe 1980, White 1989). The process-oriented teacher adopts a collaborative rather than authoritarian role, intervening to show learner writers how to assume the necessary reader roles adopted by writers during the process (Spack 1984, Zamel 1985). Process practitioners assist students to
revise by responding to writing as **work in progress** rather than assessing it as a finished product only (Sommers 1982, Zamel 1985). Methods such as **conferencing** (Graves 1978, Zamel 1985) and **journal writing** (Martin 1981) emphasise the **interactive** nature of writing as a process in which meaning is negotiated with an imagined reader: the focus is on the communication mode, that is fluency (Widdowson in Chick ms). The realisation that expressive writing can be a means of discovery is put to practical application in techniques such as **freewriting** (Elbow 1989, Raimes 1987).

6. **Criticisms of the process approach**

The main criticism of the process approach is that it omits to set composing in its wider social context and does not deal satisfactorily with the issue of academic requirements. This issue is addressed in some detail in Chapter Six, where it is shown how the interpersonal context of the process approach does not take cognizance of the wider social influences which might shape composing. The process approach has also been criticised for representing composing as a universal process (Faigley 1986:534, Kostelnick 1989:278, Krapels 1990:53, Lynn 1987:908, Young 1978:40): process practitioners themselves have cautioned that writing is too complex and too idiosyncratic for researchers to be able to identify one common writing procedure (Raimes 1985, Spack 1984). It is hoped that the modelling process involved in this study has gone some way towards distinguishing between the commonalities and variables involved in composing.

---

1 It must be remembered that all of the abovementioned writers were using the term paradigm in the sense of **disciplinary matrix** (Kuhn 1962:182) rather than **comprehensive world view** (1962:175), the sense in which it tends to be used in the field of Education (notably by curriculum theorists such as Grundy 1986 and Schubert 1987). To suggest that there is a disciplinary matrix for the field of written composition is clearly unwise, as the field of written composition is characterised by diversity (see North 1987:iii) rather than by a shared set of values and beliefs about composition and how it should best be taught. Moreover, it is difficult to see why the process approach, while popular, should be given a position of prominence in a field which was then, and still is dominated by form-based approaches (for example, current-traditional rhetoric in the 1980s and social constructionism in the 1990s, as well as the postmodern approaches based on the perception of discourse as text). Yet Young (1978), Hairston (1982) and Spack’s (1984) claim that the advent of the process approach involved a **paradigm shift** was in fact justified, as the focus shifted (at least momentarily) towards a consideration of writing as interaction between participants, that is the **communicative** function of writing was being emphasised for the first time.
APPENDIX B: COMPOSING PROFILES FROM THE 1993 PROJECT

1. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT

This project was significant in that it highlighted apparent anomalies in the composing system which had been hypothesised in the first round of modelling. The discovery of anomalies led to the gathering of more data in further projects in an attempt to resolve the apparent contradictions. There were two factors which led to the discovery of the anomalies:

- improvements in the technology used in the video protocols;
- situating the case studies in academic disciplines in a tertiary context.

In the first instance, the video protocol method developed in 1986 was enhanced by use of two video cameras which recorded composing in split screen mode though a video mixer. This setup captured more details of composing behaviour as well as of the emerging texts, which assisted considerably with writer recall.

In the second case, the different context meant that composing no longer primarily took the form of interpersonal communication (as in most secondary school assignments) but constituted variations on specialist knowledge construction. As the empirical model in its initial formulation (*Stages of the Writing Process*) lacked an input function, it was not clear how academic requirements might impact on composing expertise. The model summed up the latter relatively successfully, as shown by its ad hoc application in different contexts, but not the former (possibly the main reason for the eventual rejection of the process approach by many academics and researchers at higher educational levels). As the system worked in various ad hoc teaching and coaching contexts, my response to the anomalies was to gather further data, attempt to discover the theoretical underpinning of the empirical model, and, ultimately, to modify the empirical model so that it offered more insight into composing in different contexts.
2. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The 1993 project involved eighteen case studies of first year technikon students writing revision assignments in three different subjects, with their usual lecturer for that subject setting the topic and assessing the completed assignments. Students were given semi-structured interviews before and after the video-recorded composing sessions, and were also asked to write a shortened TESOL practice test and to complete a genre-recognition exercise. The students’ English language proficiency, as based on their conversation, the TESOL test results and their written texts, ranged from very fluent to very weak. The ratio of ESL to mother-tongue English speakers was approximately 2:4 in each group of six, but not all ESL students were mother-tongue isiZulu, Xhosa or Sotho speakers: a few were mother-tongue Afrikaans speakers. The case studies suggested that students were involved in the social construction of knowledge throughout composing, and that each lecturer had set in place a different paradigm of knowledge construction for students. This is not to imply that these paradigms necessarily characterised teaching practice in each subject: different paradigms may well apply in teaching and testing, as well as in different instances of writing (Grundy 1987:100). While the students’ composing followed the recursive pattern described in the empirical model, success (as defined by their lecturer’s marks and comments) appeared to depend on the students’ ability to grasp what type of knowledge construction was involved, and to be able to carry this out in composing their assignments.

While a vast amount of data was obtained from the 1993 case studies, at this stage of the modelling process it was not clear how contingent factors (including the academic requirements signalled by the paradigms) impacted on composing processes. The graph profiles alone did not show how the commonalities in composing were applied in specific instances of knowledge construction. Moreover, while the graph profiles did confirm the existence of the recursive stages indicated in the earlier model, they also highlighted the fact that “good” writing profiles did not automatically indicate success, nor were “poor” profiles necessarily indicators of failure. It was the anomalies revealed in the 1993 project which drove further investigation into composing and resulted in the
eventual formulation of the five communicative functions which constitute the theoretical model.

3. COMPOSING PROFILES
The composing profiles will be dealt with per subject, with the students in the order of their lecturer’s assessment of their completed assignment (highest to lowest mark).

3.1 Academic Subject: Education module
The Education module was a six-week course, and the lecturer’s stated teaching aim was to make students aware of the different kinds of teaching approaches available. The revision assignment topic was: “Evaluate the effectiveness of the teaching approaches which you studied this year.” The Education lecturer’s criteria for assessment were detailed and clearly defined:

I want them [students] to be able to define each of the three approaches, provide examples, understand the kind of teaching methodologies that actually occur, talk about the kind of classroom interaction that would occur, in other words, the teacher’s classroom practice, within each of those; also they’ve got to know the kinds of theoretical issues that would be tacked on to each of those approaches, views of knowledge, and views of learning; then, finally, they’ve got to also be able to project what kinds of pupils would come out of those different approaches. I’d like them to be able to compare different approaches, so it’s quite a critical approach to the approaches.

There’s a lot of new words that they had to learn, as part of that, and which way they fitted: the word “transmission” fits in with “objective”, and knowledge, being objective, has to fit in with science being neutral.

The lecturer put strong emphasis on formal structure, particularly the Introduction. She said that she preferred students to tell her what they thought the demands of the question were in the Introduction. She told her students that one of the functions of the Introduction was to let the marker know how they were going to structure their essay and how they were going to deal with what they thought the question was.

The lecturer’s preference was for essays which were “concise and packed”, and she was emphatic about students using conventional academic structures:
If you’ve decided to work with ideas, and language, as opposed to digging a trench in the road, you have to make your idea accessible to other people, and there are certain structures that are accepted.

The formal expository essay was the preferred genre for written assignments, and the topic set for the video protocols was: “Evaluate the effectiveness of the teaching approaches which you studied this year.”

**a. Alice**

Alice, a mother-tongue English speaker, scored 94% in the TESOL test (the highest mark overall), and grouped all of the genres in the genre-recognition exercise correctly, giving the correct rationale for her groupings. Her approach to composing was logical and structured, and she appeared to be very calm and organised throughout the recorded composing session in spite of a technical hitch which had kept her waiting for half an hour before she could start. Even her rough draft was neat and linear rather than messy and holistic (the latter qualities being more typical of the idea-generating stage of the writing process). She carried out the most thorough version of the pattern of composing represented in the empirical model, and in fact provided a “model” of academic composing herself, which as followed (with varying degrees of success) by most of the 18 students, in which they would:

- analyse the topic;
- access and select information relevant to the topic;
- plan and/or jot down abbreviated points in rough;
- compose and refine the Introduction;
- expand the points on the rough draft into a final polished version;
- proof-read for errors;
- assess the overall effect of the finished text.

While there is emphasis on the Introduction, Alice focused on her Introduction after generating ideas, following the behaviour of proficient writers indicated in both empirical models (and, as the Education lecturer pointed out, the Introduction does shape the evaluator’s first impression of the assignment). For every step of her composing procedure Alice subsequently provided a clear and detailed commentary, explaining what she was doing and why, which suggested that she possessed considerable insight into her own composing processes.
Her commentary echoed her lecturer’s educational values and beliefs throughout. This was evident (but not to such a marked extent) in all of the other students’ composing, and was what led to the realisation that academic requirements were paradigmatic rather than involving merely surface requirements of content, genre or style (there is not necessarily a correspondence between the latter elements and specific paradigms).

Figure B.1 Alice’s composing profile graph
According to the lecturer, Alice’s score (65%) would have been higher had she not confused two of the three teaching approaches, which had lowered her percentage:

She has a good understanding of the demands of the question, and - but the basic error really spoils her response, you know. Although, had she got that right, she may well have gone up into the 70s.

In spite of this basic error, her assignment was judged the “most academic” of those produced by this group. The lecturer approved of her Introduction, “because she is getting close to the whole idea of evaluation and effectiveness”, and also approved of her writing a separate Conclusion, which was, however, judged to be “rather a sitting-on-the-fence Conclusion”, as the lecturer would have preferred her to take a stand about the teaching approach she preferred. The quality of Alice’s language use was considered good, but not outstanding: she “uses terms and explains their meaning”, for example, “a priori, i.e. prespecified knowledge”. According to the lecturer, Alice used the composing session as “an opportunity to show off her knowledge”, as she herself had advised them to do in tests and assignments. Alice’s focus on the demands of the topic and provision of detailed information had resulted in the kind of concise, “packed” account required: “Well, this is the most academic essay of the whole lot, and she also gets very much to the nitty-gritty, and there’re lots of ticks sort of one after the other here.”

In Alice’s case the pattern of the empirical model which she followed was accompanied not only by a very good grasp of academic requirements as specified by her lecturer), but an empathic identification with the lecturer’s teaching paradigm, as if she were actually modelling herself on the lecturer. Contrast this with Robert’s performance in the Social Science essay, where he is attempting to impose a scientific approach on what the lecturer considers to be a deeply emotional and personal topic (see Chapter Five).

b. Jane

Jane, the second mother-tongue English speaker in this group, scored 93% in the TESOL test, and 87%, the vocabulary test (only 6% lower than Alice’s
score). She correctly grouped all of the genres in the genre-recognition exercise, showing some insight into the issue of genre.

Figure B.2 Jane’s composing profile graph

While, like Alice, she analysed the topic and underlined key words, the only rough draft she wrote was of the Introduction. She took pains over her Introduction, however, not satisfied with it until her third attempt, which she
wrote as her final draft. In fact she spent a quarter of her total composing time on perfecting the Introduction, explaining later that writing the Introduction set the scene for her to continue with the rest of the essay. She composed the rest of her assignment as a final draft without any further redrafting, selecting information from her notes as she wrote. Because she wrote only one draft, she had difficulty trying to include all of the information she had selected: this resulted in problems with structure and the length constraint, and, as a result of the latter, she tried to cram in as many words as possible on the lines of her neat draft as she composed the latter part of her assignment.

Jane’s assignment scored 58%. According to the lecturer, Jane did not really deal with the issue of effectiveness:

This really bugs me when they don’t get the question. It’s something that irritates me even if I sit and watch television. I don’t think anyone ever understands anyone else’s questions these days, but I think that it’s very important that people do.

Her Introduction, on which she had spent a quarter of her total composing time, was judged as being too flowery, and not directed to the question: “It’s almost as if she wants me to see that she really cares about Education.” This was pronounced “nice”, but the lecturer required the answer in an academic essay. Jane had understood the topic, and had responded to the lecturer personally in the Introduction, because she mentioned “personal theories”, of which the lecturer approved. However, her emphasis was misplaced because she appeared to be focusing on the lecturer rather than the question. While she needed to consider the reader, the lecturer commented that part of this was answering the question. Her assignment scored only 58% because it was descriptive rather than factual: “It’s very descriptive, and there’s very little of any critical importance in what she’s writing.” She was judged not to have engaged properly with the question. Her attempt to cram more words on to the page was viewed as an inability to deal with her information: “She’s got lots of information but she doesn’t know what to do with it.” The lecturer commented that Jane expressed herself well in English, but not perfectly, as she was not always clear, particularly in her linking.
c. Gladys

Gladys, whose mother tongue was isiZulu, was repeating the first year of the Education Diploma. She scored 60% for the structure section of the language test and 53% for the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise she correctly grouped extracts from news reports and two extracts from novels/short stories but confused all of the other genres. The reasons she gave for her selections did not show any real understanding of genres.

As she felt that her English was not fluent enough to compose in English, her general modus operandi when composing was to translate the topic into isiZulu and then think what she was going to write in isiZulu. As she composed, she would rapidly translate her answer back into English. She dealt with technical terms which had no isiZulu equivalent by paraphrasing these. For example, “the traditional teacher” became: “Ucabanga ukuthi uyena yedwa owaziyo” (literally: She thinks that she is the only person who knows.) This strategy, while
cumbersome, had the advantage of obliging her to work out the meaning of the educational terms she was dealing with in the assignment. She had already thought about the assignment topic, as in the course of the year she had already attempted to work out the differences in the teaching approaches on her own. Nevertheless, she attempted to “fish” from me what was required in the essay before she started, and watched my reactions carefully after she suggested that the assignment might be about the advantages and disadvantages of the three teaching approaches. Gladys wrote one draft only, under the impression that the recorded composing session was some kind of test. Using her “translation method” she composed the assignment quickly and efficiently, pausing to read back over what she had written at times to keep in touch with the broad structure of her essay. She took pains to match the correct terminology with the correct teaching approach.

Gladys’s essay scored 56%. In the lecturer’s opinion Gladys had not understood what “effectiveness” meant: “She seems to have pinpointed the demands of the question quite nicely in the Introduction, then reverts to description.” She had interpreted “effectiveness” as giving the “advantages and disadvantages”, which is close to what was required, yet she had not actually done so in the Body of her essay. Her first sentence was judged as confusing, as she had written:

I’ve already dealt with three approaches which is according to mine they are working quite good except that each approach depends on your student.

The confusion lies in the fact that she had “dealt” with the approaches in actuality, but clearly could not have “dealt” with (discussed) them in the essay itself, as this was her first sentence. Her language was not as fluent as that of Molly (another ESL writer), but was “not bad”, and the lecturer did not find it a barrier to communication, although she had underlined some of the errors.

The lecturer noticed that Gladys had added to the Introduction and was “really pleased” with that, as it indicated self-analysis. She commented that Gladys also had a Conclusion of sorts, but had not really come to grips with explaining the approaches, and had given insufficient detail. However, when students
showed an incorrect focus, she still gave them credit for attempting to follow her precepts on structure. This, together with her comments (above) on Alice’s scholarly performance (in spite of confusion about the approaches), suggested that, for this lecturer, academic conventions were as important as the actual answer, in spite of her claim that the answer was important. Yet Gladys (and Jane, above) had apparently focused on the Introduction to the detriment of their actual content.

**d. Molly**

Molly’s mother tongue was isiZulu. She showed interest in the research project and asked questions about it. She had failed her first Education test, lowering her final course average, and was not sure what had gone wrong: “Because I studied. I don’t know where I - what happened. Oh, the thing is we don’t know how they mark, maybe that was it.” She appeared to lack confidence in her scholastic ability because she was not sure what her lecturers wanted in academic assignments. She scored 65% in the structure section of the language test and 57% in the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise she correctly grouped and identified the extracts from the news reports, but grouped one of the letters with the subject-specific writing, and one of the novels/short stories with the other friendly letter. She made a second attempt, but did not improve her groupings.

She said that she thought in English while composing: “Sometimes I do think in Zulu, but it takes longer, so I just think straight in English.” After reading the topic and looking up the word “evaluate” in the dictionary, she wrote a once-off draft referring to her notes and a previous test. She tackled the task methodically, looking up information on each teaching approach before writing about it. She knew that she had to use her own words, and not those of her notes verbatim: “Yes, they say we’re copying, our lecturers say that they’ll see if we’re copying.” However, she underlined key words in her text, which gave it a note-like quality. She went through a number of “false finishes”, before she actually completed the assignment (even after quite a long wait where she started studying for her examinations - see Figure B4) Her sporadic finishes
and restarts reflected her tentativeness about what she was doing: she was not sure when - or whether - she had accomplished what she was required to do.

![Figure B.4 Molly's composing profile graph](image_url)

Her assignment scored 56%, which her lecturer described as a relatively comfortable pass. She had included what the lecturer considered to be the main ideas, and her command of technical terms was deemed “good”. However, she appeared to have confused effectiveness with outcome, and, the lecturer said, could have included more detail relevant to the topic (she had included some information which is not relevant “just in case”, and had left it up to the lecturer to decide what was relevant). Her text was understandable, with only a few errors in tenses and concord, and her language was considered “okay” for a second language writer. The lecturer was surprised that Molly appeared not to know what was required, as she appeared to know what the lecturer wanted, but was just not able to put this into practice very well.

**e. Dennis**

Dennis’s mother tongue was isiZulu. He said that he composed in isiZulu and
then translated into English when asked to write about himself, but that, when writing academic assignments, he tried to compose in English. He scored 68% in the structure section of the language test and 60% in the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise he grouped the extracts from news reports and the extracts from an Education text book correctly, but confused the extracts from friendly letters with those from novels/short stories. He did comment on certain aspects of language and style, however, when justifying his groupings.

![Figure B.5 Dennis' composing profile graph](image)

Dennis’ composing session was delayed by a technical hitch. For this reason, although he said that he usually wrote a rough draft, in this instance he wrote one draft only. He said that if he had written a rough draft, he would not have been so slow in “looking [at his notes] and thinking” as he wrote (he was not particularly slow). He took care with expression in the Introduction, but did not spend as much time on it as Alice had, and did not rework his Introduction. He said that, because he was writing one draft only, he had to think about the order of his points before he started the Body of his assignment, and he also had to take care not to repeat himself. He did not check his finished assignment, but said that he would usually check his work before handing it in to his lecturer: he would reread it to see if he had left anything out and had answered the
question. Even though he did not redraft, he had a studious demeanour and appeared to know what he was doing as he wrote. According to the lecturer, Dennis acted as class monitor in handing out notes and assisting her generally.

Dennis’ assignment scored 52%. The lecturer was “quite pleased” with his Introduction, which was more complex than Molly’s, and more direct, but “not quite there yet”. However, the focus of his essay was misplaced, as he had not dealt with teaching approaches but the principles of education instead. The lecturer said that he might have failed the assignment if he had not shown that he knew a lot about the principles of education. She considered his language good, but noticed that much of his text was copied verbatim from his notes. While she would not have expected students to use their own terms much, Dennis had used hers exclusively. Yet she viewed his text as being “essay-like”, and considered that he knew what he was doing. While he had not written a proper Conclusion, he had signalled a Conclusion by saying: “And so I can conclude…”

f. Louise

Louise was a mother-tongue isiZulu speaker and was the most reserved of all of the students, possibly because she was not conversationally fluent in English. This made it difficult to elicit information from her. Her scores in the language tests were the second lowest overall (structure: 30%, vocabulary 47%). In the genre-recognition exercise, Louise grouped the extracts incorrectly on her first try, but, after discussion, she grouped the subject-specific academic texts correctly.

On the surface, Louise’s composing procedure seemed similar to Molly’s. Like Molly, Louise looked up the meaning of the word “evaluate” after reading the topic, and she also studied the topic again later because she was worried about whether she had written off-topic. However, while Molly appeared to be writing in distinct phases as she covered the three teaching approaches, Louise moved at a uniform pace through the whole piece, pausing to summarise her notes as she wrote. She appeared to pay no attention to organising or structuring her text (as reflected in the graph in Figure B6, where Stage 3 is left blank).
Her assignment scored 45%. The lecturer said that she had been “generous” in giving this mark, and that she had done so because, while Louise did not answer the question, what she wrote had something to do with education, and that everything she included was correct as far as it went. Louise therefore received credit for her knowledge in other areas:

I probably do it quite often for a whole range of students. I try not to penalise them too much for not understanding the question or not structuring their work as I would like it to be structured.

The lecturer said that Louise was “by far the worst” in terms of the essay she produced in the composing session, and that the “whole organisation of her work” was different from that of the other students. This was because, while the essays of the other students all had a logical structure, Louise’s essay did not. Furthermore, she appeared to be drawing on all the knowledge she had gained in the course throughout the year, so that her essay was far too broad, and did not deal with the question. The other students had been much more selective.
This lack of structuring was apparent in Louise’s composing procedure. The lecturer commented that perhaps 30% would have been a more accurate reflection of her assignment. However, when she marked assignments, she was also thinking of the students in terms of passing or failing, and how the student was going to react to the mark. She was reluctant to give marks which were too low, as, even if the student rewrote the assignment, the new mark was averaged with the previous mark, lowering the student’s course average.

3.2 Academic Subject: Social Science

Social science was an annual subject for the six Environmental Health students taking part in the project. The lecturer’s stated teaching aim was for students to develop a perspective on their own life experiences, including the experience of their own particular family culture. This perspective would offer both insight into, and a way of dealing with, both their own future experiences and those of others:

What I want them to get by the end of the year maybe is more a stronger sense of who they are, and almost a sense of acceptance of who they are, and then a confidence in who they are.

The revision assignment topic was: “Evaluate the effectiveness of the family system.” While the question rubric was identical to that of the Education topic, the requirements were very different. Students were allowed to choose their own preferred genre, and were not restricted to written mode: “However they want to present it, it’s their personal way of expressing it.”

I would be happy for them to include graphics, and pictures, and whatever they needed to get their ideas across. In fact I’ve actually said to them, if you feel more comfortable speaking your answer, then you can tape it, but none of them really do: I think they get embarrassed or something.

The lecturer viewed both genre and mode as being part of the message:

I say to them, “How you communicate, the way you present it to me, is part of the message,” and I think they are aware of that, because that’s, you know, the outside world.

Her approach was vocational rather than academic:

I’m also judging it more from a business perception than from an educational - from a teacher’s point of view. From having more experience in the business world, as a trainer, I’m more interested in the translocation
into writing a report that’s going to give the information that the other person needs to know. There’s nothing more frustrating than getting a letter from a lawyer, for example, which goes on about hereforth and so on, and managing directors and managers do it because they have to look good on paper; they actually don’t communicate the information.

The essay topic set for the video protocols was: “Evaluate the effectiveness of the family system.” The Social Science lecturer required students to engage in an interpersonal type of communication in which they communicated to her what the family meant to them, and thus indicate to what extent they were emotionally mature enough to handle a family situation in their chosen vocation. Students needed to show that they could relate the psychological theories which they had learned about to themselves, and thus could relate to other people better, because they possessed self-knowledge: this could not be tested fairly on an oral basis. She required students to take a position and to take responsibility for that position, and preferred students to say what they really thought, and not what they thought she wanted to hear. Finally, she required students to be passionate about their viewpoint, and not to be detached; to be “very warm and involved” and “get their meaning across from who they are”.

a. Cheryl

Cheryl’s mother tongue was Afrikaans (her mother and grandmother were Afrikaans-speaking) but she spoke English fluently through having attended an English-medium school, and acted as liaison for me with the class group in the initial stages of recruiting student volunteers. In the genre exercise Cheryl not only identified the genre of the extracts supplied, but was also able to distinguish between an extract from a novel and one from a short story. She scored 93% in the structure section of the language test and 87% in the vocabulary section.

Although Cheryl was quiet and self-effacing, she took the recorded video session in her stride, writing “research assignment” on her final draft. She set about composing in businesslike way, following a similar pattern to that used by Alice. She had not scored good marks for assignments at school (“I was always getting 60%”), and when I commented on her composing procedure matching that of competent writers, she replied that she would have liked her former
teachers to have been able to see her “good” writing profile.

Cheryl did not bring any notes to the recorded composing session. She said that she usually put her notes away before she wrote, even when she wrote assignments at home:

I usually like to read up on something I’m doing, and then put it aside. But I refer to it if I need a definition or a meaning of something which would help.

Cheryl used an idea generating method suggested by her lecturer to analyse the topic and generate ideas. She first rephrased the topic on her rough draft as a question, “how effective is the f.s.” Next she underlined “how” and “effective” as the key words of the question, which would feature as the key
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words in her answer. Thereafter she jotted down points in the columnar grid thus formed, to which she attached further points with lines and arrows, working in holistic rather than linear fashion. The resulting diagram which emerges is thus not a note her lecturer had displayed on the overhead projector or blackboard, but Cheryl's own unique construct, built up from what she remembers of her notes and an essay which she had previously written on the family system.

This diagram is what gives her rough draft its "messy" holistic appearance, which is more reflective of the creative conceptual processes involved in composing than a linear draft (1987b:85).

![Figure B.8 Cheryl's mind map](image)

Cheryl's assignment scored a mark of 70%. According to her lecturer:

She was the only one who seemed to get into what evaluation was about. She's got positive, negative, interesting points that she's put together.
To obtain a higher mark Cheryl would have had to be more specific:

To get 80 or 90, I think, she would have had to be more specific about, uh, the models that she was using, and the ideas. She’s taken the gist of it.

The lecturer commented that Cheryl’s use of language reflected her practical personality:

To get 80 or 90, I think, she would have had to be more specific about, uh, the models that she was using, and the ideas. She’s taken the gist of it I think she’s a very - just generally a practical, down-to-earth person.

This came across in her language in “fairly short sentences, and actually saying what they need to say”:

And she’s an observer, you can get that as well. She very much watches what works and what doesn’t work and then takes what does work. For exactly the same reason she would be very good in the field.

In spite of Cheryl’s shyness, Lisa considered that Cheryl would be able to use her observations to intervene effectively when necessary:

She would probably feel a bit embarrassed about having to interact in a heavy situation, ‘cause she is shy, but I think that confidence and working with it - she’d have it at her fingertips and she’d be able to - pragmatic, I think that that probably summarises it.

b. Sanele

Sanele (a mother-tongue Xhosa speaker) was conversationally fluent in English, but had misunderstood some of the instructions in the case of the language structure part of the TESOL test, for which he obtained a mark of 13% (he obtained 67% for the vocabulary section). In the genre recognition exercise he added an excerpt from a novel to excerpts from the Social Science textbook, but correctly grouped excerpts from both friendly letters and news reports.

He said that he tried to think in English when he composed assignments, although he said that he was thinking in Xhosa at times when composing the revision assignment. He started off by jotting down “what is family?” in very small letters on his rough draft, and then dispensed with the rough draft and
wrote a once-off final draft, referring to his notes. Although there was no actual time limit, he did not redraft as he was “pushed for time”, and therefore did not have time to plan. He said that it took him longer to write an assignment than it would a mother-tongue writer, as he had to find the information, think what to put, and then say it in English. In spite of that, he wrote the assignment steadily, referring to the topic and his notes, and pausing occasionally to think of a term: “I can say it’s [i.e. the problem is] terminology because we don’t have just to use the simple language as if we are in high school.” At one stage he appeared to run out of ideas, but he paused to think, and then reread what he had written, and also reread the topic, which activities appeared to stimulate further ideas. He thought about how to end off effectively before he wrote his Conclusion. While Sanele took only 33 minutes to write the assignment, his perception of himself as a writer was that he was “slow” when composing.
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Sanele’s assignment scored a mark of 65%. According to his lecturer:

He shows better than average understanding and internalisation of the information, I mean, he can walk into a community and understand what’s happening in a family and relate to those people.
He had also selected information that was pertinent. However, the lecturer commented that Sanele’s English had “structural problems”:

He’s always put a lot of information into very short space of time. He tends to run sentences and ideas together. So you can actually see that he picks up an idea and then in one word, and then the next word picks it up, and so that - it’s almost like looking at a plan. There’s an idea here that’s twining in with this sentence and the next sentence, and then he tries to tease it out.

She said that this mode of expression potentially confusing for the reader. However, she thought that the emotionally powerful nature of the subject matter might at times have accounted for Sanele’s convoluted structure.

c. Rupert

Rupert was a mother-tongue English speaker who wrote with some flair. He correctly grouped and identified the excerpts in the genre-recognition test, and obtained the highest scores in the language test, 93% for the structure section, and 90% for the vocabulary section. His overall score in the language test was only 3% higher than Cheryl’s, however.

The overall impression of his composing was that he was highly competent and organised.

Even his handwriting shows how precise he is, as if to say: “I can get the job done, I’m very capable, and I’m a scientist.”

Rupert’s rough draft was linear, and he used three main headings to fill in the points for the assignment. Each heading was used as an index for accessing a different set of information:

Those were probably headings of uh, about, you know, a page of information. So I knew underneath that heading I had that info, and underneath the next heading I got that info ...

In this he differed from Cheryl, who used her grid framework to access points already stored in memory.

As a technique to suggest words to use as he wrote, he ran his eyes rapidly over the words of the topic and the words of his notes because this “sparked” him off (i.e. suggested terms and phraseology he could use in his answer):
“Words come - from that I can build.” Each word appeared to access a large section of information: “Spark of a word brings out a whole load of information.”

However, Rupert was already aware of running out of space by the time he came to the second paragraph, and he decided that he was going to have to summarise to a greater extent. This meant that towards the end he was using a terse note style, and tended to use sentences which contained long lists separated by commas.

He attempted to sum up the whole assignment before writing his Conclusion, and then reread and corrected it.
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Rupert's assignment scored a mark of 60%. The lecturer said that he had not done as well as she had thought he would. The reasons were as follows. Firstly, he had “run out of steam….because he sets himself up beautifully - the framework to go one for another twenty pages”. Secondly, while Rupert clearly understood the information, he had not selected information which was crucial...
to the topic. Thirdly, in spite of his command of English, Rupert at times appeared to sacrifice meaning for style. Moreover, his desperate attempts to summarise near the end of his assignment caused his text to resemble a series of lists rather than statements. Next, the lecturer considered his format inappropriate to the task, and that he was therefore the least successful of the six students in his choice of form, in spite of his mark. Finally, and most seriously, she considered that Rupert’s abstract treatment of the topic threw serious doubt on his ability to deal compassionately with people:

I think Rupert probably had a lesser mark than Sanele because he’s got the right answers, the right outline, and good sentence structure, and very mechanical, but again, it comes down to - how’s he going to relate to a family that is in trouble?

When I asked her if Rupert was aware that he was not performing to requirements, she replied: “I think Rupert was very confused a lot of the time with my marking, because he’s used to doing very well.”

d. Sibulele

Sibulele was isiZulu-speaking, like her father, but her mother spoke Sesotho. The lecturer described Sibulele as the “Whoopi Goldberg” of the class: “I think if anybody should be an Environmental Health Officer, that’s Sibulele, because she’s a total - I mean, she’s really a mother figure.” In the genre-recognition exercise Sibulele grouped two of the excerpts from the Social Science text book and two excerpts from friendly letters correctly, but did not manage to group the other six excerpts in terms of their genre. Her reasons for grouping the excerpts hinged around the selection of certain details of content. She scored the lowest mark of all the students in the TESOL test: 20% for structure and 30% for vocabulary.

She said she tried to think in English while composing: her school teacher had suggested that they try to work in English. However, she found this difficult and time-consuming. She looked up both “evaluate” and “effectiveness” in the dictionary but could not find the former. The latter she interpreted thus: “but ‘effectiveness’, I found out it ‘the power’, that mean it must be ‘with unity and power’, to make things ...” She wrote out the topic in full on the rough draft:
I always write the topic down, because if I didn't write this topic, I'll never understand, so the time I see the topic, is the time things come, the words come.
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She wrote a brief Introduction in rough, followed by bulleted points, and completed the rest of the rough draft in the same way. When she had finished the rough draft she read it, making some minor corrections. She wrote out the final draft referring to her rough draft, occasionally reading over what she had written, and changed the Introduction by inserting a general statement right at the beginning: “We goner look first what’s the family system.” She then paused to think about her Conclusion, which she expanded from the rough version:

“Health system can be powerful to helping society,” was changed to:

“Healthy family can be powerful to help the society and change society.
about teaching how to love, unity, because there’s no peace today is from
the rigid and diffuse families.”

When she had finished, she read over her final draft again to see if she had left
anything out and to check on correctness.

It became clear later (after assessment) that Sibulele had transcribed most of
the lecturer’s overhead transparencies in point form with very little change, for
the first two paragraphs. The lecturer attributed this to the fact that she herself
had perhaps incorrectly modelled academic writing for Sibulele by presenting
points only on the overhead projector and then expanding on them orally.

You know, I’ve failed again, because my overhead’s never written out in
long notes, longhand notes, it’s point form, and then I take point by point
and expand on them. What it says to me is that she’s heard what I’ve
said, she’s understood what I’ve understood, and she’s worked with it in
her mind, but it’s okay for her to reproduce it as it comes up there without
any further explanation.

But the lecturer pointed out that Sibulele had worked with some of her material,
and assessed her assignment at 50%. The lecturer also detected emotional
intensity in Sibulele’s Conclusion, and said that Sibulele had “very strong
feelings” about the family: she judged Sibulele as being successful in
communicating her ideas because of her brevity and logical structure:

And in that sense I think she’s quite successful, because you can see
where she’s actually going, she’s said, “Okay, what we need to do first of
all is define what a family system is.” She hasn’t defined a family system,
but she said, “A family system has two different categories of functions.”
And from there, she then says, “Well, let’s look at the basic concepts,”
which is assumptions.

Apart from her taking responsibility for Sibulele’s error in transcribing points
from lecture transparencies, the lecturer’s assessment of the assignment
seemed to be very much tied in with her assessment of Sibulele’s personality,
and thus her post-diploma functioning in the role of community health worker.

e. Cynthia

Cynthia was a very poised and fashionably dressed young woman whose
mother-tongue was isiZulu. To improve her fluency in English she had formed
an acquaintance with a group of Indian (i.e. Asian) students which included one
of the top students in the class. She scored 80% in the structure section of the language text, but only 53% in the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise she grouped together correctly the extracts from the newspapers and the extracts from a Social Science text book, but without actually giving convincing reasons for her choice; she confused extracts from novels or short stories with extracts from friendly letters.

She thought in English as she composed, as her teachers had discouraged her from thinking in isiZulu and then translating into English: “Our teachers told us that was wrong, it wasn’t effective, you know.” Her composing procedure superficially resembled that of Cheryl, although Cynthia’s graph reveals a far greater preoccupation with corrections, and fairly early on.

As with Cheryl, Cynthia did not bring any notes to the composing session. She read the topic, wrote headings on a rough draft, jotted down points under the headings, and then expanded her rough points into a final polished draft. In the final draft she reworked her Conclusion. Unlike Cheryl, Cynthia made use of diagrams to get her message across. She also did not appear to be assessing, but merely correcting her work at the end. This is possibly because she could
not remember the name of the third type of family system, and therefore could not really evaluate her assignment without recourse to her notes, which she did not have with her. Cynthia also appeared to have more difficulty than Cheryl in recalling the information she needed in order to deal with this assignment. While Cheryl used key words of the topic for her grid, Cynthia used the traditional structural divisions of “Introduction, Body and Conclusion”. This meant that, while Cheryl’s grid freed her to jot down the relevant information under her key word headings, Cynthia had to deal with relevance to the topic and recall at the same time, moreover, while thinking in a second language.

Her assignment scored a mark of 40% (i.e. a failure), but, according to the lecturer, Cynthia was making progress, in spite of having failed the assignment:

Cynthia, possibly, in a way, is progressing, because she’s actually got pictures - diagrams - and she’s got point form, and she’s trying to use the model to carry a whole message, and then she, again, summarises her points in the last sentence.

She had described the concept of the “enmeshed family” correctly, but had used the wrong label, and her diagrams were incorrect. Her confusion about terminology and her incorrect diagrams could be attributed to the fact that she had not brought her notes to the composing session. She had used the term “induced family” instead of “enmeshed family”, and had swapped the internal functions of the family with the external functions. The lecturer interpreted this as Cynthia’s personal perception of the functions because of her own family setup, rather than as a mere error. She commented that Cynthia had expressed herself quite well, apart from being confused about her information. The lecturer wrote an encouraging comment on the text about Cynthia’s way of dealing with the process of evaluation, by writing: “intelligent direction to take”. Yet Cynthia had not actually evaluated the family system.

f. Celiwe
Celiwe was a minister’s daughter. As with Cynthia, her mother tongue was isiZulu, but while Cynthia’s attitude reflected the sophistication of the urbanised townships, Celiwe’s modest and shy demeanour was more in keeping with African rural culture. When she received her research assistant’s fee, she was
so overcome that she invited me to kneel down there and then and pray with her. In the genre-recognition exercise she grouped together the extracts from a Social Science text book, but also included an extract from a novel. She realised that the former contain “something to do with the socialisation of the community”, but her rationale for her grouping of the other extracts was that they contained similar items of content. She scored 53% in the structure section of the language test and 37% in the vocabulary section.

When composing the revision assignment, after reading the topic and thinking about the most important points for her answer, she wrote a once-off draft of
over four pages, referring occasionally to the instruction sheet and correcting her work as she wrote. She composed by sorting out the points at the beginning, then keeping them in her head while writing them down. The most remarkable aspect of her composing procedure was her speed. While she started off writing fairly rapidly, by the time she had reached the last paragraph she had speeded up to four lines per minute. She filled over four foolscap pages in just over an hour, notwithstanding the stipulated length constraint of one-and-a-half pages, tending to use short words, long sentences, and long paragraphs (30 lines). She made as if to finish four times before she actually wrote her Conclusion: she said that this was because new ideas occurred to her as she read over what she had written. She looked up the term “evaluate” in the dictionary before writing her penultimate paragraph. She said that she was looking for the meaning of the word “evaluate” to judge whether she had answered the question.

On assessment her assignment scored 40%. The lecturer commented that her assignment was “passionate” but “repetitious”, and said that Celiwe found it difficult to express her thoughts clearly because of her lack of vocabulary. She had given the essence of the family models “without the specifics”, but had recognised that her lecturer approved of a “passionate” stance: “She knows that I give passion good marks, so it’s okay.” Her personal response to the concept of the family system was commended, and she had also shown that she had understood a difficult anorexia case study. The lecturer was not concerned so much with Celiwe’s ability to express herself in writing as her potential to use what she knew when she was working in her chosen field: “I’m actually not marking on ability to express more, I’m actually looking for the essence of what it means in terms of her going out and using the information.”

3.1 Academic Subject: Political Science

Political Science was a two-year compulsory subject for Journalism students, with the option of majoring in the subject in third year. Their lecturer commented:
I’m very much teaching them in the context of their vocational training at the moment, so I would be doing something somewhat different from the University method of teaching Politics.

She defined the aim of the Political Science course as “to provide a broader understanding of as many aspects of politics as feasible”, which she thought necessary so that students could understand political concepts when they came into contact with them as journalists in the field. Her stated intention in first-year was to “develop political literacy” - “I think part of my understanding of political literacy would be that you can adopt a position, and defend that position.” The revision assignment topic was:

Explain why COSAG is opposed to regional proposals for the new constitution, and why other political movements are in favour of such proposals. [“COSAG” was an acronym for “Concerned South African Group”, a conservative political alignment which favoured a federal state in the run-up to South Africa’s first democratic elections.]

\[a. \textit{Leanne}\]

Leanne, a mother-tongue English speaker, scored 73% in the structure section of the language test, and 93% for the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise she scored full marks, giving satisfactory reasons for all groupings except the friendly letters, although she noticed their “everyday” quality. Subsequent to the project she changed from the Journalism Diploma to a university degree course.

During the composing session she was provided with a typewriter, as she said that this usually featured in her composing procedure. She did not know what “COSAG” meant, and obtained permission from me to consult her Political Science lecturer, which, she said, would be her usual strategy. Her composing consisted almost entirely of lifting passages from a previous essay and stringing these together to provide the basis for the present assignment. She did not write out the passages in full, but used a kind of shorthand notation of asterisks and wavy lines to indicate excerpts: she commented that her rough drafts are usually “such a mess - stars all over!” She wrote in full only the sections which she changed, for example, the Introduction, and the bridging passages. She paused mainly to select passages or to think about the order in which to deal
with the various parts which she has selected. She put in some work on the Introduction because it outlined the topic for her; and, while she used the Introduction from a previous essay, she changed it slightly. She then read her rough draft to see if she had included everything required and to vet it. She used an electric Olympia typewriter to prepare her final draft. When the
typewriter finally had to be abandoned because the margin mechanism malfunctioned, she calmly completed the last section of her assignment neatly by hand.

According to her lecturer, Leanne’s assignment scored 72%, “out of sheer thoroughness”:

She’s given all the definitions, she’s identified all the major concepts, and I’ve said: “Thorough research, but not really tightly focused on the topic”, as she hasn’t really included the right concepts.

The lecturer added that even the political concepts which had been included had not been applied to the South African context. Her assignment was pronounced “very scholarly,” with the proviso that it did not question the issues or take a stand. It is “very, very thorough, very un-animated, very uninvolved”: “This essay by Leanne has not an original thought to it, it’s entirely un-innovative, but she’s scored the highest mark.” While some students had not included any sources, Leanne had gone to the opposite extreme: “Leanne’s assignment is all sources, it’s just like a lot of sources flung together.” Considering the way in which Leanne had tacked together her assignment out of pieces of another assignment, it was not surprising that the lecturer was unenthusiastic about the result: in spite of the scholarly nature of the assignment, it contained no political sentiment at all.

b. Khanyile

Khanyile’s mother tongue was isiZulu. He had an air of quiet authority which made him appear more mature than the other students, and I later found out that he was of distinguished descent in Kwazulu-Natal. He scored 80% in the structure section of the language test and 63% in the vocabulary section, scoring overall the second-to-lowest mark in the Journalism group. He scored full marks in the genre-recognition exercise, however, and not only grouped the extracts correctly, but offered sound explanations for his choices.

He said that he thought in English as he composed, and that he started doing this on his own initiative at high school. Like Hugo, he did not bring any notes to the composing session. He used a rough draft, jotting down some general
political points before drafting his Introduction, which, he said, should “summarise the whole thing”. He said that this was difficult, as he has not prepared the essay, so that he was not quite sure what he is going to write.

After starting and rejecting a neat version of the Introduction because it did not explain the term “COSAG”, he wrote the final version, thinking carefully about
the wording. Although he strove for continuity between his Introduction and the body of his assignment, he had not written a rough draft of the latter, and had to stop and think about how subsequent ideas would follow on what he was writing. When I asked him how he knew what to write without notes, he said that he relied on the information in his head, as “politics is easy”. He in fact had almost too much information to sift through and from which to select. He was visibly relieved when he finishes his assignment, and commented that composing in a second language was tiring. After finishing his Conclusion, he read it, then read back over the whole assignment for errors.

Khanyile’s assignment scored 72% (the same score as Leanne’s assignment). The lecturer commented that his assignment was “nicely argued” but that the context was not “clearly defined and developed”:

He’s actually grappling with the topic, but he hasn’t described federalism so he assumes federalism is familiar to me, and he hasn’t demonstrated, you know, a very thorough knowledge.

Khanyile had not defined the terms he had used, which the lecturer attributed to a lack of technique rather than not knowing what the terms meant:

He doesn’t know how to score points like that - that’s what Leanne’s done, her whole page is full of ticks, she’s actually scoring points as she writes, in a way that’s not particularly mind-blowing.

In order for him to obtain a higher mark: “All he had to do is slip some definitions in here and there to demonstrate proof of understanding of these concepts.” While his assignment is “well-argued, coherent and develops an argument”, according to the lecturer this was not his best work, possibly because he was trying to present a more complex argument than the other students, and had not quite managed to bring it off.

c. Mathabo

Mathabo’s mother tongue was Setswana. He said that he wanted to be an author, and that he wanted to write in the best English that he could achieve. He was already proud of his skill as a writer. However, he said that he had problems applying the theory to factual information in Political Science essays, and that he had difficulty with the actual political analysis. Mathabo scored 93%
in the structure section for the language test and 63% in the vocabulary section (his overall score was the same as Leanne’s). In the genre-recognition exercise he correctly identified newspaper reports, but grouped the extracts from friendly letters both with the novels/short stories and the subject-specific academic writing. His comments about the newspaper reports were sound, but he was vague about the other extracts.

Mathabo said that he thought in English as he composed, and that this did not make it any more difficult for him. This was understandable, as his spoken English was very fluent. (At the time of writing he occasionally appeared on the News channels anchoring televised newscasts). He did not bring any notes to the composing session, but said that he usually referred to his notes, and should have brought them. He wrote one draft only, starting off very rapidly but seeming to run out of steam after three paragraphs. He then attempted to dialogue with himself as he did not know how to continue. After a long pause he quickly wrote two more paragraphs, but then became bogged down again as
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he was “running out of ideas”. He started looking up the meanings of political terms in the English dictionary, but could not find them. At this stage he appeared to block his own composing by trying to perform a number of processes almost simultaneously: generating ideas, keeping continuity with his earlier text, attempting to establish the meaning of key political concepts, trying to differentiate between different political systems, and at the same time searching his memory for a suitable reference. After a pause of nearly ten minutes, he got around the lack of a suitable reference by making up one himself and prefacing it with: “Experts have argued...” He finished his Conclusion fairly rapidly, and then reread it to make sure he had finished.

The lecturer assessed Mathabo’s assignment at between 64% and 72%. Her written comment was: “Well argued with some good demonstrations of understanding of concepts.” According to the lecturer, Mathabo had done much the same as Khanyile: he had “unpacked his argument very clearly”, and had “demonstrated the ability to contextualise well”. When I mentioned Mathabo’s comments about his difficulty with political analysis, the lecturer replied that, although Mathabo had struggled more than Khanyile to master political analysis, he was now succeeding. Like Khanyile, though, he lacked the technique to “score points” academically. Thus, in spite of his anxiety, Mathabo’s assignment was successful. His success was clearly due to fulfilling his lecturer’s requirements, which outweighed his somewhat erratic composing procedure. Mathabo’s fluency in English also contributed to his success in enabling him to argue a case fluently, but would have been of little use had he not both known what his lecturer required and been able to present a convincing argument.

d. Phumelele

Phumelele’s mother tongue was isiZulu. He said that he had found it difficult to participate in lectures because his English was not very fluent, for which reason he had joined an informal study group consisting of other isiZulu-speaking friends:

When I came here at Tech, the style of teaching is different, and we were involved more in discussions, I couldn’t talk in class. I think that’s because
of the education system that I come from. Before we formed a study
group, I think that was the main problem, that we couldn’t understand what
was happening in class.

While at first he found it somewhat daunting to compete with mother-tongue
students in a second language, he said that the projects in which they had
engaged that year had brought him closer to the mother-tongue English-
speaking students. The lecturer’s perception of Phumelele was that he was an
idle student whose attendance at lectures was poor, and whose assignments
were submitted late or not at all. This did not fit my own perception of
Phumelele, who had an air of quiet desperation, and was obviously
experiencing financial hardship.

He scored 68% in the structure section of the language test and 63% in the
vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise he grouped the extracts
from friendly letters and from subject-specific writing correctly, but confused the
extracts from short stories/novels with those from newspaper reports. However,
he made perceptive comments about style during the discussion about his
groupings.

He said that he sometimes thought in isiZulu and then wrote in English when
composing. After reading the topic, heading his paper, and thinking how to
answer the question, he started a once-off draft in pencil. Shortly after starting,
wrote down four numbered points, which was his only attempt at a rough draft.
The object of writing in pencil was to be able to erase errors of language and
style without having to rewrite the whole piece. He said that he wrote in this
manner as he was very conscious of being an ESL writer writing for a mother-
tongue English reader. Throughout the composing session he was trying to find
appropriate words to express what he has to say, not just words to convey his
meaning, but words which were grammatically correct and idiomatically
appropriate. He said that he found writing academic assignments “very hard”.
He would frequently write a word and immediately afterwards erase it, which
could block his idea-production: it appears on the graph (in Figure B.17) as a
Stage 4 preoccupation throughout the composing process. Too early a focus
on correctness may well have blocked him from providing the details which
would have earned him a distinction (75%). It certainly made him extremely tense throughout composing. At the end of the session he blew a cloud of eraser dust from the desk. He wanted to write more after he had finished but was worried about repeating himself. When he had finished, he read over his assignment and erased the last line of paragraph one as it did not “sound good”.

In spite of his tentativeness while composing, Phumelele’s assignment scored 64%. The lecturer initially considered that his mark could range as high as 72%, but that, as he had not covered both sides of the argument in his assignment, a mark of 64% was more representative. In spite of his anxiety about language, he had written in complex sentences which deal with complex, abstract concepts. Moreover, from the written text alone his evaluator could not reconstruct the stress involved its production. Although her perception of

![Figure B.17 Phumelele’s composing profile graph](image)
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Phumelele as a student was negative, the lecturer acknowledged his strong interest in politics, which had contributed to his good mark:

He’s quite immersed in politics, and that quite seriously, and he’s even identified a lot of the arguments, he’s argued quite well - again short on details and definition, and he doesn’t really develop the other opinions very strongly.

She considered it necessary to develop other opinions, not because she herself required a more balanced viewpoint, but in order to pre-empt criticism by considering opposing viewpoints and demonstrating their invalidity.

e. Hugo

Hugo was a mother-tongue isiZulu-speaking student with a delightful sense of humour. He used the composing session to work on his timing for tests (I did not interfere: the idea was to let students tackle the assignment as they chose). He expressed a strong belief in his own ability to become a top writer, inspired by the example of the writers of *Drum* magazine, some of whom, he said, although writing in a second language, wrote in better English than mother-tongue English writers. He scored 72% in the structure section of the language test and 60% in the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise, however, he confused all of the extracts.

While reading the topic during his composing session, Hugo thought that perhaps he should have brought some reference materials, but he did not exhibit the same anxiety as Graham. Instead, he thought of ideas he could use in his answer, and also how he was going to express these in English:

I was thinking of the right way of expressing those ideas on paper, because, whereas, for second language speakers I find it more difficult for expressing myself on paper.

He was not sure whether to start with some background information or to get “straight to the point”. Like Graham, Hugo wrote a rough draft, and worked on his Introduction first, taking some pains with correctness and style to create a good first impression. For Hugo, stylish expression and accuracy was “the most important thing as a journalist.” While Graham used jotted points, Hugo wrote his rough draft as full paragraphs, and even at this stage was concerned with
expressing himself correctly. This pre-occupation with style does not appear to have blocked his fluency, however (see Pratt 1987:140). After reading his rough draft, he wrote his final draft, cutting down on his background information at the beginning because he felt that he was not getting to the question quickly enough. He reworked his Introduction extensively, and I commented later that his opening has a rhetorical ring to it. He replied proudly that his oratory had been admired at high school. In the Conclusion he not only worked on style and expression, but also attempted to make his argument follow logically. Hugo proof-read the whole assignment when he had finished.

Figure B.18 Hugo’s composing profile graph
In her assessment of his assignment the lecturer indicated Hugo’s mark as being between 56% to 60%. Her written comment advised Hugo against using a highly rhetorical style, as “the facts will speak for themselves”. This comment was aimed at phrases such as “the wild dogs of capitalism”, which she considered excessive (as a pro-Marxist, however, she did not disagree with his political position). Moreover, Hugo’s assignment did not supply any supporting examples, and had dealt with only one side of the argument. Yet at least Hugo, unlike Graham, had developed an argument, and thus went some way towards doing what was required. In concentrating his efforts on achieving a rhetorical style, however, he had shown an incorrect focus, as his lecturer required political analysis, not rhetoric.

**f. Graham**

Graham was the second mother-tongue English speaker in the Journalism group, and had been enrolled at the University of Witwatersrand before changing to the Technikon. Graham scored 93% in the structure section of the language test and 83% in the vocabulary section. In the genre-recognition exercise he grouped extracts from Social Science text books correctly, but he also grouped extracts from novels/shorts stories with those from newspaper reports, confusing fictional narrative with factual reporting. The lecturer viewed him as having a writing problem, but apart from holding his pen in a very tense grip, he did not appear to experience any problems in composing the assignment set for the recorded composing session.

Graham did, however, become extremely agitated when he realised that he was expected to bring his own reference books, and, after reading the topic, went to a library downstairs to search for some books. He first wrote a rough draft, starting with his Introduction, as he realised that this would make an impression on his reader. He therefore took pains with style in the Introduction, and was aware of the academic convention which dictates that a student will write as if his/her reader “does not know anything”. Next, after a brief look at the topic, he jotted down points for the body of the essay. Before starting his final draft, he consulted the topic once more and underlined “key words”, as he was “still
formulating ideas” at this point. After one false start, he composed his final draft, recasting his Introduction slightly, and rereading it afterwards to check his vocabulary and style. As his lecturer had warned them not to conclude with a question, he searched for a suitable quotation to give his Conclusion an impact. He reread the whole assignment when he had finished to check his content and style.

Graham’s assignment scored 56% and was considered “weak”, although the lecturer conceded that at least he had attempted to take some sort of a stand. She described Graham as “the mirror-image of Hugo”, in that Graham’s writing was rhetorical, “but from a Conservative perspective”. The lecturer had warned
students that they were at a disadvantage when they argued from this perspective, as she could detect the flaws in a right-wing argument more easily than in a left-wing argument. It was not so much Graham’s right-wing stance, however, but the lecturer’s perception that he was unable to defend the position he had taken which resulted in his low mark. He had received marks mainly “where he’s put down facts”, that is supported his argument. Graham's efforts to conclude effectively with a quotation were entirely misdirected, as the lecturer had instructed students not to finish an essay with a quotation. The lecturer also noted that Graham’s text was disjointed.

3. ANOMALIES AND PROBLEMATIC ISSUES RAISED

The following anomalies and problematic issues were raised by the above case studies:

- There was no clear correspondence between “good” writing profiles and academic success, although some students who were clearly proficient writers (notably Jane and Rupert) could be seen to have compromised their performance in this case by not exploiting the composing system.

- There was little agreement amongst lecturers as to what constituted a “good academic essay”: the Social Science Lecturer commended features which the Education lecturer penalized.

- While paradigmatic congruency (i.e. between lecturer and student) appeared to be the key to academic success, it was not clear how this could be represented (if at all) in the model of the composing system.

- In particular, it was difficult to see how social issues could be represented in the composing system.

- There were many other factors, some inherent (e.g. poor self image) some random (e.g. forgetting to bring notes) which clearly impacted on performance.

These were not satisfactorily resolved or explained until the modelling process was complete.
APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF THE 2005 DATA

1. ANALYSIS OF AKHONA’S COMPOSING

Topic: Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.

1.1 Summary of Akhona’s composing procedure

Akhona produced two drafts during the composing session, one rough and one neat, both written in ballpoint. She analysed the topic by first writing it out, and then continuing to think about it as she paged through her notes. Initially she admitted to being “stuck”, both for “what to say” and “how to put it”, but she managed to resolve this by browsing through her notes. She said that she was already familiar with the subject matter, Land Reform, as she had just written a Control Test on it. She appeared to have organised her subject matter thoroughly in preparation for both the test and the year-end examinations. Her “browsing” was geared towards suggesting suitable essay content and an opening line for her Introduction, rather than looking for actual data on Land Reform. She did not use mind maps, which she said did not work for her, but composed “out of her head” in linear text, occasionally referring to her notes for dates or other specific details. As she composed her rough draft, she occasionally assessed what she had written, usually (but not always) during the breaks between paragraphs. As with most of the students who volunteered for this project, she used the “three mechanisms of Land Reform” (i.e. Restitution, Redistribution and Land Tenure Reform) as her structuring device in the first part of the Body of her essay. Unlike most of the students, however, she focused on answering the question throughout her essay, commenting on the extent to which the mechanisms were effective. The logic of her account lies more in terms of its clear progression from point to point than in connecting linguistic devices. As she neared the end of her rough draft, she started considering how to structure her neat draft, ringing one paragraph which was to be moved to the end, and which served as her Conclusion. This was because it was a “pro” in the middle of other “cons”, and she wanted to separate both, as well as to end on a positive note. When she started her neat (i.e. final) draft, she
composed a general type Introduction. She left out some excerpts which she considered unnecessary and towards the end compressed three paragraphs into one. Along the way she briefly assessed the effect of any changes she had made. She made brief corrections as she wrote without any marked focus on errors, and mostly in passing. She did not read her final draft (which was neat and clear) when she had finished. She said that she had been too tired to do this, but that she had briefly reviewed her text along the way: she would usually
read her final draft before submission to the lecturer, and would make any necessary changes. When asked if the modus operandi reflected her usual composing behaviour, she said that she might take more time to analyse a more difficult topic, or to research a subject with which she was less familiar.

1.2 Akhona’s results

Akhona scored the highest mark (26/30) out of all the participants in the project. The only areas where she lost marks were “References” (0/2), “Statement of response to brief” (2/3) and “Integration of various sources of material” (2/3). The lecturer’s summative comments were:

Excellent language control
Good content (However, she added: “more facts could be incorporated.”)
Good structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C.1 Akhona’s assessment figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style: Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In mitigation, it might have been difficult for Akhona to have included more facts, as a “suggested length” of 2-3 foolscap pages was mentioned on the topic page. This was done so that the recorded composing sessions would remain within manageable time proportions. Akhona did not include a bibliography (omitted by all students), which is related to the “Integration of various sources of material” comment, nor did she provide a “brief” for the essay in her Introduction.
1.3 The model as applied to Akhona’s composing

The stages indicated in Akhona’s writing profile graph follow a similar order to that suggested in the model, apart from the fact that she did not have the time or energy to evaluate her essay right at the end (she had evaluated it serially if not cumulatively). Akhona contextualised the composing task by analysing her topic, and was already thoroughly conversant with most of the necessary data, which meant that she could move on swiftly to generating ideas (i.e. in her rough draft). Apart from one notable exception (see below) she focused on structure (i.e. reader accommodation) mainly when her ideas were out on paper, and focused on correct presentation after she had considered structure (“editing” is represented by the focus on orthography displayed while copying out her neat draft). She did not evaluate right at the end, but during the composing reconstruction interview she indicated that she usually read her assignment drafts though before submission. It must be remembered that the model represents felicity conditions for composing, and was based on the observed composing (i.e. in the literature) of writers who were considered successful: Akhona’s composing profile matches her successful performance of the task, as judged by her lecturer for that subject.

1.4 Systemic issues in Akhona’s composing

To be useful, the model should describe composing in such a way as to provide insights into the process. Looking at the systemic operation of composing (as described in the model) accounts for the slight block which Akhona experienced in the opening stages of composing (see Figure C.2):

I was just looking at stuff, trying to structure it, like where this could go, and what I had, and stuff that could help me open, like starters, ’cause I was a bit stuck there.

This was not in itself a major problem, for the following reasons. Firstly, pauses and hesitations are quite normal in the opening stages of composing (and throughout composing, for that matter). Writer’s block itself is not necessarily an aberration, and the pauses it occasions can even be useful in giving the writer’s mind a rest from consciously worrying away at a problem, thus allowing deep-level conceptual processes to come into play. Secondly, Akhona dealt
with the block very effectively: she realised that she was “stuck”, and worked through the problem calmly until she came up with a solution.

Her eventual solution in fact matches the “rule of thumb” advice which is common knowledge to most teachers (and was actually recommended by one of the students’ lecturers), that is to advise students to leave out the Introduction (or write a pro tem Introduction) and come back later to write (or rewrite) it once the essay content has been generated. Akhona therefore started in media re with a short preamble to the three mechanisms of Land Reform, which formed the Body of her essay, and then came back and wrote a general Introduction when she had finished the rough draft and was starting her neat draft.

1.5 Extra-systemic issues affecting Akhona’s composing

The interference caused by the writer’s focusing on structure too early is a systemic issue, which could have been identified using the older “pedagogical” version of the empirical model. However, there is an extra-systemic factor involved in this case, which the new model explains more satisfactorily. At a general systemic level, Introductions serve the purpose of reader accommodation in introducing the topic and setting the scene for what follows. Akhona was well aware of this:

Introductions are very important because they tell you what you’re supposed to say - what you’re going to write about and stuff, and so the reader knows what to expect.

Her Introduction performs this function at a systemic level, as it does introduce...
the topic of Land Reform generally: “Land is a scarce resource and the demand for land is increasing a lot [sic] as the population increases.” However, this Introduction introduces the topic and not her treatment of the topic. Akhona did not know the specific local requirement in this case, that the Introduction should set forth her brief, nor would this help unless the term “brief” were defined in ways accessible to students. The Town & Regional Planning Department required an almost quasi-legal approach and style in academic writing. However, the requirement that students “state their brief” in the Introduction was in fact not emphasised until third year, and was probably not fully understood by the first year students, even though it appears on the assessment rubric (see Table C.1). The lecturer who marked her assignment did not penalise her heavily for not clarifying the treatment the topic was to receive. I explained this requirement to Akhona in a follow-up session where they were given the lecturer assessment of their assignment and asked for further comments.

How (or whether) one uses references is part of specific local requirements, and therefore an extra-systemic issue. Even though she was one of the top students in Town & Regional Planning, Akhona did not include a bibliography in her assignment. As none of her group did, and the Town & Regional Planning lecturers had identified referencing in academic writing as a problem, this should be seen as part of a general problem. Referencing and bibliographies are issues which are often handled badly (or not at all) by student writers, particularly at first year level. None of the students in the 2005 study added a bibliography, although there was evidence of attempts to cite sources. As it concerns fundamental issues about the knowledge and how it is constructed in different academic disciplines, it is not something which can be “fixed” by a quick explanation, or even “taught”, for example, in English lessons. The video 2005 protocols, as with the previous VPAs, suggest that students are uneasy about ownership of knowledge and how it should be handled, and are generally unaware that citing sources is socially accepted as a sign of scholarship rather than an admission of personal ignorance.

1.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Akhona

It must be remembered that this is just an analysis of one performance, and
does not claim to give a full picture of Akhona’s academic writing competence, which in any case, was not static. Even so, analysis with the empirical model suggested two areas which Akhona might work on to develop academic composing expertise, namely, reader accommodation and idea generation. It was noted during these and previous protocols that Introductions are sometimes used by student writers to perform a focal (i.e. idea generating) as well as enabling (i.e. reader-accommodating) function. Thus starting with a problem Introduction could be useful for focusing on the topic as Akhona starts to generate ideas, with the proviso that it is probably not going to be suitable for the final Introduction. Next, rather than follow a content-based structure, she needs to find out more about the stock structures which her Academic Department expected students to use, and in particular, find good student exemplars as possible models. Finally, while there is no “one right way” to generate ideas, Akhona might try brainstorming rather than paragraphs in order to produce a more stimulating argument (see her lecturer’s comment above: “more facts could be incorporated”), which, once generated, could be fitted into the required stock structure, as writing to order tends to produce stilted, unimaginative prose (Pratt 1987:140). While Departmental requirements favoured a quasi-legal, factual approach, after reading 66 essays on the same topic her lecturer would very likely have welcomed some variation in approach, and was obviously open to different treatments of the topic, as long as the resulting conclusions were argued well, backed up with evidence, and arrived at by a logical progression, as with a well-argued legal brief.

2. ANALYSIS OF EARL’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

2.1 Summary of Earl’s composing procedure

Earl wrote two drafts, both in ballpoint on lined foolscap. The first draft contained a rough Introduction and a mind map, and the second consisted of a neater draft of just over two and a half pages. He said that usually he would have written out another final draft before submission. In this case it was not so
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Figure C.3 Earl’s composing profile graph
much time which was the issue, but that he had written a Control Test that morning and was clearly tired. His composing procedure was as follows. After analysing the topic and briefly reviewing his notes, he composed a rough Introduction. After assessing the effect, and reviewing his notes, he rewrote it, adjusting his stance slightly to concede that the land reform programme was not entirely satisfactory. He then wrote the first part of the Body of his essay, first giving an overview of the Land Reform programme, and then structuring the rest around the three mechanisms set in place by the Government to effect land reform. After reviewing what he had written so far, he checked the topic requirements, and then looked for information on the Land Claims process, as well as for points for and against the argument the effectiveness of the Land Reform programme. He then composed a mind map to filter out the points he had noted and to put them into some kind of order. Having taken stock of his situation, he launched into his argument, for which he gave a brief preamble. He then read through what he had written so far, and composed a Conclusion, summing up his argument and ending on a philosophical note.

2.2 Earl’s results

Table C.2 Earl’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In spite of submitting a fairly rough draft Earl scored the second highest mark for his assignment (25/30). The marks he lost were for the kinds of surface
issues which he said he would have paid more attention to in a further final
draft: style, spelling and grammar, and references. His lecturer’s summative
comments were:

- Focused on the topic.
- Integrated sources.
- Length appropriate.
- Structure good.
- Content factual.
- Tone & style consistent throughout (few exceptions).

Although he followed the stock “Restitution, Redistribution, Land Tenure Reform” structure for the first part of his Body, he managed to keep this section
to less than half of the whole essay, and devoted the rest of the essay to
presenting a good argument. Moreover (apart from referencing them) he used
his sources well, which was an indicator of a the type of scholarly approach his
lecturer required. He was aware that his Introduction should give the “brief” for
his essay, and wrote a Conclusion which indicated a reflective approach to his
handling of the topic. Finally, he tried to end on a positive note which echoed
the gist of his argument. His treatment of the topic showed a subtlety which is
not found in any of the other students’ texts, yet Earl’s image of himself was
that he was not a good writer. This was a perception based on his past
performance at the creative writing typical of high school English composition
classes: “I find it’s easier to write about factual stuff,” he commented.

2.3 The model as applied to Earl’s composing
Earl’s composing profile graph is predominantly yellow/blue (Stage 1/Stage 2).
This is because it tends to reflect mainly the earlier stages of composing. As
much of student writing fits this category, in being submitted while to all intents
and purposes “unfinished”, the model makes it possible to diagnose time
management (or too many demands on the attention) as the problem, and not
necessarily lack of composing expertise. Too many students leave
assignments until the night before submission, and do not possess Earl’s ability
to produce a very presentable rough draft. Sometimes, too, lecturers set a
deadline of two weeks for an assignment and then express surprise when it
does not resemble a research report.
2.4 Systemic issues in Earl’s composing

Earl was a competent writer who made the composing system work for him. The video playback showed that he was particularly good at focusing on the task in hand, and also resuming it when his concentration was interrupted (e.g. by a cell phone call). While it is generally better to review all of one’s sources before starting to write, Earl had a systematic approach to reviewing his notes and drafting - with an occasional review of his progress as well - which appears to have worked very well in this case (see Figure C.4). The graph combined with the interview transcript revealed that he spent less time reviewing his sources when he was familiar with the subject matter, and more time when he was not. The graph indicates that he spent very little time on structuring, but the point is not how much time he spent on it, but how effectively the reader-accommodation function was performed. It must also be remembered that he had used the structure offered by the “three pillars” for the first part of the Body so that the structuring function was performed mainly by subject content in that section. He took care with his Introduction, treating it as the “brief” for his essay, and also rewriting it so as not to make claims which he could not back up with hard evidence about the effectiveness of the Land Reform programme.

What is interesting was his use of a mind map to winnow out the main points of
his argument (gleaned from his extensive reading of his sources, a good 20 minutes): “Probably it acted like a sieve to take all the good stuff and leave all the nonsense.” This is a perceptive comment, because using the topic (in the core of the mind map) map as a focusing tool does precisely this: it acts as a filtering mechanism to sift out the relevant points. Is this a structuring mechanism, then, rather than an idea-generating one? (Earl actually mentioned the words “logical” and “successive”.) I would class it as idea-generation because it was part of Earl’s general planning of his argument rather than any attempt to accommodate the reader (plans are considered to be part of idea generation, Stage 2, as distinct from structuring, Stage 3). Moreover, initial plans are easily changed as the focus switches to reader accommodation. In spite of his graph not showing much green (Stage 3), Earl showed some sensitivity to reader-accommodation, not only taking pains with his Introduction and Conclusion, but also adding cohesive devices such as a lead-in to his section on the three pillars, and a three-line preamble to his main argument. The interviews revealed that these were conscious decisions, and not a happy accident. The main stage lacking in Earl’s composing profile graph is Editing and proof-reading. It must be remembered, however, that this is only a partial profile, and that it was Earl’s thoroughness in attending to the earlier functions in the system which prevented him from completing the composing cycle in terms of the later emphasis on editing and polishing (and overall evaluation, for that matter).

2.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Earl’s composing

The contingent factor which led to the composing cycle being incomplete was fatigue rather than time constraints. Earl had written a Town and Regional Planning Control Test that morning (it included questions on Land Reform) that morning. It is interesting to note that he did not rely on test revision knowledge alone but carefully studied articles specifically relating to the assignment topic. This suggests that he was aware that reliance on a general body of stock knowledge is not enough when addressing specific academic (or professional) topics. He also carried out the most careful and thorough analysis of his sources (i.e. compared to the other students). He said that he was a “slow
reader”, but when he was reading up in sections he was not so unfamiliar with he was actually carrying out deep reading rather than skimming (i.e. in the 20 minute Stage 1 section, starting after the 57th minute). The fact that his graph does not show much evidence of reader-accommodation can be attributed to the following extra-systemic factor: that the “three pillars” or mechanisms effecting land reform in South Africa to some extent provide a structural framework of their own.

However, the most significant extra-systemic issue in Earl’s case is that, in his composing and later comments, he showed that he not only had a very good idea of his lecturer’s requirements but also how to work the composing system to fulfil these. This “conceptual mechanism” of how academic composing works was not just acquired from his Town and Regional Planning lecturers but also from his previous experience in the school system (his mind map technique was learned at school, as was his method of topic analysis). Earl knew how to make the general work in specific instances, which is what the analytical model also is geared towards doing. This does not mean that Earl's concept of academic writing must match the analytical model, but that Earl already had a conceptual model which worked for him, and, most important, agreed with the general tenor of the model. This suggests that the model is potentially useful for students who, unlike Earl, do not possess an effective conceptual model of composing.

2.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Earl

Earl's systemic grasp of composing was good, and he presented as intelligent, perceptive and hardworking. His most obvious area of development is in the discourse area (i.e. acquisition of specialist language). This is not so a much a syntax issue as social one: his texts show that he has an embryo academic discourse (i.e. language repertoire) that he needs to develop into a specific subject discourse. It is unlikely that this could have been established from an analysis of the text alone, as textual analysis would not have revealed that he had not in fact finished his composing cycle, leaving his text somewhat “raw” and unfinished. The stock response to such student texts is that the writers need lessons in English grammar (many of them may, of course).
An even more important area for development is affirmation of Earl's composing expertise: perhaps for him to be given a deeper insight into how/why what he is doing works. The emphasis on creative essays at school have left him with a poor self-image of himself as a writer which does not reflect his evident expertise. It would also be interesting to see to what extent Earl might see his own composing behaviour reflected in, say, the pedagogical model, but this does not fall within the scope of these video protocols, in which I was focusing back on to whether/how the model is reflected in real life composing behaviour, and what insight(s) this offers into academic composing.

3. ANALYSIS OF BUSISWA’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

3.1 Summary of Busiswa’s composing procedure

Busiswa produced four drafts in the composing session, a rough Introduction, a rough framework of her proposed essay structure, a fairly neat pencil draft, and a final ballpoint draft, which was basically a more polished transcript of the pencil draft. Busiswa read the topic three times to understand exactly what was required. Although no formal topic analysis was observed, she followed the topic requirements faithfully, and was one of the few students who dealt with the “land claims process” in any detail. She also came back to the topic sheet several times to ensure that that she had kept on topic. A full 20 minutes was given to reviewing notes, during which time she set aside all notes with “Land Reform” on the cover, and carefully read through those which she thought were particularly relevant to the topic, highlighting sections. Busiswa explained afterwards that she had taken so much time in reading her materials as she had not actually read through her notes on Land Reform before: she had merely learned key points for the recent Control Test. While she headed a page (with “Land Reform” only) for her rough Introduction early on, she did not write it until much later (see Figure C.5). She said that Introductions usually helped her to focus on what she was going to write in the essay, but rejected her first attempt at the Body of her essay as “boring”. After a series of false starts, she jotted
BUSISWA

STAGES

1. READS THE TOPIC AND REVIEWS NOTES.
   HEADS FOOLSCAP PAGE "LAND REFORM".

2. COMPOSES ROUGH INTRODUCTION.

3. REJECTS WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN AS "BORING".
   SERIES OF HESITATIONS AND FALSE STARTS.
   WRITES TOPIC ON INSIDE PAGE OF INTRODUCTION.
   COMPOSES DRAFT STRUCTURE.

4. REFERS TO NOTES FOR RELEVANT DETAILS.
   COMPOSES NEAT DRAFT IN PENCIL, CHANGING
   INTRODUCTION TO FIT NEW CONTENT.
   STARTS COMPOSING BODY, REFERRING TO NOTES.
   READS OUT ALOUD WITH HAND GESTURES.
   CROSSES OUT PARAGRAPH 2.

5. READS TOPIC.

   READS OUT ALOUD WITH HAND GESTURES.
   ERASES PARAGRAPH 6.
   ERASES PARAGRAPH 7.

   READS THE WHOLE DRAFT OUT ALOUD WITH
   HAND GESTURES.
   MAKES SOME MINOR CHANGES.
   COMFORT BREAK.
   COPIES OUT THE FINAL DRAFT IN BALLPOINT.

   FINISHES FINAL DRAFT.

Figure C.5 Busiswa’s composing profile graph
down a rough framework for her essay. She then checked her notes for further points, and composed the whole essay in a fairly neat pencil draft, starting with a new Introduction to suit her changed answer (she had decided that the evidence did not support the position that Land Reform was effective). Once “into” her essay, she picked up speed, occasionally pausing to assess what she had written or to change the order by omitting sections. To assess the effect of what she had written, she read her text out loud with hand gestures, as if arguing in a debate. When she had finished the neat pencil draft, she read the whole of her essay out loud to assess the overall effect, and made some minor corrections. She then wrote out the final version in ballpoint, for the most part transcribing her corrected pencil draft. After completing the final draft, she did not read it again, as she had already assessed the overall effect and had made the necessary corrections in the neat pencil draft.

3.2 Busiswa’s results

Busiswa scored 24/30 (“excellent”) for her essay. She lost the most marks (but only 2 out of a possible 3) for not explaining the Land Reform Programme. The fact that she had obviously used many sources for her essay meant that she lost only 1/2 marks for “References” (as with all of the other students, she had no Bibliography). She was penalised 1/4 for “Style: Tone” (she wrote, “Personally I think…,” in her Introduction instead of expressing her position on the topic more formally). She also lost 1/2 marks for grammar. The lecturer queried her use of statistics in the essay: Busiswa had carefully calculated these on her cell phone during composing, but had not made her source or her calculations clear. The lecturer’s summative comment was: “Good use of fact to support a well structured argument”. However, as the lecturer continued: “Only one aspect of process is addressed though, which is the timing. Legitimacy of claimant, willing buyer/seller and expropriation are further aspects.” Even so, Busiswa obtained a mark of 80%, possibly because she did not follow the stock “Restitution, Redistribution, Land Tenure Reform” (i.e. content-based) structure for her essay, and actually produced an original argument out of the numerous sources she had consulted. She had in fact started off using the three pillars as a structure, but, before committing to this, had the good judgement to realise
that it was “boring”.

Table C.3  Busiswa’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3  The model as applied to Busiswa’s composing

On the surface Busiswa’s composing behaviour seemed erratic and highly idiosyncratic, yet, as the graph profile illustrates, her procedure was not random at all, but focused towards achieving a highly successful result. The phases of the analytical model are all there, and, if they are not in the exact order, all of the necessary composing functions are performed. Busiswa said that she preferred to compose her Introduction before generating ideas for the essay content, as it helped her to keep her content on track if she pre-empted what she was going to do in her Introduction. Thus, although I have situated her rough Introduction in the Stage 3 column (i.e. as performing a enabling function) it also performs a focal function. Like Akhona, Busiswa preferred to assess the effect of what she had written at regular intervals as well as at the end, and preferred “linear verbal” to “holistic visual” rough drafts. Both Busiswa and Akhona appeared to favour multitasking rather than a block focus (for the latter, see Ebrahim’s profile, p336). Even so, it is possible to identify a distinct focus on different stages as they composed. As will be discussed below, Busiswa provided some interesting data on both accessing her creativity and the inner
dialogues which are thought to assist the interaction-by-proxy involved in written composition (on inner dialogues, see in particular pp 94, 104-5 and108).

**BUSISWA**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **COMPOSES ROUGH INTRODUCTION.**
- **REJECTS WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN AS "BORING".**
- **SERIES OF HESITATIONS AND FALSE STARTS.**
- **WRITES TOPIC ON INSIDE PAGE OF INTRODUCTION.**
- **COMPOSES DRAFT STRUCTURE.**
- **REFERS TO RELEVANT NOTES FOR DETAILS.**
- **COMPOSES NEAT DRAFT IN PENCIL, CHANGING INTRODUCTION TO FIT NEW CONTENT.**

**Figure C.6** Detail from Busiswa’s composing profile graph

### 3.4 Systemic issues in Busiswa’s composing

If as, Shaughnessy suggests, “ideas are spawned in data” (1977:245) Busiswa’s long immersion in her reading materials should have prepared fertile ground for idea generation. However, she had difficulty starting because (like Akhona) she tried to impose a conscious structure before she had considered all of the points which might be included in her argument. Busiswa said that mind maps did not work for her. She also indicated that writing an Introduction performed a focal function in expressing the direction to follow in the Body, so that, as well as introducing the essay, it facilitated rather than blocked her idea production. However, there was a problem with her first Introduction, as it committed her too early to a position she later rejected as being untenable, as well as leading to a content- rather than argument-based structure. For this reason, she cast around for a new start (see dotted bar from 30 – 35 minutes in Figure C.6) by writing rough headings. Here, for the first time, she wrote the
topic out in full, which seemed to act as a focusing mechanism. Shortly after that, she quickly jotted down the draft structure for her essay (note that, in the model, producing plans and structures falls within idea generation, while structuring what is produced falls within reader accommodation). Because this mapped out the whole progression of her argument, she could then introduce her argument (i.e. write the Introduction) and rapidly flesh out the details in her next draft. This draft was close to the final form her essay took, but because it was a pencil draft, it could easily be adapted and corrected both along the way and at the end. It allowed some movement back and forth from idea generation to structuring to evaluating (her corrections at this stage are in passing, and did not interfere with the rapid production of text). In this fashion Busiswa made the composing system work for her.

In the course of this operation two ingenious strategies were revealed, both being idiosyncratic ways of working effectively within the composing mechanism. The first is a kind of “automatic writing” (Carroll 2003) where she stopped focusing consciously on what she was writing, and the other was a type of vocal dialoguing with herself so that she could hear – and thus properly assess – the force of her argument. An example of the former was captured on videotape: as she started her rough draft, she put her head on her arm and entered something approaching a fugue state, as this excerpt from the video reconstruction suggests:

Researcher: Um, it says “with specific reference to the land claims process”. So you are following the topic. You’ve done the first sentence, now, and your – look at that! You’ve got your head on the side, there, 13:34:50. Now that’s interesting.

Busiswa: When I was - when I’m “sleeping” like that, I’ve noticed, I never know what I’m writing, I was just - just doodling, I can’t figure out... Even in a test, if my head is on the desk, I don’t know what I’m writing. The longer I take to write, the less knowledge I have.

Busiswa had difficulty starting her essay, possibly because she was trying to force ideas from a conscious position rather than access ideas from the subconscious. Using this “automatic writing” technique (see Todd 2003) apparently enabled her to relinquish control and allow ideas to flow in from her subconscious mind. It is unfortunate that she did not use it to generate possible
points in her answer rather than an Introduction only, though, as her essay content was a somewhat unbalanced, according to the lecturer (one of the risks of structuring too early). The second strategy, also captured on videotape, was to declaim her text out loud (as if debating) with gestures so as to properly “hear” the logic of her own argument: she said that this facilitated self-assessment. It can also be seen as a manifestation of the “inner dialogues” or “self-talk” writers use as they work through the composing functions.

3.5 **Extra-systemic factors affecting Busiswa’s composing**

The presence of the cameras and the sustained focus over a short time rather than composing over a number of days appeared to enhance rather than hinder Busiswa’s performance (she usually obtained “C” for essays). Her comments during the interviews suggested that she was able to assess her academic audience very shrewdly, and that she herself placed value on the high standards which her T&RP lecturer set, in particular, the requirement for clear and precise articulation (echoed in Busiswa’s need to articulate her argument out loud). As the 1993 data suggested, students with similar beliefs and values to those of their lecturer tend to be more successful than those with different beliefs and values. Finally, Busiswa had a clear picture of what worked for her and what did not, in other words, she had an effective conceptual mechanism, which, as her profile suggests, had resonances with the analytic model.

3.6 **Diagnosis and developmental areas for Busiswa**

Analysis using the model suggested that a key issue is generation of all points relevant to the topic before a draft structure is drawn up. Because her preference is for verbal and linear expression, and she rejected the concept of visual expression (e.g. mind maps), Busiswa needs to find a verbal linear means of expression which accesses a larger number of ideas so that important points are not left out. As she has consciously adopted a very effective dialoguing approach (but for evaluation only), and has already devised an idea-generating method using a set of questions she can ask herself, some use of collaborative self-dialogue appears to be the intelligent direction to take for further development.
Malusi saying that writing the rough draft out neatly is like "marking your own work".
4. ANALYSIS OF MALUSI’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

4.1 Summary of Malusi’s composing procedure

Malusi wrote a rough draft in pencil of 2 ½ pages and a neat draft (on foolscap) in ballpoint of just over 2 ½ pages. He did not analyse the topic formally, but started by setting relevant sources on the table, heading his neat draft, and writing out the topic, rephrasing it slightly so as to focus on the land claims process. He started composing his Introduction on the neat draft, but then changed to a rough draft, because, he said, it gave him more chance to structure his ideas. Although he wrote the rough draft in pencil, it was fairly neat and in full sentences and paragraphs. He stopped to read a note on land reform before starting to compose the body of his essay on the rough draft. Before going on to compose a section on the land claims process, he spent nearly 20 minutes carefully reading two news articles, which, he said, mentioned some of the problems associated with this process (points from each article were cited to backup his argument). When composing that section he referred frequently to the articles, at one stage pausing very briefly to evaluate what he had written. He then completed the Introduction which he had started on the neat draft, and copied out the rest of what he had written in the rough draft as a neat draft. While he expanded and deleted a few sections, and rephrased some of his statements, his neat draft was similar to his rough draft, except for a Conclusion which he composed at the end, while writing it out neatly at the same time. His Conclusion was not worked out in advance: his modus operandi was to arrive at the Conclusion only when all of his arguments had been articulated and he could then decide what his position was. He did not assess or correct his final draft when he had finished, because, as he explained afterwards, writing out the rough draft neatly was like “marking your own work.”

4.2 Malusi’s results

Malusi’s essay scored 21/30. He lost most marks on “Statement of response to
brief” and “References” (4 marks altogether). He lost only 1 mark for “Style: Tone” and for “Integration of various sources of material”. His lecturer’s summative comments were:

Introduction should have stated the purpose of the essay: “ineffectiveness of Land Reform process” clearly to tie in with Conclusion. Relevant content in body.

This is because Malusi had given a general Introduction to the topic rather than to his essay: “the Introduction is, like, stating those key words, like a brief explanation of Land Reform.” However, what his lecturer did not know was that at the time of writing the Introduction, Malusi did not yet know what his Conclusion was going to be, so that he could hardly pre-empt it in the Introduction: this is a systemic issue he could improve on, and which he himself realised (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C.4 Malusi’s assessment figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style: Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.3 The model as applied to Malusi’s composing**

While Malusi’s composing profile graph reflects all of the stages in the analytic empirical model, it also shows adaptations of the system which are very likely the result of learning to write mainly in class or under time pressure. While the “shortcuts” (discussed below) which Malusi used to overcome time constraints are the mark of a proficient writer, they tended at times to diffuse or split his
focus on the composing functions, as illustrated by the dotted sections in the graph. It is also unlikely that these shortcut strategies would work for longer projects or research reports. The model (or rather the simplified version as evident in the Writing Tutor Program) is therefore potentially valuable for showing student writer why short term strategies work for them, and how extra systemic factors (i.e. being set an extended piece of writing) might demand a different approach whereby the same functions are fulfilled in a slightly different way.

4.4 Systemic issues in Malusi’s composing

Malusi’s profile is very similar to Earl’s, except that Malusi managed to complete the composing cycle within just over two hours by copying out a neat draft which is not very different from his rough draft, but which was refined and polished further. While he wrote his rough draft in a fairly polished form, he wrote it in pencil first so as to have more flexibility in structuring. He did not just transcribe from his sources (except when citing) but used key words in the readings to generate his own statements. Malusi was very focused, and “worked smart”, managing at times to combine different stages (e.g. editing and evaluating) fairly successfully. While writing a neat draft which is very similar to a rough draft might seem to be the strategy of a weak writer, in Malusi’s case the interviews revealed that rewriting allowed him to evaluate what he had written more thoroughly than just reading it through (note that Busiswa had to “hear herself speak” before she could really absorb the import of what she had written.) This explained his omission to evaluate at the end, and the very small amount of overt evaluation which could be observed. It appeared from the interviews that Malusi had learned to write in this way because most of the time he was writing under time pressure. When a student is writing under time pressure, writing the topic out neatly can do double duty as a focusing device, as can the Introduction. There is no time to absorb the materials thoroughly in advance of composing, which accounts for Malusi frequently stopping to consult his sources. Because he was using key words to “jump start” ideas, however, this did not slow down his composing. The shortcut strategies Malusi used here
actually combined to ensure that all of the composing functions were performed, and performed well, as his mark and his lecturer’s comments attest.

The tendency to start off with the Introduction, which is often used as a focusing device, is a motif that recurred frequently in the earlier video protocols, and seems to be a common feature of undergraduate writing. This is perhaps because lecturers often emphasise the importance of the Introduction to students, a tendency which came out in the 2005 interviews. Moreover, when students are writing under time pressure it is risky to leave the Introduction until last, as there is the danger that there will be no time to go back and complete it, and that it will be left out completely as a result. The difficulty students face in composing the Introduction first is as follows. Most lecturers appear to want students to write the Introduction so as to explain their “brief” in the essay, yet it is extremely difficult to describe what one has written if one has not yet written it (the actual writing out of an essay inevitably brings unanticipated content or a new twist). An exception, of course, is provided by Introductions of transmission-type essays, but this topic was deliberately phrased so as to demand a discursive approach and some input from the student.

To sum up, Malusi’s approach is an adaptation of the system for writing effectively within a limited time frame: and while it will probably work well for shorter undergraduate essays, it will very likely not work for longer projects or research reports, where Malusi might well have to re-think how he is going to make the system work for him.

4.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Malusi’s composing

The main extra-systemic factor influencing Malusi’s composing was not so much the actual time in this case was limited (which it admittedly was) but that he had become habituated to a school-type writing under strict time pressure. There was even a sense that revising a piece in the remaining few minutes before handing it in to the lecturer was potentially so depressing that it was to be avoided (many students will identify with these feelings of futility at having too little time to revise properly). A second extra-systemic factor here, is that, although Malusi felt strongly about land reform and the injustices of first
colonialism, and later, apartheid, the result was to give him to give him control over his subject matter rather than an emotional response which would be inappropriate, given the lecturer’s criteria. Yet another significant extra-systemic factor which might have enhanced his performance here was that Malusi said that he felt an obligation to do well at the composing task because he was being paid a research assistant’s fee to take part in the video protocols. Malusi lost most of his marks, because, unlike Earl, he does not know that the Introduction should introduce his treatment of the topic and not the topic (i.e. Land Reform) itself. Thus, even though Earl had not completed the full composing cycle in this instance of composing, he obtained a higher mark than Malusi because his grasp of an extra-systemic issue (i.e. the specific academic requirement for Introductions in this case) was better than Malusi’s.

4.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Malusi

When asked afterwards if he had learned anything which might change his approach to writing academic assignments, Malusi said that in future he would rather jot down all of his points first, decide on his Conclusion, and then shape his essay to his Conclusion. This is a systemic issue, and would have satisfied his lecturer’s requirement that his Introduction should tie in with his Conclusion. What is interesting is that Malusi himself saw it as a systemic issue connected with the way he composed. However he did not realise until I pointed it out to him to him (i.e. after the protocol session) that his lecturer required something different from a preamble to the subject matter for the Introduction. Malusi did contextualise his essay by introducing the topic of Land Reform generally, but the extra-systemic input of precisely how his lecturer requires this specific essay to be contextualised was not understood. The model reveals that this very important criterion somehow remained implicit. To understand this, Malusi would have to understand the wider context of Town & Regional Planning, where Town Planners often have a quasi-legal brief to fulfil when they write. The model also suggested how this could be remedied: student writing is more likely to reflect this important legal briefing aspect if it is set in the context of a situation, scenario or role play which reflects the legal aspect of adjudicating land claims.
5. ANALYSIS OF EBRAHIM’S COMPOSING


5.1 Summary of Ebrahim’s composing procedure

Ebrahim produced two drafts during in composing session. His rough work was in pencil, partly on the topic sheet, in the form of a “spider diagram” mind map (see Figure C.8), and partly in the form of jotted points on three more pages. His neat draft was in ballpoint, but in block capitals rather than cursive script.
EBRAHIM

S T A G E S

1 2 3 4 5

ANALYSES TOPIC.
REVIEWS NOTES.
DRAWS MIND MAP.

EXPANDS POINTS IN ROUGH.

REVIEWS NEW NOTES.

STRUCTURES POINTS.
IS BLOCKED.
HEADS NEAT DRAFT.
IS BLOCKED.

DECADES ON CORRECTANSWER.
COMPOSES INTRODUCTION.
WRITES NEAT VERSION, EXPANDING POINTS.

INTRODUCES NEW MATERIAL IN SUMMING UP.
COMPOSES CONCLUSION.
ASSESSES EFFECT OF WHOLE ESSAY.

Figure C.9 Ebrahim's composing profile graph
While analysing the topic, he underlined “land reform heading for success” and ringed the page length advice in pencil. He then processed his notes methodically for a few minutes, looking for points he could use in response to the topic. After this, he jotted down headings on his spider diagram which he expanded into “serious points” (still in rough) on further pages, referring occasionally to his notes. When he had finished drafting, he took some time to browse the contents of a newly acquired Government handout on Land Reform, but decided not to incorporate any new information at this stage as he felt he did not have time to digest it. He then structured the points on his spider diagram by numbering them (per section, not per paragraph). However, after heading his neat draft, he became blocked for five minutes, as he was not sure whether he could hedge in his answer to the topic question, or was required to answer “yes” or “no”. During this period he left the room to ask me whether he could answer “yes” and “no”, but I replied that I genuinely did not know what his lecturer’s preferences were. Feeling “pushed” (as he said later) by the cameras to find a solution, he decided to answer “yes” to the topic question. He then composed an Introduction to that effect on his neat draft. For the Body of his essay he expanded the points he had generated earlier into full sentences, writing them out neatly in paragraph format, and mainly following the order in which he had structured them, but with a few omissions. As he neared the end of the Body, he generated new ideas for the penultimate paragraph, introducing some emotive statements into what had until now been a factual account: he composed these straight on to his neat draft, and was by now writing quickly and fluently to the end, after a very slight pause to introduce the new material. He then composed a short Conclusion, signalling this with “In conclusion”. When he had finished, he read through the whole essay, focusing mainly on the overall effect, and then wrote “THANK YOU” in block capitals after the Conclusion.

5.2 Ebrahim’s results

Ebrahim scored 20/30 for the assignment. The areas where he lost marks were as follows: Style: Tone (2/4), Spelling (0/1) Conclusion (0/2) References (0/3) Integration of various sources of material (2/3). The lecturer’s summative
comments were as follows:

Good structure
Appropriate content

Introductions and conclusions are personal (unrelated) opinions and do not connect sufficiently with content. In a few places the use of language is inappropriate.

To relate this to Ebrahim’s composing session, he lost marks on tone because he used emotive language in some sections, including his Conclusion, which was also found wanting (0/2). The “inappropriate language” refers also to his use of emotive language. He had two spelling errors “fullproof” for “foolproof” and “rub of” instead of “rub off”.

Table C.5 Ebrahim’s assessment details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem with his Introduction (which was not penalised) and his Conclusion is not so much that they offer opinions (a legitimate response to the question: “Is land reform heading for success?”, provided that supporting evidence is supplied). It is more that his *expression* is personal: “Yes, highly successful,” is too colloquial for a formal account, and, “In conclusion, I hope…” expresses his summing up of the issue as a personal sentiment rather than as a logical deduction. But as Ebrahim himself pointed out, the topic itself could be interpreted as an invitation to a personal response: “Ja, but it’s like a personal
thing: they’re asking you a question…they say: ‘Is land reform heading for success?’” The reason why his opinions “do not connect sufficiently with content” is, of course, because the content was worked out before Ebrahim made a decision about his answer to the topic question. When marking his essay, his lecturer was unaware of Ebrahim’s dilemma in choosing the “correct answer”. However, she picked up on his tossing off a quick answer rather than coming to a reasoned conclusion (see below, where Ebrahim says: “Whatever came into my head, I put down.”)

5.3 The model as applied to Ebrahim’s composing
Because he focused on one stage at a time, the phases Ebrahim moved through while composing are clearly delineated. This made it easier to link them to the stages in the analytical empirical model: contextualising/data gathering, idea generation, reader accommodation, editing and evaluating. Moreover, following the profile of “good” writers, or, more properly, the felicity conditions for effective communication, Ebrahim focused on ideas first, and left structuring and editing until later on in the process. There is evidence of recursion, and a block which demonstrates the influence of extra-systemic (i.e. contingent) factors on the composing system, as well as the intra-systemic effects of the writer’s omitting to carry out one stage satisfactorily before moving on to the next. The addition of an input option to the analytical empirical model offers insight into why a writer with obvious composing expertise obtained a relatively low mark. In particular, the latest model explains the possible mechanics of how local academic requirements impact on the composing system, a phenomenon which was observed in the 1993 data (pp 226-307) but could not be explained satisfactorily by the earlier model (p307).

5.4 Systemic issues in Ebrahim’s composing
Setting aside the occurrence of the block (which was triggered by extra-systemic factors) Ebrahim’s stepped composing profile (shown in Figure C.9) indicates that he was following felicity conditions for effective communication in written mode as described in the empirical model (see Figure 7.4). It also suggests that he had an excellent command of the systemic relations in
composing, as he focused on one stage at a time and used creative idea generating strategies (e.g. the “spider graph” mind map, and jotted points). He analysed his topic and processed his notes efficiently at the outset, prudenty leaving out the new notes, as he realised it would take too much time to absorb the new data (the recursion to Stage 1 in order to review the new data in the Government handout meant that he did not split his focus by trying to do this while generating ideas). He structured his points before he started his neat draft, avoiding the drudgery of writing a third draft (also mindful of time constraints), and used shortcuts (e.g. a “dot…dot…dot” signal to himself) so as to “work smart” and not waste his creative energy on unnecessary transcription.

Figure C.10 Detail from Ebrahim’s composing profile graph

5.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Ebrahim’s composing
What is most interesting about Ebrahim’s composing profile, however, is that using the analytical model reveals that recursion is not merely an internal variation dependent on how the system itself unfolds, but that it can be triggered by contingent factors. In the first case, the introduction of unfamiliar notes (by his lecturer, not the researcher) occasioned a return to Stage 1 (Figure C.10).
In the second case, recursion was the result of a block caused by uncertainty about academic requirements and lack of opportunity to ascertain the required convention. It is not that he had not answered the topic question in Stage 1 which is the problem: the ideational content which he generated in Stage 2 was more than enough to answer the topic question either way, even without the inclusion of the information contained in the Government handout. It was the Stage 1 process of contextualising which had not been fulfilled satisfactorily: Ebrahim was not sure of his lecturer’s assessment criteria, in particular, which answering convention she favoured. To sum up: the data-gathering aspect of Stage 1 was fulfilled satisfactorily, but the contextualising function was not, which had a domino effect later on (i.e. caused intra-systemic variation). The omission to fulfil the contextualising function and clarify these conventions at the outset resulted in a later “writer’s block”, which prevented him from proceeding with polishing and presenting his account in the required neat layout. This occasioned a return to Stage 1 to reconsider what type of answer would be acceptable in this specific context.

It must be stressed that this was not entirely Ebrahim's fault, as the essay itself was a typically de-contextualised academic exercise (my doing, and not his lecturer’s). It was not sufficiently contextualised in real life functioning (i.e. that of a Town Planner) to suggest the appropriate conventions, and the wording of the topic did not supply the missing - critical - social information. To complicate matters, the previous “real” assignment topic had been a personal, exploratory project, so that Ebrahim’s confusion was not merely the result of poor topic analysis. Thus the topic itself, taken together with the history of previous assignments, can be viewed as a contingent factor affecting the composing system.

Details of the critical point in Ebrahim’s composing profile graph are given in Figure C.10. He was actually blocked twice, but initially stalled for time by heading his neat draft. Then the moment of truth arrived, where he could not proceed with his neat draft without some decision on how to answer the question set in the topic. This is because, as he said, he usually pre-empted the Conclusion by foregrounding it in the Introduction, which is an intelligent
strategy to use, as then the rest of the piece can then flow from that point. It must be stressed that the instance of recursion from 09:56:35 to 09:59:13 should not be viewed as an error or example of backsliding. It is in fact the best strategy to use when faced with this kind of impasse: return to Stage 1 to think about how to satisfy the audience and fulfil the purpose of the essay. Here further contingent factors, namely time constraints and the presence of the cameras, “pushed” him into making an arbitrary decision. However, he solved his problem, composed a suitable Introduction, and then continued expanding the points on his rough draft to form his neat draft, generating new ideas only in the penultimate paragraph. These, as well as his Introduction, could appear on the profile graph as having a Stage 2 focus, as he was more concerned with expressing his opinion than accommodating the reader (although the stock phrase “In conclusion” plays lip service to this function). Yet his intention was clearly to lead his reader into his essay and to provide some closure, so that the focus was on reader-accommodation, no matter how successful the attempt.

Interviews revealed that Ebrahim consciously approached composing in an organised and systematic way so as to make the composing system work for him: this suggested that his composing practice was informed by a conceptual mechanism very similar to that reflected in the model. His response to the new notes and the time constraints showed that his modus operandi was flexible, and that he could adapt it to changing circumstances. However, as the previous projects had shown, composing expertise, however well-informed or creative, is not the only factor which is critical to success in academic writing. Knowledge of academic requirements, as well as the necessary expertise to fulfil these, are equally (if not more) important extra-systemic factors. While interviews with other students revealed that his lecturer had indicated that she expected students to take a stand and defend it in argument, Ebrahim was not sure whether he could hedge in answering the topic question in his essay. He said that normally he would ask his lecturer, but here other contingent factors intervened. He was writing in my office, with cameras recording his composing activities. While this was not a test situation, there were time constraints. It was nearing the end of term, and lecturers were very busy finishing off syllabuses, finalising course marks, and preparing for examinations. Ebrahim
said later that his personal opinion was that he was not really sure if Land Reform was working in South Africa, which would have been a perfectly acceptable answer, if backed up by supporting evidence (he actually had first-hand evidence from his own experience which he could have used to good effect). He said that he had felt “pushed” by the camera into making a snap decision, and commented: “Whatever came into my head, I put down.” Not only the block itself, but also its resolution, then, were precipitated by extra-systemic factors: it is the way of its resolving (i.e. the return to Stage 1) which was systemic.

5.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Ebrahim

The above describes the way in which Ebrahim reacted in a specific situation, and should not be taken to imply that he would not on future occasions check the conventions governing various academic assignments. However, there were indications in both his behaviour and the interview transcripts that he tended to view writing as personal expression, and felt constrained by the formal requirements of Town & Regional Planning:

Here they give you a box, and you have to think inside the box, you can’t go out of the box…so you have no time for yourself: it’s just whatever they want, you have to give them.

He was in fact quite dismayed when I pointed out to him that Town Planning work had a strong legal aspect to it, as he had focused on the more creative aspect of planning and design. In Ebrahim’s case the model does not offer an easy solution: for most creatively-inclined students, the answer is to show how mastery of a subject is the quickest path to creative self-expression. Unfortunately the kind of self-study which will offer some creative self-expression is not reached until at least masters level, if then.

6. ANALYSIS OF LWANDILE’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”
6.1 Summary of Lwandle's composing procedure

Lwandle drew a mind map, and then produced 2½ further pages of rough draft with a neat draft of 2½ pages. He used unlined paper for his rough drafts and foolscap for his neat draft, but both were written in ballpoint. He did not analyse the topic formally, but looked at it briefly at the beginning and came back to it later: he also did not write the topic out on either his rough or his neat draft. While he spent some time drawing the mind map, he said that he did not use all of the points on it as he could not find further information in his literature on all of them (as attempted in the subsequent 10 minutes). He next explored possible sources, drawing heavily on the government booklet on legal procedures, but he also consulted other sources, including lecture notes, class handouts and news articles. He made a note of some of the relevant pages on his topic page. He then jotted down a fairly detailed rough draft, starting with an Introduction and ending with a Conclusion. He still referred to his sources occasionally, but not so as to disrupt his production of points. Near the end of his rough draft he read through what he had written to assess the general effect, and made a few corrections. After finishing his rough draft, he rewrote it.
Lwandile's composing profile graph

Figure C.12 Lwandile's composing profile graph
neatly on foolscap, keeping the content very much the same, but trying to shape his points into statements that would follow on and make sense to the reader. He added a short preliminary Introduction before the one he had composed in his rough draft, and omitted one point which he felt was unnecessary. When he had finished his neat draft he briefly evaluated the effect and checked to see if there were any further corrections.

Table C.6 Lwandile’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Lwandile’s results

Lwandile’s essay scored 20/30. As his neat draft still appeared fairly unpolished, the loss of marks on Style: Tone, Punctuation and Grammar was not unexpected (nor, of course, was the “0” for References, which no students supplied). His marks for the Content section were excellent (10 out of a possible 12), and reflect his command of his subject matter. His lecturer’s summative comments were:

To the point, factual statements (style throughout).
Good incorporation of notes (but copied summary of overhead!)

Addressed process well, though.
Consistent style – not an essay per se.
Can easily be used to make up a good essay by adding words to make up full sentences.
The last comment suggested that Lwandile’s neat draft was still too much like a set of notes (although his points were drawn from a variety of sources): it was too terse and abbreviated. The interviews revealed that Lwandile was in fact attempting to accommodate his reader by using statements to introduce lists of points, and by changing the syntax so that his points made sense as statements. What is apparent from his neat draft, however, is that he had not paid enough attention to paragraphing. The result is that his statements, which are actually mostly expressed as full sentences (in spite of his lecturer’s last comment), have an unfinished look to them. It was also not a good idea to use his lecturer’s transparency summary without changing it to show that he had internalised the points or expanding it to form an actual argument. Lwandile knew that plagiarism was not allowed, but perhaps did not realise that this also applied to the lecturer’s notes. However, most students (understandable at this level) have difficulty distinguishing between a common Body of subject expertise and specialist opinions.

6.3 The model as applied to Lwandile’s composing

Lwandile’s composing profile graph (see Figure C.12) matches the empirical analytical model very closely in following one complete composing cycle with a few instances of recursion (one apparently caused by an extra-systemic factor, as will be discussed below). Although his graph shows a rough Introduction before the composition of the Body, Lwandile in fact tackled idea-generation in the form of a mind map early on in the process. However, the inclusion of extra-systemic factors in the model show why Lwandile’s good grasp of the systemic elements of composing did not lead to complete success (i.e. as measured by his result). The first significant extra-systemic factor touches on the relationship between internalised knowledge and literary sources. The second factor suggests a more complex relationship between language proficiency and composing than has hitherto been explored, and which could go some way towards explaining the composing preferences of the ESL writers taking part in this study. Both factors – and their possible impact on the composing system - will be discussed below.
6.4 Systemic issues in Lwandile’s composing

Lwandile had an excellent command of the systemic aspects of composing, and showed many of the characteristics of proficient writers (i.e. the characteristics which initially led to the formulation of the model). He wrote first and revised later, that is he started with idea generation before structuring or correcting, and he corrected quickly as he wrote rather than stopping to focus on corrections in the earlier stages of composing (his main focus at this stage was clarity, not correctness per se.) He used a “spider diagram” mind map to generate ideas, and he knew why this was helpful:

Ja, it helps a lot, because, say you don’t write – you don’t write a graph, and you think of something in the topic first, and then you start writing. As you’re writing, other ideas are coming into place and you forget all the other things that you mainly wanted to write, to put into it. So I think it’s better to first – to like write it out, before you write everything out, in the spider diagram.

Lwandile also realized the need to take breaks while composing so that his concentration did not become jaded: “I have to, like, stop, like, do something else, sort of like to restrain my concentration after the main thing I’m doing just for a few minutes, and then I come back.” This explains why answering SMS messaging, going out to buy a packet of chips and a long gaze at a cartoon on my pin board actually refreshed Lwandile’s concentration rather than breaking it. Because his composing was systematic, he could move back into it very easily and carry on exactly where he left off. Lwandile also had a good sense of reader accommodation in terms of needing to ready his text for the intended reader. While, like Malusi, Lwandile used rewriting as a means to assess the effect of what he had written, he also stopped to focus on his progress at times. He assessed the overall effect of his essay right at the end, considering whether his reader would understand his point of view: “I felt like giving it to someone else to read it and, like, telling me if there was more. Was it basically – did I stick to the question?”

6.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Lwandile’s composing

The first extra-systemic factor can be seen to have caused recursion. While Lwandile generated ideas early on using a “spider diagram” mind map, he said
that what he wrote in his rough draft did not really tie in with the spider diagram, because he could not find more detailed information in his sources to support all of the points. Thus the internalised knowledge he had learned for his Control Test was expressed the spider diagram, but all points could not be followed up in the rough draft because he had limited time and sources of information. This is not so different from writing an essay at home, and many students shape their essays around the information they have to hand, rather than following up what might be the most cogent points in their argument with further evidence. The fact that what he had learned was not enough to be fleshed out in a discursive essay caused recursion to Stage 1 in the 8th minute of composing (see Figure C.13).

The second factor explains why, when he had had a good opportunity to revise his essay, Lwandile did not score a higher mark. His lecturer’s comment suggested that the points Lwandile has given in his neat (yet not sufficiently polished) draft could “easily be used to make up a good essay”. A comment Lwandile made about phrasing his Introduction suggested why he might not have been able to do this. He said: “At this level, maybe it's [i.e. the type of
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The problem is that, while he was fluent and articulate in conversational English, his formal language proficiency had not yet developed to the stage where he could easily reduce his data to points and then expand them again at will into the kinds of structures needed to sustain a complex developing argument at this level. In this sense his excellent control over the composing system actually worked against him, because his language proficiency did not match the intellectual level of his systemic operation while composing. This suggest a possible reason why many ESL students do not use mind maps or even jot down points: it is safer to keep to the syntactic structures suggested by their sources from the outset, as, once lost, these structures are not easily replicated from scratch in a second language. However, it was beyond the scope of this study to pursue this line of inquiry further.

6.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Lwandile
Analysis using the model suggested that Lwandile needed to collect all of his information for an assignment from the outset, and perhaps learn, like Malusi, to use key words from his sources (i.e. rather than from his rough notes) as the basis for more formal expression. He also needed to find way to turn points into a cohesive argument using the necessary syntactical structures. On the positive side, Lwandile was using a systematic approach, very similar to that described in the model, which would very likely allow him to develop a more formal academic style, as he himself realised, “with more practice”.

7. ANALYSIS OF ROCHELLE’S COMPOSING

7.1 Summary of Rochelle’s composing procedure
Rochelle produced two drafts: a very brief rough draft in the form of a mind map drawn on the topic sheet, and a neat draft of just over 2½ pages which expanded on the points in the mind map. Her procedure was as follows. She first read the topic, decided that it required an answer, formulated an opening
Figure C.14 Rochelle’s composing profile graph
statement, and then looked in her notes for facts to back up her statement. She then drew a mind map, which provided her with the structure as well as the main points of her argument. She next headed her neat draft, wrote the topic in full, briefly thought for a while, with a quick look at her notes, and then started to compose an Introduction and write it out neatly at the same time. She broke off to draw elaborate jagged lines which resembled stitching under her headings, which she said she did “for fun”. She then finished her Introduction, and continued with the Body, expanding the points on her mind map and relying heavily on the Government handout, but also referring to a class note. At times she read what she had written and reflected on how she was going to proceed. At the end of her Body, she read what she had written and thought about how she was going to conclude. She then composed her Conclusion, checking that it did not replicate her Introduction too exactly. She spent some time deciding whether what she had done was sufficient, and then appeared to be at a loose end before finally coming and calling me to say that she was finished.

Table C.7 Rochelle’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Rochelle’s results

Rochelle’s essay scored 20/30. In spite of the fact that she completed only one detailed draft (i.e. besides the very brief mind map) this draft appeared to be fairly polished, so that the marks for Language and Structure were good (apart
from “0” for References.) As she had used the Government booklet almost exclusively, she lost the most marks on “Integration of various sources of material”. Her lecturer noted that Restitution and land ownership had not been dealt with, and that only one source appeared to have been used. Her summative comments were:

Language : Excellent
Structure : Good
Content : Fair

7.3 The model as applied to Rochelle’s composing

Using the earlier (pedagogical) model to analyse Rochelle’s composing procedure would have revealed the interference caused by her repeated pauses to access information when well into producing her neat draft. The pedagogical model would also have suggested that she should have generated more ideas before writing her final draft. What it would not have accounted for is the fact that the interference (i.e. a systemic malfunction) was caused by both intra- and extra-systemic elements. An intra-systemic element, that is the omission on the part of the writer to gather sufficient data for the content of the essay, resulted in the interference caused to polishing the final draft (Stage 4) by recursion to Stage 1 activities (i.e. gathering data) throughout composing. While there is nothing wrong with recursion, which is a regular feature of composing, felicity conditions require that the bulk of data gathering is done mainly in advance of drafting, and well in advance of producing a polished draft. The earlier model would also not have described the effect of an extra-systemic element (i.e. time pressure) on the composing profile in terms of the writer producing most of the essay content (Stage 2) simultaneously with writing out a neat draft (Stage 4). The analytical model, then, helps to explain highly idiosyncratic composing behaviour and its outcome (as assessed independently) in terms of the complex interplay between intra- and extra-systemic elements.

7.4 Systemic issues in Rochelle’s composing

In the first ten minutes or so Rochelle appeared to be trying to do too many things at once, or, at least in too rapid succession (see Figure C.15), which at
times interfered with her focus. This was not such a serious problem, as some hesitation and casting around for ways to start could be expected to occur in the opening stages of composing. What was more serious is that, while her mind map was useful in suggesting her eventual essay structure, it was too terse to supply the actual essay content, which resulted in the two types of interference outlined above. Her doodling while thinking what to write was very likely a more effective idea generating device than the actual mind map. This is because doodling is a defocusing activity which distracts the conscious mind so as to allow thoughts to surface from the subconscious (see “fancy underlining” represented as a Stage 2 activity in the 9th-10th minutes of Figure C.15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROCHELLE</th>
<th>STAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>READS THE TOPIC AND THINKS HOW TO START.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LOOKS FOR FACTS TO SUPPORT HER ANSWER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DRAWS A MIND MAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HEADS NEAT DRAFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>THINKS ABOUT WHAT TO WRITE AND CONSULTS A NOTE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>STARTS COMPOSING INTRODUCTION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FANCY UNDERLINING OF HEADINGS “FOR FUN”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>LOOKS FOR INFORMATION IN THE GOVERNMENT HANDOUT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CONTINUES WITH INTRODUCTION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>READS WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure C.15** Detail 1 from Rochelle’s composing profile graph

Because Rochelle had not generated sufficient content for her essay in the early stages, she had to go back repeatedly to look for content as she composed her neat draft. While recursion in itself is not a problem, the functions are performed more effectively when carried out in serial rather than parallel mode. The latter is represented in Rochelle’s composing profile graph by showing the Stage 2 focus on idea generation interfering with a Stage 4 focus on producing a fair copy (see Figure C.16). The result was that, apart from the very sketchy mind map, Rochelle to all intents and purposes produced a once-off neat draft. This is generally accepted as being an ineffectual composing practice by composition practitioners and researchers. In spite of this, Rochelle achieved a fairly good score (20/30) for her essay. However, the
interviews suggested that she was intelligent and resourceful, had a good command of English, and could have achieved more than an upper C symbol. But instead of making the system work for her, she adapted it in very much the same way that it was earlier suggested that students writing under time pressure might adapt it (see Figure 7.5, p 136).

Figure C.16 Detail 2 from Rochelle’s composing profile graph

7.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Rochelle’s composing

The significant extra systemic factors here are real time pressure (it was end of term, and students were every busy), and also a conceptual mechanism, namely, Rochelle’s personal concept of academic argument. The conceptual mechanism depicts academic argument thus: a judgement call (i.e. opinion) backed up with evidence. Use of the model to analyse Rochelle’s composing suggests that the problem was not so much this perception, but how it is worked out in the composing system in this instance. Rochelle decided at the outset what her answer to the question was, and, because she made a decisive statement in her neat (and final) Introduction, she was then tied into defending it
for the rest of the essay. Instead of searching through her sources for evidence to back up her opening statement before starting to write the Body, she combined note taking and exposition in a less-than-felicitous marriage of convenience. And because her attention was already divided, she did not have enough left over to sift through her sources so that she was not so reliant on the Government handout, an over-reliance which the lecturer noted and penalised. Finally, her decision to save time by producing one fair copy after a fairly perfunctory sketch plan (i.e. the mind map) meant that she could not change the draft later, which perhaps accounts for the uncertainty and diffused focus evident in the video playback near the end: while the graph caption is “Thinks how to conclude,” she was in fact rapidly moving between various activities to try to resolve her ending satisfactorily. To sum up, the overall impression was that Rochelle’s composing was over-controlled and that she is writing to order. This put undue stress on her at times, besides cramping her creativity and producing a essay which was fairly mundane and predictable. While it scored an above-average mark, and her composing was to that extent "successful", her essay did not reflect the subtlety and liveliness of mind Rochelle revealed in the interviews.

7.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Rochelle

A better understanding of the composing system might help Rochelle to balance her creative and logical faculties and to see how she could make the system work for her. At present Rochelle appears to be using rule of thumb precepts (e.g. it is the done thing to draw a mind map) without really understanding how and why they work, in particular, why it is important for her not to split her focus amongst too many activities, which establishes a kind of “false economy” which ultimately sells her short. In particular, she needs to be shown the value of redrafting terms of flexibility and internalising knowledge, and to realise that there is no real shortcut to this process. Finally, she needs to realise that her sense of fun (e.g. “embroidering” of the heading) has a place in the composing system, and to be encouraged to use more free-flowing and less structured idea-generating mechanisms.
ZAFIKA

STAGES

1 2 3 4 5

ANALYSES THE TOPIC.
BRIEFLY REVIEWS NOTES.
THINKS ABOUT THE INTRODUCTION AND STARTS COMPOSING.
REFERS TO TOPIC.
COUNTS PARAGRAPH LINES AND CORRECTS INTRODUCTION.

DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO PROCEED.
COUNTS PARAGRAPH LINES.
DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO PROCEED.
COUNTS PARAGRAPH LINES.
COUNTS PARAGRAPH LINES.
CONSULTS DICTIONARY.
CONSULTS DICTIONARY.
CONSULTS DICTIONARY.
LOOKS FOR VARIOUS ACTS.
DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO PROCEED.
CONSULTS DICTIONARY.
COMPOSES CONCLUSION.
CONSULTS DICTIONARY.
COUNTS LINES.
ASSESSES WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN.
COUNTS LINES. HEADS NEAT DRAFT TWICE,
READS ROUGH DRAFT, EVALUATING AND CORRECTING IT.

WRITES OUT NEAT DRAFT.
FINISHES NEAT DRAFT.

Figure C.17 Zafika's composing profile graph
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8. ANALYSIS OF ZAFIKA’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

8.1 Summary of Zafika’s composing procedure

Zafika produced a rough draft of four pages, and a neat draft of slightly over two and a half pages (this excludes the foolscap page which she headed but then abandoned.) After a very brief look at the topic and her notes, she composed her Introduction in rough, and then went on to compose the Body of her essay in a ballpoint rough draft, before composing her Conclusion. She then evaluated and corrected her rough draft before rewriting it neatly with very little change in content or expression, but shortening it somewhat to fit the suggested page limit (2-3 foolscap pages). In this session her composing was characterised by repeated interruptions to consult notes, count paragraph lines and consult the dictionary, as well as to review her emerging draft (mainly to make corrections, although she did also consider the general effect at times).

According to Zafika, she felt completely at a loss as to how to proceed at times (her term for this was “blank out”), and she tended to become more hesitant rather than gather speed in the later phases of composing.

8.2 Zafika’s results

Zafika scored 19/30 for her essay, which she said, was far better than she had expected, as she had found writing under time pressure stressful. In theory, volunteers could take as long as they needed to compose the essay, but in practice there were unavoidable time constraints. The lecturer had ticked numerous points throughout the essay, and her summative comments were mainly positive:

- Good exploitation and demonstration of knowledge of the Reform programme. Process implied.
- Language control good – clear statement in Introduction but Conclusion missing. (She also commented that Zafika’s Conclusion was “vague”.)

Zafika lost marks mainly in the Conclusion, References and “Statement of response to brief” sections. After the composing session had been reconstructed, she was given advice by myself and a colleague on handling
Introductions and Conclusions. When asked if she had learned anything about academic requirements during the project, she replied, “I’ve learned a lot, especially when it comes to Introduction and Conclusion: I know I have a problem with that.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C.8 Zafika’s assessment figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 The model as applied to Zafika’s composing

The phases of the analytical model are all evident in Zafika’s composing profile graph (Figure C.17), again, not in the exact order, and with the Introduction being composed first, but with more of an enabling (i.e. than focal) focus in this case. If the stages are not in the exact order, there was evidence to suggest that all of the necessary composing functions were performed, and the interviews revealed that Zafika was aware of the need to carry out these functions and was doing her best to do so. Zafika’s composing profile shows how an extra-systemic factor such as time pressure can disrupt the composing system, even though she kept more or less to the overall pattern observed in proficient writers. As with Rochelle’s profile, Zafika’s profile shows that not gathering sufficient data at the outset can cause ongoing interruption to composing. Unlike Rochelle, however, Zafika was able to concentrate on polishing her final draft because she had separated idea generation from producing a fair copy. While it is not unusual for writers to switch between functions while composing, trying to carry out too many functions at once can
cause the loss of focus evident in the frequent breaks and hesitations apparent in Zafika’s profile, even causing the writer to “blank out” at times. Her profile illustrates the point that it is not necessarily lack of composing expertise which causes student writers to under-perform, and that the effects of extra-systemic factors on the composing system must also be considered for a model to explain real life composing. It highlights the need for students to develop effective strategies for writing under pressure, as “felicity conditions” are not always available.

Figure C.18 Detail 1 from Zafika’s composing profile graph

8.4 Systemic issues in Zafika’s composing

In the interviews Zafika showed a good grasp of the systemic issues involved in composing. She realised that proper topic analysis was important before one went on to write, and that, in this specific case, it was important to deal with the issue of “effectiveness” as well as give an overview of the whole Land Reform process. She also realised that the Introduction performed a reader-accommodating function, and took pains with both her Introduction and Conclusion. Unfortunately the too early focus on reader accommodation did make it difficult for her to start, and her efforts with the Conclusion did not meet
with approval from her lecturer. However, she knew that her points had to “flow” so as to facilitate understanding. She used self-talk to dialogue with herself when she was stuck: “I always do that - talk - when I'm stuck.” She also knew about quickly capturing ideas before they were forgotten:

Ah - this line, it was an idea that I was going to put it on the - Conclusion. It just sort of like came back, so I had to put it down…. suddenly this idea just flowed in.”

She even coded it with a square bracket as a reminder to use it later. As Figure C18 suggests, in the later stages of composing, her profile does not show an inappropriate focus, and is more stepped than in the earlier stages. It would perhaps be better if her focus on surface details were separated from her focus on the effect of what she had written, but then many students combine the two, particularly ESL students.

However, Zafika did not always manage to achieve what she knew was effective practice. The graph profile (Figure C.17) suggests that she did not spend enough time accessing and organising sources of information before starting to write. As a result, while most students referred to their notes in passing, Zafika often stopped completely and focused on reading her notes, losing impetus with her idea generation (as is illustrated graphically in Figure C.17 in respect of the first two columns). This is a type of interference, where a focus on one stages interferes with the focus on another stage (here, Stage 1 interfering with Stage 2, see Pratt 1987:139-142). Her recourse to the dictionary while composing the rough draft also set up interference to idea flow (Stage 4 interfering with Stage 2). As the detail from the composing profile graph shows (Figure C.19) after the first ten minutes of composing Zafika was trying to focus on four composing functions more or less simultaneously. It is not therefore surprising that she “blanked out” shortly afterwards (in minute 13), and several times thereafter: “I’ve gone blank, I’m really completely blank.” Moreover, some aspects of her systemic operation were not entirely felicitous, as the following excerpts suggest:

Ok, Restitution, I’m finishing the first sentence. What am I go to do next? I look at the time, ok, still got enough, an hour and a half, means that I really have to write something. I aimed for... you know, I have to do this in an
hour and a half, so, I’m thinking, I’m going to get a fifteen minute system in every paragraph.

**ZAFIKA**

1. **STAGES**
   1. ANALYSES THE TOPIC.
   2. LOOKS FOR HER WRITING MATERIALS.
   3. BRIEFLY REVIEWS NOTES.
   4. THINKS ABOUT THE INTRODUCTION AND STARTS COMPOSING.
   5. REFERS TO TOPIC.
   6. COUNTS PARAGRAPH LINES AND CORRECTS INTRODUCTION.
   7. DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO PROCEED.

**Figure C.19** Detail 2 from Zafika’s composing profile graph

While students are encouraged to watch their timing when composing under pressure, “a fifteen minute system in every paragraph” is not likely to assist with idea generation because, firstly, ideas do not arrive to order per paragraph, and, next, are even less likely to be issued in regularly timed bursts. This preoccupation with breaking everything down into numeric units can reach absurd proportions, as the following excerpt suggests:

I actually counted the lines. *Why?* If I see, like, eight lines - I think - omigosh - that’s too much! And I think that’s good, but, if I think that it should be five lines… *Why should each paragraph be a certain number of lines?* I don’t know - to make it look better. *The issue of grouping was explored:* Too small a grouping seems like you didn’t put much… You know, it started from school, when we were given an essay and they tell you you should write about, you know, 500 words. So you’re thinking, if I write like a paragraph of five lines, that would give me like 70 words, well, that’s not enough, I need to write either 100 in 8 lines, give me like 100 words, so if it’s 100 words there’s more there but less that you’ve got to do. *Who knows how much is “enough”?* The lecturer.

This kind of “numbers game” once more imposes a write-to-order system which is not just unhelpful but actively inhibits idea flow.

### 8.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Zafika’s composing

As suggested above, Zafika’s composing profile provides an example of how the effective functioning of the system can be hampered by contingent factors.
The culprit here, according to Zafika, was not so much the video cameras but the time constraint, which was imposed by Zafika herself (“I have to do this in an hour and a half.”) She said that usually she would write an essay over two or three days: “Yes, and so I was like really, really agitated because I see time’s running (out) and I just cannot get the words to start flowing and everything.” Other significant extra-systemic factors which possibly impacted on her composing were as follows. She (for some reason) thought that I was going to mark the assignment, which meant that she relied on her notes more heavily, as (she said) she thought that I would not notice: this perhaps accounts for her repeated reference to her notes. She also expressed anxiety about making the transition from school writing (i.e. creative or literary) to discipline–specific tertiary writing, which may have added to her stress when the ideas did not flow smoothly. The latter may have made her less confident in her own ability, and the cameras would have put her on the spot. She said initially that the TV display had bothered her, and in the initial stages gave it some sidelong looks. However, she did say that later she had mostly forgotten about it.

8.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Zafika

Using the model to analyse Zafika’s composing suggested that her most urgent priority is to develop effective strategies for working under time constraints, so that she does not block her idea flow by trying to do too many things at once. For composing which is not done under time pressure she could also consider using techniques such as mind maps or brainstorming, and to leave composing her Introduction until later, in order to move her focus away from ordering and structuring in the initial stages of composing. She responded very well to the latter suggestion, and said that it had helped her. Finally, she needs to leave off consulting the dictionary and counting paragraph lines until her ideas are out on the page (whether as points or connected sentences), whereupon she can then structure and polish her text.

9. ANALYSIS OF RESHAN’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”
Figure C.20 Reshan’s composing profile graph
9.1 Summary of Reshan’s composing procedure

Reshan produced a rough draft in the form of a mind map, and a first draft (of just over two pages) in ballpoint, which was copied out without further change on a second draft, which was his final draft. His composing procedure was as follows. He first analysed the topic, then drew a mind map. He then composed an Introduction on his first draft, consulted his sources, and composed the Body of his essay as a first draft, pausing frequently to consult his sources. He thought how to conclude, consulted his sources again, and then composed a Conclusion, still on his first draft. He then rewrote the whole first draft with minimum changes on a final draft, and tidied his papers before calling me. He did not write headings or the topic on either draft, but he did write “Draft 1” on the first draft, and his lecturer later wrote his name in pencil on his final draft to identify it. However, he did not head his neat draft with the topic, which resulted in his lecturer thinking that this had been his topic: “Is land reform heading for success? Discuss, with reference to land ownership.”

9.2 Reshan’s results

Reshan’s essay scored 18/30. He did not score well on “Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process” or on “Statement of response to brief”. The lecturer’s comments indicate that the examples of the Acts and Bill of Rights he gave early on were inaccurate, and she put in an arrow to move his two-line 2nd paragraph to under his 3rd paragraph (this is a change which Reshan himself could have made when redrafting). Her summative comments reveal more serious problems, however:

- Land reform generally addressed,
  not process or ownership.
- Probably “heading for success” topic (my emphasis).

The first condemns with faint praise: Reshan’s content was in fact somewhat thin. He himself admitted that, to get a better mark, he would have needed “more content”. But this was not the worst problem: the lecturer had not been able to identify Reshan’s topic from what he had written: he was not given the “heading for success” topic. The essays were loosely bundled per topic when given to the lecturer to assess, but they could easily have moved out of order
while they were being marked. This was not a problem for the other students, but Reshan did not head his neat draft with the topic. Firstly, the omission to set the lecturer in context by not informing her of the topic was a serious failure in contextualising the piece of written communication for its intended audience. Next, the fact that the assessor could not tell the topic from the essay content suggests that Reshan’s brief was neither spelt out at the outset nor fulfilled very effectively in the course of the essay. The omission to contextualise the piece compounded the problem by alerting the lecturer to the second problem, which she might have overlooked (or regarded more leniently) had she not had a problem identifying the topic from what Reshan had written.

Table C.9 Reshan’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.3 The model as applied to Reshan’s composing

The omission to contextualise the essay for the reader is a systemic issue, while his lack of success in articulating and carrying out the brief is an extra-systemic issue, dependant on the specific local context for both the nature of the task and assessment criteria applying in this specific case. Reshan’s composing in this instance also highlights the point that a good grasp of systemic issues – including effective composing strategies – does not automatically translate successfully into other milieus (i.e. from high school creative essays to tertiary specialist essays). Local custom defines how the
composing functions need to be carried out in this instance: this does not mean that local academic requirements are more important than effective systemic functioning, but that both must work together smoothly for success at academic writing. The analytic empirical model, showing how the input option both qualifies and modifies the composing system thus has relevance for the real life instance of Reshan's composing, where the system is not adapted sufficiently to work well in this specific instance.

9.4 Systemic issues in Reshan’s composing

On the surface Reshan's composing profile resembles that of proficient writers, as identified in the literature, and as encapsulated in the first empirical model (i.e. the pedagogical model). He analysed the topic before he started composing, attempted to generate ideas early using a mind map, and realised the need to redraft until satisfied with the end result: he said that he would normally do another draft before submitting the essay, checking for errors and any points he might add. He also knew that, while the essay content needed to be factual, he had to make an argument of his own in the Body of the essay, and not just produce information learned off by heart. He knew that the Introduction should give the “brief” for the whole essay: “The Introduction: the first line should tell you what you're going to talk about, what the whole essay’s about,” and understood that this was to accommodate the reader. There was other evidence of an awareness of reader-accommodation, such as a two-line preamble to the three mechanisms, and places where he had attempted to link ideas so that his reader could see the connection between them.

However, there are problems associated with his systemic functioning. Firstly, while a mind map is an effective strategy for generating ideas, in the case of specialist academic or professional content, it would have been more effective if he had reviewed the information in the sources available, using the topic as a filter before considering what he could use in the actual argument. Next, Reshan’s second (and final draft) was nearly identical to his first draft: the only changes were that two sentences were joined together and a very short phrase (which he considered too emotive) was left out. Reshan basically produced a once-off draft, so that redrafting was not used effectively to perfect the piece.
Moreover, while he said that the Introduction should tell the reader “what the whole essay’s about”, his did not do this, but just talked generally about Land Reform. He could not make an effective argument because he did not really know what this constituted in this case, but this is an extra-systemic issue, and will be dealt with below.

[Diagram of Reshan’s composing profile graph]

The most serious problem, though, was the confusing of data-gathering (Stage 1) with idea generation (Stage 2). While Rochelle’s rapid oscillation between searching for information and generating ideas was potentially distracting, at least she was focusing on one function or the other at any given time. Close observation of Reshan’s composing behaviour (see Figure C.21) suggested that for Reshan the distinction between his information sources and his own statements had become blurred in his trying to carry out both processes too close together (to the extent that near the end he was citing without acknowledgement). The resulting “interference” in his idea-generating focus is
shown by the use of dotted shading in the Stage 2 column. This interference may also be what caused his Introduction to be more rhetorical than useful in saying what his essay is about. When I asked him if he found the Government handout helpful, he said: “Yes, most of my essay was based on our notes, but I used as Introduction and Conclusion the points from the blue book.” In some cases, however, he used not only points but borrowed the exact turn of phrase as well, which suggested that Reshan had a poor self-image of himself as a writer and that the words of an authority carried more weight than his own tentative statements. As first year students are not exactly encouraged to contribute their own ideas in academic argument this is not unusual, but most students (notably Earl) attempted to strike an academic chord in their own statements and to develop their own academic style.

Finally, Reshan’s omission to contextualise the essay for his lecturer by heading his page with the topic suggests that his attempts at reader-accommodation were perfunctory and by-the-book rather than reflecting a real understanding of the need to accommodate one’s audience. This was not entirely Reshan’s fault, as the South African school system lends itself to by-the-book and rule-of-thumb precepts, in spite of the vaunted changeover to outcomes-based education.

9.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Reshan’s composing

Reshan knew he needed to specify his brief in the Introduction, but, as with most of the other students, did not really know what a “brief” was or how to express it. Basically the brief (as defined by his lecturers) should describe the writer’s treatment of the topic, but Reshan’s actual Introduction suggests that his idea of a brief was that it outlined the topic itself. The problem was compounded by the fact that students were confused about the actual treatment of the topic required for this subject (and very likely for other subjects). Both Reshan and Rochelle saw the content of the essay as being “opinion backed up by evidence”, but both were confused about the nature of an academic argument. This was because they (and many of the other students) did not distinguish between a personal opinion, as in a discursive school essay, and a
professional (or academic) opinion, as in a trade journal (or scholarly treatise). The former speaks to personal preferences, the latter to an accurate analysis of a real world phenomenon. While he attempted to use scholarly and professional sources to back up what he said, Reshan’s “argument” was too personal, and at times emotive. As the other students pointed out, and as Reshan himself mentioned, his lecturer penalised emotional or politically loaded statements. An extra-systemic factor which might have overruled Reshan’s judgement in this respect is that his own family suffered from racial discrimination in that they were underpaid for a commercially-valuable property. Unfortunately, this occurred before the cut-off date for Restitution claims, so that no compensation could be sought from the Government.

Other significant extra systemic factors may have been provided by the research situation itself. For example, Reshan may have not realised the need to head his final draft with the topic because of the experimental nature of the situation, and he probably would have produced a much more untidy rough draft and worked more with it had he not been “under the camera”, and perhaps feeling that even his rough draft had to make a good impression.

9.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Reshan
Reshan needs careful feedback and tuition to help him to adapt his good overview of the systemic working of composing to fit the academic situation, and how it needs to be adapted to work effectively in specific instances of academic composing (i.e. in different subject areas). In particular, he needs assistance with dealing with information sources and learning firstly, to make effective notes, and next, how to integrate facts into an academic argument.

10. ANALYSIS OF THULA’S COMPOSING
Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

10.1 Summary of Thula’s composing procedure
Thula produced a short rough draft of jotted points and a neat draft of 3½ pages
on foolscap based roughly on these points. His composing procedure was as follows. He first analysed the topic, looked to see what notes he had brought with him, and jotted down some points on the topic page. He then headed his

**Figure C.22** Thula’s composing profile graph
neat draft and composed the whole essay as a neat draft. He first composed a general Introduction, then produced a page of historical background on the topic of Land Reform in South Africa, relying on what had been discussed in lectures and his own life experience. Before he went on to the actual topic of Land Reform he reviewed his notes, looking for a source which dealt with the “three mechanisms” of Land Reform, and which he later found (he also used a Government handout). After discussing the mechanisms, referring to his sources, he wrote two paragraphs commenting on the effectiveness of the Land Reform programme, and then wrote a Conclusion.

Table C.11 Thula’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Style: Tone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.2 Thula’s results

Thula’s essay received scored 15/30. His language score was good except for “Style: Tone”. This is because he had used a style which his lecturer found inappropriate, describing it as: “florid, waxing lyrical, not academic”. But where his essay lost most marks was in the Content area: 4 out of a possible 12. His lecturer’s comment is: “Intro too long, Conclusion very short.” What the lecturer did not say is that not only the style and tone, but much of the actual content was inappropriate in terms of local academic requirements. Moreover, his argument about the “effectiveness” of the Land Reform programme was disproportionate in consisting of only 2 paragraphs out of a total of 13.
10.3 The model as applied to Thula’s composing

The issue is not merely one of style or content, however, but the paradigm within which Thula was writing, which is critical (i.e. with “resistance” overtones) rather than the factual, objective approach required by Industry, according to his lecturer. Use of the second empirical model to analyse Thula’s composing resolves an issue raised in the 1993 video protocols, namely, how the modeller represents the pervasive influence of different value and belief and systems (i.e. paradigms) on the composing system, including beliefs about the nature of the composing task in any given instance. This is particularly important in a multicultural educational context, where there is very likely to be a mismatch between lecturer/student (not to say lecture/lecturer) belief systems, and, consequently, what is considered an appropriate style and content for an academic essay. The tentative answer suggested by this study is that value and belief systems are represented as extra-systemic factors in composing, i.e. local “input” into the system of functions. In the case of concepts which inform social practice, they can be viewed as “conceptual mechanisms”. In this case, there is evidence to suggest that there was a mismatch between Thula’s conceptual mechanism of the academic writing task and that of his lecturer. The model thus provides an explanation for why Thula underperformed in spite of being above average in both English language proficiency and composing expertise. In particular, it explains why the fulfilling of all of the composing functions was compromised to some extent.

10.4 Systemic issues in Thula’s composing

In spite of the fact that Thula to all intents and purpose wrote a once-off draft, the systemic issues were handled well. In general outline his profile graph is very similar to Earl’s. However, unlike Earl, whose information sources are scholarly, Thula made much more use of personal experience for his content. When asked about his sources of information for his background section on Land Reform, he said: “I don’t know if I need to state that I tend to have a firm interest of South African politics in particular.” Thula did, however, reach a stage where he needed to refer to scholarly sources rather than just his own experience. Even so, he handled the two functions (data collection and idea
generation) very effectively, with little actual interference apparent. Thula’s fluency in written English was above average. The lecturer has noted that his language proficiency was good (e.g. “flowing English”), and her mark (3/3) acknowledged that his structure (i.e. paragraphing) was excellent. He wrote what was virtually a once-off draft without any signs of “spelling anxiety” and in fact his only (one) hesitation about language use occurred because he had left out the “and” signalling the last word in a list of adjectives and had to think of yet another descriptive word to make his sentence work. Most of our mother-tongue English students would not have the linguistic acuity even to register this as a problem. This should dispel the stereotype of the ESL student with poor English writing a once-off draft because he did not have the language proficiency to improve his text. Why then did Thula barely score a pass mark (50%) in this assignment?

Table C.12 The mismatch between academic expectations and Thula’s performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composing function</th>
<th>The learner ...</th>
<th>The discipline required...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contextualising/ data collection</td>
<td>...set the essay in the context of basic human rights, “the struggle”. ...used personal data inappropriately.</td>
<td>...that the essay should be set in the context of the academic brief. ...data from scholarly (or official e.g. Government) sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea generation</td>
<td>...produced a polemic.</td>
<td>...a logical academic argument backed up with factual evidence from sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader accommodation</td>
<td>...structured his essay in the form of a flowing personal argument.</td>
<td>...a tight, logical structure with points specified in advance by the brief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>...used inappropriate treatment, e.g. emotive language.</td>
<td>...a factual specialist approach, with almost quasi-legal language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>...used incorrect criteria to assess how his reader would respond to his essay.</td>
<td>...that the student conform to the paradigm of which the assessment criteria are the surface indicators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Thula’s composing

The reason for Thula’s low score is that there was an apparent mismatch between the conceptual paradigm informing Thula’s composing practice and that of his academic department. Therefore, while Thula’s grasp of the system was excellent, all of the composing functions were adversely affected, as shown
in Table C.12. As I suggested above, the issue is not merely about style or content, however, but about the paradigm within which Thula was writing, which meant that the conceptual mechanism informing his performance in this specific case was different from that of his lecturer (the latter in this case being congruent with Departmental requirements). This is not to say that his lecturers did not set personal projects where Thula’s response would have been completely appropriate, but that this was not meant to be one such. I am also not in any way passing judgement on the Town & Regional Planning departmental requirements or resistance literature: my “brief” is to point out the results of the dissonance between the two.

10.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Thula
Should Thula then “play the academic game” and compromise his own beliefs and values about human dignity and freedom? My position is rather that Thula needs to understand what is going on so that he can make informed choices in his own best interests (including the option of contesting dissonant criteria). A potential barrier operating here is a phenomenon which Fairclough (1989) noted, where those in the more powerful subject position de- emphasise their power by being indirect. Thula’s lecturer did not state directly that his liberationist treatment was unsuitable for a formal academic essay of this type. The issue could be dealt with in this way. Thula’s English proficiency suggests that he is language-gifted and would respond well to the concept that different linguistic styles reflect different value and belief systems. An Introduction to critical language theory might help to give him the language repertoire to contest social injustices in a more scholarly way and without giving offence to other demographic groups (his language is sometimes not just emotive but politically incorrect). The more complex task might also be helpful in getting him to re-engage with the systemic issues at a higher intellectual level, perhaps with the help of the pedagogical model as evinced in the writing tutor program.

11. ANALYSIS OF MTHOBISI’S COMPOSING
Figure C.23 Mthobisi’s composing profile graph
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Figure C.24 Mthobisi’s composing profile graph continued
11.1 Summary of Mthobisi’s composing procedure

Mthobisi produced a rough draft of 4½ pages, divided up into the paragraphs he would later use in his neat draft. His neat draft was a hard copy of 1½ pages produced on Word Processor. Before he began the composing session, he had actually done some research on Land Reform generally in the Library, using the Internet to generate a page of points which he brought to the composing session. His composing procedure was as follows. He analysed his topic on the topic sheet and sorted through his notes. After heading his rough draft with the topic, he read through his notes, marking sections which he thought were relevant to the topic. He then wrote a fairly comprehensive rough draft, numbering various sections to match the paragraphs which he would write in his essay, and going back to look at the topic several times to check that he was “on topic”. He started off with jotted points for his Introduction, but wrote the rest of his rough draft (including his Conclusion) in paragraphs. He occasionally stopped to review what he had written, making a few corrections, and at times inserting phrases into previous sections. Towards the end of his rough draft he spent some time reading and annotating a news article, as he said it provided details of how land reform was successful. After reviewing his latter paragraphs and composing his Conclusion in rough, he typed out his neat draft on word processor, keeping to the order of his rough draft but expanding on the points and refining his expression to make his writing more stylish. As he was running out of time (and daylight, for the cameras), he saved his document file after finishing paragraph 5 and completed typing out his final draft a few days later. When finished, he attempted to add a page border and to print his file. After using the spell check, he called the researcher, who assisted with the printout.

11.2 Mthobisi’s results

Mthobisi’s essay scored 14/30, which is a failure. He has lost most of the marks on Language (3/9), and his lecturer wrote the comment, “Needs English tuition”, on the score sheet (but not on his script). His marks for Structure were also low (3/9). While his lecturer has written in mainly corrections on his draft, there is also a comment on, “Two separate ideas in one sentence”, and two comments which indicate that he has given the evidence without making the actual point
clear (i.e. the slowness of implementation of the Land Reform process).

Table C.12 Mthobisi’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.3 The model as applied to Mthobisi’s composing

Mthobisi’s profile is of interest in providing a fuller picture of student composing than that offered by the other participants in this (i.e. 2005) study, in spite of the latter being asked questions about their usual composing behaviour. This is because students do not usually remember habitual or implicit behaviour, and tend to leave out the “obvious” details which are the very features one wishes to capture. Moreover Mthobisi’s video protocol is the only complete example I have of students composing on computer (the 1999 VPAs contain fragments only). While he was using the word processor primarily as typewriter to produce a fair copy and not as a composing tool, it did allow him more scope for revising and polishing than a handwritten copy would have done.

Mthobisi’s case shows how intimately the systemic and extra-systemic issues are intertwined, in that academic requirements are not optional extras or add-ons, but become an intrinsic part of the composing process itself, so that the composing functions cannot be performed without specific reference to the academic context in which composing occurs. This made it difficult to diagnose the reasons for his failure, as his case demonstrates that the success of the
systemic operation of composing is dependent on the extent to which it serves the extra-systemic criteria for success. However, the example provided by Mthobisi’s composing supports the empirical model in demonstrating that the complexity of composing can be better understood if effective communication in written mode is viewed as being a combination of systemic and extra-systemic factors. Most importantly, Mthobisi’s case shows how the complexity of composing can in fact be understood by learners when its systemic and extra-systemic operation is clarified by use of a more simplified version of the model as presented in the writing tutor program. No more than a 20 minute exposure to the program allowed Mthobisi to diagnose the nature of his own problem more effectively than either his lecturer or the researcher, and to suggest ways in which he could move forward.

11.4 Systemic issues in Mthobisi’s composing

Mthobisi’s control of the system was good, not to say excellent. His comments during the interviews showed a good grasp of what was involved in the composing functions and how to carry them out:

Contextualising
What I usually do is I start summarising the topic, like getting in the mind of the lecturer, what the lecturer wants. So I start taking out the key words, and then I try to gather the information as much as possible…all the related points, like not rightly [i.e. correctly] or anything, just put them down, and keep on reading them, and seeing if: “Do I get the answer?” “Am I following the topic?” I keep on reading the same topic again and again. So when I think I’ve got more than enough points, I start to put the Introduction now.

Data gathering [using different sources]
I have two different explanations of Redistribution, the points from the Internet and my notes. So I was thinking which one to – I was trying to mix them, nicely, to summarise them, in a proper way. I tried to be as short as possible.

Idea generating
I’m writing down the topic again…so I can get it in my mind, really get it, what the lecturer wanted [i.e. He is using the topic as a focal device.]
I’m taking plain paper, now, ok, I want to draft the points, important points. It’s like, I’m now starting to – I’m starting on a solid line, I’m taking points, and putting them down in a paragraph, which, at the end, I’ll type out.

Reader accommodation
And then I’m getting to paragraph 2a now, you know, the second part of that is still part of this, but I’m trying to clarify that, in order for Restitution to
be done, what is the process, and Redistribution, and the Tenure Reform.

This last, er, paragraph is just to confirm all the things for this, er, 3rd paragraph. So this, I'll say was “3rd paragraph b”, cause now I'm saying, in order for Land Reform to be successful, the Government has focused on this and that and that. I'm clarifying the 3rd paragraph, so I can carry on.

Editing [redrafting more formally]

It's like, when I'm writing on the computer its like I was reworking, like, my points. I'm not taking it exactly. This [i.e. the handwritten draft] is just a guidance, to draw the attention.

[Style] It's very important. I can keep interested when I'm reading an article, er, some sort of document, where there's taste, and where it makes you read – carry on reading, you know?

Basically, you know, it's a sense of pride that someBody is well educated, or, well, literate about words and how to use them, in a proper sense. I'm sure even the lecturer just doesn't want a solid, straight essay just that bland, with that taste... but with boundaries of a formal essay, keep in mind that.

Evaluating

Just thinking where I am now, and where I'm going. ...after a paragraph I sit again and then I shuffle my notes, you know, I just don't want to end up with, “Ah, I shouldn't have written this!” So I'm just checking, and I'm reading to check the second paragraph so in a sense we really see what's happening. ... And you know, I take the task, on every finish of the paragraph, you must keep on asking yourself the same question, check the topic, the Land Reform heading, so you know that you are going in the process.

**Figure C.25** Detail 1 from Mthobisi's composing profile graph
Mthobisi’s composing was systematic, as the recursive pattern in Figure C.25 (minutes 48 – 52) suggests. While evaluation of the whole piece is best left until the end, Mthobisi’s regular monitoring of his progress (see Figure C.25) kept him on topic, and he did evaluate his rough draft towards the end and right at the end of his rough draft (see Figure C.26) but not at the end of his neat draft. He spent some time going back to his data sources after 1 hr 10 minutes of composing, but this was just when he started focusing on his main argument, and as he commented, the article had direct relevance for his argument:

Now I’m getting details for how it [i.e. Land Reform] is successful ….because Sipho clarifies this in his article.

11.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Mthobisi’s composing

Mthobisi said above that he was “getting in the mind of the lecturer”, but his results suggest that he had not succeeded. The reality is that the topic itself spells out very little of the actual lecturer’s requirements. Here I was at fault for supposing that students knew the lecturer’s criteria and not supplying them, at least before the students composed, if not during composing. However, the assessment criteria do not actually spell out the requirements either, they merely break the marks down into categories which could be applied to any essay without making the academic requirements in this specific case clear. Thus, while Mthobisi performed all of the systemic functions admirably, he did
not focus them on the desired end: there was a mismatch between requirements and performance, and the mismatch was more likely due to the learner writer’s perception of what was required rather than from any inability to perform. Mthobisi comments showed that he did not have mother tongue English proficiency, but was conversationally fluent, energetic, well-informed and well motivated, as well as having an excellent grasp of the systemic elements of composing. He was not able to carry out the functions successfully, not because he did not know how to, but because he did not know the precise ends to which he was directing them, as he was not aware of the specific local requirements which applied in this case.

11.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Mthobisi

His lecturer diagnosed Mthobisi’s problem as lack of fluency in English, and the solution as “English tuition”. This was clearly not the main problem. Initially I wondered if Mthobisi might not be confusing spoken fluency with formal written English, that is that he was perhaps confused about mode conventions. Mthobisi seemed to confirm this by saying: “I’ve always written the thoughts straight down as they come into my mind” (i.e. spontaneous expression was equated with a register suited to written mode). His response at the end of the second interview (on his results) was: “This (i.e. the assignment) is not yet finished.” This led me to reconsider that it was not so much confusion of the modes, but the fact that his draft, apparently polished, was in fact still a very rough draft, which, like many rough drafts, was conversational rather than formal in tone. But it was not just tone which was the problem: his lecturer also found his (painstaking) structuring faulty: this was because Mthobisi had no idea of her perception of an academic “brief” and the structure used to unfold an academic assignment. Mthobisi himself provided the best diagnosis. On being left alone with the writing tutor programme for 20 minutes, he became very excited and started writing down notes on the “Preparing to write” section. Mthobisi realised that he had not known his lecturer’s specifications, which would have meant that his language should have been more formal, and his structure very different in form. This is a social error, but a systemic one, because the contextualising function has not been successfully performed. So
while the system must be driven by external factors to fulfil the ends of local requirements, the system itself should be viewed as the starting point of composing, and this is the basis on which the model and the writing tutor program was formulated.

12. ANALYSIS OF THANDEKA’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

12.1 Summary of Thandeka’s composing procedure
Thandeka’s produced 1¼ pages of rough draft and a neat draft of just over 2 pages. Her composing procedure was as follows. She first tried to understand the topic, headed her neat draft (but did not write out the topic) and then skim-read her notes for points relevant to the topic. She then jotted down points for her Introduction in rough, read what she had written and started jotting down points for the Body, numbering these per paragraph. While her rough draft was structured into an Introduction and numbered paragraphs, the ideas did not come out in that order, and she left room to write in additional ideas as they occurred (for example, she added points to Introduction section after she had started the Body. She eventually generated a page of points for the Body of her essay. She then wrote her points out, slightly expanded, on a neat draft, frequently using Tippex to make corrections as she wrote (as the focus at this stage was on correctness, this was not inappropriate, but her use did seem excessive). After writing out the Body of her essay, she composed a Conclusion straight on to her neat draft. When she had finished the essay, she spent some time reading it through to see how it came across to the reader.

12.2 Thandeka’s results
Thandeka’s essay scored 13/30, which is a failure. She had lost the most marks on Content: 3 out of a possible 12. Next to the section on “Land Tenure reform” in the essay the lecturer wrote the comment, “writer not sure what is meant”, which suggests that Thandeka had not understood all of her content. The lecturer’s summative comments were:
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Only two isolated examples mentioned – not credible argument. Sketchy content – not made use of reference material.
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Language fair.

This suggests that the essay did not obtain a pass mark because it did not provide a convincing argument backed up with evidence.

Table C.13 Thandeka’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Style: Tone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.3 The model as applied to Thandeka’s composing

In Thandeka’s case analysis using the model highlights the importance of learners knowing what is required in an academic essay and being able to fulfil these requirements at the requisite academic level. The systemic working of the mechanism is to no avail if input is faulty in terms of the writer’s concept of what is required, particularly in terms of genre. In order to be successful, the learner writer must know both what an academic argument constitutes and how to use the system to achieve this.

12.4 Systemic issues in Thandeka’s composing

Thandeka’s grasp of the systemic working of composing was excellent. While her focus seemed a little diffuse at the beginning, this approach seemed to work for her, as she soon settled down and focused on one stage at a time: she drafted first and revised later. She had what seemed to be an effective
redrafting technique, consisting of first jotting down points on her rough draft and then expanding them later in her neat draft. Why then was her content regarded as “sketchy” by the lecturer? She spent just as much time reviewing her notes (if not more) than some students whose essays obtained a better assessment. However, she did not seem to have selected relevant content with as much success. She may have relied too much on her class notes, with the result that her content was little more that giving back what she had been told during lectures: students commented that their lecturer required more than passive reception of lecture materials. The other students spent more time on certain key newspaper articles and the Government manual, and spent more time analysing their materials on the whole. Her examples - meant to be “evidence” to support her argument – were the kinds of vague generalisations undergraduate students often resort to when asked to argue a case. Thandeka could in fact have used examples from her own experience: it was her treatment which was unconvincing. To sum up, while her use of the composing system was good, it did not result in a successful outcome, because Thandeka did not really understand the nature of the type of academic argument she was required to produce. This extra-systemic factor (i.e. lack of genre knowledge) compromised her data gathering, as she did not know what kinds of data were required to support an academic argument at this level.

12.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Thandeka’s composing

The system failed her then, because the extra-systemic issue of the nature of the genre involved (and hence, relevant data sources) was not accommodated within the system. The genre issue, while it involves structure (i.e. of the argument), is a Stage 1 concern: for Thandeka the task was not properly contextualised by being “framed” in a recognisable genre. This meant that the other crucial Stage 1 issue, data gathering, could not be addressed satisfactorily. Analysing the topic did not help, because the topic omitted too much of key importance in describing the task. As ideas are “spawned in data”, and unfolded in ways typical of that genre, Thandeka’s essay was a non-starter, in spite of her obvious expertise with the system itself.
12.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Thandeka

The interesting thing is that Thandeka herself was on track in realising that her essay statements were too general: “And I think the other problem that I have is that I’m being - I’m too general: I don't focus on the actual point”. This is a perceptive comment, and suggests that she has partly diagnosed the problem herself after reviewing her own composing performance in the interviews. She needs to be exposed to good student models of the type of writing she is trying to master: this will facilitate her recognition of the genre better than academic or trade journals. She also needs to learn to read with discrimination and to be able to take notes on, and internalise the content of more difficult sources than class notes. What is really involved here is the nature of higher learning and subject-specific knowledge, and ways of extending the learner’s repertoire to encompass more intellectually demanding composing tasks.

13. ANALYSIS OF NELISIWE’S COMPOSING

Topic: “Discuss the effectiveness (or not) of the land reform programme with specific reference to the land claims process.”

13.1 Summary of Nelisiwe’s composing procedure

Nelisiwe’s produced one draft of just over 3 pages and an A5 diary page of jotted notes, mostly direct quotes from the sources she used. Her composing procedure was as follows. She read the topic fairly fast but then kept coming back to it for a period of about 10 minutes while she checked to see if the points she found in her notes were linked to the topic. She started writing an Introduction, but wrote one sentence only and left spaces for more. She then found some points she could use in an information manual but had to look up a word she did not understand in the dictionary. She went on to compose the Body of the essay, but initially her focus on composing was interrupted continually by the need to refer to her sources. She also stopped a few times to correct her text rather than leaving proof-reading until the end. She returned to the Introduction to finish it after nearly 30 minutes of composing. After 40 minutes she left the room to get a book out of the Library, where she also took brief notes from a reference book. When she returned, she then finished the
NELISIWE

STAGES

1 2 3 4 5

READS THE TOPIC.

ALTERNATES BETWEEN READING THE TOPIC AND CONSULTING VARIOUS SOURCES “TO LINK IT WITH THE TOPIC OF THE ASSIGNMENT”.

STARTS WRITING INTRODUCTION BUT LEAVES IT UNFINISHED.

CONSULTS DICTIONARY.

STARTS THE BODY OF THE ESSAY.

KEEPS INTERRUPTING COMPOSING TO LOOK AT NOTES.

FINISHES INTRODUCTION.

READS WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN.

FINISHES PARAGRAPH 7.

COPIES A DIAGRAM FROM THE BOOK.

FINISHES COPYING DIAGRAM.

ADDS A SENTENCE TO PARAGRAPH 8.

FINISHES PARAGRAPH 8.

BROWSES THROUGH THE BOOK.

WRITES CONCLUSION.

READS PAGE 3, PAGE 1.

TIDIES PAPERS.

READS PAGE 1 AGAIN, FINISHES.

CONSULTS DICTIONARY.

ALTERNATES BETWEEN READING THE TOPIC AND CONSULTING VARIOUS SOURCES “TO LINK IT WITH THE TOPIC OF THE ASSIGNMENT”.

LEAVES THE ROOM FOR 46 MINUTES TO OBTAIN A BOOK FROM THE LIBRARY, AND TAKES SOME NOTES WHILE THERE.

COMES BACK INTO THE ROOM, DRINKS WATER.

READS THE BOOK.

READS WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN SO FAR.

FINISHES PARAGRAPH 8.

LEAVES THE ROOM FOR 46 MINUTES TO OBTAIN A BOOK FROM THE LIBRARY, AND TAKES SOME NOTES WHILE THERE.

Figure C.28 Nelisiwe’s composing profile graph

body of the essay drawing mainly on passages from the book. She took some time browsing through the book before composing her Conclusion. When she
had finished, she read through the whole essay to check for mistakes and also to see if she had included all of the necessary points.

Table C.14 Nelisiwe’s assessment figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Style: Tone</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Focus on topic Land Reform + Ownership or Process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement of response to brief</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear explanation of Reform Programme</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of various sources of material</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13.2 Nelisiwe’s results

Nelisiwe’s essay received a mark of 11/30, which was a failure, and also the lowest mark scored in this series of video protocol sessions. She lost most of her marks on Structure, obtaining only 1 out of a possible 9. Her lecturer’s summative comments suggest the reasons for this:

Various ideas thrown together. No clear structure of thoughts/ideas. Does not answer the brief clearly (my emphasis).

Nelisiwe’s scores for Language and Content were 5/9 and 5/12 respectively, making it seem that content was more of a problem than English proficiency. This is deceptive, however, as will be suggested below. Other comments include corrections (mostly in the first 1½ pages), and the lecturer’s pointing out an apparent contraction in the text. This was a statement that for “land reform to take place land Restitution must be ‘scrapped’, “ where the meaning of the source had clearly become lost in the transcription. Above the diagram, the lecturer wrote:

Briefly explain the diagram.
It is an important concept that the land market
is central to the various processes: with or without assistance. Source of diagram?

Nelisiwe had not explained or referenced the diagram, but she had provided a caption: “Land Reform or Restitution Process”.

13.3 The model as applied to Nelisiwe’s composing

The interviews suggested that Nelisiwe had a very good grasp of what should go into an academic essay and how it should be structured, in many instances echoing her lecturer’s requirements. However, the lecturer’s assessment shows that she was not able to fulfil these requirements satisfactorily. Nelisiwe’s composing profile is skewed towards stage 1 activities – overtly data-gathering – throughout, to the extent that her focus on idea production is constantly interrupted or diffused. The earlier pedagogical model would have suggested that Nelisiwe’s use of the composing system was faulty (she also tended to focus on corrections too early). However, the addition of an input option to the model, and a consideration of the nature of the input which might interfere with the composing system in this case, gives a “better explanation” of Nelisiwe’s actual performance. It was in fact an extra-systemic factor which rendered the composing system ineffectual in this case.

13.4 Systemic issues in Nelisiwe’s composing

The heavy emphasis on data-gathering initially suggests that Nelisiwe was not sure what to say in this essay, yet in conversation her grasp of the Land Reform programme appeared to be above average. She did of course need to find suitable sources for evidence to back up her argument, and also to find details such as the Land Bills, Acts and dates which she knew were an important part of demonstrating an understanding of the process. Nelisiwe had all of the notes which the other students used, so why, then did she make an excursion to the library to find yet another source? The note she made in the library throws some light on the reason, as well as the fact that the third page of her essay has only 6 lecturer corrections as compared with 26 corrections made by the lecturer on the first 1½ pages (the other half page was taken up by the diagram). The “note” consists of extracts copied down verbatim, and page 3
contains prose which does not match either Nelisiwe’s spoken level of fluency in English or her written level of fluency in the other pages. Nelisiwe had basically “lifted” passages from the book and other reference works in the library. The issue of plagiarism came up in the interviews, and Nelisiwe’s comments showed that she was fully aware of both the implications of unacknowledged citations, as well as the strategies commonly used by students (e.g. slight changes to the text) to avoid accusations of outright plagiarism.

13.5 Extra-systemic factors affecting Nelisiwe’s composing

Is the extra-systemic factor plagiarism, then? I believe it was a strategy only, and one born of desperation, which I am mortified to say, was probably fuelled by the student’s composing being recorded on camera. The real culprit here was insufficient language proficiency to handle composing at this level. If it is below a certain level, language proficiency impacts negatively on all of the stages of composing. It was not content alone which Nelisiwe was focusing on throughout composing, but also words and phrases to express this content. The lecturer was familiar with both the content and the language of the class notes, various Government handouts and photocopied articles, and the interviews revealed that her students knew that she did not give marks for content taken straight from course materials. Nelisiwe had therefore apparently resorted to lifting passages from a book in the library. The result was a pastiche account without much meaning or structure, which shortcomings the lecturer noted, without knowing exactly why.

13.6 Diagnosis and developmental areas for Nelisiwe

The issue is whether to deal with this as a systemic problem or to address the apparent extra-systemic factors involved. A two-pronged approach is suggested: to assist the student to explore ways of making the composing system work with her current level proficiency in English as well as to assist her to develop fluency in subject-specific terms and expressions (her conversational proficiency in English was fairly good). Other ESL students in this (and previous studies) had found ways to “work the composing system” with language proficiency which was not at the level of the mother tongue speakers
of English. Three out of the four top scorers in this assignment were in fact not mother tongue speakers of English. Unfortunately the Durban University of Technology does not offer tuition in English, which means that students are left to their own devices. The best solution would of course be to combine instruction in English with the development of academic composing skills, working from response-type papers to more formal exercises. Interventions such as these are envisaged as part of the DUT Writing Clinic project currently being set up by the author (see pp 259-260).

14. POSTSCRIPT
The reconstruction of the above students’ composing in specific instances, using the evidence of the videotape, the writer’s comments on playback, and the actual texts produced, confirms what is found in the literature and the 44 previous video protocols, that writers do indeed follow a complex series of stages as they compose, which can be seen to correspond with the five stages of the analytical empirical model (namely, contextualising/ data gathering, idea generation, reader accommodation, editing and evaluating). Other features of the model are discussed in some detail in Chapter Eight.
APPENDIX D: EXAMPLES OF LETTER OF CONSENT

1. SAMPLE OF A LETTER TO ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBERS

Letter of agreement

Dear academic staff member

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research by setting and assessing a typical written assignment in your academic subject area. This assignment will be used as part of a research study entitled A realist approach to writing: developing a theoretical model of written composition to inform a computer mediated learning application. This project is supported and funded by the NRF (National Research Foundation).

The researcher undertakes to assure you of the following:

- Your educational practices are not in any way the focus of this study except in setting the context and parameters for the student volunteers taking part.
- The educational practices of your Department are taken as a given and not in question except inasmuch as they impact on student composing.
- Any insights into composing which might assist or interest you will be communicated.
- No manipulation or withholding of information is involved in this study.

It is hoped that the Department staff and students involved will benefit from any insights into academic composing arising from the study.

I acknowledge your willing participation in assisting to add to the body of knowledge about academic writing.

Yours sincerely

Dee Pratt
Senior Lecturer

PARTICIPANT’S SIGNATURE OF AGREEMENT________________________ DATE:________

PLEASE PRINT NAME:______________________________________________
2. SAMPLE OF A LETTER TO STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

Department of English & Communication

Dee Pratt: Senior Lecturer
Ph: 2042824
deepr@dit.ac.za

Letter of agreement

Dear participant

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a video protocol analysis as part of a research study entitled *A realist approach to writing: developing a theoretical model of written composition to inform a computer mediated learning application*. This project is supported and funded by the NRF (National Research Foundation).

A small research assistant’s fee will be paid to each participant on completion of the video protocol analysis in recognition that this work is over and above that required as part of English course requirements.

It is understood that participants have agreed to allow illustrations taken from the video-recordings to be displayed for research purposes (e.g. thesis, journal papers or conference presentations) but that these will be tastefully edited so as to present participants in a scholarly light.

The researcher commits to the following:

- To ensure that the rights and welfare of the participant are protected.
- To guarantee the confidentiality of any personal information not related to the composing session.
- To present any graphics and transcripts used for illustrative purposes in such a way as to maintain the participant’s dignity, and to enquire beforehand if there is any doubt as to this.

I acknowledge your enterprise in volunteering to add to the body of knowledge about academic writing, and your perseverance in carrying out the research task to its completion.

Yours sincerely

Dee Pratt
Senior Lecturer

PARTICIPANT’S SIGNATURE OF AGREEMENT_________________ DATE:_______
PLEASE PRINT NAME:________________________________________
APPENDIX E: WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM INSTALL

1. VERSION OF THE PROTOTYPE PROVIDED
Note that the disk provided contains a later version of the prototype, which was developed for use in the DUT Writing Clinic. While it does not yet include the enhancements suggested by the 13 student volunteers, it has some features which are additional to the earlier versions, including a Mind map and Flow chart application, as well as an Ideas database. It also contains a Flash demo which acts as a Tutorial. The Writing Tutor Program (NEWT) installs from the install disk on to the hard drive, and runs on the PC as a stand-alone program.

2. INSTALLATION
Installation is carried out through a standard Windows installer package, as follows:

- Place the install disk in a CD-drive.
- Find the “Writing Tutor Windows Installer Package” in the CD-drive directory and double click on it.
- Follow the standard instructions to install (this will include specifying the directory on your hard drive where you would like the Writing Tutor Program to be installed).
- The size of the Writing Tutor Program is 8 MB.

N.B. This program will not change any system files on the computer.

3. USING THE WRITING TUTOR PROGRAM
After installation, the NEWT icon should appear on the desktop:

![NEWT Icon]

Figure E.1 The NEWT desktop icon
Double click on the icon to run the program. When the Writing Tutor Program is running, a floating menu bar (see Figure C.1) should appear on the screen.

![NEWT floating menu bar](image)

**Figure E.2** The NEWT floating menu bar

The user may wish to open MSWord, so that the menu bar floats on top of the word processor page (it is actually easier to open MSWord first, then go back to the desktop to run the Writing Tutor). The writing tutor program can be opened by mouse-clicking on “Menu” on the menu bar. The “+/−” function can be used to open or close whatever part of the writing tutor program is on display. A user who wishes to have only the five stages visible on the menu while composing can contract the menu by clicking on “HELP WITH COMPOSING”: clicking on the “EXPAND” option restores the full menu.

The menu bar can be moved around the screen at will with the mouse, and can thus be made to “sit” on any part of the word processor page. The writing tutor program can also be sent to the Start bar by mouse-clicking on the “−” (i.e. close window) function on the menu bar. The “X” function will close the program down: the “□” function (i.e. open window fully) is not available in this version of the writing tutor program. The writing tutor display can remain open even when the user is typing (or saving, or formatting) on the word processor. Any program prompts which may appear on the Start bar can be hidden by mouse-clicking on them. Users may wish to browse the menu options at will, or may choose to read the “Program overview” or view the Flash “Tutorial” on the main menu. Navigation takes place mainly through the main menu, although there are some hyperlinked options and some sub-submenu and “back” functions.
**academic writing**: In its widest sense, academic writing is any act of writing which serves the ends of learning; however, it is habitually used to refer to the writing of the essays, assignments or dissertations which are used to assess academic progress. In this account academic writing is not viewed as generic, but as context-specific and shaped by local academic needs and requirements; there is, however, a “school type” of writing practice - usually de-contextualised - the outcome of which could be said to constitute a genre. Academic writing (i.e. composing) is viewed as an integral part of the social construction of knowledge, and not just a conduit (unless, of course, a transmission type of knowledge construction is involved).

**algorithm**: a set of well-defined (and finite) instructions for accomplishing a process, often containing steps which are repeated until the process is complete.

**andragogical**: a student-centred model of learning, used to refer to adult learning, as opposed to the more common “pedagogical”, or teacher-centred, model, used to refer to child (or youth) learning.

**architecture of functions**: The system of functions comprising a theoretical model is referred to as an “architecture of functions” as it provides a “blueprint” of the functions underpinning the operation of social and physical phenomena.

**causal agent**: a sentient being which acts to bring about change, whether consciously or otherwise.

**causal model**: this term is used by Franck interchangeably with “empirical model”, that is, it is a practical model containing the causal mechanisms whereby the functions in the system of functions (the theoretical model) are carried out.

**composing**: In this account composing is treated as a communicative interaction, and the overall pattern it takes, while socially generated and influenced, is considered to operate at a deeper level than local discoursal conventions or contingent circumstances. Composing is thought to derive its basic patterning from the need to carry out essential communicative functions, and not from discoursal features of the various genres (e.g. a novel, a poem, a news report), although these, along with contingent factors, can be seen to account for some of the myriad surface variations in specific instances of composing. That the general pattern described here (the empirical model of composing) may have been influenced by both western technology and western literacy practices is not disputed. It may also be the case that “islands” of newly literate ethnic groups may not be aware of or use this pattern unless exposed to western educational practices. However, learner writers from newly literate groups may also not use this pattern because composing has not been properly
contextualised by teachers for whom the social context of academic composing has become implicit, and therefore there is no meaningful social context to drive the revision and polishing phases of the process. Some of the contingent or social factors which may lead to non-completion (or partial completion) of the phases of composing pattern will be discussed in connection with the empirical work.

**computer mediated learning (CML):** learning which is directly mediated by Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The term is used in this account in preference to computer assisted instruction (CAI), which so broad as to include any use of a computer in instructional programmes, and computer assisted language learning (CALL), as is should be clear from this account that writing involves more than language learning.

**conceptual mechanism:** a concept which informs everyday social practice. The pedagogical model of composing is a conceptual mechanism, as is the writer tutor program based on it.

**contingent determination:** a term suggested provisionally in this study to refer to attendant or circumstantial factors (including socio-cultural factors) impinging on communicative processes, rather than the intentional causality of a human agent carrying out such a process. Contingent determination may refer to both sentient and insentient causality, however.

**deduction:** refers to the practice of applying a general principle or theory, derived from one set of circumstances, to another set, in order to explain (or predict) phenomena.

**determination:** causality, with which term it is used interchangeably in this account. At least eight types of determination have been identified: (1) causal determination; (2) quantitative self-determination; (3) interaction; (4) dialectical determination; (5) statistical determination; (6) structural determination; (7) teleological determination; and (8) mechanical determination (Bunge 1989, in Franck 2002:234).

**dialogical critique:** According to critical realist principles, access to the “real” can be reached only through an ongoing critical dialogue between the knower and the thing known (i.e. dialogical critique is a way of knowing).

**discourse:** socially differentiated language forms and conventions, including paralinguistic elements and other nonverbal behaviour. Crystal’s traditional definition of discourse (1980:114) as “a continuous stretch of LANGUAGE larger than a SENTENCE”, which is extended to include socially differentiated speech events (such as “a conversation, a joke, a sermon an interview” (1980:115), suggests that discourse possesses the same langue/parole distinction as language. Thus discourse can exist in potential, that is as a socially shared repertoire of language forms and conventions (i.e. mentally, as in Bhaskar’s *empirical* domain), in the real domain as socially embedded utterances (i.e. events/mechanisms), or the actual domain as experiences and reflections on these, whether in the delivery or the reception of an utterance. In this account neither language nor discourse (whether in potential or realised as
utterance) are conflated with human communication, which is considered to be the larger process, and which, while always socially contextualised in actual occurrence, has underlying features about which general observations can be made, in much the same way as with salient features of discourse. In this study, both language and discourse are considered to constitute key (but not the sole) mechanisms effecting the communication process by carrying out certain essential communicative functions. Within a critical realist perspective, discourse, while it can occupy the real domain in the sense of utterance (or causal mechanism), should not be conflated with knowledge or reality, as both Bhaskar (in Laclau & Bhaskar 1998) and Archer (Archer et al 1998) have pointed out in some detail.

domain: in critical realism these refer to levels (or layers, or types) of existence. There is the reality of external events and their causes (often unknown to humans), in the “real” domain; the reality of our own incontrovertible experience, in the “actual” domain; and a mental reality of ideas, reflections, theories - including the entire body of human knowledge - in the “empirical” domain.

empirical model: a description of a process or phenomenon which illustrates how it works in a real life situation. The user’s model of composing is an empirical model, as it describes what a writer does while composing. Note that there is no correspondence between Bhaskar’s “empirical domain” and the “empirical model” described by Franck: the former is a state of existence, part of Bhaskar’s ontology, while the latter is a model based on real-life functioning (all models, no matter of what nature, fit into Bhaskar’s empirical domain, which deals with theoretical entities.)

empiricist: a rational viewpoint (associated with Empiricist philosophy) which holds that knowledge is derived from experience.

epistemology: an account of the nature of knowledge, or theory about how knowledge comes into being.

functional architecture: the system of functions in a theoretical model.

generative mechanism: used by Bhaskar interchangeably with the term “causal mechanism”.

induction: refers to the process of classical induction, whereby a general principle or theory is hypothesised from specific details of evidence.

intentional determination: a term suggested provisionally in this study to refer to the setting in train of a social process such as communication, whether conscious or involuntary. Intentional determination refers to causal agents.

intransitive/transitive: In critical realism, “intransitive” refers to the real domain, which is not the result of human thought – it exists independently of our perceptions of it; transitive” refers to the empirical domain of knowledge and theories, which are a construct of human thought.

learning: broadly defined as the social construction of knowledge: precisely how knowledge should be constructed is a matter of local choice from amongst the
social options available at any given time, dependent on current relations of power.

*learning object:* any device (e.g. thing, electronic device, program) which can be re-used to facilitate learning in different contexts. While learning objects are connected with technology-enhanced learning, they are not limited to any particular technology (an abacus could be said to constitute a reusable learning object). The user’s model is a type of re-usable learning object, as is the writing tutor program on which is based.

*left and right brain theory:* Whether the mind’s creative and logical functions are situated physically in the left and right hemisphere of the brain, or in the anterior and posterior lobes, or in other places unspecified, is not the issue here: a person’s creative functioning is observably distinct from his or her logical functioning, and while we may oscillate rapidly between the two states, the two modes of functioning are clearly distinct, as well as mutually exclusive.

*mechanism:* the physical, social or mental cause of a natural or social process, system or phenomenon. It must be noted that mechanisms are not random causes, but complex and layered in their structure, possessing at least stochastic causality. The systemic “architecture of functions” which Franck shows as underpinning causal mechanisms can be viewed as giving mechanisms their distinct form and structure. The confusion apparent in the definition of the term “mechanism” in social science literature may well be due to the fact that the system itself, its properties and potential for change have not been differentiated clearly. According to Franck, theoretical and empirical models are different aspects of the same social mechanism: the former, its formal element, the latter, its applied or practical element.

*model:* refers to any representation which explains the nature, structure or working of a natural or social phenomenon clearly, often with the help of a diagram, and more recently with the help of computer simulations. The model, however, is not the diagram or the computer simulation, but the system of relations which it represents.

*ontology:* an account of the nature of reality, as described in various philosophies.

*paradigm:* comprehensive world view. The term “paradigm” has been so over-exposed in academic parlance that it has become almost meaningless. To complicate matters, Kuhn (1969), whose seminal work, *The structure of scientific revolutions*, introduced the term into academic debates, used the word with at least three meanings: (1) comprehensive world view, (2) disciplinary matrix, and (3) exemplar - then reneged on the first meaning, the one which is used most commonly in the field of Education, in a *Postscript.* In the literature on written composition the term paradigm is used with all three meanings, but this is rarely explicated.

*paradigm shift:* The process of paradigm shift occurs when an existing paradigm (with the meaning of world view) cannot account for an increasing number of anomalies, and the scientific community goes through a period of confusion
where alternative paradigms compete for supremacy until one paradigm should achieve domination. The new paradigm provides a conceptual framework within which all of its implications can be explored; this continues until such time as the new framework is also found wanting and yet another paradigm shift takes place. A paradigm shift involves more than the mere application of new theories to findings which cannot be accommodated within previous theories: it is a shift in overall perspective, that is the way researchers see reality itself.

*poiesis*: the social construction of knowledge. Precisely how knowledge should be constructed is a matter of local choice from amongst the social options available at any given time, dependent on current relations of power.

*positivism*: an orientation (or paradigm) prevalent in the physical sciences, which posits an external reality perceived by the senses and which can be verified by observation and measurement.

*poststructuralist*: a position which views reality as tentative and diverse, constructed socially by means of discourse (which tends to be equated with text) and rejects the notion of a fundamental common reality underpinning the world as constructed in discourse.

*principle*: a theoretical model (or “theory”) which can be applied to other disciplines or fields, or from social science to physical science (or vice versa) has the force of a *generalisable principle*.

*property*: The property of a system is what happens as a result of that system (i.e. it is the output of the system), which can be established by observation. The property of a system is the actual phenomenon being investigated, and may change with different input into that system.

*realist*: a realist orientation posits an external reality which exists independently of our attempts to make sense of it - it is not necessarily a reality of solid material objects, however.

*reality*: in critical realist terms, a tripartite amalgam of an external physical - and social - world, our experience of these, and our reflections on their meaning. Thus reality has an external physical (and social) aspect, a primal immediacy in terms of our undisputable experience of the former, and a mental existence as we puzzle to reconcile them.

*retroductive methodology*: Retroduction is a methodology typical of critical realist research, starting with observation of the phenomenon (i.e. in the domain of *actual*), next, postulating the *real* structures and mechanisms underpinning observable events, and then demonstrating the existence of these structures and mechanisms with reference to actual events (i.e. in the domain of *real*).

*semiosis*: meaning making (i.e. the social construction of meaning).

*social algorithm*: a term used in social psychology to refer to one of the patterns of social functioning which young people need to learn in order to participate effectively in social life. A social algorithm is a type of conceptual mechanism.
stochastic causality: causality which possesses a high degree of probability in bringing about an event.

stratification: layering, in critical realism, particularly vertical layers of causes, which may be diverse, complex and hidden from surface view.

text: handwritten, printed or electronically represented words on a page or monitor screen, i.e. linear verbal script displayed on a permanent (or semi-permanent) two-dimensional medium. It is accepted that text can also refer to graphic representations and audio or video-recordings of speech and/or nonverbal behaviour, but these, while used to capture data or communicate concepts, are not the focus of this study.

theoretical model: a formal, abstract system of functions which are essential for the occurrence or existence of the physical or social phenomena in question. A theoretical model can also be referred to as a “theory”. The five communicative functions - contextual, ideational, interactive, social and reflexive - constitute a theoretical model.

theory: A theory is defined as a hypothesis about the formal conceptual structure of a natural or social system, which attempts to abstract the necessary principles without which the properties of the system could not be fulfilled. A theory is generally judged in terms of its clarity in explaining phenomena with a particular end or purpose in view.

think-aloud protocol: a method whereby composing procedures are reconstructed by having writers verbalise their composing activities and record these on tape recorder. Writers need to have some training in advance.

transcendental argument: an argument which goes beyond what can be observed directly (i.e. in the realm of experience, or “actual” domain), to speculate on the nature of reality, or the nature of natural or social phenomena (i.e. events and their causes as existing in the “real” domain).

transitive/intransitive: In critical realism, “intransitive” refers to the real domain, which is not the result of human thought – it exists independently of our perceptions of it; “transitive” refers to the empirical domain of knowledge and theories, which are a construct of human thought.

truth: in critical realism, a position which can be established to approximate reality most closely. The truth is, however, acknowledged to be personal, tentative, incomplete, and shaped by current circumstances, as well as driven by local needs.

under-labourer: While the “handmaiden to the sciences” theme is regularly echoed in critical realist literature, it is interesting to note what Locke, who was considered to be the first British empiricist, actually said: “...it is ambition enough to be employed as an under-labourer in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of the rubbish that lies in the way to knowledge”. By the latter Locke meant “the learned but frivolous use of uncouth, affected, or unintelligible terms, introduced into the sciences, and there made an art of”.
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**variable:** Variables may occur both inside and outside a system, and it is important to make this distinction when modelling.

**video protocol:** a method of reconstructing composing behaviour by playing back a videotape of a composing and drawing up a writing profile based on the actions in the video recording, the writer’s interpretation of these, and the evidence in the written texts. Visual cues produce almost total recall of cognitive functions. Split screen recording using two cameras is recommended, as this can be used to capture the emerging text as well as the writer’s facial expressions and actions (video protocol analysis is sometimes abbreviated to VPA).
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